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¤ K L }M N {~M J� }{| }� zMNJ vxL {J K N�MwL zJNwJ �� J� wJ v~ L zy��M~ ��� �J vMwxvyz {J KN L }M�y {K w}y vvM K|M � {vv �M LJ {Kw zMyNM L }M N�MwL zJNwJ �{w yww xzyw� �� yL vMyNL J KM Jz~M z J��y| K{L x~M µ {K Jz~M z LJ LMNL L }M L }MJzML {wy v wy vw xvyL {J KN yL L }M {z w xzzM KL vM�M v J� ywwxzyw�Jz �MLLM z yK~ LJ J�Ly {K y wJ��ML {L {�M �y vxM �Jz L }M M vMwL zJ K�LJ� �zJLJ K �yNN zyL {J �Ð��: sç {L } zM vyL {�M v� NL zy {| }L�Jz�yz~ �J~ {�wyL {J KN LJ L }M y��yzyL xN µ L }M � {w zJ�JL {J K {K~ xwM~N {~M�yK~N v{� {L {K| L }M �zMNMKL N �MwL zJNwJ �{w zMNJ vxL {J K wyK �M M v{� {KyLM~ s
ÊxzL }M z�JzM µ y N {| K{�wyKL {Kw zMyNM {K L }M N�MwL zJNwJ �{w ywwxzyw� ½�� �JzM L }yK J KMJz~M z J� �y| K{L x~M¿ wJ xv~ �M yw}{M�M~ �� �M z�Jz� {K| z� N � {K Ó {� N �MwL zJNwJ �� {K wJ���{KyL {J K � {L } L }M ¾�u�� �ML}J~ Jz ´ �� zJLyL {J Ky v N �MwL zJNwJ ��s �K �yzL {w xvyzµ N {KwML }M {J KN yzM vJwy v{�M~ {K N �ywM LJ �MLLM z L }yK t� a� µ �J��vM z�� zMM zJLyL {J Ky v {K� zyzM~N�MwL zJNwJ �� {K L }M Éy����{w ¥M zM| {�M � {vv �M �JNN {�vM s ´ }M N�MwL zy v zMNJ vxL {J K {N M���MwLM~ LJ �M �MLLM z L }yK t ���µ v{� {LM~ J Kv� �� �My¥ zM vy� yL {J K �zJwMNNMN µ N xw} yNwJ vv{N {J KN � {L } �yw¥| zJ xK~ |yN µ Jz Ó xwLxyL {K| LMw }K{wy v �M v~N s
uJNL J� L }M �zJ �vM�N yKL {w {�yLM~ �Jz {J K w z�NLy vN wJ KLy {K{K| NM�M zy v LM K Jz }xK~ zM~ J�wJ v~ ��� {J KN � {vv �M � {zL xy vv� y�NMKL µ Jz �y� �M Nx�NLyKL {y vv� y vvM� {yLM~ JL }M z� {NM µ ��L xzK{K| LJ ¹xyKL x�� vJ| {w�M Ky�vM~ N�MwL zJNwJ �� ½Â É��¿µ yN �zJ �JNM~ yK~ ~M�JKNL zyLM~�� ç {KM vy K~ yK~ wJ�Jz¥M zN �Jz yLJ� {w {J KN ·tr  µ tr�¸ s ´ }M �ML }J~ �Jxv~ {K�J v�M xN {K|y N {K| vM xvL zywJ v~ ��� �J vMw xvyz {J K {K L }M Éy����{w ¥M zM| {�M µ wJ x�vM~ LJ y N {K| vM¶M� yLJ� {w {J Kµ � }{w } {N xNM~ �Jz �JL} wJJ v{K| L }M L zyKN vyL {J Ky v M KM z|� J� L }M ��� yK~NLyLM�NM vMwL {�M ~MLMwL {J K J� L }M �J vMwxvyz NLyLM s
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·t¸ » s �y� {N µ u�¤ s uM�MN µ u s À K~ zM� N µ u s �yK �zxLMK µ � s �xz�MM µ � s »xzKµ yK~ç s »MLLM zvM µ Ï¶JNM� �{KNLM {K IJK~M KNyL {J K {K y ÍyN J� �J~ {x� ÀLJ�N Ï �}�N s ¾M� sÉMLL s q� µ ���� ½t���¿ s
·r¸ Î s¾ s À �J��}yMM zµ I s ¾y�yKµ yK~ ç s »MLLM zvM µ ÏÊJz�yL {J K yK~ �Mwy� J� �JzLM�ÉyLL {wMN {K ¶JNM� �{KNLM {K IJK~MKNyLMN yL Ê{K{LM ´M��M zyL xzMN Ïµ �}�N s ¾M� s ÉMLL sÑÑ µ ������ ½r��r¿ s
·�¸ Î s» s I}{K µ � s�s u {vvM zµ � s É {x µ I s �LyKµ ç s �ML {y�yKµ I s �yKKM zµ » s � x yK~ ç s»MLLM zvM µ Ï�� {~MKwM �Jz N x�M zÓ x{~ {L� J� xvL zywJ v~ �M z� {J KN {K yK J�L {wy v vyLL {wM ÏµÐyLxzM ��_ µ �� t ½r���¿ s
·�¸ u s¾ s uyLL}M�N µ ¶ s�s À K~M zNJ K µ �sI s �y vÒ y Kµ � s� s �y vvµ I s� s ç {M�yKµ yK~ �sÀ sIJzKM vvµ Ï�JzL {wMN {K y ¶JNM� �{KNLM {K IJK~MKNyLM Ïµ �}�N s ¾M� s ÉMLL s Ñ_ µ r�� ½t���¿ s
·�¸ � s� s uyz|J v{N µ Í s�s ¶yz�JJ~ µ Í s �xyK| µ � sÀ s »vM {K µ � sÐ s ÉMy µ » s ����yK{Mw µ �sÍ {vv Ï�M zL�� ÉM�M v uMyNxzM�MKL J� L }M ¤ �L {wy v I vJw¥ ÊzM¹ xMKw� {K y � {K| vM ëë� z��J K Ïµ �w {M KwM _�¡ µ t��� ½r��� ¿ s
·�¸ ç s� s ¤N¥y�µ � sÀ s � {~~y�N µ �sÀ s �JKvM�µ ´ su s ÊJzL {M zµ ´ s�s �My� KM zµ É s �J vv�M z| µç su s �LyKJ µ � s¾ s ÎMºM zLN µ u sÎ s �M vyKM�µ » s »{� µ Ês ÉM� {µ ´ s� s �yz¥M zµ y K~ Î sI s¶M z|¹ x{NL µ Ï� {K| vM�ÀLJ� ¤�L {wy v I vJw¥ � {L } �{| } Àwwxzyw� Ïµ �}�N s ¾M� s ÉMLL s Õq µ�r� � t ½r���¿ s
·�¸ ´ s�s �My� KM zµ � s¾ s ÎMº M zLN µ � sÀ s �JKvM�µ Î s� s � }{zvM�µ y K~ ´ s� s �yz¥M zµ Ï¾MwMKL���zJ�M�MKLN {K Ð ��´� Êt yK~ y ¾MNxvL {K| Àwwxzyw� J� � � � � ô Å äþ Ä ð ÄÅñÆì Ïµ���� ´zyKN s �KNL z s uMyN s �� µ  �r ½r��� ¿ s
· ¸ � �Mw {y v {NN xM �ÏÂ xJ �y~ {N µ wJ v~ �J vMwxvMN� Ïµ �~N s Î s �J� vM µ ¶ s Êz{M~ z{w }µ ¾ s� s»zM�N µ yK~ Ês uyNKJ x��MMx� N µ �xzs �}�N s Î s � _U½r¿ µ t�� ½r��� ¿ s
·�¸ � �Mw {y v {NN xM J K wJ v~ �J vMwxvMN µ �~N s ¤ s �xv{M xµ u s ¾yJ xvL µ � s ´ {M�yKKµ Î s �}�N s¶ � ÀL s uJ vs ¤ �L s �}�N s _Õ µ �  t� ½r���¿ s
·t�¸ u s� s �{ ¾JNy µ ÏÉyNM z�wJJ v{K| �J vMwxvMN Ïµ �xzs �}�N s Î s � _U µ ��� ½r��� ¿ s
��
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·tt¸ � s ÍM zv{w } yK~ � s �w }vM��Mzµ Ï�MxLM z{x� �zywL {J KyL {J K {K |yN �}yNM zMywL {J KN�MyNxzM~ {K L }M vy �JzyLJz� Ïµ �vyK s yK~ ��ywM �w {M KwM �� µ tr � ½r��r¿ s
·tr¸ � s �Mu {vvM µ ÏÂ xyKLx� IJ��xLyL {J K � {L } ´zy��M~ �J vyz uJ vMwxvMN Ïµ �}�N s ¾M� sÉMLL s ÑÑ µ ����� t ½r��r ¿ s
·t�¸ Ë s Êz�}v{w } µ ¶ s ¾JL }µ �s À KLJ K{K{µ I s ÉÑ��Mz�y}vµ À s ç {w}L µ yK~ � s �w}{vvM zµ ÏËv�L zywJ v~ ´zy��M~ uJ vMw xvMN � ÐJ�M v ��NLM�N �Jz ´MNLN J� L }M ´ {�M� �K~M �MK~M KwMJ� L }M �vMwL zJ K�LJ� �zJLJ K uyNN ¾yL {J Ïµ ÉMwL s ÐJLMN �}�N s ¡�Ñ µ r�� ½r��� ¿µ mXhXm]nf[ XZ Xn^g  ZY£ s
·t�¸ I s �w }�J�µ É s ÎJ�M�J� N¥{µ ¶ s ~M ¶Myx�J {zµ É s �{v{wJ µ Ê s ÐM� µ É s Î xv{M K µ yK~ Ês¶{zy�MKµ Ï¤ �L {wy v ÊzM¹ xM Kw� uMyNxzM�MKL J� L }M r�� tr� ´zyKN {L {J KN {K ��~ zJ|MKyK~ �MxLM z{x� � ¾�~�M z| IJKNLyKL yK~ Éy�� �}{�L �MLM z� {KyL {J KN Ïµ �}�N s ¾M� sÉMLL s Ñ` µ ���� ½t���¿ s
·t�¸ �s Í {vvµ �~ sµ !"ê#$$% KL&M ê ' N($ ) N( *+,-êM KO, êL ."$/O$L#+ * NèL%è"%M èL%0$ N"ê 1ê&+ µ çJzv~ �w {M KL {�w µ � {K|y�JzM ½r��r ¿ s
·t�¸ � s ÍM zv{w } µ � s �M z�NL µ y K~ �s ¾J xMº µ Ï��â � �� 2 �é�� � �é � vJ��LM��M zyL xzMvy�JzyLJz� �MyNxzM�MKLN yK~ {KLM zNLM vvyz {� �v{wyL {J KN Ïµ �vyKMLyz� yK~ � �ywM �w {�M KwM �� µ tr�� ½r��r¿ 3 ¤ s ÀN�yK�µ �s �y� {w µ � s �w}vM��Mzµ yK~ � s ÍM zv{w } µ Ï�yz{�y �vM LM� �M zyL xzM {J K L zy� NL x~ {MN J� I��Ç � �é µ �� yK~ �é � KM|yL {�M LM��M zyL xzM~M �MK~M KwM yK~ N {| K{�wyKL {NJLJ �M MºMwLN Ïµ I}M� s �}�N s `ÕÑ µ �� ½r��� ¿ s
·t�¸ ´ s Í vMKM� {K¥M v�uM�M z yK~ � s ÍM zv{w } µ Ï� {K| vM yK~ uMz|M~ ¶My� �Lx~ {MN J� L }M¾MywL {J K ��é ½� ô Å õ Ä 45 ô Å õ Y ¿ � �é H ��â � �Ïµ �N zyM v Î s I}M� s _q µ ��� ½t��� ¿ s
·t ¸ Î s� s ç M {KNLM {K µ ¾ s ~MIyz�y v}J µ ´ s Íx{vvML µ ¶ s Êz{M~ z{w }µ yK~ Î su s �J� vM µ Ïuy|KML {wL zy��{K| J� wy vw {x� �JKJ }�~ z{~M �J vMwxvMN yL � {vv{¥M v� {K LM��M zyL xzMN Ïµ ÐyL xzM_Õ� µ t�  ½t�� ¿ s
·t�¸ Ê su s� s IzJ���JMLN µ � sÉ s ¶ML }vM� µ ¾ s´ s ÎJ K|�y µ yK~ Í s uM {Ò M zµ ÏÀ �zJLJL� �MNLJzy|M z{K| �Jz KMxL zy v �J vMwxvMN Ïµ ÐyLxzM � UU µ t�� ½r�� t¿ s
·r�¸ ´ s ¾{M|M zµ ´ s Î xK| vM Kµ � sÀ s ¾yK|�y vy µ �sç s� s �{K¥NM µ yK~ Í s ¾M��M µ ÏIJKL {KxJxNÉJy~ {K| J� yK �vMwL zJNLyL {w ´zy� �Jz �J vyz uJ vMwxvMN Ïµ �}�N s ¾M� s ÉMLL s Õ� µ t����r½r���¿ s
·r t¸ u s ç M�M z yK~ Ês �L {M K¥M�M {M zµ ÏuJ vMwxvyz �M zN xN M� w {LJ K{w L zyKN {L {J KN {K �´I�À~ {�MzN yK~ J v{|J�MzN NL x~ {M~ �� }M v{x� KyKJ~ zJ �vML {NJ vyL {J K N�MwL zJNwJ �� Ïµ �}�N s¾M� s ¶ ¡q µ tr�r� t ½r���¿ s
·rr¸ u s� s �v{Jº µ Î sÎ s ¶y vM KL {K {µ y K~ � sç s I}yK~ vM zµ Ï�x�¥M v� {K IJJ v{K| Ð¤ uJ vMw xvMN

� {y Ï¶{vv{yz~� v{¥M Ï IJ vv{N {J KN � {L } À z|J KÏµ �w {M KwM _�` µ t��� ½r���¿ s
� t
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·r�¸ u s Íx�Ly yK~ � s¾ s �M zNw}�yw}µ Ï� vJ� {K| yK~ ��MM~ {K| uJ vMwxvyz ¶My�N ��uMyKN J� y ¾y�{~ v� ¾JLyL {K| �JxzwM Ïµ Î s �}�N s I}M� s À U�� µ t�r� ½r�� t¿ s
·r�¸ �sÊ s ¶yz¥M z yK~ u sÐ s �}KM {~M zµ Ï� vJ� {K| �J vMwxvMN �� J �L {wy v � {w zJ v{KMyz ~MwM v�M zyL {J K Ïµ �}�N s ¾M� s À ¡¡ µ �����r ½r��r¿ s
·r�¸ � s � xvML {w µ À s´ s ¶vyw¥µ yK~ Î s» s ´ }J��NJ Kµ Ï��LM zKy v� ÊMM~ �yw¥ ÉyNM z IJJ v{K| J�ÍyNMN Ïµ ¹ xyKL� �}��� t� t�  ½r��� ¿ s
·r�¸ �s ¶J�M µ É s �JzKM ¥yM zµ I s ¶zJ~M zNMKµ u s �zM� NMKµ Î s � s �yK|NL µ y K~ Î s �s �w}{ºM zµÏ����yL }ML {w w z�NLy vv{�yL {J K J� L zy��M~ {J KN Ïµ �}�N s ¾M� s ÉMLL s Ñ` µ r�� t ½t���¿ s
·r�¸ � sÎ s ÉyzNJ Kµ Î sI s ¶M z|¹ x{NL µ Î sÎ s ¶J vv{K|M zµ ç su s �LyKJ µ yK~ � sÎ s ç {KM vy K~ µ Ï�����yL}ML {w IJJ v{K| J� ´zy��M~ �J KN � À ÉyNM z�IJJ vM~ ´�J�� �Mw {MN ÐJ KKMxL zy v �J K�vyN�y Ïµ �}�N s ¾M� s ÉMLL s �q µ �� ½t� �¿ s
·r ¸ ¾ s�s �zxvv{K|M zµ � sÎ s ç {KM vyK~ µ yK~ Î sI s ¶M z|¹ x{NL µ Ï�{| }� ¾MNJ vxL {J K ¤ �L {wy v� �MwL zy J� ÉyNM z IJJ vM~ �J KN Ïµ À ��vs �}�N s `` µ��� ½t� �¿ s
·r�¸ u sÍ s ¾y {�M Kµ Î su s Í {vv{|yKµ Î sI s ¶M z|¹ x{NL µ ç su s �LyKJ µ yK~ � sÎ s ç {KM vy K~ µ Ï�J K{ww z�NLy vN {K y v{KMyz �yxv L zy� Ïµ �}�N s ¾M� s À �� µ ���� ½t��r ¿ s
·��¸ �s ç y¥{µ � s »yNNKM zµ Í s ¶{z¥vµ y K~ � s ç yvL }M zµ Ï¤ �NM z�yL {J K J� Jz~M zM~ NL zxwL xzMNJ� vyNM z�wJJ vM~ {J KN {K y ¹ xy~ zx�J vM NLJzy|M z{K| Ïµ �}�N s ¾M� s ÉMLL s ¡Ñ µ r���½t��r¿ s
·� t¸ �s ¶J�M µ É s �JzKM¥6 zµ I s ¶zJ~M zNMKµ u s �zM� NMKµ Î s� s �yK|NL µ y K~ Î s�s �w}{ºM zµÏ����yL }ML {w Iz�NLy vv{�yL {J K J� ´zy��M~ �J KN Ïµ �}�N s ¾M� s ÉMLL s Ñ` µ r�� t ½t���¿ s
·�r¸ Í s uJ~x| KJ µ Í s ÊM zzyz{µ Í s ¾JyL {µ ¾ sÎ s ¶zMw}y µ À s � {�JK{µ y K~ u s �K| xNw {J µ Ï¶JNM��{KNLM {K IJK~MKNyL {J K J� �JLyNN {x� ÀLJ�N �� ����yL }ML {w IJJ v{K| Ïµ �w {M KwM`Õ� µ t�r� ½r�� t¿ s
·��¸ ´ sÎ s �yz�JKµ Ð s uJy��yK�À }�y~ {µ yK~ ¾s�s ´ }J��NJKµ Ï�KNLy�{v{L� }MyL {K| J�N���yL }ML {wy vv� wJJ vM~ {J KN {K y v{KMyz �yxv L zy� Ïµ �}�N s ¾M� {M� À ¡q µ � t�� t� ½  ¿½r���¿ s
·��¸ � s �w}{vvM z y K~ I s ÉÑ��Mz�y}vµ ÏuJ vMwxvyz ~� Ky� {wN N {�xvyL {J K J� N���yL }ML {ww z�NLy vv{�yL {J K J� �J vMwxvyz {J KN Ïµ �}�N s ¾M� s À ¡Ñ µ ������ ½r���¿ s
·��¸ É s Ízx�M zµ Î s�s �J v~M zµ � s �w}KM {~M zµ ÏÊJz�yL {J K J� �L zJ K| v� IJx�vM~ �vyN�yN� zJ� uxvL {IJ��JKMKL �J KN {K y �MKK{K| Ïµ �}�N {wy �w z{�Ly qU µ �� ½r���¿ s
·��¸ ´ s �yNM|y�y yK~ ´ s � }{� {� x µ Ï¾MNJ KyKL JNw {y vvL {J K �J~MN J� N���yL }ML {wy vv�wJJ vM~ {J KN {K y zy~ {J�� zM¹ xMKw� L zy� Ïµ �}�N s ¾M� s À ¡¡ µ ������ ½r��r¿ s
�r
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·��¸ u sÀ s �yK �{Ò ¥M vM K�Jz| µ u s� su s �LJz¥M�µ � su s �M|y vµ y K~ ¾sI s ´ }J��NJ Kµ �����yL }ML {w wJJ v{K| yK~ ~MLMwL {J K J� �J vMwxvyz {J KN {K y �MKK{K| L zy� Ïµ �}�N s ¾M� s À¡� µ ���� ½t���¿ s
·� ¸ � s ��yÒ J µ » s �y�yNy¥y µ ¾ s ¤ }�x¥y {µ Ë s ´yKy¥y µ u s ç yLyKy�M µ yK~ � s Ëzy�M µÏ�{| }� zMNJ vxL {J K xvL zy� {J vML N �MwL zy J� N���yL}ML {wy vv�� vyNM z�wJJ vM~ I~� {J KN Ïµ�}�N s ¾M� s À �_ µ trr� tr� ½t���¿ s
·��¸ � s »y {µ » s ´J�J~y µ u s ç yLyKy�M µ yK~ � s Ëzy�M µ ÏuJL {J Ky v ¾MNJ KyKwMN J� �����yL }ML {wy vv� IJJ vM~ ÇÇ Iy� µ 6K� µ Jz Íy� �J KN {K y É{KMyz �yxv ´zy�Ïµ Î�K s Î s À ��vs�}�N s �� µ � t���� t�� ½r�� t¿ s
·��¸ ¶ s¶ s ¶v{KJ� µ É s �MN vy xz{M zN µ �s ÉMM µ u sÎ s uy~NMK µ ¾ s u {vvM zµ y K~ I s uJKzJM µÏ����yL}ML {w wJJ v{K| J� L zy��M~ I~� {NJLJ �MN Ïµ �}�N s ¾M� s À ¡� µ ������ ½¾¿½r��r¿ s
·� t¸ ´ s ¶y�y yK~ �s ç y¥{µ ÏÉyNM z�wJJ vM~ Ó xJzMNwMKwM �yNN N �MwL zJ�ML z� xN {K| vyNM z�wJJ vM~ �yz{x� {J KN {K y LyK~M� v{KMyz {J K L zy� Ïµ Î s À ��vs �}�N s ÑÕ µ ���r ½r�� t¿ s
·�r¸ » s uJ v}y�M yK~ u s �zM� NMKµ ÏÊJz�yL {J K J� L zyKN vyL {J Ky vv� wJ v~ u|�� yK~ u|���J vMwxvMN {K yK {J K L zy� Ïµ �}�N s ¾M� s À ¡` µ � tt�� t ½r���¿ s
·��¸ u s �zM� NMKµ À s uJzLMKNMK µ ¾ s uyzL {KxNNMKµ �s �LyyKx� µ yK~ Î sÉ s �JzMKNMKµ ÏÐJ K�~MNL zxwL {�M �~MKL {�wyL {J K J� IJ v~ yK~ ��L zM�M v� ÉJwy v{�M~ � {K| vM uJ vMwxvyz �J KN Ïµ�}�N s ¾M� s ÉMLL s Õ_ µ r��r� t ½r��� ¿ s
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Sympathetic Cooling of 4He� Ions in a Radio-Frequency Trap
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We have generated Coulomb crystals of ultracold 4He� ions in a linear radio-frequency trap, by
sympathetic cooling via laser-cooled 9Be�. Stable crystals containing up to 150 localized He� ions at
�20 mK were obtained. Ensembles or single ultracold He� ions open up interesting perspectives for
performing precision tests of QED and measurements of nuclear radii. This Letter also indicates the
feasibility of cooling and crystallizing highly charged atomic ions using 9Be� as coolant.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.94.053001 PACS numbers: 32.80.Pj, 42.50.–p
The two-body Coulomb system is one of the most
fundamental in physics, and has been central in the devel-
opment of quantum mechanics, relativistic quantum me-
chanics, and QED. In nuclear physics, the study of these
systems can provide an alternative method for precise
determination of nuclear sizes [1]. Hydrogenlike systems
studied include the hydrogen atom and its isotopes, muonic
hydrogen, the helium ions, muonium, and positronium.
More recently, heavy (high-Z) hydrogenlike ions have
become available [2] and are being used, e.g., for exploring
strong-field QED [3] and for measuring the electron mass
[4]. Among the low-Z atomic systems, hydrogen has been
the most extensively studied, in particular, by laser spec-
troscopy. This has resulted, among others, in the most
precise measurement of a fundamental constant, the
Rydberg constant [5]. While the helium ions 3He� and
4He� are important systems because they are complemen-
tary to the hydrogen atom, they have been much less
studied. Precision measurements of transition frequencies
in He� ions could provide (i) an independent (metrologi-
cally significant) determination of the Rydberg constant,
(ii) an independent determination of the nuclear charge
radii and the isotope shift, assuming QED (Lamb shift)
calculations are correct, or (iii) a test of QED, using
independent radius data (from scattering measurements)
as input.

Precise values of the He nuclear radii can test theoretical
nuclear methods and force models, which accurately de-
scribe these special nuclei (3He is the only stable three-
particle nucleus, 4He is the lightest closed-shell nucleus).
The possibility of QED tests with He ions is attractive
because the QED corrections scale with high powers of Z
(some of the theoretically unknown contributions scale as
Z6), and thus their relative contribution to transition fre-
quencies is larger than in hydrogen. Also, the available
independent 4He� nuclear radius measurements agree, in
contrast to the situation in hydrogen.

On the experimental side, the hyperfine structure of
3He� has been measured in both the electronic 1S ground
state and the 2S excited state [6]. The Lamb shift of the 2S
state in 4He� has been determined from the spontaneous
05=94(5)=053001(4)$23.00 05300
emission anisotropy with 170 kHz uncertainty and com-
pared to theoretical calculations [7,8]. The 3He=4He
squared nuclear radius difference has been determined at
the 0.4% level from the isotope shift in neutral helium
using laser spectroscopy [9].

A significant extension of these studies would be acces-
sible via high-resolution laser spectroscopy of helium ions,
which has not been performed so far. Measurements of the
1S-2S and 2S-3S two-photon transition frequencies (at 61
and 328 nm, with linewidths 167 Hz and 16 MHz, respec-
tively) have been proposed [10,11]. For example, a 1S-2S
measurement with reasonable experimental uncertainty
<30 kHz would test the nuclear and the recently improved
theoretical QED contributions at their current accuracy
level [12]. A measurement of the isotope shift with a
similar accuracy would improve the value of the squared
nuclear charge radius difference by an order of magnitude.

One important aspect in these future precision experi-
ments will be the availability of trapped ultracold helium
ions, in order to minimize the influence of Doppler broad-
ening or shifts and to allow a precise study of systematic
effects. The experience with trapped ions for atomic clocks
has shown the success of this approach [13].

In this Letter we report on the first production of an
ultracold sample of 4He�. While trapping of these ions is
straightforward using a Paul-type trap [14], cooling is more
difficult. Direct laser cooling appears impractical at
present, since the generation of the required continuous-
wave deep-UV 30 nm radiation is a challenging problem in
itself. An alternative and flexible method is sympathetic
(interaction) cooling, where ’’sample’’ particles of one
species are cooled by an ensemble of directly cooled (often
by laser cooling) particles of another species via their
mutual interaction. This method was first demonstrated
for ions in Penning traps [15,16], and later in Paul traps
[17–19]. Under strong cooling, the mixed-species en-
semble forms a Coulomb crystal. In sympathetic crystal-
lization of large ensembles a minimum mass ratio range
msc=mlc of 0.6 between sympathetically cooled and laser-
cooled ions has so far been achieved [20]. Recent molecu-
lar dynamics simulations showed that sympathetic cooling
1-1  2005 The American Physical Society



FIG. 1. CCD images of two-component Coulomb crystals (in-
tegration time: 2 s). (a) Spheroidal crystal. The ellipse is a fit to
the crystal boundary with a semiaxes ratio R=L � 0:16.
(b),(c) Ellipsoidal crystal. The inner dark cores contain � 150,
30, and 5 sympathetically crystallized He� ions, respectively.
The trap axis z is horizontal. For (a),(c) the cooling laser beam
direction is to the right, for (b) two counterpropagating beams
were used. The asymmetric ion distribution for (b),(c) is attrib-
uted to static stray potentials.
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in an ion trap down to a mass ratio of 0.3 should be possible
[21,22]. A two-ion sympathetically cooled crystal exhib-
ited a mass ratio of 0.38 [23]. In the present work we have
used the lightest atomic ion suitable for practical laser
cooling, 9Be�, for which the mass ratio to 4He� is 0.44.

We use a linear quadrupole trap to simultaneously store
Be� and He� ions. It consists of four cylindrical elec-
trodes, each sectioned longitudinally into three parts. A
necessary condition for stable trapping is a stability pa-
rameter, q � 2QVrf=m�2r20 < 0:9. Here, Q and m are the
charge and the mass of the trapped ions, Vrf and � are the
amplitude and the frequency of the rf driving field and r0 �
4:3 mm is the distance from the trap centerline to the
electrodes. Trap operation at small q parameters is favor-
able since rf-heating effects are less pronounced. We op-
erate our trap at � � 2�� 14:2 MHz and Vrf � 380 V
where q ’ 0:04 (0.1) for Be� (He�). For such small q one
can approximate the motion of ions (in the absence of
interactions) by that in an effective time-independent har-
monic potential Utrap�x; y; z� �

m
2 �!

2
r�x

2 � y2� �!2
zz

2	.
The z axis is along the trap centerline. Oscillations trans-
verse to the z axis occur with frequency !r � �!2

0 


!2
z=2�

1=2, with !0 � QVrf=
���

2
p
m�r20 being the limiting

value for a very prolate trap. The longitudinal frequency
!z � �2�QVEC=m�1=2 is obtained from a dc potential VEC

applied to the eight end sections (end caps) of the elec-
trodes, where � � 3� 10
3 mm
2 is a constant deter-
mined by the trap geometry.

For laser cooling of Be� ions we produce light resonant
with the 2S1=2�F � 2� ! 2P3=2 transition at 313 nm by
doubly resonant sum frequency generation, frequency sta-
bilized to a hyperfine transition of molecular iodine [24].
The Be� fluorescence is simultaneously recorded with a
photomultiplier and a CCD camera.

First, we load the trap with He� ions by leaking He gas
into the vacuum chamber at a pressure of 10
8 mbar and
ionizing it in situ by a 750 eV electron beam. The loading
rate is controlled by the partial pressure of neutral He gas
and the electron beam intensity. Subsequently, Be� ions
are produced by ionizing neutral atoms evaporated from a
Be oven with the same electron beam. During Be� loading
the cooling and repumper lasers are continuously scanned
over a 5 GHz interval below resonance.

One of the well-known signs for a phase transition from
the fluid ion plasma to an ordered crystal state is the
appearance of a sudden drop in the detected fluorescence
attributed to the reduction in the particle velocities and thus
Doppler broadening. Once this occurs, the cooling laser
frequency is held constant at a red detuning of approxi-
mately half the natural linewidth (60 MHz) from the Be�

resonance. Under this condition the crystals are stable,
with a particle loss half time of �3 h.

Figure 1 shows three prolate two-component ion crystals
containing Be� and He�. The crystals display the well-
known shell structure and enclose an inner dark region
originating from the incorporated sympathetically cooled
05300
particles having a lower mass-to-charge ratio than that of
the atomic coolants. Their location on axis is due to the
stronger effective potential (�Q2=m for a strongly prolate
trap, !r � !z) experienced by them as compared to the
Be� ions. While Fig. 1(a) was taken with an axially
symmetric potential, in Fig. 1(b) and 1(c) a static quadru-
pole potential VDC was added The added potential turns the
spheroidal crystal into an ellipsoid, squeezing the crystal in
a direction at 45� to the observation direction [25]. This
results in a redistribution of the ions such that fewer or no
Be� ions remain in front and behind the He� ions. The
shapes of large Coulomb crystals containing a small rela-
tive amount of He� ions agree well with the cold fluid
plasma model [25,26].

The number of crystallized particles is estimated by
performing molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and
varying the number of particles until the observed CCD
image is reproduced. While for single-species structures
one may obtain the particle number from the cold fluid
model, which yields a particle density n0 � �0V2

rf=m�2r40
(�3:1� 104 mm
3 for Be�), together with measured di-
mensions, here the MD approach is better suited. It is
applicable to multispecies structures, in addition produces
detailed structural information, and reduces uncertainties
related to the calibration of the imaging system magnifi-
cation. For example, MD simulations of the crystal in
Fig. 1(a) show that it contains approximately 6:2� 103

Be� ions and 150 He� ions. The radial intershell distance
is obtained as 29 �m. This value agrees well with the
1-2



FIG. 2. (a) Prolate two-component Coulomb crystal (cooling
laser beam direction to the right). (b) Corresponding Be�

fluorescence signal vs secular excitation frequency !ext=2�.
(c) Ion crystal after removal of He� through repeated secular
excitation. (d) Corresponding secular excitation spectrum. Time
between (a),(b) and (c),(d): 5 min. Frequency scans are toward
increasing frequency.
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result calculated for infinite planar plasma crystals,
1:48�3=4�n0�1=3 � 29:2 �m. According to the simula-
tions, the He� ions are arranged in a zigzag configuration
along the trap axis for two-thirds of the crystal, with a pitch
spacing of � 40 �m. In the remaining third (left end) the
He� ions form a linear string, as evidenced by the smaller
radial extension of the inner dark core. The asymmetric
distribution is caused by light pressure forces on the Be�

ions. Embedded strings were also observed in a mixed
crystal of Ca� and Mg� ions where both ions were laser
cooled [27].

An alternative way to roughly estimate the number
of sympathetically cooled He� ions is as follows.
Crystallized ions of any species are in force equilibrium
at their locations ri. Thus, in a region occupied by a
particular species, the space charge electric field takes on
the values QE�ri� � rUtrap�ri�. Consider now a closed
smooth surface that is chosen such that it closely ap-
proaches many ion loci ri. We assume this relation ap-
proximately holds on the entire surface. Applying Gauss’s
law, the total chargeQe enclosed by the surface is given by
Qe � �0Ve�Utrap=Q, where Ve is the volume enclosed by
the surface and a harmonic trap has been assumed,
�Utrap�r� � const. The Laplacian also determines the con-
stant charge density � � �0�Utrap=Q � n0Q of an ion
species within the liquid charge model. Thus, the enclosed
charge is simply the ‘‘displaced charge,’’ Qe � �Ve. We
now apply this to the heavier particle species surrounding a
cylindrical core containing lighter ions. Taking as the
surface the cylinder bounded by the innermost Be� shell
in Fig. 1(a) (radius rshell ’ 35 �m) and extending to the
ends of the dark core (length � 2:2 mm), the estimate
for the light species number is NHe � Qe=QHe �
QBen0;BeVe=QHe ’ 260. This is in reasonable agreement
with the MD simulations, considering that the rshell varies
over the crystal length and the approximations made.

In order to identify the sympathetically cooled and
crystallized ions we have performed mass spectroscopy
by mass-selective excitation of transverse (secular) motion
in the trap. A plate electrode was placed between two trap
rods and an ac voltage applied. A secular scan is taken by
varying the excitation frequency !ext=2� and recording
the Be� fluorescence with the photomultiplier. The secular
excitation pumps energy into the crystal; the resulting
higher Be� ion velocities imply a line broadening. This
leads to less fluorescence if the laser frequency lies near
resonance, as is the case when the detuning is optimized for
maximum cooling. Since the species are strongly coupled
by Coulomb interaction, heating of one species will lead to
energy transfer to the others.

Figure 2 shows images for a large two-component ion
crystal before [2(a)] and after [2(c)] secular scans. Initially,
the secular scan shows the presence of both Be� (283 kHz)
and He� (685 kHz). The former value is close to the
calculated value of 271 kHz. Regarding the He� reso-
nance, we notice both an increase in fluorescence before
05300
resonance, and a substantial shift of the resonance peak
from the theoretical value (613 kHz). We attribute this
spread and shift to a modification of the secular frequency
!r, which is a single-particle property, by the z dependence
of the Be� ion distribution. The permanent increase of the
fluorescence intensity before reaching the sharp He� secu-
lar excitation peak is due to partial removal of He� ions
from the crystal by the high excitation amplitude.

After a few secular excitation cycles the He� ions were
nearly completely removed from the trap, Fig. 2(c), leaving
behind a nearly pure Be� ion crystal, as evidenced by the
absence of secular resonance in Fig. 2(d). The small num-
ber of impurities remaining in the left end of the crystal did
not lead to a fluorescence signal. Note that the visible
crystal size has decreased substantially because of Be�

ion loss. Nevertheless, the absolute fluorescence intensity
of the final Be� crystal is essentially equal to the level at
the end of the first secular scan. This may be explained by a
lower ion temperature or reduced micromotion. Moreover,
1-3
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a shift of the crystal with respect to the trap occurred in the
direction of the propagation of the laser beam. We attribute
this to stronger light pressure forces experienced by the
Be� ions, which is consistent with the increased fluores-
cence level per ion.

A central question concerning sympathetically cooled
ions is their translational temperature; several observations
can shed light on the answer. A direct measurement on
24Mg� embedded in a laser-cooled 40Ca� crystal yielded
an upper limit of 45 mK, deduced from the 24Mg� laser
excitation linewidth [20]. In a two-ion crystal sympathetic
cooling to the Doppler limit (<1 mK) has been shown
[23]. MD simulations for small particle numbers have
shown that sympathetic ions caged by laser-cooled ions
are essentially in thermal equilibrium with the latter at the
Doppler temperature [22]. Thus, an estimate of the sym-
pathetic temperature may be obtained from the tempera-
ture of the laser-cooled ions. We deduce a direct upper
limit for the translational temperature of the Be� from the
spectral line shape of their fluorescence as the cooling laser
is tuned towards resonance and the ion ensemble crystal-
lizes. We fit an appropriate Voigt profile to each point of the
recorded fluorescence curve to determine the Be� tem-
perature. For small crystals (<1000 particles), we find an
upper limit at the end of the scan of 42 mK. An indirect
upper limit is obtained by comparing the size of the ion
spots with MD simulations; here we find a tighter limit of
<20 mK for the Be� temperature. We therefore deduce,
assuming thermal equilibrium, that the He� temperature is
<20 mK.

In summary, we have sympathetically cooled and crys-
tallized He� ions using laser-cooled Be� ions in a linear
Paul trap. Large Coulomb crystals of�6:2� 103 Be� ions
contained about 150 He� ions, arranged in a zigzag struc-
ture centered on the trap axis. The mass ratio of 0.44
between sympathetically cooled and laser-cooled ions is
the lowest achieved so far for large ion ensembles in a Paul
trap. We estimate the temperature of the crystallized He�

ions at below 20 mK.
Translationally cold and immobilized He� ions are a

promising system for high precision spectroscopy and
might lead to more precise atomic and nuclear constants.
The weak 1S-2S transition in He� could be detected with a
high signal to noise ratio using a single adjacent Be� ion as
a ‘‘quantum sensor,’’ rather than by direct detection of its
fluorescence [28]. Significant progress in this direction has
been achieved [23,29]. Moreover, sympathetically cooled
He� opens up perspectives for studies of cold collisions
and cold chemistry, e.g., generation of 3HeH� molecules,
whose hyperfine structure is of interest in fundamental
physics [30].

The 4He�=9Be� cooling and crystallization results also
have implications for the possibility of achieving this with
highly charged atomic ions (HCAI). Favorably, the q pa-
rameters are similar and the effective potential is steeper
for the HCAIs than for the 9Be�. Under appropriate con-
05300
ditions, the laser-cooled 9Be� ions are expected to cage the
HCAIs, leading to efficient cooling.

We thank the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG)
and the EU network HPRN-CT-2002-00290 for support.
We are grateful to D. Leibfried for helpful suggestions, H.
Wenz for the MD simulations, and S. Karshenboim for
discussions.

Note added.—We have also produced two-species
Coulomb crystals containing 3He� reliably.
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A static quadrupole potential breaks the cylindrical symmetry of the effective potential of a linear
rf trap. For a one-component liquid plasma at low temperature, the resulting equilibrium charge
distribution is predicted to be an ellipsoid. Laser-cooled 9Be+ ellipsoidal ion crystals were produced
and good agreement was found between their shapes and the cold fluid prediction. In two-species
mixtures, containing 9Be+ and sympathetically cooled ions of lower mass, a sufficiently strong static
quadrupole potential produces a complete spatial separation of the species. © 2005 American
Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.1976605�

I. INTRODUCTION

One-component plasmas have attracted significant atten-
tion in the past since they represent simple multiparticle sys-
tems that can be studied under a variety of conditions with a
high degree of experimental control. Detailed theoretical
analysis, both by analytical and by molecular dynamics
�MD� simulations, is possible.1,2

To overcome the Coulomb repulsion, the plasmas are
confined in Penning- or Paul-type traps. Their temperature
can be varied over many orders of magnitude. In particular,
they can be efficiently cooled to the millikelvin range by
laser cooling. Strong cooling results in phase transitions to a
crystalline state, whose occurrence is described by the inter-
action parameter �=Q2 /4��0akBT, the ratio between aver-
age nearest-neighbor Coulomb energy and thermal energy �a,
average particle spacing; Q, particle charge�. The MD simu-
lations on infinite systems have shown that the plasma be-
comes liquidlike, i.e., exhibits spatial correlations for ��2,
without going through a discontinuous gas-liquid phase
transition.2 For ��170 �Ref. 3� a phase transition to a crys-
tal occurs. Coulomb crystals in hyperbolic4 and linear Paul
�rf� traps5,6 have become of great importance in quantum
optics, where they can be used to implement quantum gates
or quantum memories7 and can serve as systems for preci-
sion measurements on atomic or molecular ions.8,9

The spatial distribution of a trapped one-component gas-
eous plasma differs significantly from the liquid and crystal-
line state. This is described by Debye length �D

= �kBT�0 /nQ2�1/2, which is the distance below which interac-
tions between individual particles overcome collective
effects.2 Here, n is the particle density of the plasma. When
�D is much larger than the spatial extent of the plasma, the
Coulomb interaction is negligible, and the density is a local
function of the trap potential only. For a harmonic potential,
the density then has a Gaussian dependence on the coordi-
nates, with plasma dimensions inversely proportional to the
respective trap potential curvatures. When �D is comparable
to or smaller than the spatial extent of the plasma �as is the
case for the plasmas presented in this paper�, space charge
becomes important.10 The density is then a local function of
both trap potential and space charge potential. Since the lat-
ter depends on the density distribution over the whole space,

a self-consistent density distribution arises, whose shape ex-
hibits a nontrivial dependence on the trap potential curva-
tures. For cylindrical trap potential symmetry, such plasmas
are spheroids �ellipses of revolution� and have been studied
both in linear rf and Penning traps.11,12 In the absence of
cylindrical symmetry the shape has been predicted to be that
of an ellipsoid.13 Ellipsoidal plasmas have already been ob-
served and studied in Penning traps �see Ref. 14, and refer-
ences therein�. In this study we describe the observation and
characterization of cold ellipsoidal plasmas in a linear rf trap.
In particular, we have obtained ellipsoidal crystals containing
two different ion species.

II. LINEAR PAUL TRAP

The linear rf trap used in this experiment consists of four
rods of radius r� �inset in Fig. 2�, each divided into three
electrically isolated segments. A radio-frequency voltage
Vrfsin �t and a static voltage VDC are applied to the rods in a
quadrupolar configuration. Confinement along the trap axis
�z axis� is achieved by raising the two end segments of each
rod by a static voltage VEC. When the Mathieu stability pa-
rameter q=2QVrf /mr0

2�2�1, the independent motion of the
trapped ions �mass m� can be adequately described by the
motion in a harmonic effective potential �pseudopotential�
Utrap�r�=m�	i

2xi
2 /2,15 and an additional jitter motion at the

radio frequency �, the so-called micromotion. r0 is the mini-
mum distance from the electrode surfaces to the trap axis.
The axial �	z� and transverse �	x and 	y� frequencies of the
effective trap potential are given by 	z

2=2
QVEC /m and
	x,y

2 =Q2Vrf
2 / �2m2�2r0

4�−	z
2 /2±QVDC /mr0

2, where 
 is a
constant determined by the trap geometry. For vanishing
static voltage VDC, 	x and 	y are degenerate. With the appli-
cation of a static voltage VDC�0, a static quadrupole poten-
tial is added to the effective trap potential, and the cylindrical
symmetry is broken. The transverse trap frequencies 	x and
	y increase and decrease, respectively, until 	y vanishes for
a sufficiently large applied voltage VDC, which implies that
the ion motion along the y direction becomes unstable.
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III. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION

In the liquid phase, a trapped plasma in thermal equilib-
rium at a given temperature T may be regarded as a macro-
scopic charged fluid with number density nf�r�.2,16 For ex-
ample, this description leads to an expression for the
equilibrium shape of the trapped plasma. A particularly
simple analytical treatment is possible in the limit of an ul-
tracold plasma when T→0. In this case, the equilibrium
number density nf�r� is determined by the condition of no
net force on any plasma region. However, at very low tem-
peratures, the plasma does not remain liquid but crystallizes
with the appearance of shells and a fairly complicated struc-
ture. While the fluid description may be expected to become
inaccurate in this case, it has been shown to remain appli-
cable as far as the shape of the outer boundary is concerned
and as long as the crystals are sufficiently large. For linear rf
traps, this comparison has so far only been performed for the
case of cylindrical symmetry �VDC=0�.11

In the effective potential approximation, the absence of
net force implies a balance between the electric field due to
the space charge potential � f�r� and the trap force due to the
effective potential: Q� f�r�+Utrap�r�=const. The number
density follows directly from Poisson’s equation, nf�r�
= ��0 /Q2��Utrap�r�. For the harmonic effective potential of
the linear rf trap with the above trap frequencies the number
density is explicitly given by n0=�0Vrf

2 /m�2r0
4, which is con-

stant within the fluid and independent of the static voltages
VDC and VEC.

The outer shape of the zero-temperature charged fluid
with constant number density is an ellipsoid with principal
axes Rx, Ry, and L in the x, y, and z directions, respectively.13

With the additional boundary condition that the electric
space charge potential � f�r� vanishes at infinity, the potential
inside the fluid is given by

� f�r� =
Qn0

4�0
�Ax�Rx

2 − x2� + Ay�Ry
2 − y2� + Az�L2 − z2�� ,

�1�

where the dimensionless functions Ax, Ay, and Az depend on
the principal axes Rx, Ry, and L, respectively.13 Force balance
implies that Ai satisfies 	i

2=Q2n0Ai /2m�0. The ratios of the
principal axes Rx /L and Ry /L can thus be calculated by solv-
ing the set of equations

�	x

	z
�2

=
Ax�Rx/L,Ry/L�
Az�Rx/L,Ry/L�

,

�	y

	z
�2

=
Ay�Rx/L,Ry/L�
Az�Rx/L,Ry/L�

. �2�

For VDC=0, 	x and 	y are equal, and the equilibrium shape
of the zero-temperature charged fluid is a spheroid with ra-
dius R=Rx=Ry and half length L. The two equations �2� then
reduce to a single equation for the aspect ratio R /L.
Hornekær et al.11,17 have found good agreement between this
theory and experimental aspect ratios of a large variety of
spheroidal 40Ca+ ion crystals, obtained by varying the end-
cap voltage VEC and the radio-frequency amplitude Vrf.

IV. EXPERIMENT

We have tested the predictions of the charged fluid
model in a fully anisotropic effective trap potential using a
laser-cooled 9Be+ ensemble. The linear trap properties were
r0=4.32 mm and a radio frequency � /2�=14.2 MHz with
an amplitude Vrf =380 V. This resulted in a small Mathieu
stability parameter of q=0.055, implying that the micromo-
tion was relatively small and that the effective potential de-
scription is appropriate. For axial confinement, VEC=4.5 V
was applied to the trap end segments, giving rise to 
=3.0
10−3 /mm2, an axial frequency of 	z=2�85 kHz, and a
transverse frequency of 	r=2�268 kHz. Experimentally,
both values were obtained from a measurement of the trans-
verse frequency as a function of VEC, in the absence of VDC.
This was done by external excitation of the radial motion of
gas phase 9Be+ ions in the harmonic trap potential, which
was detected by a drop of the fluorescence signal from the
laser cooled 9Be+ ions.18

When the effective trap potential is made anisotropic by
the application of VDC, the predicted instability limit is 4.96
V. We observe partial particle loss when VDC exceeds 4.2 V
and total loss at VDC=4.9 V. To prevent particle loss, we
limited VDC to a maximum of 4.2 V, corresponding to an
increase of the transverse trap frequency 	x /2� from 268
kHz to 365 kHz and a decrease of 	y /2� from 268 kHz to
104 kHz. Experimentally, the two transverse frequencies 	x

and 	y can be measured by secular excitation.
The trap was loaded with 9Be+ ions by evaporating be-

ryllium atoms from an oven and ionizing them in the trap
center by electron impact. The trapped 9Be+ ions, initially
forming a hot plasma cloud of �1000 K, were laser cooled
by laser radiation at 313 nm until they finally underwent a
phase transition to a crystalline state with a temperature of a
few millikelvin. A description of the all-solid-state laser sys-
tem is given in Ref. 19. To image the 9Be+ ion crystals, a
charge-coupled device �CCD� camera was placed transverse
to the trap axis.

V. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows an ion crystal containing 	2
103 9Be+, at different values of VDC. The estimate of the
ion number in Fig. 1�a� is obtained from MD simulations in
which the observed structure �especially the number of
shells� is reproduced.20 For the test of the calibration of the
CCD optics magnification as well as the determination of
absolute dimensions of the ion plasmas, we also use the MD
simulations. As a check, multiplying the volume 4�R45

2 L /3
of the crystal shown in Fig. 1�a� and the cold fluid model
density n0, we obtain the value 	2103. This agrees well
with the MD results and implies that the model is applicable
for large crystals. The left central part of the ion crystal
shown in Fig. 1�a� contains a dark region, which consists of
sympathetically cooled ions originating from the residual gas
and having a mass smaller than that of 9Be+, pushed to one
side by radiation pressure.21

In the outer region of the crystal shown in Fig. 1, the
ions are arranged in concentric shells while the inner region
is smeared out. The size of the smeared out region appears to
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increase with the applied static quadrupole potential VDC.
There are several possible explanations for the observed
structures. For nonzero VDC, the cylindrical trap potential
symmetry is broken. This induces changes in the shape and
local order of the crystal, reducing the number of ion shells,
as confirmed by the MD simulations. This effect is not di-
rectly related to temperature and increases with VDC. There-
fore, the CCD camera pictures which display the line-of-
sight-integrated fluorescence of the ion crystal cannot resolve
individual shells or ions in the inner region any more. An-
other contribution to the observed smearing of the crystal
structure could originate from a larger average micromotion
energy of the ions due to the crystal shape change which
could lead to heating.

In contrast to the observation of large plasmas, we found
that under similar laser-cooling parameters small plasmas
containing only a few hundred 9Be+ ions do not show a
smeared-out core and could always be resolved by the CCD
camera. However, these plasmas, see Fig. 3 and discussion
below, are also consistent with the assumption of a larger
average micromotion energy of particles in the outer shells
of the crystal.

For all plasmas produced so far the ellipsoidal deforma-
tion is a reversible process if the maximum value of VDC is
kept within the range stated above: after turning VDC off, the

principal axes R45 and L of the crystal returned to the initial
values, indicating that no ions were lost during deformation.
The outer boundaries of the crystals in Fig. 1 can be well
described by ellipses with the principal axes R45 and L. Since
the CCD camera takes a projection along an axis at 45° with
respect to the x and y axes, the principal axis R45 of each
ellipse is related to the principal axes Rx and Ry of the cor-
responding ellipsoid by R45= ��Rx

2+Ry
2� /2�1/2. For the last

crystal in the sequence, the boundary shows clear deviations
from an ellipse; we attribute this to the presence of sympa-
thetically cooled impurities of higher mass than 9Be+, located
at larger radii as compared to 9Be+. The asymmetry along the
trap axis is caused by cooling light pressure, which is not felt
by the sympathetically cooled ions. In this case, the elliptical
fit has been chosen to match the fragments of the outermost
shell, which still exist at the left and right ends of the crystal.

Figure 2 shows a comparison between the measured as-
pect ratio R45/L and the theoretical result from Eq. �2�. The
agreement between the experiment and the theory is good,
considering that the 9Be+ ion crystals did exhibit two phases
and were not pure. In addition, a systematic deviation be-
tween the theory and the experiment is expected at the larg-
est applied voltages VDC because then the smallest ellipsoid
dimension Rx becomes comparable to the shell spacing. In
this limit, the cold fluid model continuum description is in-
accurate.

The cold fluid model also determines the relative change
of the crystal length 2L when VDC is changed. For the actual
trap settings 2L is expected to decrease to 83% from its
initial value, when changing VDC from 0 to 4.2 V. The length
of the crystal in the last image in Fig. 1�e� is 84% of the
initial one �a�, which is in good agreement with the expected
compression. Therefore, while at large VDC the observed
transverse crystal shape starts to deviate from the predictions

FIG. 1. CCD images of a large ion crystal containing 	2103 9Be+, taken
perpendicular to the z axis and at 45 ° to the x and y axes, for different
values of VDC. Dashed lines, fits of ellipses with principal axes R45 and L to
the outermost shells. �a� VDC=0, the effective trap potential has cylindrical
symmetry. The ion crystal is a prolate spheroid with radius Rx=Ry =R45 and
half length L. The aspect ratio R45/L=0.178. �b�–�e� VDC�0, the cylindrical
symmetry is broken and the crystal is an ellipsoid with principal axes Rx

�R45, Ry �R45 and L. With increasing VDC the crystal expands in the y
direction and compresses in the x and z directions, while maintaining the
constant volume. VDC is set to 1.8 �b�, 2.8 �c�, 3.6 �d�, and 4.2 V �e�, leading
to an aspect ratio of R45/L=0.193 �b�, 0.235 �c�, 0.309 �d�, and 0.413 �e�.
For a definition of Rx, Ry, and R45 see inset of Fig. 2.

FIG. 2. Comparison of the aspect ratio R45/L of a partially crystallized 9Be+

plasma and the cold fluid prediction �solid and dashed lines� for zero-
temperature ellipsoidal plasmas, as a function of the ratio 	z /	y between the
axial and the smallest transverse trap frequency. Full squares, large crystals
from Fig. 1. Open �gray� circles, small �medium-size� crystals from Fig. 3.
Dotted line, R45/L for a low-density plasma in the gas phase with negligible
particle interactions, where Rx /L=	z /	x , Ry /L=	z /	y. Inset, cross section
of linear trap and of ellipsoidal plasma. Observation direction as in Fig. 1.
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of the cold fluid model, the axial shape is still in good agree-
ment since the axial dimension of the crystal remains large
compared to the shell spacing.

While for the large Coulomb crystals a spatially aver-
aged description is a good first approximation, in small crys-
tals one may expect effects related to the particle structure to
show up clearly. As an example, Figs. 3�a�–3�d� show a crys-
tal containing about 20 9Be+ ions and several sympatheti-
cally cooled low-mass impurities. In an effective trap poten-
tial with cylindrical symmetry, the crystal exhibits a single
9Be+ shell �Fig. 3�a��. This shell appears smeared out in the
CCD image �exposure time, 2 s�, possibly because of a rota-
tionlike diffusion of the ions around the trap axis. In the
ellipsoidal crystals, Figs. 3�b�–3�d�, this diffusion is sup-
pressed because it would require overcoming an energy bar-
rier, and therefore the image shows individual ions. The most
apparent property arising when the static quadrupole voltage
VDC is increased is the completely dark region containing the
sympathetically cooled particles. Furthermore, some of the
fluorescence spots representing 9Be+ ions, mainly those at
larger distances from the trap center, appear smeared out and
show a reduced intensity. We attribute this to heating induced
by the micromotion occurring at the locations of these ions.
As a test, we shifted the crystal by means of an additional
static voltage applied to one trap electrode. This caused a
rearrangement of the 9Be+ relative to the dark core, but those
ions that appeared well defined were always in the same
region. However, for the static quadrupole voltages applied
no ions are located in the front or the back of the dark region.
Therefore, unlike for large ion crystals, we do not observe a
smearing out of the crystal core as VDC is increased.

Although the small crystals in Figs. 3�a�–3�d� do not
exhibit closed boundaries, we could still fit ellipses to them.
In order to compare such small crystals with the cold fluid
model, half of the typical shell spacing of 29 �m was added
to R45 and L before calculating the ratio R45/L. The results
are indicated by open circles in Fig. 2. Even for this case
there is a good agreement with the cold fluid model. Finally,
in Figs. 3�e�–3�h� we also present a medium-sized crystal

containing 	500 9Be+ ions and, again, additional low-mass
impurities. The corresponding aspect ratio data as well as an
additional data point for VDC=2.2 V, reported in Fig. 2, also
show good agreement with the theory. However, for large
and medium-sized crystals a deviation between the theory
and the experiment becomes obvious as the values for the
static voltage VDC increase. Our MD simulations show that
the observed deviations can be explained by small ��15% �
admixtures of sympathetically cooled molecular impurities,
in particular, H2

+ /H3
+ ions close to the trap axis originating

from residual gas contaminants and BeH+ ions located in the
outer regions of the crystals formed by chemical reactions.

The pronounced asymmetric ion distribution in the
small, Figs. 3�a�–3�d�, as well as in the medium-sized crys-
tals, Figs. 3�e�–3�h�, is not due to the broken cylindrical sym-
metry of the trap potential, as this does not produce any
visible asymmetry in the CCD images. Instead, we attribute
the asymmetric ion distribution to stray potentials. While it
was not possible to compensate for these imperfections by
additional static voltages, it was always possible to reverse
the asymmetry by means of these voltages. Our MD simula-
tions confirm this interpretation.

A direct estimate for the translational temperature of the
Be+ is obtained from the spectral line shape of its fluores-
cence as the cooling laser is tuned toward resonance and the
ion ensemble crystallizes. Since the temperature of the par-
ticles changes during the frequency scan, we fit a Voigt pro-
file to each point of the recorded fluorescence curve to de-
termine an upper limit for the Be+ temperature. For small
crystals ��1000 particles�, we find an upper limit for the
temperature at the end of the scan of 42 mK. However, the
accuracy of this method is limited due to the experimental
resolution. An indirect upper limit is obtained by comparing
the size of the ion spots with MD simulations, where we find
a tighter limit of �10 mK for the Be+ temperature. We de-
duce, assuming thermal equilibrium, that the temperature of
the sympathetically cooled impurity ions in Fig. 3 is
�10 mK.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In summary, we have studied the static behavior of Cou-
lomb crystals in a fully anisotropic effective trap potential
and found a good agreement with the simple cold fluid
plasma model for small anisotropy. For larger anisotropy,
deviations could be explained by the presence of additional,
sympathetically cooled, ion species. From an experimental
point of view, the ability to reversibly deform a crystal al-
lows us to separate lower-mass sympathetically cooled ions
from the laser-cooled ions. This allows us to obtain a clearer
picture of the impurity ion ensemble, without any back-
ground or foreground fluorescence from the laser-cooled
ions. It will also permit us to manipulate the sympathetically
cooled ions in a more direct way. The ability to generate a
variety of ellipsoidal crystals opens up several directions for
further study, e.g., oscillation modes of such crystals and, in
particular, the modes of two-species crystals. These modes
could be of importance for identification of the nonfluores-
cent species. On the theoretical side, it is of interest to per-

FIG. 3. Left, small crystal containing 	20 9Be+ ions and a smaller number
of sympathetically cooled impurity ions at different values of the static
voltage VDC: 0 V �a�, 2.8 V �b�, 3.6 V �c�, and 4.2 V �d�. Right, medium-size
crystal containing 	500 9Be+ ions. VDC is set to 0 V �a�, 1.4 V �b�, 2.8 V �c�,
and 4.0 V �d�. The asymmetric ion distribution in �b�–�d� and �f�–�h� is due
to stray electric fields.
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form detailed studies of structures using the MD simulations,
which are able to fully take into account the particle nature
of the cold plasmas. As an example, our MD simulations
have shown that in strongly squeezed ellipsoids ion rings can
occur. These represent a novel low-dimensional structure
whose detailed investigation should be of significant interest.
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Production of Ultracold Trapped Molecular Hydrogen Ions
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0031-9007=
We have cooled ensembles of the molecular hydrogen ions H2
�, H3

�, and all their deuterated variants
to temperatures of a few mK in a radio frequency trap, by sympathetic cooling with laser-cooled beryllium
ions. The molecular ions are embedded in the central regions of Coulomb crystals. Mass spectroscopy and
molecular dynamics simulations were used to accurately characterize the properties of the ultracold
multispecies crystals. We demonstrate species-selective purification of multispecies ensembles. These
molecules are of fundamental importance as the simplest of all molecules, and have the potential to be
used for precision tests of molecular structure theory, tests of Lorentz invariance, and measurements of
electron to nuclear mass ratios and their time variation.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.95.183002 PACS numbers: 32.80.Pj, 33.20.2t, 42.50.2p
Ultracold molecules represent a new frontier in the field
of quantum optics and are excellent systems for high-
precision measurements. One of the most promising appli-
cations for trapped ultracold molecules (ions or neutrals) is
high-precision spectroscopic measurements, for example,
of fundamental constants such as particle mass ratios [1],
nuclear properties [2], QED effects [3], parity violation in
enantiomers [4], searches for a permanent electric dipole
moment of the electron [5], and Lorentz invariance [6].

Among molecules, H2
� and its isotopomers HD�, D2

�,
etc., are of fundamental importance since they are the
simplest molecules, containing only one electron and two
simple nuclei. Their energy levels and transition rates can
be calculated with a high degree of accuracy [1,3,7–9],
providing reliable theoretical results for comparison with
experiment. A number of such measurements have been
performed to date [10–16]. These measurements have been
limited by systematic shifts and broadening effects to
spectroscopic accuracies around 1 part in 106. New high-
precision spectroscopic measurements on molecular hy-
drogen ions could yield much more precise energy values,
improving on these measurements by 4 orders of magni-
tude or more. They could then yield an improved determi-
nation of the deuteron quadrupole moment, and also open
an independent route toward determination of the electron-
proton mass ratio me=mp [17]. This involves measure-
ments of one or more rovibrational transition frequencies
in HD� and H2

� and comparison with precise first-
principles calculations of the energies of these states as a
function of me=mp. Furthermore, measurements of ratios
of the transition frequencies as a function of time allow a
direct test of the time independence of nuclear-to-electron
mass ratios (mp=md and me=mp) [1].

For high measurement accuracy, cold, well-localized
samples of these molecular ions are required in order to
eliminate first-order Doppler shifts (in the Lamb-Dicke
regime), to minimize second-order Doppler shifts, and to
reduce other systematic effects.
05=95(18)=183002(4)$23.00 18300
H2
�, H3

�, and their deuterated isotopomers are also
among the most abundant molecules in interstellar clouds,
and precision studies of their chemistry and dissociative
recombination are of importance in understanding the
properties and evolution of such clouds [15,18]. The de-
gree of control enabled by the ability to trap well-localized,
cold molecules for long periods of time (up to several
hours), in a tightly controlled chemical environment, com-
bined with molecular quantum state preparation tech-
niques, could open new approaches to these studies.

Several alternative methods to produce cold and ultra-
cold molecules have emerged recently, such as decelera-
tion of supersonic beams [5], selection of translationally
cold molecules from a gaseous ensemble [19], buffer gas
cooling with cold helium gas [20], implantation of mole-
cules into cryogenic droplets of He [21], photoassociation
of laser-cooled neutral atoms [22], and production of ultra-
cold molecules via Feshbach resonances [23]. Neutral
molecular Bose-Einstein condensation has also been
achieved [24,25].

Another powerful method which can be applied to a
wide variety of both charged and neutral species is sym-
pathetic cooling [26–30]. For ions, the cooling of particles
of one species by an ensemble of directly (laser) cooled
particles of another species is very efficient due to their
long-range electrostatic interaction. For sufficiently strong
cooling, an ordered structure (Coulomb crystal) is pro-
duced [31]. In this work we report sympathetic cooling
of molecular hydrogen ions, and their embedding and
localization in Coulomb crystals of singly ionized
beryllium.

We use a linear quadrupole trap to simultaneously store
both Be� and molecular ions. The radio frequency trap is
driven at 14 MHz, with a peak-to-peak amplitude of 380 V.
This results in a radial Mathieu stability parameter qr ’
0:04 for the Be� [32], giving a radial secular oscillation
frequency of 280 kHz. For the molecular hydrogen iso-
topomers qr lies between �0:05 (D�3 ) and �0:2 (H�2 ).
2-1 © 2005 The American Physical Society
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The trap is enclosed in a UHV chamber kept below
10�10 mbar. The chamber is equipped with a leak valve
for the controlled introduction of gases, whose pressure
may be measured by an ion gauge. The all-solid-state
313 nm laser system for cooling of Be� has been described
elsewhere [33].

To load Be� ions into the trap, atoms are thermally
evaporated from a beryllium wire, and ionized an electron
beam. The molecular loading is achieved by leaking in
neutral gas at a pressure of �3� 10�10 mbar, ionized by
an electron beam with an energy of 200 eV, and a current of
�30 �A, for a loading time of 5 s. This produces mixed-
species crystals like those shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). The
ions with a higher charge-to-mass ratio (in this case the
molecular ions) experience a stronger trap pseudopotential,
and thus form a dark (nonfluorescing) core to the crystal.
The asymmetric distribution of species along the z axis
observed in Fig. 1(b) is caused by the light pressure of the
cooling laser on the beryllium ions.

The observed crystals are faithfully reproduced by our
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, which include the
full Coulomb interaction between all the ions, the effects of
radiation pressure, and finite ion temperatures. Because of
the close agreement between simulation and experiment,
we can use the modeling to extract information such as the
number, three-dimensional spatial distribution, and tem-
perature of the different ion species from our CCD images.
1 mm

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Molecular
ions

Be
+

FIG. 1 (color online). Fluorescence images of (a) a large ion
crystal with a high fraction of sympathetically cooled ions
(approximately 1200 light ions and 800 Be� ions), (b) a smaller
crystal containing around 690 Be� ions, and 12 HD� ions, and
simulated images of this crystal at (c) 20, (d) 12, (e) 8, and
(f) 6 mK. In the simulations, the beryllium ions are shown in red
(gray) and the HD� ions in blue (not shown in print). The
simulations show this crystal to be around 10 mK in temperature.
Laser cooling beam propagation is to the right, along the z axis.

18300
The number of ions of different species given in Fig. 1(b)
was found in this way.

We identify the trapped species by their mass-dependent
motional frequencies. For individual ions in a radio fre-
quency trap, the oscillation frequency is inversely propor-
tional to their mass. In mixed-species crystals, the
frequencies can be shifted by mutual Coulomb interactions
of the species. In these experiments, this effect is not large
enough to affect our use of the motional spectra for species
identification. We excite the ions motion in the x-y plane
using an external electrode parallel with the z axis of the
trap. An oscillating potential is applied and the Be� fluo-
rescence recorded as a function of excitation frequency.
When the applied potential is resonant with a motional
frequency of a crystal component, the ions are heated and
the fluorescence of the beryllium ions in the crystal is
affected. This heating causes an increase in fluorescence
when the cooling laser is detuned far to the red of the
cooling transition, as is the case here.

Figure 2 shows the motional excitation spectrum of a
cold crystal with a small, stringlike molecular core follow-
ing the loading of neutral HD gas. The spectrum shows
three motional resonances. These are the signatures of
individual sympathetically cooled species. The species
other than HD� are generated by chemical reactions during
the loading process, whereby the directly ionized HD� gas
reacts with neutral HD background gas, forming various
di- and triatomic molecular ions, including H2D� and
HD2

�, and (undetected) neutral atoms. The reactions of
the diatomic hydrogen molecules with their positively
charged ions to form triatomic molecular ions (e.g., H2

� �
H2 ! H3

� � H) are exothermic by around 1.7 eV. The
signature of the D� ions is also present, and this may be
produced by direct electron-impact dissociation of neutral
D2 molecules. Similarly, during loading of neutral H2 gas,
significant amounts of H3

� can be generated, as seen in
Fig. 3. Excitation of ion clouds after the loading of H2 gas
shows a strong response at a mass of 3 atomic mass units,
and a weaker response at mass 2, indicating that the
majority component in the trap is H3

�. Finally, after D2
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FIG. 2. Typical motional excitation spectrum of a crystal fol-
lowing the loading of HD gas. The resonance frequencies are
perturbed from their single-ion values due to the Coulomb
interactions between the different trapped species [39].
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FIG. 4. Partial purification of a mixed-species crystal, follow-
ing loading of D2 gas. CCD images (a) before and (b) after the
ejection of mass 2 ions (deuterons), with corresponding motional
spectra (c) and (d), respectively.
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FIG. 3. Motional excitation spectrum of a crystal following the
inlet and ionization of H2 gas, showing the presence of both H3

�

and H2
� ions.
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loading, measurements show the presence of ions with
masses 2 (D�), 4 (D2

�), and 6 (D3
�).

It is possible to gain information about the core tem-
perature from the observed crystal structures. The thermal
motion of the fluorescing ions leads to blurring of our CCD
images, and these can be compared with simulated images
(Fig. 1). For the experimental crystal of Fig. 1, agreement
is found for a Be� temperature of 8 mK. This sets an upper
limit, as our experimental images are also limited in sharp-
ness by our detection optics, CCD resolution, and sensor
noise. The upper limit varies depending on crystal size and
cooling parameters, and is typically in the range 5–15 mK.
These temperatures are consistent with measurements of
the fluorescence line shape of the beryllium ions.

For all species of molecular ions studied here, our MD
simulations show that the core of the crystal, sympatheti-
cally cooled by the laser-cooled beryllium ions, is also
crystalline and is strongly thermally coupled to the beryl-
lium ions. The strength of this coupling allows us to
estimate an upper temperature limit for the core ions,
which is typically within a factor of 2 of the beryllium
temperature. We may therefore conclude that the sympa-
thetically cooled molecular ions have temperatures in the
region of 10–30 mK. We have found that smaller crystals
are generally colder. This may be compared with a dem-
onstration of sympathetic cooling to the Doppler-limit for
laser cooling (� 1 mK) in a two-ion crystal [34].

Crystals with a single species of sympathetically cooled
particles may be required for future experiments. By de-
tuning the cooling laser far from resonance, an ion crystal
can undergo a phase transition to a disordered fluid state.
In this situation, the coupling between different ion spe-
cies is much weaker than in the crystalline state, and the
secular motion of the unwanted species can be strongly
excited, ejecting the ions from the trap, with minimal
effect on other species. The ions can then be recrystallized
by retuning the cooling laser close to resonance (Fig. 4).
This procedure can be used to remove as many different
species as required, producing highly pure two-component
crystals.

In summary, we have produced ultracold multicompo-
nent ion crystals containing one or more species of mo-
18300
lecular hydrogen ion isotopomer, embedded in a Be� ion
ensemble. Species cooled were H2

�, H3
�, HD�, H2D�,

HD2
�, D�, D2

�, and D3
� ions. The number of molecules

can be varied between a few and several thousand. The
mass ratio of 0.22 between sympathetically cooled and
laser-cooled ions is the lowest achieved so far for large
ion crystals in a Paul trap.

The crystals are suitable for further experiments, such as
the study of mixed-species collective plasma phenomena,
cold chemistry, and collisions. The cold molecular ions
could be combined with a source of cold neutral species
(such as a magneto-optical trap or a cold molecular beam)
for ultracold ion-neutral reaction studies. The purified
single molecular species crystals obtained are the basis
for first laser spectroscopy studies of cold molecular ions.
Rovibrational transitions can be detected by selective pho-
todissociation from the excited vibrational level and detec-
tion of the product ions or of changes in the crystal
structure.

The molecular ions produced in this work are transla-
tionally cold, and, due to the energies and decay times of
higher vibrational states, we expect them to be vibration-
ally cold. They are, however, expected to be rotationally
warm (around 300 K) due to the blackbody radiation
environment of the ion trap and the lack of strong coupling
between the internal and external degrees of freedom [35].
For maximizing signal strength, and enabling precise con-
trol of molecular states for future precision tests of funda-
mental physics, cooling of the molecules’ rotational energy
will be required. Several schemes suitable for application
2-3
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to hydrogen molecular ions have been proposed [36,37].
For achieving ultimate precision, it appears possible to use
a single molecular ion coupled to a single atomic ion,
which acts as both coolant and indicator of the molecular
state [38]. In order to exploit this technique, it will be
necessary to implement the above, or a similar, rotational
cooling scheme.
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Abstract
We have produced ensembles of cold 16O+

2,
40Ar+, 12C16O+

2, and various
isotopes of barium ions (135Ba+, 136Ba+ and 137Ba+) via sympathetic cooling
with laser-cooled 138Ba+ in a linear radiofrequency trap. The sympathetically
cooled species were embedded in the centre of large 138Ba+ Coulomb crystals
containing up to 2000 ions and were identified by motional resonance
excitation. Crystals with molecular fractions exceeding 70% were obtained.
The observed multi-species crystal structures agree well with results from
molecular dynamics simulations. The simulations were also used to deduce an
upper limit for the translational temperature of the molecular ions, as low as
20 mK.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

Cold pure and mixed-species ion plasmas with translational temperatures in the millikelvin
range are attractive systems for quantum optics, molecular physics, fundamental physics,
precision metrology and chemical physics [1–14]. The wide range of possible applications
calls for the development of methods for reliable and reproducible samples of cold atomic and
molecular ion species with well-characterized composition. Direct cooling methods, such as
laser cooling, successfully used for numerous neutral atoms and atomic ions, cannot be easily
applied to many atomic species due to the limited range of laser sources available. Laser
cooling of molecules is not feasible due to the lack of closed optical transitions. A powerful
method for the (indirect) cooling of a wide variety of atomic and molecular ions, independent
of their internal level structure, is sympathetic cooling [8, 9, 11]. Here, particles of one species
are cooled by an ensemble of directly cooled, usually laser-cooled, atoms via their mutual
interaction. The absence of closed transitions in molecules also implies that fluorescence
detection will typically not be applicable, so that alternative techniques are required for the
identification of sympathetically cooled species [14–16].

0953-4075/05/203673+13$30.00 © 2005 IOP Publishing Ltd Printed in the UK 3673
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Sympathetic cooling of several species of atomic ions was achieved by using laser-cooled
9Be+ [5], 24Mg+ [17–19], 40Ca+ [20] and 114Cd+ [21] as coolants, in both Penning and
radiofrequency traps. Cold molecular ions (MgH+) have been formed by reactions of H2 with
optically excited Mg+, sympathetically cooled, and their photo-dissociation studied [8, 10, 22].
Cold BeH+ and BeD+ ions have been produced in a similar way [7]. Recently, we have
demonstrated reliable production of cold molecular hydrogen isotopomers and helium isotopes,
via sympathetic cooling with laser-cooled Be+ in a linear Paul trap [5, 23]. Chemical reactions
between sympathetically cooled particles and neutral reactants were studied, using 138Ba+ as a
coolant [15]. Extraction of the product ions from the trap and detection was demonstrated for
small 138Ba+ ion crystals containing sympathetically cooled species. However, sympathetic
cooling of ions in large 138Ba+ crystals has not been reported so far.

In this work, we report the production of large 138Ba+ ion crystals in a linear Paul trap
containing up to 2000 particles. Up to 250 16O+

2,
40Ar+ and 12C16O+

2 ions were sympathetically
cooled and embedded inside the cold crystallized structures. In addition, other barium isotopes,
135Ba+, 136Ba+ and 137Ba+, and molecular ions, such as 138Ba16O+, produced by chemical
reactions with residual gas molecules, were sympathetically cooled and crystallized. We
identified trapped ion species by excitation of their oscillation modes and determined their
temperature.

2. Experiment

A linear radio frequency ion trap (Paul trap) is used to simultaneously store the atomic coolant
(138Ba+) and the sympathetically cooled particles. The trap is enclosed in an ultra-high vacuum
chamber at below 1×10−10 mbar. Neutral gases can be introduced into the chamber via a leak
valve. The linear Paul trap consists of four cylindrical electrodes, each sectioned longitudinally
into three parts. The overall length of the electrodes is 10 cm, the central trapping region
being 2 cm long. Stable trapping of 138Ba+ is achieved with a Mathieu stability parameter,
q

(= 2QVRF
/
m�2r2

0

) ≈ 0.05, with Q and m being the atomic charge and mass, respectively.
VRF and � are the amplitude and frequency of the rf driving field and r0 = 4.3 mm is the
distance from the trap centre to the electrodes. The radial (transverse) confinement of the ions
is achieved by applying an rf drive at a frequency � of 2π × 2.9 MHz and an amplitude of
up to 800 V to the trap electrodes. For the sympathetically cooled particles studied here this
gives a stability parameter q in the range 0.05–0.15. The effective trap potential is given by

Utrap(x, y, z) = m

2

(
ω2

r (x
2 + y2) + ω2

zz
2
)
, (1)

with the z-axis along the trap centreline. The transverse oscillation frequency is

ωr = (
ω2

0 − ω2
z

/
2
)1/2

, (2)

with ω0 = QVRF/
√

2m�r2
0 . In the longitudinal direction, the oscillation frequency is given by

ωz = (2κQVEC/m)1/2, where VEC is a static potential added to the eight end sections (endcaps)
of the electrodes to ensure confinement along the z-axis. The factor κ ≈ 3 × 10−3 mm−2

is a constant determined by the trap geometry.
138Ba+ ions are laser cooled on the 62S1/2 → 62P1/2 transition at 493.4 nm. In addition, a

repumper laser at 649.8 nm is necessary to prevent optical pumping to the metastable 52D3/2

state. In our set-up, the cooling laser radiation is generated by non-resonant sum frequency
generation (SFG) of two solid-state lasers, a single frequency Nd:YAG laser at 1064 nm with
an output power of 6 W and a Ti:Sapphire laser with 700 mW at 920 nm, in a periodically
poled KTP crystal. Absolute frequency stability of the Nd:YAG laser is provided by frequency
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doubling a small part of the laser radiation and locking to a line of the sub-Doppler hyperfine
spectrum in iodine via modulation transfer spectroscopy. The Ti:Sapphire laser has a built-in
reference cavity for stabilization. Output powers of 40 mW were achieved with this set-up. As a
repumper, an external cavity laser diode at 649.8 nm was used with an output power of ∼10 mW.
The linewidth of the repumper laser was measured to be 300 kHz, via cavity ring-down
spectroscopy in a monolithic bow-tie cavity. For laser cooling of the barium ions, the two
laser beams are linearly polarized in the vertical direction (transverse to the z-axis) and
propagate along z. The effect of radiation pressure force on the produced cold ion plasmas
is reduced, if required, by using two counterpropagating cooling laser beams. To maintain
fluorescence, magnetic fields in the few gauss range are applied to the trap. The direction of
the magnetic field is parallel to z.

For loading the trap, neutral atoms are evaporated from a barium oven and ionized
in situ by a 500 eV electron beam crossing the trap centre. During Ba+ loading, the cooling
and repumper lasers are manually set to a frequency red detuned from the atomic resonance
by several natural linewidths. The 138Ba+ fluorescence is simultaneously recorded with a
photomultiplier and an intensified CCD (ICCD) camera. A magnification of 10 was chosen
for the imaging system of the ICCD camera.

For strong cooling, the Ba+ ion cloud undergoes a phase transition from the fluid ion
plasma to an ordered state, a Coulomb crystal. This phase transition reveals itself by a sudden
increase in the detected fluorescence level, caused by the reduction in the particle velocities,
and the consequently smaller Doppler broadening. Once the phase transition occurs, the
frequencies of the lasers are adjusted for maximum cooling rate, controlled via continuous
imaging of the cold ion plasma using the ICCD. The generated ion crystals are stable under
these conditions, provided that the temperature stability of the laser environment is sufficiently
stable. Typical storage times are in the range of a few hours. No significant particle losses were
observed even when the laser radiation was blocked or strongly detuned for several minutes,
see also [24].

If necessary, mass-selective cleaning of the trap is applied to eject heavy impurity
particles, e.g. BaO+, formed by chemical reactions during loading. To this end, we add a
static quadrupole potential VDC to the trap until the a-parameter

(
a = 4QVDC

/
m�2r2

0

)
of

the unwanted species lies outside the Mathieu stability range [25]. Thus, stable trapping of
particles exceeding the mass of the atomic coolants is prevented.

3. Molecular dynamics simulations

In the simulations we solve Newton’s equations of motion for laser-cooled and sympathetically
cooled ions in the quasi-potential approximation

mi ẍi = Qi∇(Utrap(xi )) + FC,i({xj }) + FL(ẋi ), (3)

where i = 1, . . . , NLC + NSC.NLC and NSC are the number of laser-cooled (LC) and
sympathetically cooled (SC) ions, respectively. mi,Qi and xi = (xi, yi, zi) are the masses,
charges and positions of the particles. FC,i({xj }) = (Qi/4πε0)∇i�jQj/rij is the Coulomb
force and rij is the distance between two ions. Trap asymmetries due to electric offset
potentials are added to the quasi-potential Utrap. For simplicity, simulations are performed
using a continuous linear viscous damping force FL = −βẋi in the horizontal direction.
The friction coefficient β is chosen well below the maximum value for transitions at optical
wavelengths [26]. We have used stronger cooling forces FL to speed up cooling. Micromotion
is not included because it is not expected to be important for the crystals presented here (see
also section 4.4).
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The equations of motion are numerically solved using the Leapfrog algorithm which
is computationally less expensive than other methods, e.g. the higher-order Runge–Kutta
algorithm. Moreover, the conservation of energy is respected, even at large time steps.
Sympathetic cooling by laser-cooled 138Ba+ can be simulated for up to four ion species.
Heating processes for particular species can be added. In order to produce simulated images
for a comparison with CCD images, projections of the particle positions on the observation
plane are generated for a time series and superimposed.

4. Results

4.1. Barium ion crystals

Figure 1 shows several Ba+ ion crystals, (a), (b), (d) and (f), together with results from
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, (c) and (e). The prolate crystal in figure 1(a) is a
typical example of a large barium ion crystal obtained with our apparatus. The cooling laser
frequency was adjusted for maximum cooling power. The crystal contains ≈2000 laser-cooled
(LC) 138Ba+ and ≈1000 sympathetically cooled (SC) barium isotopes. It has an overall length
of ≈2 mm along the z-axis and an extension of ≈0.1 mm in the vertical direction.

Figure 1(b) shows a medium-sized mixed-species barium crystal containing ≈200 138Ba+

and ≈100 other barium isotopes (135Ba+, 136Ba+ and 137Ba+). Due to light pressure forces on
the LC particles the SC ions are located on the left end of the crystal, see also [9].

In figure 1(c) the result of MD simulations for the ion crystal shown in (b) is presented. In
the simulations, the number of ions is varied until the observed crystal structure is reproduced.
Typical observed radial intershell spacings for the LC ions are ≈19 µm, in good agreement
with the value obtained from the MD simulations.

The influence of SC-cooled particles and light pressure forces on the formed crystal
structures is illustrated in figures 1(d)–(f). Figures 1(d), (e) show an ion string. As is well
known, the ion distances increase away from the string centre. For this string, the spacing
between adjacent 138Ba+ ions varies between 31 µm and 55 µm. The string contains 20 138Ba+

and approximately ten other barium isotopes, located at the left end of the crystal, as obtained
from the simulations, figure 1(e). Occasionally, the ions collide with neutral background gas
or hot ions present in the trap. Thus, individual ions may be kicked out of their position in the
string, then re-cooled and again embedded in the crystal, but at a different position [9]. This
is the case for the single 138Ba+ ion on the left end of the crystal in figure 1(d) where random
jumps were observed. For a different crystal structure, figure 1(f), where the LC (and SC)
ions are arranged in a zig-zag configuration, the observed pitch varies between ≈27 µm and
≈34 µm.

4.2. Micromotion reduction

The images of the Coulomb crystals in figure 1, in particular the outermost regions (in the
radial direction) of the large structures, are blurred. This is attributed to residual micromotion,
depending on the distance of the particles from trap centre and the symmetry of the effective
trap potential. The distortion of the effective potential is mainly due to stray fields and the
partial coating of the trap electrodes during evaporation of neutral barium from the oven. By
adding additional static offset potentials to the central trap segments, the distortion can be
compensated. A direct measurement of the micromotion can be obtained by correlating the
fluorescence rate of the atomic coolants to the rf amplitude of the trap [27]. For our set-up,
the photomultiplier (PMT) count rate is typically smaller than the rf field frequency (≈1 MHz
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(a)

(d)

(f)

(c)

138Ba+

(b)

MD simulation: 137Ba 138Ba+ +

Cooling laser

135-7Ba 138Ba+ +

135-7Ba 138Ba+ 31 m + 55 mµ µ

27 m + 34 mµ µ138Ba

1.33 mm

0.43 mm

0.64 mm

(e)MD simulation: 135-7Ba 138Ba+ +

Figure 1. ICCD camera images of different 138Ba+ crystals. The cooling and repumper laser
beam directions are to the right. Camera integration time was 1 s. (a) Large Coulomb crystal
containing ≈2000 138Ba+ ions and ≈1000 sympathetically cooled (SC) barium isotopes, located
on the left side of the crystal. (b) ion crystal containing ≈200 138Ba+ and ≈100 other barium
isotopes, predominantly 137Ba+ and smaller admixtures of 135Ba+ and 136Ba+. (c) MD simulation
of the crystal shown in figure 1 (b). LC ions, 138Ba+: red, SC ions, 137Ba+: blue. The translational
temperature for LC and SC ions is approximately 20 mK, according to the simulations. (d) ion
string consisting of 20 138Ba+ ions and eight other barium isotopes. The location of the SC ions is
marked by arrows. (e) MD simulation of the ion string in (d). (f) Zig-zag structure of a Ba+ ion
crystal. The indicated dimensions are measured after calibration of the optical system.

versus �/2π = 2.75 MHz, for this measurement). The PMT provides the start trigger pulse
for a time-to-amplitude converter (TAC 567, EG&G Ortec). The stop pulse is provided by the
zero crossing (or a slope) of the rf field. A multi-channel-analyser (MCA 917, EG&G Ortec)
bins the counts according to the time delay between the start and the stop pulse.

The result of such a correlation measurement is shown in figure 2. Typically, for the
recorded count rate, one obtains a single oscillation with a period ∼2π/� and an amplitude
proportional to the micromotion amplitude. The modulation amplitude was reduced by a
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Figure 2. Correlation of the fluorescence emission rate with trap modulation, detected with a PMT
in photon count mode. The initial part of the fluorescence curve (MCA channels 0–90) is flattened
due to electronic noise.

factor of ≈2 by adding static offset potentials of up to 0.2 V to the central electrodes. This led
to sharper ICCD images. In order to minimize or eliminate the micromotion excitation in all
dimensions, a more complicated set-up involving three laser beams is required [27].

4.3. Sympathetic cooling and crystallization

4.3.1. BaO+. Cold 138BaO+ molecular ions were produced by chemical reactions with
background CO2 molecules evaporated from the filaments of the electron gun and the barium
oven:

Ba+ + CO2 −→ BaO+ + CO. (4)

This reaction is exothermic by several eV [28–30]. Direct formation of BaO+ via the
reaction Ba+ + O2 −→ BaO+ + O is precluded by its (measured) endothermicity even with
optically excited Ba+, see [31], apart from the negligible partial pressure of oxygen in our
chamber. Similarly, chemical reactions between ground state and excited state Ba+ and neutral
H2 gas, also present in the ultra-high vacuum system, are also endothermic by several eV, see
[29], and therefore do not occur under our experimental conditions. These facts were verified
by exposing large barium ion crystals to neutral hydrogen or oxygen gas, where no chemical
reactions could be observed for typical exposure times of several minutes.

As shown in figure 3(a), the BaO+ ions are located in the outer shell of the crystal.
According to our simulations, (figure 3(b)), the crystal contains ≈250 138Ba+, 125 135−7Ba+

and 100 138BaO+ ions. The substantial formation of BaH+ ions can be excluded, since the
simulated structures, (figure 3(c)), are in clear disagreement with the observed ones. In
particular, the simulations show how the light force causes the BaH+ ions being located more
on the left part of the crystal, together with the other barium isotopes, due to the similarity of
mass. Furthermore, the shape of the crystal structure has changed. Whereas in the presence of
SC BaO+, the outermost 138Ba+ ion shell has a flat shape over the whole length of the crystal,
the longitudinal separation between 138Ba+ and 138BaH+ ions in figure 3(c) is more pronounced
and abrupt, not observed in experiment (figure 3(a)). The location of the molecular ions on the
lower side of the crystal is caused by small asymmetries of the effective trap potential, taken
into account in the simulations. The laser-cooled and sympathetically cooled particles have a
translational temperature of ≈20 mK, see below. The right end of the experimental structure
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. (a) Multi-species crystal of approximately 250 138Ba+, 125 135−7Ba+ and 100 138Ba16O+

ions. The particle numbers were obtained from a MD simulation (b) that reproduced the observed
crystal. (c) MD simulation of the multi-species ion crystal from (b) where 138Ba1 H+ ions instead
of 138Ba16O+ ions were used.

in figure 3(a) appears tilted. This is caused by sympathetically cooled barium isotopes and,
again, by small asymmetries of the effective trap potential, leading to a displacement of the
ions from the centre of the trap, as confirmed by the simulations (figure 3(b)).

4.3.2. Light molecular ions. After large barium ion crystals were formed and purified as
described above, 16O+

2,
40Ar+ and 12CO+

2 ions were produced by leaking O2, Ar or CO2 gas
into the vacuum chamber at a partial pressure of 10−8 mbar and ionizing it in situ in the
trap by a 200 eV electron beam. The loading rate was controlled by the partial pressure of
the neutral gas and the electron beam intensity. As a consequence of sympathetic cooling
and crystallization of the molecular ions, a dark inner region evolves in the initially pure
crystals. According to equation (1), the lighter molecular species experience a stronger
effective potential and are therefore embedded closer to the z-axis of the trap. As an example,
a cold multi-species ion crystal containing 138Ba+, 135−7Ba+, Ba16O+, 40Ar+ and 12C16O+

2 is
shown in figure 4(a). Using the simulations the number of LC (≈300) and SC-cooled particles
(≈590) were deduced. For simplicity, the simulations were run with a single lighter SC ion
species of mass = 42. With these numbers the resulting crystal structures were modelled
for different translational temperatures of the 138Ba+ (see below). Agreement between the
predicted and the observed crystal structure is achieved for a translational temperature of
≈20 mK for 138Ba+, the temperature of the SC ions being very similar, figure 4(b).

4.4. Crystal temperature

Upper limits for the translational temperatures of the LC and SC ions in crystals of arbitrary
shape and composition can be deduced from MD simulations. The size of the ion fluorescence
spots in the ICCD images is compared to the simulation results performed for a range of
temperatures. Figures 5(a)–(d) show the computed spatial distribution as a function of
temperature for an ion crystal containing 360 138Ba+ and 180 atoms of the barium isotopes
135Ba+, 136Ba+ and 137Ba+. The corresponding experimental ion crystal, figure 5(e), is
consistent with a temperature between 4 and 10 mK (the 138Ba+ Doppler temperature is
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. (a) Multi-species ion crystal following loading with a mixture of Ar and CO2 gas,
containing ≈300 138Ba+ (red), ≈150 barium isotopes (blue, embedded on the left end of the
crystal), ≈240 138Ba16O+ ions (green, located in the outermost shells) and ≈200 40Ar+ plus
12C16O+

2 ions in approximately equal proportions (light blue, embedded around the z-axis). The
lighter SC particles were identified via motional resonance excitation, see below. The asymmetry
of the ion crystal in the horizontal direction (along the z-axis) is due to light pressure forces.
(b) MD simulation of the crystal shown in figure 4(a). The simulations show the whole crystal and
are thus not to scale with the experimental images.

Simulation: 180 135-7Ba+ , 360 138Ba+ , temperature1mK

4mK

10mK

20mK

1.33 mm

(a)

(c)

(d)

(e)Experiment:135-7Ba+ , 138Ba+

(b)

Figure 5. Comparison between simulated (a)–(d) and measured (e) Ba+ ion crystal structures.
In the simulations, the translational temperature of the Ba+ crystal was varied. Note that (e) is
magnified compared to (a)–(d).
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0.15 mK). The obtained estimate for the LC particles is consistent with direct temperature
measurements we performed, see also [32, 33, 5, 18]. Because of the Coulomb coupling
between LC and SC ions, the temperature of the latter influences the former. Because of
this we can infer information about the SC ion temperature from the LC ion temperature,
which is manifested through the CCD images. For example, if in the simulations of light ions
(e.g. O+

2, Ar+, CO+
2) embedded in the centre of the ion crystal they are kept at a temperature

>50 mK (by adding a heating source), the Ba+ ion spots surrounding the molecular ions are
much more blurred than observed experimentally. Similarly, for the case of BaO+ ions located
at the edge of a Ba+ crystal, the observed Ba+ ion spot size in the outermost shell is inconsistent
with a BaO+ temperature >50 mK. Tighter upper limits can be set by stimulating the balance
between heating and cooling rates for the SC particles. The cooling is provided by the LC
particles kept at a constant temperature chosen so that simulated and measured images agree.
Heating occurs due to collisions with background particles and due to rf heating. Rf heating is
negligible for crystals at �1 K and small q. This has been shown both experimentally [24] and
by MD simulations [34, 35]. The background collision heating rate was estimated at ≈1 K/

particles from experimental observations of random jumps of individual Ba+ ions, induced by
collisions, in small mixed-species crystals. The relevant cooling rates were extracted from
the simulations (see also [36]). We find, both for SC particles in the centre and for heavy SC
particles at the Ba+ crystal boundary that the SC ion temperature is at most not larger than
a factor of 2 of the Ba+ temperature. Our results do not indicate a major effect on the SC
temperature due to the significantly different mass ratio mSC/mLC for the two cases [37].

Furthermore, for the crystals shown, small asymmetries of the trap potential lead to a
good coupling between longitudinal and radial degrees of freedom of the Ba+ ions, and thus,
also to more efficient sympathetic cooling rates. This was checked by carefully aligning the
laser beams along the trap symmetry axis which leads to a reduced coupling between, and
therefore, to a reduced cooling rate for the radial degrees of freedom of LC (and SC) ions.
Experimentally, this becomes obvious from a more blurred shell structure of the ion crystal,
induced by an uncorrelated rotation-like diffusion of the ions around the trap symmetry axis,
also seen in the simulations.

4.5. Mass spectroscopy

The trapped ion species are identified by excitation of their motion in the radial direction.
For this purpose, a low-frequency rf field is added with opposite phase to the two orthogonal
pairs of the central electrodes. When the frequency of the excitation field is resonant with
a mode frequency of a trapped ion species the 138Ba+ fluorescence level changes. This is
due to heating of the excited ion species, which in turn leads to heating of the LC ions
via Coulomb interaction, and thus to a change of the observed fluorescence. For the large
crystals studied here, this method allows for the identification of trapped ion species when
the relative difference between their mass-to-charge ratios m/q is larger than ≈10%. For a
single molecular ion trapped and sympathetically cooled by a single atomic ion, very high
q/m resolution in the 10−4 range can be achieved, see [16].

For ω0 � ωz, the radial oscillation frequency for a single trapped SC ion with mass mSC

is approximately given by

ωr,SC = mBa

mSc
ωr,Ba, (5)

with ωr,Ba (mBa) being the corresponding radial oscillation frequency (mass) of 138Ba+. The
shape of the observed secular spectra depends strongly on the applied excitation amplitude
and the laser cooling rates, see e.g. [15, 38, 39].
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(d)

(a)

(b)

40 50 60 70 160.0 180.0 200.0

Figure 6. (a) Motional resonance spectrum for a barium ion crystal. Individual resonances for
the different barium isotopes were not resolved. Secular excitation amplitude: 0.1 V. Sweep
directions: towards higher frequency. Black (grey) line: for spheroidal (ellipsoidal) symmetry of
the trap potential. (b) Motional spectrum for the crystal displayed in figure 4(a). Secular excitation
amplitude: 0.2 V. The inset shows the measured barium resonance frequency for that crystal.
(c) Motional spectrum following loading of O2. Modulation amplitude: 0.2 V. (d) Motional
resonance spectrum for a three-component ion crystal containing 138Ba+, 137Ba+ and 12C16O+

2 , as
obtained from MD simulations. The simulated crystal is comparable in size, shape and contained
ion number to the crystal in figure 4(a).
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Figure 6 displays four motional resonance spectra obtained for different ion crystals. The
different barium isotopes were not resolved. Figure 6(a) shows the result obtained for an ion
crystal containing only barium, and figures 6(b), (c) show spectra for cold multi-component
ion crystals. In the latter, relatively large excitation amplitudes were applied, thereby ejecting
a certain fraction of ions with each sweep, and the size of the dark crystal core was reduced
with repeated excitation sweeps. For a symmetric trap potential, the expected single-particle
motional frequency of the 138Ba+ is 46 kHz, in good agreement with the experimental result.
Figure 6(a) also shows a measurement of the motional spectrum for a non-radially symmetric
trap potential (grey line), obtained by applying static quadrupole voltages VDC of ≈10 mV to
the central electrodes. In this case, the degeneracy between the transverse oscillation modes
(with respect to the x and y axes) is removed. The transverse frequencies are then given
by ω2

x,y = Q2V 2
RF

/(
2m2�2r4

0

) − ω2
z

/
2 ± QVDC

/
mr2

0 . Since for VDC = 0, ωx and ωy are
degenerate, motional resonance excitation can be used as an indicator for compensation of
stray fields.

The observed motional frequencies depend on various parameters. For example, the
frequency sweep direction during excitation (from low-to-high or opposite) and the excitation
amplitude induce a systematic shift of the motional frequencies. A detailed discussion of these
line shifting effects can be found in e.g. [38, 39]. Furthermore, line shifts in the motional
spectra are induced by coupling between different ion species in the trap, via their Coulomb
interaction, which can lead to significant deviations between the measurement and the value
of equation (5), which is a single-particle property [39]. In particular, the coupling between
138Ba+ and sympathetic particles leads to a shift of all measured frequencies to higher values.
However, for the spectra shown in figures 6(b), (c) the upward shift of the frequencies was
compensated by a large excitation amplitude, the latter leading to an opposite shift of the
resonance frequency (for a sweep direction towards higher frequencies). In the spectra in
figures 6(b), (c) significant changes in the barium fluorescence were found for ≈160 kHz,
≈180 kHz (b) and ≈230 kHz (c), which can be attributed to the excitation of cold and
crystallized 12C16O+

2,
40Ar+ and 16O+

2, respectively. The net result of the two compensating
effects are frequency values close to the single-particle values of 163 kHz for 12C16O+

2,
179 kHz for 40Ar+ and 224 kHz for 16O+

2.
Using the MD simulations, the motional frequency spectrum for pure and mixed-species

ion crystals can be computed. As an initial condition, the positions of all particles of a simulated
crystal are shifted in the x-direction. Subsequently, the particles perform damped oscillations
around their equilibrium positions. The Fourier transform of the sum of the x-coordinates
of each species is computed. It can be regarded as an indicator of the resonance spectrum
for periodic excitations, as performed experimentally. The computed motional frequency
spectrum for a three-component ion crystal containing 138Ba+, 137Ba+ and 12C16O+

2 ions is
shown in figure 6(d). The obtained frequency for the 12C16O+

2 (166 kHz) is in good agreement
with the measured value at 160 kHz (figure 6(b)). Furthermore, in the simulations different
barium isotopes, such as 138Ba+ and 137Ba+, can be resolved. The motional frequencies of
the three ion species are in good agreement with the values of equation (5). Note that for the
simulation of the 12C16O+

2 motional spectrum, a larger excitation amplitude compared to that
used for simulating the motional spectrum of the barium isotopes was applied.

5. Summary

In summary, we have employed sympathetic cooling by laser-cooled 138Ba+ to produce
cold, mixed-species ion crystals containing large fractions of 16O+

2,
40Ar+, 12C16O+

2, and
various barium isotopes (135Ba+, 136Ba+ and 137Ba+). Large Coulomb crystals of up to 2000
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particles were formed with translational temperatures as low as approximately 20 millikelvin.
The ion species were identified by motional resonance excitation. Molecular dynamics
simulations were performed for reproducing the observed mixed-species crystal structures
and for modelling the motional resonance spectra. Good agreement was found between
experimental and theoretical results for the shape of the ion crystals produced. The positions
of the measured and simulated motional resonance frequencies agree with an accuracy of
a few per cent. Moreover, the MD simulations allowed the estimation of the translational
temperature of the ion species.

Cold multi-species ion plasmas are interesting systems for a broad field of research ranging
from cold chemistry to precision measurements in fundamental physics. The obtained results
represent a starting point for the sympathetic cooling of highly charged atomic ions [36],
using a rf trap, and the extension of sympathetic cooling to complex molecules, e.g. proteins
or polymers, with masses of many thousand amu [26].
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Ion-neutral chemical reactions between ultracold localized ions and neutral molecules
with single-particle resolution
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Chemical reactions between ultracold 9Be+ ions and room-temperature molecular hydrogen isotopomers and
between ultracold H3

+ ions and room-temperature O2 have been studied in a laser-cooling ion trap apparatus.
For small Coulomb crystals of beryllium ions, reactions can be followed at the single-ion level. We demon-
strate characterization of a chemical reaction in which neither one of the reactants nor the product is directly
detectable. In this case molecular dynamics simulations were used for the determination of ion numbers from
images of the 9Be+ ion ensemble. The observed reaction rates are in agreement with the Langevin ion-neutral
reaction theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Chemical reactions between trapped molecular ions and
neutral reactants are of significant interest to chemistry and
astrophysics, and have been studied for many years at low
temperatures. Multipole ion traps using neutral buffer gas as
coolant have been used to reach temperatures down to 10 K,
see, e.g., �1�. Reaction rates and branching ratios were de-
duced by extraction of the reaction products from the trap
and counting, see �2� for examples.

It is desirable to extend such studies to state-specific re-
actions, which implies the necessity to prepare the reactants
in particular quantum states and with well-defined collision
energy. This requires a well-controlled environment in which
undesired interactions and transitions between states are
minimized. The ability to conduct and observe chemical re-
actions at the level of individual molecules in a cold, UHV
environment has the potential to improve our understanding
of important astrochemical reactions �3–5�, through improve-
ments in the accuracy of measurements of reaction rates and
branching ratios �6�, and by using narrow-bandwidth lasers
to study chemical reactions state-selectively.

Regarding the ion side of this challenging program, sig-
nificant progress was made in recent years in the generation
of ensembles of ultracold ��1 K� pure and mixed-species
ion plasmas in traps using laser cooling techniques. In par-
ticular, sympathetic cooling by laser-cooled atomic ions was
used to cool ion species which cannot be directly laser
cooled due to the lack of closed optical transitions. Various
atomic and molecular ion species covering a broad mass
range have been cooled to milliKelvin temperatures and
brought to rest inside ordered structures, denoted by Cou-
lomb crystals �7–10�. In these crystals the ions are located in
well-defined shell structures. At the lowest temperatures
reached ��10 mK� the ions remain mostly confined in the
immediate vicinity of their equilibrium positions.

The next important development required in order to
reach complete state preparation is internal cooling, i.e.,
population of a particular rovibrational level. This goal can
be reached by collisions with cold neutral buffer gas and,
possibly, laser cooling techniques. Such translationally and

internally ultracold ensembles will be an important ingredi-
ent in the study of gas phase ion-neutral reactions and colli-
sion processes at the quantum level.

Thus far, a first study of chemical reactions with one ul-
tracold partner has been demonstrated: chemical reactions
between large ensembles of laser-cooled and crystallized Ca+

ions, excited to the 2P1/2 state, and neutral molecular oxygen
gas at 300 K were investigated and reaction rates extracted
�11�. Subsequently, the reaction products formed, CaO+ ions,
were exposed to 300 K neutral CO and reacted back to Ca+

and CO2. This reaction has been observed with sensitivities
down to the single particle level �12�. Furthermore, ion-
neutral reactions in which the molecular ions were sympa-
thetically cooled to 10 K by laser-cooled Mg+ ions were
studied �13�. The reaction was detected by using the laser-
cooled ions for monitoring the decrease of the reactant mo-
lecular ions, via mass spectroscopy.

In the present work we extend the works of Refs. �11,13�
in several directions: �i� small ensembles, which could be
interesting systems for quantum state preparation, �ii� reac-
tions with the simplest molecules which are most easily ame-
nable to ab initio calculation and which are of astrophysical
importance, �iii� reactions in which the laser-cooled atomic
ions in crystals are “spectators” only—thereby demonstrat-
ing that it is possible to detect and measure reactions in
which neither one of the reactants nor the product is directly
detectable, and �iv� employing MD simulations rather than
mass spectroscopy for interpreting the observations and de-
termining the reactant number decrease.

A first set of studied chemical reactions is between laser-
cooled 9Be+ ions and neutral molecular hydrogen isoto-
pomers. Secular excitation mass spectroscopy was used to
identify the reaction products. The reaction rates were de-
duced from the time evolution of the Be+ ion number and/or
of the spontaneous emission fluorescence rate, recorded by a
CCD camera. The available reaction channels for this system
are �14�

Be+ + XY → BeX+ + Y �1�

→BeY+ + X �2�
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→BeX + Y+ �3�

→BeY + X+ �4�

→Be + XY+, �5�

where �X ,Y�� �H,D�. These reactions do not proceed with
the beryllium ion in its ground electronic state. For example,
the reaction

Be+�2S1/2� + H2�X1�g
+� → BeH+�X1�+� + H�2S1/2� �6�

is endothermic by 1.57 eV �14�. Similar values hold when
replacing H2 by HD or D2. The endothermicities of the other
possible reaction channels are: 2.45 eV for reactions 3 and 4,
and 1.9 eV for reaction �5�. Therefore, the Be+ ion must be
excited, e.g., to the 2P3/2 state �by 3.9 eV photons� in order
to react. However, we do not observe reactions �3�, �4�, and
�5� even when Be+ is electronically excited in our trap, prob-
ably due to the large kinetic energy transferred to the reac-
tion products, H+, D+, or HD+, leading to their loss from the
trap.

The Be+ ions in these experiments are continuously laser-
cooled by a 313 nm all-solid-state laser system �15�, and this
simultaneously provides the �partial� excitation necessary for
the reactions to proceed. By altering the intensity or detuning
of the cooling laser, we can modify the excitation rate and
hence the reaction rate, allowing for control of the process.

In mixed-species ion crystals containing laser-cooled
�LC� Be+ ions and sympathetically cooled �SC� triatomic hy-
drogen molecular ions, H3

+, we have studied the reaction

H3
+ + O2 → HO2

+ + H2 �7�

and deduced the corresponding reaction rate. This reaction is
nearly thermoneutral, see �18�, and references therein. How-
ever, the reaction rates for the back reaction HO2

++H2
→H3

++O2 were found to be smaller than for the forward
direction �19�.

The Langevin theory of ion-neutral reactions predicts, for
suitably low temperatures, a reaction rate which is indepen-
dent of temperature �16,17�. The reaction rate for beryllium
ions in reactions �1�–�5� or H3

+ ions in reaction �7� is given by

RL = − dNi�t�/dt = − kLNnNi�t� , �8�

where Ni denotes the ion number, Nn is the �constant� num-
ber density of neutral reactants, and kL=−23.42�� /�
�10−10 cm3/s is the Langevin coefficient. � is the polariz-
ability of the neutral reactant and � is the reduced mass of
the reacting particles. For an initial ion number Ni,0 at time
t=0 the number of remaining ions Ni�t� is

Ni�t� = Ni,0e−kLNnt. �9�

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We use a linear radio-frequency trap to simultaneously
store both Be+ and sympathetically cooled ions, e.g., H3

+

ions. The trap is driven at � /2�=14 MHz, with a peak-to-
peak amplitude 2VRF=380 V and is enclosed in an UHV

chamber kept below 10−10 mbar. The chamber is equipped
with a leak valve for the controlled introduction of gases,
whose partial pressure is controlled by a quadrupole mass
analyzer and an ion gauge.

Typically, we set the radial Mathieu stability parameter,
q=2QVRF/m�2r0

2, �0.054 for the Be+, giving a radial secu-
lar oscillation frequency �“single particle frequency”�, 	r
= �	0

2−	z
2 /2�1/2, �280 kHz �9�. Q and m are the charge and

the mass of the ions, r0=4.3 mm is the distance from the trap
center to the electrodes, and 	0=QVRF/�2m�r0

2. The longi-
tudinal frequency 	z= �2
QVEC /m�1/2 is determined by the
static potential VEC applied to the end sections of the trap to
achieve confinement of the ions in the z direction. 
 is a
constant determined by the trap geometry. For the molecular
hydrogen ions q lies between 0.162 �H3

+� and 0.240 �H2
+�.

The trapped ion species are identified by the spectroscopy
of their motional frequencies. For this purpose, we excite the
ions’ motion in the time-averaged effective potential using an
additional plate electrode between the two uppermost trap
electrodes �at 45° to the x and y axes of the trap, parallel to
the z axis�. An oscillating potential is applied to the elec-
trode, at frequencies between 2 kHz and 3 MHz, and with an
amplitude up to 10 V. The frequency of the excitation is
scanned, while the Be+ fluorescence is recorded. When the
applied frequency is resonant with a motional frequency of a
species in the crystal, that motion is excited, the ions are
heated, and the fluorescence of the beryllium ions in the
crystal is affected. The heating of the crystal causes an in-
crease in fluorescence when the cooling laser is detuned suf-
ficiently to the red of the cooling transition.

To load Be+ ions into the trap, atoms are thermally evapo-
rated from a beryllium wire, and ionized in the trap center by
a 750 eV electron beam. This produces a large cloud of be-
ryllium ions, along with impurities from ionization of back-
ground gas present in the vacuum chamber. The heavier im-
purities can be removed by temporarily applying a static
quadrupole potential to the trap such that it becomes unstable
for elements with a higher mass-to-charge ratio than that of
Be+.

For laser cooling of Be+ ions we produce circularly polar-
ized light resonant with the 2S1/2�F=2�→ 2P3/2 transition at
313 nm. The UV laser light is frequency stabilized to a hy-
perfine transition of molecular iodine. An acousto-optic
modulator �AOM� allows us to shift the UV frequency
within a range of 370 MHz while maintaining absolute fre-
quency stability. Spontaneous emission to the metastable
ground state 2S1/2�F=1� is prevented using a repumper red
detuned by 1.250 GHz. The laser cooling beam is parallel to
the symmetry axis �z axis� of the trap. For definition of a
quantization axis, magnetic fields in the few Gauss range are
applied to the trap parallel to z.

III. METHOD

A. Preparation of ultracold pure
and mixed-species ion crystals

Ensembles of Be+ ions are produced, trapped, and subse-
quently laser-cooled so that they undergo a phase transition
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to an ordered state, a Coulomb crystal �20�. Typically, the
crystals studied here have translational temperatures of
	10 mK, as found by measurement of the spontaneous
emission fluorescence line shape and confirmed by molecular
dynamics �MD� simulations �10,21�. When required, light
molecular ions, e.g., molecular hydrogen isotopomers, are
produced via electron impact ionization of neutral gas intro-
duced to the vacuum chamber at pressures of approximately.
4�10−10 mbar. The loading rate is controlled by the partial
pressure of the gas and the electron beam intensity. As a
consequence of trapping and sympathetic crystallization of
the molecular ions a dark inner region evolves in the initially
pure Be+ crystals. The lighter molecular species experience a
stronger effective potential inside the trap and are therefore
embedded closer to the symmetry axis of the trap. Usually,
during the loading of molecular hydrogen ions into the trap,
various lighter impurities �molecular hydrogen isotopomers�
are produced by chemical reactions together with the species
under study. Such impurities are removed by melting the
crystal and subsequently exciting the resonant motion of a
particular ion species at sufficiently large excitation ampli-
tudes. This leads to the ejection of that particular species
while leaving nearly undisturbed the species under study.
The ion cloud is then recrystallized and a two-species ion
crystal is obtained �9�.

B. Measurements

The above pure or mixed-species Be+ ion crystals are the
starting point for our studies. Since the reaction rate between
LC Be+ ions and hydrogen isotopomers depends on the rela-
tive population of the 2P3/2 state in Be+, prior to each mea-
surement the fraction of excited Be+ ions is determined. For
this purpose, the cooling laser is tuned to maximum fluores-
cence, which corresponds to a relative population of the up-
per level of 50% �the laser intensity I	10 mW/mm2 is
much larger than the saturation intensity Isat=0.8 mW/cm2�,
and the corresponding photon count rate recorded by a pho-
tomultiplier tube �PMT� is used for calibration. A particular
level of excitation can be set by frequency-detuning the cool-
ing laser to the red side of the atomic resonance using an
AOM.

Subsequently, neutral reactants are leaked into the
vacuum chamber at typical pressures between 2�10−10–2
�10−9 mbar. At these pressures the Langevin theory should
still apply �17�. After the partial pressure of the introduced
neutral reactant has reached a constant value the Be+ fluores-
cence is recorded both with a PMT and with a charge-
coupled device �CCD� camera as a function of time. In these
measurements the PMT has a time resolution of 0.1 s,
whereas the camera exposure time typically is in the range of
0.5–2 s.

The ion species involved were identified by secular exci-
tation mass spectrometry, as described above. The chemical
reaction process can be stopped at any time by closing the
leak valve, and secular scans can be made to determine the
presence of reaction products, e.g., BeH+ and BeD+. Indi-
vidual features in the measured mass spectra were assigned
to the different ion species contained in the crystal by com-

parison with spectra obtained from MD simulations, see also
�21,22�.

During exposure to neutral hydrogen gases the observed
Be+ ion crystal changes its shape, as a consequence of the
formation and sympathetic crystallization of BeH+ and
BeD+, embedded in the outer regions of the crystal. For the
example shown in Fig. 1, an initially pure Be+ crystal �a� was
exposed to neutral HD gas and its structural changes were
observed as function of time, �b�–�e�. A marked increase in

FIG. 1. �Color online� CCD camera image of an initially pure
large Be+ ion crystal following exposure to HD gas, leading to the
formation of ultracold BeH+ and BeD+ molecular ions via chemical
reactions. The ellipse is a fit to the initial Be+ crystal boundary. The
molecular ions formed are located in the dark area enclosed. The
ion numbers determined using MD simulations are: �a� 2100 Be+,
�b� 900 Be+, 1200 BeH+ and BeD+ �in approx. equal amounts�, �c�
500 Be+, 1600 BeH+ and BeD+, �d� 310 Be+, 1700 BeH+ and BeD+,
�e� 150 Be+, 1700 BeH+ and BeD+. �f� MD simulation of the crystal
in �b�, with 900 Be+ and 600 BeH+ and BeD+ ions, respectively, at
approximately 15 mK.
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the temperature of the Be+ ensemble is observed. The Be+

ion temperature is determined by a balance between the �la-
ser� cooling rate and the heating rate. The heating rate has a
contribution arising from the SC particles, which are heated
by collisions with background gas and by rf heating in the
trap due to ion-ion interactions. This contribution becomes
more important as the number of SC ions increases and the
number of LC ions decreases. The translational temperature
of the initially pure Be+ crystal of 	10 mK �a� increased to
	40 mK �e� during the reaction. Thus, the increased Be+ ion
temperature directly reflects the formation of ultracold mo-
lecular ions. Also, due to the reduction of sympathetic cool-
ing power a part of the molecular ions produced is lost from
the trap. The observed lack of symmetry of the mixed-
species crystal shape with respect to the x-y plane is due to
the presence of the SC particles combined with the laser light
pressure force that is exerted only on the LC particles. As the
chemical reactions proceed in time, the total fluorescence
rate of the Be+ ions decreases, see Fig. 2.

A typical secular frequency spectrum obtained for the re-
action is shown in Fig. 3. The spectrum was taken several
minutes after exposing a Be+ ion crystal to neutral HD with
the ion ensemble in the cloud state. In this state the interpre-
tation of the mass spectrum is much simpler than in the
crystal state due to the reduction of interspecies coupling
effects �22�. Ionic species with small differences of their
mass-to-charge ratio can then be resolved more easily, e.g.,
Be+, BeH+, and BeD+.

The spectrum shows three pronounced features stemming
from LC �Be+, 275 kHz� and SC particles �BeH+, 248 kHz;
BeD+, 225 kHz�. The calculated single-particle secular fre-
quencies for the above species are 275 kHz �Be+�, 248 kHz
�BeH+�, and 225 kHz �BeD+�, in good agreement with the
experimental observation. An additional feature is obtained
at 145 kHz, stemming from sympathetically cooled OH+

ions. OH+ impurity ions are formed during Be+ loading by
electron-impact ionization of residual background H2O mol-

ecules present in the vacuum chamber. Usually, prior to each
measurement, such impurity ions are removed from the crys-
tal, as described above.

The reaction of individual LC Be+ ions with neutral mo-
lecular hydrogen gases can be observed as a function of time
by either sudden jumps in the detected spontaneous emission
fluorescence signal or by the disappearance of individual
ions. This requires small ion ensembles. In Fig. 4�a� the fluo-
rescence decay curve of a small Be+ ion crystal �160 Be+

ions� exposed to neutral HD gas is shown together with cor-
responding CCD images. The chemical reactions can indeed
be followed with single particle resolution. Once the ion
number has decreased so far that the Be+ ions are arranged in
a string discrete jumps in the fluorescence decay curve can
be identified, which are correlated with the production of
single molecular ions, see Fig. 4�b�.

The reaction H3
++O2→HO2

++H2 was studied in a similar
way. H3

+ molecular ions are produced in a two-step process.
First, H2

+ ions are formed via electron impact ionization of
neutral H2 gas and embedded in the Be+ ion crystal. Subse-
quently, the ions produced react with neutral H2 via H2

+

+H2→H3
++H �10�. Figures 5�a�–5�c� show an initial two

species ion crystal containing Be+ and H3
+ �a�, which is ex-

posed to neutral O2 gas. As a consequence of the chemical
reactions ultracold HO2

+ ions are formed and the H3
+ dark

core disappears, Figs. 5�b� and 5�c�. MD simulations of the
mixed-species ion crystals in Figs. 5�a� and 5�c� are pre-
sented in Figs. 5�d� and 5�e�, respectively. Since the structure
of the simulated crystal is quite sensitive to the mass-to-
charge ratio and the number of ions of each species, see also
�21�, the reproduction of the observed crystal shape by the
simulations represents a first �indirect� identification of the
produced species. The comparison between experimental im-
ages and simulated crystal structures allows for an estimate
of the conversion efficiency of initial H3

+ ions into HO2
+ dur-

ing exposure to molecular oxygen. We find that essentially
all H3

+ ions react with neutral O2 and that the reaction prod-
ucts formed, HO2

+, remain trapped and embedded in an outer
“belt.”

FIG. 2. �Color online� Decay of a Be+ ion crystal containing
initially 	2100 Be+ ions after exposure to HD gas. Relative popu-
lation of the 2P3/2 level of Be+: 0.14. The line is an exponential fit
to the data. CCD camera images in Fig. 1 were taken at the indi-
cated times.

FIG. 3. Motional frequency spectrum for a laser-cooled Be+

plasma after exposure to neutral HD gas. The spectrum was taken
with the mixed-species plasma in the cloud state. The measured
secular frequencies agree well with the calculated single-particle
secular frequencies.
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Direct identification is illustrated in Figs. 6�a�–6�c� where
the secular excitation spectra for the mixed species ion crys-
tal in Figs. 5�a� and 5�c� are shown. The secular excitation
spectra in Figs. 6�a� and 6�b� were taken after loading of the
H3

+ into the crystal. Whereas the low mass secular scan �a�
evidences the presence of H3

+ ions, particles with mass-to-
charge ratio larger than Be+ are absent �b�. The rise of the
Be+ fluorescence in Fig. 6�b� towards the end of the scan is
due to excitation of the nearby �at 280 kHz� radial Be+ trap
mode by the large excitation amplitude used. The appearance
of HO2

+ ions is observed after the exposure of the Be+-H3
+ ion

crystal to neutral molecular oxygen, Fig. 6�b�. According to
the simulations the translational temperature of LC and SC
particles is at 	30 mK.

C. Analysis

The number of particles as a function of reaction time was
determined by performing MD simulations corresponding to
various time instants. The temperature of the SC particles
was also determined by the simulations, see �9,21�. The size

of the imaged ion fluorescence spots is compared to the
simulation results leading to an estimate for the temperature
of the LC particles. Due to the Coulomb interaction between
LC and SC ions the temperature of the SC ions also influ-
ences the temperature of the LC ions, and thus, the ion struc-
tures observed. Therefore, from the temperature of the LC
particles we can set upper limits for the SC temperature. The
observed ion shell structures are consistent with a SC tem-
perature well below 15 mK. The simulations show that, if the
temperature of the SC particles embedded in the outer region
of the crystal is kept at �50 mK, the Be+ ion shells close to
the molecular ions would appear much more blurred, in con-
trast to observation. Tighter upper limits can be set by con-
sidering the balance between heating and cooling rates rel-
evant for the SC particles. Typically, for the crystals studied
here, the temperature of the SC ions is within a factor of 2 of
the LC temperature.

While secular excitation mass spectroscopy is suitable to
reliably detect LC and SC ion species in the produced crys-
tals, it is not easily made quantitative, and thus, reaction rates
cannot be determined by the size of the spectral features. In
general, mass spectroscopy in large and mixed-species ion
crystals is complicated by coupling between the trap oscilla-
tion modes of different species, induced by Coulomb inter-

FIG. 4. �Color online� Decay of a small Be+ ion crystal initially
containing 	160 Be+ at 	5 mK after exposure to neutral HD gas.
Relative population of the 2P3/2 level of Be+: 0.42. The line is an
exponential fit to the data. �b� Decay of a crystal containing initially
	45 Be+ ions after exposure to D2 gas. Towards the end of the
record two discrete steps in the fluorescence due to the formation of
a single BeD+ ion, and of two BeD+ ions, respectively, are ob-
served. Relative population of the 2P3/2 level of Be+: 0.23.

FIG. 5. �Color online� �a�–�c� Images of an initially pure Be+

-H3
+ ion crystal exposed to neutral O2 at 3�10−10 mbar. H3

+ disap-
pears from the crystal core as HO2

+ molecules are formed and em-
bedded in the outer region of the crystal. Their presence leads to a
slight flattening of the upper and lower edge of the crystal in image
�c�. �d� MD simulation of the crystal in �a� containing 1275 Be+ and
80 H3

+ ions at 	30 mK. �e� MD simulation of the crystal in �c�
containing 1275 Be+, 3 H3

+, and 75 HO2
+ ions at 	30 mK.
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action �22–25�. Instead, fluorescence detection or direct “ion
counting” using CCD images allows for precise measure-
ments of reaction rates with single particle sensitivity. In this

work, fluorescence detection is used for crystals with large
numbers of Be+ ions, enabling a good signal to noise ratio,
whereas for small and medium sized crystals �with ion num-
bers from a few ions up to several hundred� ion counting is
more suitable. The latter has the potential for precise reaction
rate measurements with good signal to noise ratio and almost
no background events.

Reaction rates for the chemical reactions observed are ob-
tained by least-squares fitting the fluorescence decay or par-
ticle loss curves versus time. Reactions were measured as a
function of the excitation level and the partial pressure of the
neutral gases. The corresponding Langevin coefficients are
deduced by normalizing the reaction coefficients to the neu-
tral reactant particle number density and the excitation level.

For the reactions between ultracold H3
+ ions and neutral

O2 gas the reaction coefficient is deduced from least-squares
fitting to the hydrogen ion loss rate. The latter is obtained
from the CCD images by analyzing the decrease of the dark
core as a function of time, see Fig. 6�d�. The reaction coef-
ficient is then determined in the same way as above, except
that the excitation level of the Be+ ions is irrelevant here.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 7 shows the reaction rates R for the chemical re-
actions described in Eq. �1�, normalized by the particle num-
ber density Nn for H2 �a�, HD �b�, and D2 �c� as a function of
the level of excitation. These reaction rates were obtained
from least-squares fitting of the logarithm of the Be+ fluores-
cence curve versus time. The main uncertainties for the mea-
surements presented are the uncertainty of neutral reactant
number density Nn and the uncertainty associated with the
determination of the level of Be+ excitation, both included in
Fig. 7 for each data point. For the measurements shown, the
errors of Nn are below 10%. Systematic errors stemming
from Be+ losses upon reaction with residual hydrogen gas are

FIG. 6. Secular frequency spectrum of the crystal shown in Fig.
5 after loading of H3

+ ions. �a� Low-mass range and �b� high-mass
range. �c� shows the spectrum of the crystal after exposure to O2

molecules, Fig. 5�c�. The feature at around 100 kHz originates from
the HO2

+ ions formed. The calculated single-particle secular fre-
quencies for H3

+ and HO2
+ are indicated by arrows. Due to the Cou-

lomb coupling between the particles the measured frequency is
shifted toward larger values �21,22�, as confirmed by the simula-
tions. The feature at around 50 kHz is due to the excitation of the
axial Be+ oscillation mode, see �26�. The feature at 140 kHz origi-
nates from a composite HO2

+-Be+ mode. �d� Relative H3
+ number for

the reaction H3
++O2→HO2

++H2 for the crystal shown in Figs.
5�a�–5�c�. The H3

+ number was derived by analyzing the decrease of
the dark crystal core containing H3

+ ions after exposure to neutral
O2.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Normalized reaction rates per particle for
the chemical reactions of excited Be+ with H2 �a�, HD �b�, and D2

�c� as a function of the level of excitation. The reaction rates R were
obtained from least-squares exponential fits of the Be+ fluorescence
rate versus time. The lines are linear fits to the data. The reaction
coefficient kexpt is obtained from the slope of the fits.
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negligible for our experimental conditions. The slopes of the
fitted lines in Fig. 7 give the reaction coefficients, and are
summarized in Table I. The relative reaction rates have
somewhat smaller uncertainties than the absolute reaction
rates due to uncertainty in the absolute calibration of the ion
gauge used. The reaction coefficients for the reactions stud-
ied are comparable to the Langevin values �Eq. �8��, which
are all in the same range.

In Fig. 8 the measured reaction rates for the chemical
reaction H3

++O2→HO2
++H2 are shown. The reaction rates

were deduced from the CCD camera pictures by analyzing
the H3

+ loss rate as the rate of dark crystal core size reduction.
From the analysis of the CCD camera images we obtain the
particle loss rate in pixels/s which is translated into
particles/s via the MD simulations. This can be done with an
accuracy at the single ion level. The main uncertainties in
this measurement come from estimating the particle number
density Nn ��10% �. Systematic errors due to reactions be-
tween H3

+ and background hydrogen gas are below �7.5± �
�10−3 / s. The rate coefficient is obtained from the linear fit
to the experimental data, and is listed in Table I.

The measured rate coefficients for all reactions studied are
in reasonable agreement with the values calculated from
Langevin theory. The uncertainties shown in Table I can be
attributed to calibration errors of the ion gauge used, which
is relevant here because of the low reactant pressures used,
and the uncertainty in the laser excitation rate.

A reliable estimate of the number of SC ions of various
species within a Coulomb crystal from the secular excitation
spectrum is not �yet� available. Possibly, structural details
might be used to determine ion numbers of SC species

heavier than the LC ions. We find that in medium-size crys-
tals each SC species present in the outer layers of the crystal
has a detectable effect on the shape of the Be+ ion crystal
boundary. As an example, in Fig. 9 we compare two simu-
lated trispecies Be+ ion crystals with a different BeH+/BeD+

number ratio. The Be+ ions are shifted relative to the SC
particles by light pressure forces included in the simulations.
The presence of the two SC species, BeH+ and BeD+, in-
duces two “ridges” in the Be+ structure because of the dif-
ferent effective trap potential for the two SC species. The
position of the ridges and the details of the Be+ ion crystal
structure are functions of the individual SC ion numbers.
Thus, a systematic experimental study of the LC crystal
structure as a function of the laser light pressure force and
comparison with MD simulations might allow for a species-
selective estimate of SC ion numbers.

V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

The results presented in this work represent a novel ex-
ample of the use of laser-manipulated particles for chemical
reaction studies. Using the method described chemical reac-
tions between ultracold ensembles of selectable initial ion
number from a few up to several thousand particles can be
observed as a function of time.

We have observed chemical reactions between laser-
cooled, excited Be+ ions and neutral H2, HD, and D2 mol-
ecules. Measurements of reaction rates from the study of

TABLE I. Experimental and Langevin reaction coefficients and
experimental uncertainties �kexpt. The values for the electric dipole
polarizabilities used in Eq. �8� to obtain kL are �in units of
10−24 cm3�: 0.8042 �H2�, 0.7976 �HD�, 0.7921 �D2�, and 1.5812
�O2� �27�.

Reaction kexpt �cm3/s� �kexpt �cm3/s� kL �cm3/s�

Be++H2 1.3�10−9 0.4�10−9 1.6�10−9

Be++HD 1.1�10−9 0.2�10−9 1.4�10−9

Be++D2 1.3�10−9 0.1�10−9 1.3�10−9

H3
++O2 1.1�10−9 0.4�10−9 1.7�10−9

FIG. 8. �Color online� Reaction rates for the reaction H3
++O2

→HO2
++H2 versus O2 particle number density Nn. The line is a

linear fit to the experimental data. The reaction coefficient kexpt is
obtained from the slope of the fit. The main uncertainties come
from the measured particle number densities Nn.

FIG. 9. �Color online� �a� Simulated Be+ ion crystal containing
100 Be+, 300 BeH+, and 300 BeD+ ions at 	10 mK. �b� Same as in
�a�, only LC particles are displayed. Be+ ions are shifted to the right
by light pressure forces. The distortions in the outer Be+ shell, in-
duced by SC particles, are marked. �c, d� Simulated Be+ ion crystal
containing 100 Be+, 400 BeH+, and 200 BeD+ ions at 	10 mK. The
difference between the distortions in �b� and �d� might allow for a
species-selective estimate of SC ion numbers.
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CCD images and laser-cooling fluorescence levels are in
agreement with the Langevin ion-neutral reaction model.
Furthermore, we have studied chemical reactions between
ultracold triatomic hydrogen molecules, H3

+, sympathetically
cooled by laser-cooled Be+, and molecular oxygen. In this
reaction, MD simulations were an important tool, allowing
us to determine the number of ions of one of the reaction
partners and to deduce upper limits for the translational tem-
perature of the particles. Thus we have shown that is is pos-
sible to study certain chemical reactions even in the case
when neither one of the reactants nor the products can be
directly detected.

Ultracold laser-cooled and sympathetically cooled ions in
traps open up the possibility for high-precision measure-
ments on well-localized systems and are interesting targets
for the study of chemical reactions of atoms and molecules
interesting to astrophysics and chemistry. The method pre-
sented has the potential to observe chemical reactions at the
level of individual molecules in a cold environment.

Returning to the perspective outlined in the Introduction,
the study of chemical reactions between state-prepared ultra-
cold atomic/molecular ions and state-prepared ultracold neu-
tral molecules, we point out that the preparation of transla-
tionally ultracold ensembles are by now established
techniques both on the ion side and on the neutral side.
Translationally ultracold neutral molecules can be generated
by a number of techniques, such as, photoassociation, Fesh-
bach resonances in optical traps �28,29�, Stark deceleration
and subsequent trapping by time-varying electric fields �30�,

filtering out of a thermal ensemble and storage in a electro-
static quadrupole trap �31�, or cryogenic buffer gas cooling
possibly followed by magnetic trapping �32�. The challeng-
ing next tasks are the combination of these and molecular ion
state preparation techniques into a single apparatus.

Another interesting perspective is the generation and use
of mixed-species ion strings with deterministic order. Order-
ing might be achieved starting with an initially pure Be+ ion
string, switching off the laser cooling, and subsequently illu-
minating only individual Be+ ions by the same laser, tightly
focused on the particular ion. Injection of neutral molecular
hydrogen would then lead to the formation of a molecular
ion at a desired position in the string. Such two-species linear
ion chains could be used to implement new cooling schemes
for the vibrational motion of extended linear ion chains or to
prepare molecular quantum states for quantum information
processing �see �33� and references therein�. Furthermore,
quantum logic techniques could be used to study the vibra-
tional trap mode spectrum of mixed-species ion chains con-
taining sympathetically cooled particles �34�.
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Sympathetic Cooling of Complex Molecular Ions to Millikelvin Temperatures
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Gas-phase singly protonated organic molecules of mass 410 Da (Alexa Fluor 350) have been cooled
from ambient temperature to the hundred millikelvin range by Coulomb interaction with laser-cooled
barium ions. The molecules were generated by an electrospray ionization source, transferred to and stored
in a radio-frequency trap together with the atomic ions. Observations are well described by molecular
dynamics simulations, which are used to determine the spatial distribution and thermal energy of the
molecules. In one example, an ensemble of 830 laser-cooled 138Ba� ions cooled 200 molecular ions to
less than 115 mK. The demonstrated technique should allow a large variety of protonated molecules to be
sympathetically cooled, including molecules of much higher mass, such as proteins.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.97.243005 PACS numbers: 33.80.Ps, 32.80.Lg, 42.50.Vk, 47.11.Mn

One of the current themes of quantum physics is the
creation of cold (<1 K) molecules to study molecule-
molecule, molecule-atom, and molecule-radiation interac-
tions under these novel low temperature conditions. The
recent progress in this field has seen the development of
methods for cooling and simultaneously confining mole-
cules using external fields. So far, the production of cold
molecules has been limited to few-atom molecules.
Neutral di-, tri-, and tetra-atomic molecules can be pro-
duced by atom-to-molecule conversion methods in ultra-
cold atomic gases [1]. Cold magnetic few-atom molecules
have been produced by buffer gas cooling in a magnetic
trap [2]; slow molecules with electric dipole moments have
been produced by Stark deceleration [3] and by cold par-
ticle selection, and trapped in electric traps [4]. Molecules
can be implanted into superfluid droplets of 3He and 4He,
and acquiring the droplet temperature (T � 0:38 K) [5].
Sympathetic cooling [6,7] has been used to cool charged
diatomic and triatomic molecules to tens of mK by
Coulomb interaction with laser-cooled atomic ions in
radio-frequency ion traps [8–10]. This approach has re-
cently enabled high-resolution ro-vibrational spectroscopy
of molecular ions at sub-Kelvin temperature [11].

There is need for methods to permit a similar control
over complex, i.e., massive, molecules. Here we demon-
strate a significant extension of the mass range of mole-
cules that can be prepared at low temperatures in the gas
phase, demonstrating, for the first time to our knowledge,
cooling of stored polyatomic molecules (containing 42
atoms in this case) to a temperature range significantly
below that reachable with conventional cryogenic tech-
niques (buffer gas cooling, typically at �10 K) [12], or
in previous sympathetic cooling (� 14 K) [13]. Our
method furthermore allows strong spatial localization of
the molecules. The source type employed, electrospray
ionization [14], is commonly used for mass spectroscopy
of macromolecules and can be used to produce a vast
variety of protonated molecular ions in various charge
states and, in particular, molecular ions of biological inter-
est (e.g., proteins). We expect that the cooling method

demonstrated here can be extended to such large molecules
as well, leading to new approaches for studies of biomo-
lecular systems. Since the cooling method used is indepen-
dent of the internal structure of the ions it is not limited to
molecules, but could also be used with atomic or other
clusters.

The apparatus consists of an electrospray molecular ion
source (ESI), an octopole ion guide transporting the ions
into a linear rf trap, a barium ion source, an ion counter, a
fluorescence detector and an intensified CCD camera for
observing the barium ions, and a laser system for Doppler
cooling. Except for the last three, these parts are enclosed
in a vacuum chamber, in which the pressure drops from
atmospheric pressure at the ion source to 5� 10�10 mbar
in the trap region. Molecular compounds are dissolved in a
solution which is injected into the ESI source. There,
charged droplets of the solvent are ejected by a needle
and undergo rapid evaporation into smaller and smaller
droplets until a final Coulomb explosion causes a signifi-
cant fraction of single molecules to be created with varying
numbers of protons attached. Molecules of a desired
charge-to-mass ratio are then selected using a quadrupole
mass filter (resolution 1 Da). The rf octopole ion guide
channels the molecules to the trap. It is 1.9 m long and
collinear with the trap axis.

The linear quadrupole trap produces an effective trap
potential with radial dependence �QV0=�r0�

2�r=r0�
2=4m,

where Q is the ion charge, m is the mass, � �
2�� 2:5 MHz is the trap rf frequency, V0=2 � 200 V is
the rf amplitude applied to each electrode, and r is the
radial distance from the trap (z) axis (r0 � 4:4 mm is the
axis-to-electrode-surface distance). Thus, heavier ions ex-
perience a shallower trapping potential. In this potential,
the ions can oscillate, with a mass-to-charge-ratio-
dependent characteristic frequency. This secular oscilla-
tion can be excited by applying an ac voltage to the trap
electrodes.

The loading and laser-cooling of the barium ions is
described in [10]. Cold barium ion ensembles are routinely
produced by Doppler cooling. The final steady-state ki-
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netic energy per particle is so low that the interparticle
Coulomb repulsion energy dominates, leading to struc-
tured ensembles [15,16]. They vary in shape from linear
strings to large ‘‘Coulomb crystals’’ composed of spheroi-
dal shells, depending on the total ion number and the
chosen trap parameters. Crystals as cold as 5 mK have
been observed and typical ion-ion distances are around
25 �m. At the lowest temperatures discrete ‘‘sites’’ in
the crystals become apparent.

We have used the molecular compound Alexa Fluor 350
(C16H14N2O9S) (herein denoted by AF), since its peak
absorption wavelength around 350 nm makes it stable
against photodissociation by the 493 and 650 nm cooling
lasers [17]. The compound is dissolved in a 50:50 solution
of methanol and water at a concentration of 250 pmol=ml.
Formic acid is added at 1.25% concentration to protonate
the AF molecules. Singly protonated AF� ions were then
selected using the mass filter, as higher charge states were
less abundant for this molecule.

The following procedure for producing sympathetically
cooled ensembles of AF� molecules was developed. First,
helium buffer gas was injected into the trap chamber via a
leak valve to a pressure of 1� 10�4 mbar and AF� was
loaded into the trap for 6 s. The room-temperature buffer
gas serves to efficiently remove the high kinetic energy of
the incoming molecular ions and cool them to �300 K.
The buffer gas was then rapidly pumped away with the
background pressure returning to the 10�10 mbar level a
few minutes later. Next, a cloud of barium ions was loaded
from the oven into the trap. Lighter impurity ions gener-
ated at the same time were ejected from the trap by apply-
ing a strong swept-frequency (125–500 kHz) secular
excitation. In this way a cold crystal of barium ions was
obtained, surrounded by heavier AF� ions [Fig. 1(a) and
1(b)]. The laser-cooled barium crystal acts to sympatheti-
cally cool the AF� ions and, conversely, the presence of the
AF� slightly heats the barium ensemble. The sympatheti-
cally cooled barium isotopes lie on the right-hand side of
the crystal due to light pressure forces pushing the 138Ba�

ions to the left [Fig. 1(a)]. This particular two-species
ensemble was trapped and cooled for 4 minutes, but this
time could be as long as an hour.

The trap contents can be determined using a nondestruc-
tive and a destructive technique. Resonant secular excita-
tion of a particular species leads to a drop in the 138Ba�

fluorescence rate because the coolant ions are heated,
either directly or through interspecies interactions. Radial
resonances were observed at typically 102 kHz (for direct
Ba� excitation) and at around 33 kHz (Fig. 2). The latter
value implies a mass of the trapped molecules of 418	
11 amu, consistent with the value expected for AF�. The
excitation amplitude used heated the ensemble so strongly
that the crystal melted. When scanning from high to low
frequency this permitted the measurement of the single-
particle secular frequency as opposed to the (shifted) fre-
quency of a strongly coupled two-component crystal [18].

The trapped ions are then extracted by reducing the rf
amplitude V0=2, which reduces the depth of the trap po-
tential. Heavy and hot ions escape first. Upon leaving the
trap, the ions are attracted by the cathode of the channel

 

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Simulated multispecies crystal (side-
and cross-sectional views): laser-cooled 138Ba� ions (blue) at
25 mK, sympathetically cooled barium isotopes (135–137Ba�,
red), AF� ions at 95 mK (green). Lasers propagate to the left.
The Ba� ensemble is 1660 �m long and 130 �m in diameter.
The AF� sheath is 300 �m in diameter. (b) CCD image of the
barium crystal with AF� present; six distinct layers are visible
corresponding to three coaxial spheroidal shells (camera expo-
sure time: 0.5 s). (c) Simulation of the crystal in (b). (d) Barium
crystal after ejection of all AF� ions. (e) Simulation of the
crystal in (d), TBa;0 � 20 mK.

 

FIG. 2. Mass scan of a Coulomb crystal containing barium and
AF� ions. Excitation of radial oscillations of (a) AF� ions and
(b) Ba� ions. Calculated single-particle radial secular frequen-
cies are 33.7 kHz and 102 kHz, respectively (respective axial
frequencies are at 19.3 and 11.2 kHz).
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electron multiplier (CEM). Reducing V0 from 400 to 150 V
removes only the heavy molecules, see Fig. 3. The remain-
ing crystal consists of barium ions only [Fig. 1(d)]. By
lowering V0 further to 0 V this crystal is also ejected and
the barium ions are detected, Fig. 3. The ion count peaks
occur at clearly separate rf drive amplitudes, confirming
that the mass of the trapped molecular ions was roughly 3
times that of barium (i.e., >400 Da). The ion signal sizes
allow determination of the ratio of the number of barium
ions to AF� ions (here 5:9:1), assuming equal detection
efficiencies. The ion extraction spectrum also provides
evidence that the heavier molecules are sympathetically
cooled by the barium ions. Figure 3(a) (inset) shows the
extraction of both ion species when laser cooling is not
applied, i.e., the ensemble is at room temperature due to He
buffer gas cooling, while Fig. 3(b) (inset) shows the mass
spectrum of an ensemble with similar ion numbers when
the barium ions have first been laser-cooled to a cold cloud.
Both peaks are clearly narrower in the second case and
indicate a narrowed energy distribution for the Ba� and the
AF� ions. However, the ion extraction method is not
accurate enough to discriminate between a crystal at
25 mK, for example, (Fig. 3), and a cold cloud at a few
100 mK [Fig. 3(b) (inset)].

The ability to image the atomic ion ensemble and the
well-defined environment provided by the trap apparatus
allows one to deduce further information about the two-
species ensemble with the help of molecular dynamics
simulations [9,10]. The simulations solve Newton’s equa-
tion of motion including the effective (i.e., time-averaged),
species-dependent trap quasipotential (here, micromotion
is neglected), the mutual Coulomb repulsion force between
all ions, a light pressure force along the z direction, and a
viscous damping force FD � ��vz (vz is the z component
of the velocity) representing the laser-cooling process act-

ing on the 138Ba� ions only. The interspecies Coulomb
force is responsible for the sympathetic cooling. The
damping coefficient � is a (fixed) parameter in the simu-
lations. Heating rates H (equal for each ion of a given
species) are added to the model, each representing the total
of all heating effects, examples being: recoil upon photon
emission, collisions with residual gas molecules, rf heating
(an ion-ion interaction effect in the presence of micro-
motion [19] ), and external electric noise. As a reasonable
assumption, we set the heating rate for 138Ba� and for the
isotopes equal in a given crystal. The heating is imple-
mented by giving each particle a velocity kick proportional
to the specified heating rate in a random direction at each
time step. Time steps between 50 and 400 ns are used. The
competition between the laser cooling and the specified
heating rates leads to a steady-state thermal equilibrium.
The secular temperature Ti of each ion species subensem-
ble is defined as Ti �

2
3 hhEiii=kB, where hhEiii is the time-

and subensemble-averaged kinetic energy per ion. The ion
velocities follow a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.

In addition to the secular (thermal) motion in the quasi-
potential, micromotion is always present. It occurs essen-
tially in the x-y plane and contributes to a ‘‘blurring’’ of
the crystal images. We have checked the importance of
micromotion by performing a simulation taking it fully
into account, for the case of an ideal trap. We found that
its effects are not dominant for our crystal dimensions
and temperatures, i.e., only weakly affect the secular tem-
perature and the image blurring. The micromotion peak-
to-peak amplitude orthogonal to the viewing direction is
�4 �m for the radially outermost Ba�, smaller than the
resolution of the imaging system, �10 �m. The corre-
sponding average (radial) micromotion energy per Ba� ion
is � kB�7:4 K�. For AF� the simulations give a micro-
motion peak-to-peak amplitude of�5 �m, corresponding
to an average micromotion energy of�kB�19 K�. Further-
more, excess micromotion due to trap imperfections could
be present. While it was not possible to determine the
excess micromotion amplitude, experimentally some trap
imperfections were minimized by symmetrizing the crys-
tals via dc offset potentials applied to individual trap
electrodes ([10] ). The micromotion simulation also indi-
cates that for an ideal trap there is almost no ‘‘leakage’’ of
micromotion into the z direction. Hence, the z axis would
be the preferred laser propagation direction for spectro-
scopic studies.

By using the quasipotential MD simulations that ignore
ion micromotion and its consequent blurring, and by ignor-
ing the finite imaging resolution, the observed blurring of
the CCD images is completely ascribed to thermal motion
only. Thus, the secular temperature results given below
represent upper limits.

Visual comparison of overall structure, structural details,
and blurrings of CCD and simulated images permits fitting
the number of ions and the heating rates, and thus obtaining
the secular temperatures. First, the ion numbers can be

 

FIG. 3 (color online). Ions (of crystal in Fig. 1) detected on the
CEM as the trap rf voltage is decreased. Heavier AF� ions are
ejected first (right-hand peak); inset (a) extraction of a different
sample of non-laser-cooled barium and AF� ions at �300 K;
inset (b) extraction of a laser-cooled cloud at a temperature of a
few hundred mK for Ba� and AF� ions.
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fitted by taking fixed, nominal values for the heating or
cooling rates in the simulations, since these quantities
are almost uncorrelated. The crystal with AF� present
[Fig. 1(b) and 1(c)] contains 830	 20 138Ba� ions, and
420	 20 other isotopes, and, inferred from the ion counter
data, 200	 20 AF�. After removal of AF� [Fig. 1(d) and
1(e)], the 138Ba� number was 770	 20, and the isotope
number 410	 20, indicating a small loss of ions from the
trap during the removal of the AF� ions.

In order to determine the AF� heating rate and tempera-
ture via the simulations, the damping coefficient �must be
determined directly. We consider the sum of the cooling or
heating effects due to the green (g) and red (r) lasers,
�=mBa � 2

P

i�@k
2
i =2mBa��i�@�e=@�i�j�i

. The barium
mass mBa, the wave numbers ki, and partial decay rates
�i for the green and red transitions are constants, while the
change in excited state population �e with laser detunings
�i is calculated from 8-level Bloch equations using mea-
sured laser saturation parameters and detunings [20]. We
find �=mBa � 760 s�1, where the dominant cooling ef-
fect comes from the green laser. At 20 mK secular tem-
perature, this is equivalent to a cooling rate of dT=dt �
2=3��=mBa�T � 10 K s�1.

As nonoptimal laser polarizations with respect to the
magnetic field and the presence of micromotion may lead
to less efficient cooling, we consider a range of � values.
For an upper value �=mBa � 870 s�1 we determine the
upper limit of the heating rates and the temperatures con-
sistent with the CCD images, and similarly for a mini-
mum value �=mBa � 440 s�1, we determine the asso-
ciated lower limit for the heating rates and tempera-
tures. First, the crystal without AF� is simulated, which
yields the Ba� heating rate and temperature (HBa� , TBa�;0)
upper and lower limits (7:6 K=s, 28 mK) and (2:3 K=s,
12 mK), respectively. These heating rates are next used
as input to the simulation of the crystal with AF�, since
the crystal dimensions are similar. The results are
�HAF� ; TBa� ; TAF�� � �4:3 K=s; 35 mK; 115 mK� and
(2:5 K=s, 15 mK, 45 mK), respectively. Figure 1(a) shows
the simulation result for an intermediate value �=mBa �
760 s�1, HBa� � 6:6 K=s, HAF� � 3:7 K=s, giving
TAF� � 95 mK. Thus, we find an upper limit of the secular
temperature TAF� � 115 mK; this is a conservative esti-
mate in view of the high � value and the neglect of micro-
motion and of image resolution effects.

The temperature of the molecular ions also depends
upon the total ion number. Increasing the number of ions,
for example, changes the spatial distribution such that the
molecular ions are situated at a larger average distance
from the Ba� crystal, leading to a decrease of the sympa-
thetic interaction strength and hence an increase in mo-
lecular temperature. Lower temperatures might therefore
be possible using smaller Ba� numbers. The simulations
also show that the inclusion of an additional ion species
with an intermediate mass between that of Ba� and AF�,
which would be located radially between the two, would

act as a ‘‘conducting layer,’’ increasing the cooling effi-
ciency and leading to a lower temperature for the heavy
molecules. For example, 50 ions of mass 200 Da added to
the above crystal would decrease the AF� secular tem-
perature from 95 to 42 mK.

Our method could be extended to heavier molecular ions
with multiple positive charges, which can be produced by
the ESI source. For a given molecular mass, the higher the
charge state, the closer the molecules are to the coolant
ions and the more efficient the sympathetic cooling process
is. If necessary, exposure of the molecular ions to the
cooling lasers could be avoided, by focusing the beams
on the atomic coolants only.

The long storage times in the near collisionless environ-
ment should permit studies of weak- or low-energy pro-
cesses, e.g., triplet-singlet decay, photodissociation,
vibrational dynamics, black-body-induced processes, and
cold collisions. High-resolution spectroscopy could be
performed using the method described in [11]. Many ex-
periments could be enhanced by using internally cold or
even quantum-state selected molecules, e.g., to allow
strongly simplified spectra or quantum-state resolved col-
lision studies. However, since the ion-ion interaction does
not couple efficiently to the internal degrees of freedom of
the molecules, the internal temperature is expected to be in
thermal equilibrium with the vacuum chamber. Cooling the
internal degrees of freedom should be possible via radiative
cooling in a cryogenic environment.
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Abstract
We have produced large samples of ultracold (<20 mK) ArH+, ArD+, N2H+,
N2D+, H+

3, D+
3, D+

2, H2D+ and D2D+ molecular ions, by sympathetic cooling
and crystallization via laser-cooled Be+ ions in a linear radio-frequency trap.
As technique, we used chemical reactions with sympathetically cooled noble
gas atomic ions or N+

2 and O+
2 molecular ions. These ultracold molecules are

interesting targets for high-precision measurements in fundamental physics and
may open new routes for the study of state-selective chemical reactions relevant
to interstellar chemistry.

1. Introduction

Translationally cold (in the millikelvin regime) molecular ions embedded inside Coulomb
crystals are ideal targets for a large variety of investigations, including high-precision
measurements of ro-vibrational transition frequencies, and state-selective studies of chemical
reactions.

Heteronuclear diatomic ions, such as diatomic molecular hydrides, e.g., ArH+ and ArD+,
are promising systems for high-precision laser spectroscopy and fundamental studies, such as
tests of time independence of certain fundamental constants, namely particle mass ratios [1, 2].
For example, ArH+ has several useful properties. Its electronic ground state is a X1�+ state.
The nuclei have no quadrupole moment and only a single nuclear spin (1/2) is present. This
yields a simple hyperfine structure of the ro-vibrational transitions [2]. Furthermore, ArH+ has
relatively large vibrational and rotational transition rates, but still small enough for enabling
ultra-high spectral resolution [3]. One can drive the low-lying ro-vibrational transitions using
commercially available continuous-wave laser sources, e.g. OPOs, in the mid-IR wavelength
region, see [3] and references therein, or quantum cascade lasers. Using far-infrared laser
spectroscopy the first determination of the electric dipole moment of a molecular ion, ArD+,
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was demonstrated with an accuracy at the few per cent level, by measuring the Zeeman effect
in low-lying rotational transitions of ArH+ and ArD+, produced in a discharge source [4].
The use of ultracold ArH+ ions may allow us to improve precision of such measurements.
Precision measurements of one or several ro-vibrational transition frequencies over time could
serve to test the constancy of the nuclear-to-electron mass ratio. A technique to perform high-
precision spectroscopy on non-fluorescing ions has recently been demonstrated [5]. Another
interesting perspective is to use certain ultracold heteronuclear diatomics, in 1,2,3� or 2� states
which are among the most frequent electronic ground states in molecules, as model systems
for the implementation of schemes for internal state manipulation [3, 2]. For this purpose,
molecules with a relatively simple hyperfine structure of the ro-vibrational transitions are more
favourable, in order to limit the number of laser sources required for internal cooling schemes.

Being among the most abundant molecules in interstellar clouds, the chemistry of
hydrogen molecular ions is relevant to astronomy. At present, the interstellar gas-phase
chemistry of H+

3 and its deuterated isotopomers is not completely understood [6, 7].
Measurements of state-specific reactions of H+

3 via high-resolution infrared spectroscopy
can provide valuable input for theories of ion–molecule gas-phase chemistry and precise
calculations of molecular transition frequencies. Such measurements could so far only be
performed on warm samples [8]. Ultracold ensembles of triatomic hydrogen molecular
ions, possibly cooled to their ro-vibrational ground state using cryogenic techniques, could
lead to improved studies. As an example, translationally ultracold molecular ions in low-
lying ro-vibrational levels (populated at room temperature) could be excited to higher ro-
vibrational levels (not populated at room temperature), using standard IR laser sources.
Chemical reactions between state-prepared ultracold molecular ions and (state-prepared)
ultracold neutral molecules, which are endothermic when the ions are in low-lying vibrational
levels, but exothermic for the excited vibrational levels, could then be studied.

A powerful method for cooling molecular ions to translational temperatures in the
millikelvin regime is sympathetic cooling. The translational energy of molecular ions can
be reduced by interaction with directly cooled (laser-cooled) atomic ions. Under strong
cooling, i.e., when the translational temperature drops to about 50 mK, the ions undergo a
phase transition to an ordered state, a Coulomb crystal, characterized by well-defined sites
[9–11]. Typical interparticle distances are in the range of a few tens of micrometres. This
method has been applied to an increasing number of molecules (and atoms), since it overcomes
the lack of closed optical transitions required for direct cooling and is independent of electric
or magnetic dipole moments or the internal level structure [12, 13].

Recently, we have reported the production of ultracold molecular hydrogen ions, e.g.,
H+

2, H+
3, and their deuterated isotopomers HD+, D2H+, H2D+ and D+

2, via sympathetic cooling
using laser-cooled Be+ ions in a linear rf trap [13]. The molecular ions were produced by in
situ ionization of neutral molecular gases (H2, D2 or HD) in the ion trap using low-energy
electrons. Ion crystals of various sizes and ion species ratios were formed with the fraction of
molecules exceeding 70%. Chemical reactions were involved in some of the molecule species
production. Since the method used also leads to the formation of unwanted impurity ions
purification was applied in order to remove those ions from the crystal [14, 13]. However,
crystal purification usually also leads to partial loss of the molecular species of interest.

In this work, we demonstrate a novel, more efficient production method for the molecular
hydrogen ions H+

3, D+
3, D+

2, and for D+. We use heavier atomic or molecular ions, e.g.
Ar+, Ne+, Kr+, N+

2 or O+
2, as reactants in order to produce ultracold and pure ensembles

of H+
3. The fraction of atomic to molecular ions can be controlled. The method was also

applied to produce various ultracold deuterated hydrogen isotopomers, D+
3, D+

2 and D+ atomic
ions. Furthermore, multi-step chemical reactions were used to produce and reliably detect
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heavier medium-weight diatomic and triatomic molecular hydrides, such as ArH+, ArD+, N2H+

and N2D+.

2. Apparatus and methods

A detailed description of our ion trap apparatus and the basic experimental procedure is given
elsewhere [11, 14]. Here, we summarize the main aspects only. We use a linear quadrupole
trap to simultaneously store laser-cooled (LC) and sympathetically cooled (SC) ions. The trap
is enclosed in an ultra-high vacuum chamber kept below 5 × 10−11 mbar. Stable trapping of
ions is ensured by a Mathieu stability parameter, q = 2QVRF

/
m�2r2

0 , significantly below
0.9. Here, Q and m are the charge and the mass of the ions. VRF and � are the amplitude
and the frequency of the rf driving field and r0 = 4.3 mm is the distance from the trap centre
to the electrodes. Typically, we set the stability parameter q � 0.054 for the Be+ ions. In
the absence of ion–ion interactions, oscillations transverse to the z-axis (the trap centreline)
occur with a frequency ωr = (

ω2
0 − ω2

z

/
2
)1/2

, with ω0 = QVRF/
√

2m�r2
0 . The longitudinal

frequency ωz = (2κQVEC/m)1/2 is obtained from a static potential VEC applied to the end
sections of the trap in order to achieve particle confinement in the z-direction. κ is a constant
determined by the trap geometry.

For laser cooling of Be+ ions we produce light resonant with the 2S1/2(F = 2) → 2P3/2

transition at 313 nm by doubly resonant sum frequency generation [15]. One of the
fundamental waves is frequency stabilized to a hyperfine transition of molecular iodine. Thus,
absolute frequency stability is achieved for the UV laser light. An AOM allows for shifting
the UV frequency within a range of 340 MHz while maintaining absolute frequency stability.
Optical pumping to the metastable ground state 2S1/2(F = 1) is prevented using a repumper
red detuned by 1.250 GHz. The cooling laser beam is along z.

Neutral beryllium atoms are evaporated from an oven and ionized in situ in the trap
by an electron beam crossing the trap centre. The Be+ ions are subsequently laser-cooled
so that they undergo a phase transition to an ordered state, a Coulomb crystal [16]. The phase
transition is monitored using a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera and a photo-multiplier
tube (PMT), both located perpendicular to the trap symmetry axis. Typically, the translational
temperature of the Be+ ions in such crystals is in the few millikelvin range [11] (see section 3
for a description of the method used for temperature determination). Then, Ar+, Ne+, Kr+ or
O+

2 ions are produced by electron-impact ionization of neutral gases introduced to the vacuum
chamber at pressures of ≈4×10−10 mbar. The loading rate is controlled by the partial pressure
of the neutral gas and the electron beam intensity. A fraction of the ions is sympathetically
cooled and crystallized via Coulomb interaction with the ultracold Be+ ions and embedded
in ordered ion shells at larger radii compared to the Be+ ions, due to their larger mass-to-
charge ratio. After allowing for the gas pressure to drop to the initial value, neutral molecular
hydrogen gas is introduced in the vacuum chamber at partial pressures of ≈2 × 10−10 mbar.
As a result, H+

3 molecular ions are formed via two-step ion-neutral chemical reactions. The
two reaction paths are, respectively,

Ar+ + H2 → Ar + H+
2

⇒ H2
+ + H2 → H+

3 + H (1)

Ar+ + H2 → ArH+ + H

⇒ ArH+ + H2 → H+
3 + Ar. (2)

The initial reactions in (1) and (2) are exothermic by ≈0.15 eV and have a branching ratio of
0.15:0.85. They are expected to proceed with a temperature-independent Langevin reaction
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rate constant kL = 1.9×10−9 cm3 s−1; see, e.g., [17–19]. For (1), to the best of our knowledge,
no measured rate constant has been reported so far. The second step in (1), being exothermic
by ≈2 eV, proceeds with a large (measured) rate constant k = 2.9 × 10−9 cm3 s−1 [19–21].

In reaction (2), the (measured) rate constant is k = 1.1 × 10−9 cm3 s−1, for the first step
[19], and k = (5–9)×10−10 cm3 s−1 for the second step, which is exothermic by ≈1.67 eV, [19,
18]. Similar reactions occur when Ne+, Kr+, N+

2 or O+
2 are used as reactants, with smaller (by

a factor of 2 for Kr+) or comparable (for N+
2 and O+

2) rate constants for the respective reaction
paths. Furthermore, for the case of N+

2 and O+
2, the second reaction paths in (2) proceed with

rate constants smaller (by a factor of 5–10) than the rate constants for the initial reaction
paths [22, 23]. For the case of Ne+, the reaction should proceed at a calculated Langevin rate
kL = 1.53 × 10−9 cm3 s−1 (see [19] and references therein) however, no experimental results
were reported to date.

The produced light diatomic and triatomic hydrogen molecular ions, H+
2 and H+

3, are
embedded in the vicinity of the trap axis, where they displace the heavier Be+ ions. A dark
core is observed appearing in the crystal. Since the reaction between H+

2 ions and neutral H2

is relatively fast, the amount of H+
2 formed (relative to H+

3) can be controlled by the duration
of the H2 inlet. Experimentally, for sufficiently long H2 inlet times (typically on the order of
a few tens of seconds) one can achieve full conversion of the H+

2 ions into H+
3 ions.

The molecular hydrogen ions, H+
2 and H+

3, are identified via excitation of their trap (secular)
oscillation modes and detection of the induced change in the fluorescence of the atomic coolant
ions. For the measurements in this work we excited radial oscillation modes only. However,
for slightly anisotropic trap potentials, leading to small mass-specific displacements of the
different ion species from trap centre, a coupling between radial and axial oscillation modes is
induced, as observed for some of the generated crystals. In the presence of heavier molecules
outside the Be+ ions, and/or in the presence of strong cooling light pressure forces on the Be+

(which moves, e.g., the heavy ions to one end of the crystal) in an anisotropic trap potential,
the radial excitation of the heavy ions in the outer crystal regions couples into the z-motion
of the Be+ ions in the following way: as the heavy ions are moved radially (even at small
amplitudes, far away from their own radial motional frequency), the Be+ ions are displaced
along z, and so their axial motion is excited. The Be+z-resonance is not present if the heavy
ions are removed from the trap. This effect has to be taken into account for the analysis the
motional frequency spectra obtained.

For the radial excitation of particle oscillation modes an additional rf field is applied to
an external electrode parallel with the z-axis of the trap, located between the two uppermost
trap electrodes (at 45◦ to the x- and y-axis of the trap). When the frequency of the excitation
field is resonant with a mode of an SC ion species the Be+ fluorescence level changes. This
can be observed via the PMT. The change is due to the fact that the SC ion species’ heating
also leads to a heating of the LC ions, via Coulomb interaction, and thus, to a change of the
observed atomic fluorescence [24]. The trap oscillation spectra in this work were obtained
with the laser detuned to the red of the cooling transition by approximately the natural line
width of Be+ (≈20 MHz). For such a detuning, the excitation of a particular SC species leads
to an increase of atomic fluorescence.

For a trapped SC ion with mass m the radial oscillation frequency is approximately given
by

ω = mBe

m
ωBe, (3)

with ωBe(mBe) being the radial oscillation frequency (mass) of the 9Be+ [25]. For the
parameters used, ωBe = 280 kHz. Experimentally, an oscillating electric field with its
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frequency scanned between 10 kHz and 2 MHz is applied to the plate electrode, with amplitudes
of up to several volts to excite the collective motion of the ions.

The CCD camera images of the Be+ ion fluorescence obtained are compared to the results
from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. In the simulation we solve Newton’s equations
of motion for LC and SC particles in an effective, time-independent harmonic potential.
The simulations are performed using a simple linear viscous damping force to describe the
cooling laser [26], and include light pressure forces and trap asymmetries (where required).
These asymmetries, obvious from radial asymmetries of imaged ion crystals, can arise from
static stray potentials leading to species-dependent displacements of the ions from trap centre.
In order to allow for comparison with the observed structures the calculated ion trajectory
positions are averaged over time and the obtained spatial probability distribution is plotted.

Using the MD simulations, the motional frequency spectrum for pure and mixed-species
ion crystals can also be computed. In the simulation, a small (uniform) step-function
perturbation is applied to all ion species in, e.g., the x-direction, and then the system is allowed
to evolve, leading to damped oscillations of the ions around their equilibrium positions. The
Fourier spectrum of the sum over all coordinates x is the computed motional spectrum for the
case of small excitation amplitudes [27].

3. Production of ultracold diatomic and triatomic hydrogen molecular ions

3.1. H+
3 ions

Figure 1 illustrates the production of ultracold H+
3 ions using chemical reactions and

sympathetic cooling. In the example given, Ar+ ions were used as reactants.
First, an about 1.3 mm long Coulomb crystal containing ≈1250 Be+ ions was produced,

figure 1(a). The crystal displays an ordered shell structure with a typical inter-shell spacing
of ≈29 µm. An upper limit for the translational temperature of the crystal of ≈10 mK
was deduced from MD simulations. For this purpose, the size of the imaged ion spots was
compared to the simulations. The estimated temperature agrees well with direct temperature
measurements based on the determination of the spectral line shape of the spontaneous
emission fluorescence; see [11, 25].

Subsequently, Ar+ ions, produced in situ in the trap, were sympathetically crystallized and
embedded in shells located at larger radii compared to the Be+ ion shells, due to their larger
mass-to-charge ratio. This leads to a massive radial deformation of the Be+ ion shells, due to
space-charge effects, figure 1(b). Since the camera images show a projection of the ion crystal
perpendicular to its symmetry axis (along z) the deformation of the Be+ shells becomes obvious
on the upper and lower part of the image only. The longitudinal extension of the crystal is
significantly increased, exceeding the field of view of the CCD camera. According to the MD
simulations, the crystal has an estimated length of ≈3 mm and contains around 1000 Ar+ ions.
The crystal shape is consistent with small admixtures of lighter impurities (≈150 ions), such
as N+

2 and Ar++, formed by chemical reactions or electron-impact ionization of background
gas molecules during loading (see also the secular excitation spectrum in figure 2(a)).
The SC ion temperature is estimated at ≈20 mK, from the simulations and assuming thermal
equilibrium with the Be+ ions. Usually, Be+ ion losses are small during the loading of Ar+.
The slight asymmetry of the crystal along the z-axis (in longitudinal direction) is due to light
pressure forces felt by the atomic coolants only.

In the next step, ultracold H+
3 ions are formed via the chemical reactions (1) and (2),

as evidenced by the appearance of a large dark crystal core, figure 1(c) (see below for the
mass-spectroscopic analysis of the ions formed). Note that the small dark core on the left part
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 1. (a) Fluorescence image of a pure Be+ ion crystal, (b) after loading with Ar+ ions, (c)
after H2 inlet, showing formation of H+

3 ions via chemical reactions, (d) after removal of Ar+, ArH+

and heavier contaminants, by trap opening and re-closing. We deliberately did not remove Ar++

ions. The cooling laser beam direction is to the right. Camera integration time was 2 s. Estimates
of the translational temperatures, obtained from MD simulations, are indicated. (e) MD simulation
of a large multi-component ion crystal containing ≈1150 Be+ ions, ≈100 H+

3 ions and ≈30 Ar++

ions at ≈20 mK. The shape of the simulated crystal is in good agreement with the crystal in (d).

(This figure is in colour only in the electronic version)

of the crystal in figure 1(b) is also due to H+
3 ions formed via chemical reactions between Ar+

and background hydrogen molecules, as found via secular mass-spectroscopy. Furthermore,
ArH+ was formed, as described in section 4.

Usually, chemical reactions between laser-excited Be+ ions and neutral H2 gas occur,
leading to the formation of BeH+, and thus, to loss of Be+ ions [28]. However, this process
was minimized here by reducing the population in the excited state of Be+ by strongly detuning
the laser frequency to the red of the cooling transition during exposure of the crystal to neutral
H2. The absence of BeH+ is also confirmed by MD simulations [25].

The third step consists in the removal of ions with a mass-to-charge ratio larger than ≈20
from the trap. This is achieved by applying a sufficiently large static quadrupole potential
to the central trap electrodes. The symmetry of the trap secular potential is broken to the
point that the motion of the ions becomes unstable in one radial direction for heavy ions but
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. Motional frequency spectra for multi-species crystals: (a) after loading of Ar+ ions
(figure 1(b))—sweep direction is towards higher frequencies; (b) after inlet of H2 and formation
of ultracold H+

3 ions (figure 1 c); (c) after the removal of ions heavier than Ar++ (figure 1(d)). The
calculated single-particle secular frequencies are marked as arrows: Ar+, 63 kHz; N+

2 , 90 kHz;
Ar++, 126 kHz; H+

3 , 840 kHz. The strong deviations between observed and calculated motional
frequencies occur in these (large) ion crystals, due to the Coulomb interaction between the ions.

not for the lighter SC species and the coolants [14]. In the example shown, we deliberately
did not remove impurities with a mass-to-charge ratio smaller than ≈20, mostly Ar++, from
the crystal, in order to estimate their number via the MD simulations. Figure 1(d) shows the
resulting ion crystal. This crystal can be well reproduced by the MD simulations, figure 1(e),
if the number of Be+ ions ≈1150, the number of molecular hydrogen ions ≈100, the (assumed
uniform) translational temperature of the (multi-species) ion crystal is 20 mK, and the number
of Ar++ ions is 30.

In general, the number of H+
3 ions can be controlled by the pressure of the neutral hydrogen

gas and the loading time, and can be varied over a wide range, from a few ions embedded
as a string on the crystal axis up to a few thousand ions forming a large dark core. For
the production of small numbers of ultracold H+

3 it is important that the residual gas partial
pressure of molecular hydrogen is sufficiently low.

3.2. Detection via secular excitation mass spectroscopy

Figures 2(a)–(c) show the measured secular excitation mass spectra obtained for the crystals
of figures 1(b)–(d). The secular excitation spectrum of the ion crystal after loading with Ar+ is
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presented in figure 2(a). The spectrum shows a fairly complicated structure with pronounced
features at 58 kHz, 82 kHz, 122 kHz and 166 kHz. The calculated single-particle secular
frequencies for Ar+, N+

2 and Ar++ are 63 kHz, 90 kHz and 126 kHz. Due to Coulomb coupling
between the ions the measured frequencies deviate significantly from the calculated single-
particle frequencies; see, e.g., [30, 29]. Therefore, the MD simulations are used for assigning
the resonances to the various species.

The feature at 58 kHz can be attributed to the excitation of the axial ωz Be+ mode. This
feature appears to be split in frequency, as indicated in figure 2(a), caused by small anisotropies
of the trap secular potential. The feature at 82 kHz is due to sympathetically crystallized Ar+,
whereas the features at 122 kHz and 166 kHz are attributed to N+

2 and Ar++ ions, respectively.
As a check, measurements in the cloud state, where coupling between ions is weak, yield
secular frequencies that agree within the experimental resolution with the calculated values.

Figure 2(b) shows the secular spectrum of the crystal after exposure to neutral H2 gas.
It shows the low mass-to-charge region indicating the content of the produced dark crystal
core. The spectrum shows an asymmetric feature with a maximum at ≈855 kHz, attributed
to the production of translationally ultracold H+

3 ions. After the removal of the outer (heavy)
SC particles, ArH+, Ar+, N+

2, but not Ar++, the feature has narrowed and become symmetric
(figure 2(c)). According to the MD simulations, the change in the width can be explained
by space-charge effects induced by the heavier SC ions located outside the Be+ shells. This
interpretation is also consistent with the strong deformation of the crystal shape following
the loading with neutral argon gas. In addition, an increased translational temperature of the
crystal (due to the embedded SC particles) or temperature gradients in radial and axial trap
direction could contribute to the broadening of the H+

3 secular line shown in figure 2(b).
For comparison, the secular frequency spectrum of another Be+ ion crystal of comparable

size and shape after inlet and electron beam ionization of neutral H2 gas is presented in
figure 3(a). The corresponding secular frequency spectrum typically shows a broad feature
originating from embedded H+

3 and H+
2 ions with their trap modes of oscillation being strongly

coupled. Repeated secular excitation leads to ejection of a part of the SC particles from the trap
and, thus, to weaker coupling between the different species. Then, the individual contributions
of H+

3 and H+
2 modes can be resolved, as shown in figure 3(b). The spectrum then exhibits

two broad features with maxima at ≈800 kHz and ≈1170 kHz. The width of the two features
and their shift from the single-particle frequencies of 840 kHz

(
H+

3

)
and 1260 kHz

(
H+

2

)
are

due to the large excitation amplitude used and, again, due to Coulomb coupling between the
ions.

The computed motional frequency spectrum for the two-component ion crystal shown in
figure 1(b), containing ≈1100 Be+,≈1300 Ar+, and small admixtures of N+

2 (≈150) and Ar++

ions (≈150), is presented in figure 4. This spectrum shows three features at around 75 kHz,
126 kHz and 170 kHz, stemming from embedded Ar+, N+

2 and Ar++ ions, respectively. The
features in the simulated spectrum agree with the measured data (figure 2(a)) at the level
of a few kilohertz, which is the typical level of agreement between our simulations and the
measurements. However, the position of the double feature at around 40 kHz, attributed to the
excitation of the axial (ωz) Be+ mode and split in frequency due to the anisotropy of the trap
secular potential (reproduced in the simulations), and the position of the feature at 75 kHz are
shifted to lower values compared to the measured frequencies. This shift might be explained
by nonlinearities in the response signal, since in the simulations the perturbation amplitude
applied is small compared to the amplitude applied in experiment. Furthermore, the features at
126 kHz and at 170 kHz are shifted towards (slightly) larger values compared to the measured
data, which is attributed to the different excitation amplitudes together with space-charge
effects [27]. The smaller features at frequencies <25 kHz are numerical artefacts.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Motional frequency spectra for a Be+ crystal after (a) loading of H+
2 and H+

3 via electron-
impact ionization of neutral H2. The spectrum shows a broad feature between 857 kHz and
1300 kHz, with maxima indicated around 850 kHz and 1200 kHz, originating from SC H+

3 and H+
2

ions, in approximately equal numbers, and the coupling between their trap modes of oscillation.
This interpretation is confirmed by our MD simulations, (b) after repeated secular excitation where
some of the SC particles were removed using a larger excitation amplitude (4 V).

Figure 4. MD simulation of the motional frequency spectrum of the crystal shown in figure 1(b).
The single-particle secular frequencies for Ar+ (63 kHz), N+

2 (90 kHz) and Ar++ (126 kHz) are
marked with arrows. The double feature at around 40 kHz originates from the excitation of the axial
ωz Be+ trap mode, whereas the smaller features at frequencies <25 kHz are numerical artefacts.

3.3. D+
3 , D+

2 and D+ ions

Figure 5 illustrates that the method described can also be used to produce samples of ultracold
D+

3, D+
2 and D+ ions. The relevant chemical reactions are

Ne+ + D2 → NeD+ + D

⇒ NeD+ + D2 → D+
3 + Ne (4)

Ne+ + D2 → Ne + D+
2

⇒ D+
2 + D2 → D+

3 + D

⇒ D + D+
2 → D+ + D2. (5)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 5. Spectrum of a Be+ ion crystal after loading of (a) Ne+ ions and D2 inlet, (b) O+
2 ions and

D2 inlet, (c) Ar+ ions and D2 inlet, (d) Kr+ ions and D2 inlet. Sweep direction is towards higher
frequencies. (e) loading and electron-impact ionization of neutral D2; excitation amplitude: 3 V.
The single-particle secular frequencies are marked by arrows: D+

3 , 420 kHz; D+
2 , 640 kHz; D+,

1260 kHz.

Whereas the first step of reaction (4) should proceed at a (calculated) Langevin reaction rate
of kL = 1.53 × 10−9 cm3 s−1, for the second step smaller values for the rate constant were
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measured, k = 2 × 10−11 cm3 s−1 [19]. The second step in reaction (5) occurs with a
rate constant k = 1.5 × 10−9 cm3 s−1, whereas for the third step, exothermic by ≈1.87 eV,
k = 5 × 10−10 cm3 s−1 [31].

Figure 5(a) shows the motional frequency spectrum of a crystal after loading of Ne+

ions and leaking in neutral D2 gas for several seconds. The spectrum displays three features
at frequencies of 460 kHz, 560 kHz and 1220 kHz. The first two features are attributed to
the presence of ultracold D+

3 and D+
2 molecules. Again, the measured frequencies deviate

significantly from the single-particle motional frequencies, 420 kHz
(
D+

3

)
and 640 kHz

(
D+

2

)
,

respectively, due to Coulomb coupling. The shift of the D+
2 line is larger since the relative

fraction of D+
3 to D+

2 ions is ≈3. The third (smaller) feature is attributed to the presence
of small amounts of D+ ions (single-particle frequency: 1260 kHz). The rise of the PMT
count rate at ≈380 kHz is due to the onset of the excitation of the Be+ trap oscillation mode
(280 kHz).

The chemical reactions occurring differ significantly when using O+
2 and Ar+ as reactants,

whereas when using Kr+ ions they proceed similar to the case with Ne+. Figure 5(b) shows
a secular frequency spectrum of a Be+-O+

2 ion crystal after leaking in neutral D2 gas. The
resulting ultracold ion plasma contains three SC particle species, D+

3, D+
2 and D+, at an

approximately equal concentration. Ar+ as a reactant mainly produces D+
3 and D+

2 ions; see
figure 5(c). Finally, with Kr+ the main fraction is D+

3; figure 5(d). Note that for the formation
of D+ ions a three-step chemical reaction is required.

For comparison, figure 5(e) shows a typical secular frequency spectrum following inlet
and electron-impact ionization of D2 gas. The spectrum shows a large feature at 1220 kHz,
originating from the D+ ions formed, and a second, much smaller feature at ≈480 kHz,
originating from D+

3 and D+
2 ions. Its frequency lies between the single-particle values for D+

3
and D+

2, due to the strong coupling between the two species. Typically, mixtures of D+
3, D+

2 and
D+ ions are produced, with their relative fractions varying with D2 loading time and electron
beam energy.

4. Production of nitrogen hydride and argon hydride molecular ions

4.1. N2H+ and N2D+ ions

Ultracold N2H+ and N2D+ molecular ions were produced via the reactions

N+
2 + H2 → N2H+ + H (6)

N+
2 + D2 → N2D+ + D. (7)

If the H2 or D2 gas is removed sufficiently early multi-step reactions of the type (2) and (4) do
not occur efficiently, and the molecular ions remain in the trap.

The detection of (small) amounts of nitrogen hydride (or argon hydride) molecular ions via
secular excitation mass spectrometry in the crystal state is complicated mainly due to the limited
experimental resolution and the coupling between LC and SC particles which depends on the
number of ions involved, their translational temperature and the excitation amplitude. This
can lead to combined trap modes of oscillation in the spectra, as illustrated in figure 6. There,
an ensemble of H+

2 and H+
3 ions, with its secular spectrum shown in figure 6(a), was exposed

to molecular nitrogen gas and the secular spectrum was recorded after the observed dark
crystal core, stemming from embedded H+

2 and H+
3 ions, disappeared completely, figure 6(b).

The spectrum shows two broad features at around 30 kHz and 120 kHz, attributed to the
interplay between trap oscillation modes of Be+ and N2H+ ions formed via chemical reactions.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. Motional frequency spectrum for a Be+ ion crystal after inlet and electron-impact
ionization of H2 gas (a), after subsequent inlet of neutral N2 in the crystal state (b), and in the cloud
state (c). Arrows as before.

The N2H+ feature is hidden in the broad structure at around 120 kHz. In the cloud state secular
spectrum, figure 6(c), the composite trap modes of oscillation disappear, due to a weaker
coupling, and a single feature is observed, stemming from N2H+. However, it is desirable
to detect the molecular ions formed in the crystal state, in order to estimate their number
and their translational temperature by the simulations. For this purpose and in order to avoid
complications originating from coupling effects in strongly correlated plasmas, a different
detection technique was developed. An additional chemical reaction is introduced, in order to
shift the resonance frequency of the reaction products formed in this step to an experimentally
more favourable frequency region and still allow for an unambiguous identification of the
molecular ions formed in the first step.

The production and detection of ultracold N2H+ molecular ions is shown in figure 7.
First, N+

2 (and smaller amounts of N+ ions) were produced and embedded in the crystal.
Figures 7(a) and (b) show the measured motional frequency spectra for the multi-species ion
plasma in the crystal and the cloud state, respectively. Due to Coulomb coupling, the motional
frequencies deviate significantly between the two states. Furthermore, the feature at around
40 kHz, originating from the excitation of the axial Be+ mode, is absent in the cloud state
spectrum, probably due to a weaker coupling between radial and axial trap modes of different
ion species, as explained above. After inlet of neutral H2 gas, hydrogen molecular ions, H+

3
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 7. Motional frequency spectra for a Be+ ion ensemble after inlet and electron-impact
ionization of N2 gas (a), (b), after subsequent inlet of neutral H2, for the low-mass range (c) and
the high-mass range (d), and followed by inlet of neutral D2 (e). Part (b) is for the cloud state, and
parts (a), (c)–(e) are for the crystal state. Arrows as before.

and H+
2, are produced; see reactions (4) and (5). The corresponding secular spectrum is shown

in figure 7(c), with the size of the N+
2 feature, now containing also N2H+, reduced during the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8. Motional frequency spectrum for a Be+ ion crystal after inlet and electron-impact
ionization of Ar gas (a), after subsequent inlet of neutral H2 (b), and additional inlet of neutral D2
(c). Arrows as before.

above reactions, figure 7(d). In the next step, exposure of the ion crystal to neutral D2 leads to
the appearance of a mass-5 feature in the spectrum, figure 7(e), attributed to the formation of
ultracold D2H+ ions via

N2H+ + D2 → D2H+ + N2. (8)

The dark crystal core formed in the first step (containing H+
3 and H+

2) increases during the
second step (D2 inlet) indicating the formation of additional ultracold molecules, D2H+. The
appearance of a mass-5 feature in the spectrum cannot be explained via other reaction channels,
therefore, this allows for identification of the species produced as D2H+. Analogously,
ensembles of ultracold N2D+ molecules were formed and detected via the appearance of
a mass-4 feature in the spectrum. MD simulations were used to deduce an upper limit for the
translational temperature of the nitrogen hydride molecules. The observed ion crystal structure
can be reproduced in the simulations when the translational temperature of the nitrogen hydride
ions is at below 20 mK. Therefore, we can conclude that the molecules formed are in the crystal
state.

4.2. ArH+ ions

Figure 8(a) shows the motional frequency spectrum after inlet and electron-impact ionization
of Ar gas. In addition to a double feature at around 40 kHz, originating from the excitation
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of the axial Be+ trap mode, the spectrum displays three distinct features, originating from
embedded Ar+ (at around 85 kHz), doubly charged Ar++ (at around 160 kHz), and N+

2 from
residual gas (at around 115 kHz). After subsequent H2 inlet, in the secular spectrum, the
presence of ArH+ produced via reaction (2) cannot be resolved. The low-mass spectrum
evidences the appearance of a dark crystal core which is due to the formation of ultracold H+

3
and H+

2 ions via reactions (1) and (2); figure 8(b). Typically, the H2 inlet is stopped after a few
seconds, when the longitudinal extension of the dark crystal core is approximately half the
total crystal extension; see the inset of figure 8(b) (longer exposure times would lead to larger
crystals cores and thus more molecular hydrogen ions formed, an unfavourable situation for
the detection method described below).

The production of ArH+ in the previous step can be shown by a subsequent exposure to
neutral D2 gas. ArH+ ions will further react via the exothermic (by ≈1.67 eV) reaction,

ArH+ + D2 → D2H+ + Ar, (9)

leading to the formation of mass-5 molecular ions, D2H+; see figure 8(c). During this reaction,
the dark Be+ crystal core, initially containing H+

3 and H+
2 only, increases in size showing that

additional light molecules are formed and embedded around the crystal axis; see the inset of
figure 8(c).

The D2H+ formation paths are

H+
2 + D2 → D2H+ + H (10)

H+
3 + D2 → D2H+ + H2, (11)

where H+
2 and H+

3 are ions in the core. The rate constant for the first reaction is k = 3.2 ×
10−9 cm3 s−1 [32], and for the second reaction k = 1.2 × 10−9 cm3 s−1 can be assumed; see
[33]. These reactions would not increase the number of ions in the core, as the produced D2H+

would, at best, replace a H+
2 or H+

3 core ion. Thus, the increase of the core size can only be
explained by the presence of ArH+.

As reactions (1) and (2) proceed at only slightly larger Langevin rates compared to
reactions (4) and (5) (see [19]) residual Ar+ is still contained in the crystal after the H2 inlet,
so that D2 inlet will then lead to the formation of mass-6

(
D+

3

)
, mass-4

(
D+

2

)
and mass-2 ions

(D+) via reactions (4) and (5), but not to mass-5 ions, D2H+. These ions are not observed in the
spectrum, probably because of the domination of the large D2H+ feature. Similarly, reactions
between N+

2 or Ar++ contaminants and neutral D2 would also not lead to the formation of
mass-5 ions.

4.3. ArD+ ions

The formation of ultracold ArD+ ions is illustrated in figure 9. Here, ultracold Ar+ ions (and
smaller numbers of N+

2 contaminants), embedded in a Be+ ion crystal, were exposed to neutral
D2, leading to the formation of ArD+ and D+

2 ions via reaction (4). The secular spectrum
(figure 9(b)) shows a pronounced feature at around 580 kHz, attributed to the presence of
D+

2, and a smaller feature at around 800 kHz, originating from H+
3 ions formed by chemical

reactions of Ar+ with residual H2 gas via reactions (1) and (2). Subsequent exposure of the
ions to H2 gas leads to the formation of additional mass-4 ions, H2D+, via

ArD+ + H2 → H2D+ + Ar, (12)

as evidenced by the increase in size of the mass-4 peak and the observed increase in the
size of the crystal core. The rate constant for this reaction is k = 9.9 × 10−10 cm3 s−1

[18]. All other competing reaction channels, see reactions (1) and (2), would lead to the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9. Motional frequency spectra for a Be+ ion crystal after inlet and electron-impact ionization
of Ar gas (a), after subsequent inlet of neutral D2 (b), and followed by inlet of neutral H2 (c).
Arrows as before.

formation of mainly H+
3 ions (in contrast to the experimental observation). The difference in

the secular frequencies between the mass-4 features in figures 9(b) and (c) is due to the different
excitation amplitudes, with the larger amplitude leading to a downward shift of the motional
frequency [27].

5. Conclusion

We have demonstrated a novel production method for translationally ultracold H+
3, H2D+ and

D2H+ ions, based on two-step chemical reactions. The method was also used to produce
samples of ultracold D+

3, D+
2 or D+ ions. These sympathetically cooled ions were detected via

excitation of their trap (secular) modes. For the interpretation of the measured secular mass
spectra we used MD simulations. When the reaction chain is stopped at the first step, ultracold
diatomic and triatomic molecular hydrides, e.g. ArH+, ArD+, N2H+ and N2D+, are obtained.
The ion number in the multi-species ion crystals can be varied over a wide range from a few
hundreds to several thousands, with SC particle fractions of up to 70%. Also, ion crystals
containing small numbers (<10) of molecular hydrogen ions or their deuterated isotopomers
can reliably be produced with a high degree of control. Using MD simulations we estimate
the translational temperature of the crystallized molecular ions at below 20 mK.
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The results described in this work could serve as systems for precision (spectroscopic)
measurements on ultracold molecules. Such ultracold molecular samples in their electronic
ground states could be used to perform precise tests of quantum chemical theories, to investigate
chemical reactions with ultracold neutral atoms and molecules, and to implement schemes for
laser manipulation of internal degrees of freedom. Reactions between cold H+

3 ions and neutral
molecular hydrogen isotopes are important for astrophysics. Furthermore, ArH+, ArD+ or H+

3
ions are attractive systems for tests of time independence of particle masses. The produced
two- and multi-species ion crystals could also be used to systematically study trap modes as a
function of temperature and ion number.
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Rovibrational spectroscopy of trapped molecular hydrogen ions at millikelvin temperatures
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We report a high-resolution spectroscopic study of molecular ions at millikelvin temperatures. We measured
several rovibrational infrared transitions in HD+ molecular ions, stored in a radio-frequency trap and sympa-
thetically cooled to �20 mK by laser-cooled Be+ ions. We observed hyperfine splitting of the lines, in good
agreement with theoretical predictions. The transitions were detected by monitoring the decrease in ion number
after selective photodissociation of HD+ ions in the upper vibrational state. The method described here is
expected to be generally applicable.
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In recent years, a number of novel techniques have been
developed to cool the translational energy of gas-phase mol-
ecules to the millikelvin regime, where conventional cryo-
genic techniques are not applicable �1�. With the availability
of stored ensembles of subkelvin neutral and charged mol-
ecules, sometimes also internally cold, their use for a variety
of applications is moving into focus. One wide-ranging ap-
plication is high-resolution spectroscopy, which is possible
because the usual line-shifting and broadening effects due to
collisions, high thermal velocities, and finite transit time are
strongly suppressed. Spectroscopy of rovibrational transi-
tions in the electronic ground state can take advantage of
these special conditions because the lifetime of vibrational
levels of molecules is typically long �� milliseconds or
longer�, and thus lifetime broadening is not an important
limitation. The low translational temperature also increases
the absorption rate significantly, and efficient excitation is
possible even on weak overtone transitions.

Subkelvin molecular ions can be obtained by sympathetic
cooling �2,3�—the molecular species and a laser-coolable
atomic species, with the same sign of charge, are simulta-
neously stored in a radio-frequency trap. Laser cooling the
atoms then also efficiently cools the molecular ions via the
long-range Coulomb interaction. Temperatures below 20 mK
can be reliably reached. We have recently shown that using
Be+ ions as coolant permits to cool sympathetically ions
from mass 1 to mass 200 amu �4–6�. A heavier atomic cool-
ant species can be used to extend the mass range. For ex-
ample, using 138Ba+ as coolant, molecular ions up to mass
410 amu have recently been cooled �7�.

Here we demonstrate high-resolution spectroscopy of vi-
brational transitions in a localized sample of molecular ions
at millikelvin temperature. We show that high spectral reso-
lution can be achieved even with small molecular samples
and standard laser systems. We apply the technique to HD+

ions, but it could be used in the same way to significantly
improve the precision of �ground-state� level energies of a
large variety of molecular ions, which have traditionally
been measured in discharges �8� or in ion beams �9� and in
traps equipped with buffer gas cooling ��10 K� �10�.

Our application to HD+ is motivated by the fact that it is
the simplest molecule after H2

+, and as such is of interest as
a fundamental three-body quantum system. HD+ is also im-
portant for astrochemistry �11�. In particular, a comparison

between measured vibrational transition frequencies and
high-precision ab initio calculations �12–16� could lead to
the first identification of QED effects in a molecular system
and to a spectroscopic measurement of the fundamental con-
stant me /mp �17� and of the deuteron quadrupole moment
�18�. Previous spectroscopic studies of HD+ and other isoto-
pomers were performed on warm ensembles or on ion beams
�9,19–21�.

Vibrational spectroscopy in the electronic ground state in
absence of collisions is faced with the difficulty that mol-
ecules excited to a vibrational level decay only slowly, im-
plying very low fluorescence rates. As the fluorescence
wavelengths are in the mid to far infrared, photon counting
would require a sophisticated detection system. We circum-
vent this difficulty by applying the technique of �1+1��
resonance-enhanced multiphoton dissociation �REMPD�: the
molecules are excited by an infrared �ir� laser and then se-
lectively photodissociated from the upper vibrational state by
a second, fixed-wavelength ultraviolet �uv� laser �Fig. 1�.
The remaining number of molecular ions is the quantity mea-

FIG. 1. �Color online� Principle of �1+1�� REMPD spectros-
copy of HD+ ions. A tunable ir diode laser excites a rovibrational
overtone transition �v�=4,J��← �v=0,J�. The HD+ ions excited to
the v�=4 vibrational level are dissociated using cw 266 nm laser
radiation: HD+�v�=4�+h�→H+D+ or H++D. Due to different
Franck-Condon wave function overlap, the calculated uv absorption
cross section from the v�=4 level ��2.4�10−17 cm2� is about
seven orders of magnitude larger than from v=0 �25�. Energy val-
ues represent total binding energies of the molecule.
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sured as a function of the frequency of the ir laser. As the
molecular sample is small �typically 40–100 ions� the spec-
troscopy requires the spectra to be obtained by repeated mo-
lecular ion production and interrogation cycles.

For sympathetic cooling of HD+ ions, we store both Be+

and molecular ions in a linear radio-frequency trap �4�. The
Be+ ions are laser cooled and form a cluster structure around
the trap center �22�. Due to the long-range electrostatic inter-
action between atomic coolants and molecular ions, the latter
are efficiently cooled and embedded in the vicinity of the
axis of the Be+ ion crystals �see Fig. 2�a��. Small numbers of
D+ ions, formed during loading by dissociation of neutral
HD, are also present, but do not influence the subsequent
measurements. The crystal in Fig. 2�a� contains �1100 Be+,
�100 HD+, and �20 D+ ions at a translational temperature
of �20 mK. The HD+ clusters formed have lifetimes of sev-
eral minutes, limited by chemical reactions with residual gas.
Inside the clusters, the ions perform a diffusive motion due
to the residual thermal energy. Since the particles repel each
other, the long-range collisions do not lead to significant line
shifts or line broadening.

The trapped species are identified and the time evolution
of their numbers is monitored by excitation of their mass-
dependent radial �secular� modes, using a spatially homog-
enous and temporally oscillating electric field. We use mo-
lecular dynamics simulations to deduce ion numbers, spatial
distributions, and upper limits for the translational tempera-
ture of the ions �4�. We excite HD+ at an electric field fre-
quency around 840 kHz. As a consequence, the atomic cool-
ants are heated by the molecular ions, which changes the
scattering rate of 313 nm cooling light by the Be+ ions. The
secular resonance becomes visible in the Be+ fluorescence
�see Fig. 2�b��, and its height is proportional to the amount of
HD+ in the ion crystal. Typically we use a 3 V peak-to-peak
potential amplitude, applied to an electrode outside the trap,
with the frequency being swept linearly from
500 to 1000 kHz at a rate of 0.2 Hz. Excitation amplitude,
sweep rate, and covered frequency range were chosen so that
the ion crystal had sufficient time to cool back to its initial
temperature between individual excitation cycles.

Rovibrational spectroscopy is performed by continuous-
wave �cw� excitation by a single-frequency, widely tunable
diode laser, followed by photodissociation from the upper
level by a cw ultraviolet laser �Fig. 1�. The loss of HD+ ions
from the trap is measured. Due to the weak coupling between
external and internal degrees of freedom, the internal �rota-
tional� temperature of the HD+ ions is expected to be at
300 K, in thermal equilibrium with the vacuum chamber
�23�, with a significant ��5% � population for rotational lev-
els up to J=6. Indeed, we have observed 12 transitions be-
tween 1391 and 1471 nm, from lower rotational levels J=0
to 6. The linewidth of the ir laser was �5 MHz on a 1 s time
scale, and its frequency was calibrated with an accuracy of
40 MHz by absorption spectroscopy in a water vapor cell.

The loss of HD+ ions depends not only on the REMPD
process, but also on transitions induced by blackbody radia-
tion �BBR�. We modeled the loss of HD+ by solving the rate
equations for the populations of all �v ,J� levels interacting
with the ir and uv lasers, as well as with the BBR radiation at
300 K. The theoretically obtained excitation spectrum �see
Fig. 3 and text below� of the levels probed by the ir laser is
included, but for the remainder of the calculation hyperfine
structure, due to electron, nuclear, and rotational spins, is
ignored. The rovibrational transition moments involved are
taken from �24�. The rate of dissociation by uv light is ob-
tained using cross sections from �25�. For typical uv intensi-
ties, dissociation rates of 102–103 s−1 are found. The rate
equation model reveals two different time scales at which the
HD+ number declines during a typical experiment. A first,
fast ��1 s� decay occurs when the ir laser selectively pro-
motes HD+ ions from a specific �v=0,J� level to a rotational
level in v�=4, from which they are efficiently photodissoci-
ated. This process rapidly dissociates those �v=0,J� HD+

ions which are in the hyperfine states probed by the ir laser.
The remaining molecular ions �a significant fraction of the
total initial number� are dissociated significantly slower, es-
sentially at the rate at which the hyperfine levels of
�v=0,J� are repopulated by BBR and spontaneous emission.
For example, for the �v�=4,J�=1�← �v=0,J=2� transition,
and for typical intensities of 6 W/cm2 for the ir and

FIG. 2. �a� Initial ion crystal: �1100 Be+, �100 HD+, and �20
D+ ions at �20 mK. The presence of cold HD+ ions is obvious
from the dark crystal core. �b� Repeated secular excitation of the
crystal in �a� at 3 V amplitude. The excitation frequency was swept
between 500 and 1500 kHz. The ir laser is tuned to the maximum of
the �v�=4,J�=1�← �v=0,J=2� line. The curve is an exponential fit
with a decay constant of 0.04 s−1. �c� Ion crystal after dissociation
of all HD+ ions: �1100 Be+ and �50 D+ ions at �20 mK. �d�
Measurement cycle consisting of repeated probing of the number of
HD+ ions before and after exposure to the spectroscopy lasers.
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10 W/cm2 for the uv laser, the fast HD+ decay takes place at
a rate �10 s−1 �which is not resolved experimentally�,
whereas the decay due to BBR-induced repopulation occurs
at a rate of �0.04 s−1. The latter rate is fairly consistent with
the measured decay depicted in Fig. 2�b�, but observed decay
rates depend strongly on which part of the hyperfine spec-
trum is interrogated. This points at a shortcoming of the
simple rate equation model used here, and our observations
can probably be explained precisely only by a rate equation
model that takes the full hyperfine structure of all involved
�v ,J� levels into account.

As an example, Fig. 2�b� shows the time evolution of
the HD+ secular excitation resonance while the HD+

ions are excited on the maximum of the rovibrational line
�v�=4,J�=1�← �v=0,J=2� at 1430.3883 nm. The decrease
of the HD+ resonance in the secular excitation spectrum,
induced by the REMPD process, is accompanied by a de-
crease of the dark crystal core containing the hydrogen mo-
lecular ions. The secular excitation spectrum also shows an
increase of the number of D+ ions, which result from the
dissociation of excited HD+ ions. These ions are sympatheti-
cally cooled and remain in the crystal core. Figure 2�c�
shows the mixed-species ion crystal after all HD+ was dis-
sociated. The dark crystal core has shrunk significantly, and

the crystal now contains �1100 Be+ and �50 D+ ions. As-
suming equal probability for photodissociation to D+ and H+,
this number indicates that most generated D+ ions are sym-
pathetically cooled and trapped. Loss rates are obtained by
exponential fitting to the maxima of the HD+ resonances in
the secular excitation spectrum �solid line in Fig. 2�b��. In
this way, a 0.01 s−1 background loss rate of HD+ ions from
the trap is obtained when both the ir and uv lasers are turned
off. This loss is due to chemical reactions between HD+ ions
and background gases. The observed background loss rate is
fitted well by a single-exponential decay, which rules out
strong nonlinear dependence of the Be+ fluorescence during
secular excitation on the number of HD+ ions.

The spectroscopic signal used to produce the spectra in
Figs. 3�a� and 3�b� is the molecular ion dissociation probabil-
ity, obtained as the relative change of the heights of the HD+

secular resonances in the Be+ fluorescence before and after
the REMPD excitation �Fig. 2�d��. For each transition, the
HD+ dissociation probability was measured as a function of
the frequency of the ir laser, in steps of 15 MHz. Each data
point was obtained by averaging over several individual
measurements of the HD+ dissociation probability occurring
over �5 s. Each data point requires a new loading of HD+

ions in the Be+ crystal. For all measurements, comparable
HD+ ion numbers were used, as deduced from the size of the
crystal core after loading. However, during each HD+ load-
ing cycle a small fraction of the Be+ is lost from the trap, due
to chemical reactions with neutral HD gas �6�. The same Be+

ion crystal can be used for up to 40 HD+ loadings, sufficient
for obtaining the spectra in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�. A typical
spectrum is taken within 1–2 h.

Detailed measurements for two transitions �v�=4,J�
=1,3�← �v=0,J=2� are shown in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�. Both
spectra reveal a partly resolved hyperfine structure, which
can be compared with the prediction from an effective spin
Hamiltonian, written as Heff=b1Ip ·S+c1IpzSz+b2Id ·S
+c2IdzSz+�S ·J �15,21�. Here, Ip, Id, and S denote the spin of
the proton, deuteron, and electron, respectively; the subscript
z indicates the projection on the internuclear axis. The hy-
perfine coefficients b1, b2, c1, c2, and � have been recently
calculated to high accuracy �13�. The hyperfine level ener-
gies and eigenfunctions are found by diagonalization of the
matrix representation of Heff in a suitable angular momentum
coupling scheme. Terms arising from the nuclear spin-
rotation and deuteron quadrupole interactions are neglected
as they contribute �1 MHz to the hyperfine level energies
�13�. The results of the diagonalization were subsequently
used to calculate line strengths of the individual hyperfine
components within a given rovibrational transition, leading
to “stick spectra,” as shown in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�. Inhomo-
geneous broadening of the spectra may be accounted for by
convolving each line with a Gaussian line shape of a given
width.

The broadened stick spectra are fitted to the experimental
spectra using the linewidth, the vertical scale and the fre-
quency offset as fit parameters �Figs. 3�a� and 3�b��. The
frequency offset corresponds to the deperturbed rovibrational
transition frequency, which is thus determined to within the
accuracy of the wavelength calibration of the ir laser
�40 MHz� and the fit uncertainty �3 MHz�. The measured

FIG. 3. Rovibrational transition spectra with partially resolved
hyperfine splitting: �a� �v�=4,J�=1�← �v=0,J=2� at 1430 nm, �b�
�v�=4,J�=3�← �v=0,J=2� at 1394 nm. The curves are fits to the
data ���, where the theoretical stick spectra were broadened by
�40 MHz. The theoretical spectrum exhibits a large number of
very weak transitions, due to weak mixing of pure coupled angular
momentum states by Heff. The ordinate values are the molecular ion
dissociation probability for a 5 s irradiation of 0.65 W/cm2 ir and
10 W/cm2 uv light. The insets show typical error bars.
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deperturbed rovibrational transition frequency is in good
agreement with the ab initio results from �14�. The partly
resolved hyperfine structure in the measured spectra agrees
well with the theoretical results obtained from �13,15�. We
find both theoretically and experimentally that the hyperfine
structure for other transitions in the P and R branches is
similar to that in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�.

We observe a typical line broadening of 40 MHz. This is
remarkable, as the kinetic energy in the secular motion �as
inferred from molecular dynamics simulations� of the HD+

ions can give rise to broadening of about 10 MHz only �4�.
Saturation broadening also does not play a significant role, as
confirmed by comparing spectra taken at different ir and uv
intensities. Using the polarization-dependent 313 nm fluores-
cence of the Be+ ions as a magnetic field probe, the magnetic
field �which is along the direction of propagation of the
313 nm laser beam� has been adjusted and verified to be
50 mT and to vary by no more than 40 mT over the extent of
the crystal, which implies Zeeman broadening �1 MHz.
This leaves Doppler broadening due to micromotion as the
most probable cause for the observed line broadening. For
our trap, in which the HD+ ions are located at least 10 �m
away from the trap axis, the �radial� micromotion energy
exceeds kB� �0.5 K�. Through the Coulomb interaction, this
radial motion couples to the axial motion, which is along the
ir laser beam direction. A linewidth of 40 MHz would be
explained by kB� �0.2 K� of energy in the axial motion, and
we therefore attribute the excess broadening to the Doppler
effect associated with micromotion.

The results described are of significance in several re-
spects. They demonstrate the possibility of high-resolution

spectroscopy of small, trapped molecular ion samples, sym-
pathetically cooled well into the millikelvin range. We have
achieved a spectral resolution ten times higher than with any
previous cold molecular ion method, and the same enhance-
ment was obtained for the excitation rate. The observed
population dynamics demonstrated the weakness of colli-
sions. The methods used for trapping, cooling, and detection
are quite general, and are applicable to a host of other mo-
lecular ion species. This includes other ions of astrophysical
and cosmological interest such as H3

+ and its isotopomers,
which have been trapped in our setup �4,5�. Also, the spectral
resolution achieved here may be further improved: for in-
stance, first-order Doppler broadening may be circumvented
by use of a tightly confining trap which holds the ions in the
Lamb-Dicke regime, or by two-photon spectroscopy. Fur-
thermore, the presence of the atomic coolant ions offers an in
situ tool to detect possible perturbing fields. In the absence of
first-order Doppler shifts, a spectroscopic accuracy well be-
low the megahertz level should be attainable. For few-
electron molecular ions, HD+ in particular, this offers a real-
istic perspective for testing ab initio theoretical descriptions
�12�. Finally, the present method will enable studies of inter-
nal coherence in molecules on time scales orders of magni-
tude longer than with conventional methods and measure-
ments of all rovibrational levels in small ions by multistep ir
excitation.
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Motional resonance coupling in cold multispecies Coulomb crystals
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We investigate the coupling between motional resonances of translationally cold �10 mK range� atomic and
molecular ions in multispecies Coulomb crystals, stored in a linear Paul trap. The atomic and molecular ions
were sympathetically cooled by laser-cooled Be+ ions. The motional resonances of the different ion species
were determined nondestructively with high mass-to-charge resolution upon excitation with an oscillating
electric field. The experimental results show good agreement with results from molecular dynamics simulations
and allow for a precise identification of sympathetically cooled particles in multispecies ion crystals.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is a growing body of research focused on the pro-
duction of dense samples of cold gas phase molecules, which
are of interest in chemical physics, molecular physics, and
plasma and astrophysics among other fields. Trapped en-
sembles of cold molecules are promising systems for the
study and control of chemical reactions. High-precision mea-
surements of fundamental constants may also be enhanced or
enabled by using cold trapped molecular ions �1,2�.

For neutral species, several methods for cold molecule
production have been demonstrated. These include the for-
mation of alkali-metal dimers from precooled atoms via
Feshbach resonances or photoassociation �3–5�, and trapping
and cooling of preexisting molecules using buffer gas cool-
ing or static electric fields �6,7�. For molecular ions, sympa-
thetic cooling has been used to cool a large variety of
molecular species via their interaction with cold atomic
ions in electrostatic or electrodynamic ion traps �8,9�. In such
a situation, the translational molecular motion may be re-
duced to a few tens of millikelvin, or less, by interaction with
laser-cooled �LC� atomic ions.

The development of techniques for the production of cold
molecules also requires the development of particle identifi-
cation techniques. In general, fluorescence detection is not
applicable due to the lack of closed transitions. Time-of-
flight mass spectroscopy is a destructive method for molecu-
lar ions or after ionization of neutral molecules. Nondestruc-
tive techniques are of interest because they can increase the
experimental flexibility. The excitation of the mass-
dependent motional resonances of the trapped ions is one
such technique, and is widely used for mass spectrometry of
large and small ion clouds �10–12�.

We have used excitation of motional resonances to iden-
tify the molecular species embedded in laser-cooled crystals
of beryllium ions �9�. In the crystalline state mutual Cou-
lomb interactions are dominant and, therefore, the motional
resonance spectrum is more complicated than for ion clouds
�fluid state�. The interactions between the different ion spe-
cies can perturb the observed motional frequencies by a sig-
nificant amount. In this work, we analyze such perturbations
both experimentally and via molecular dynamics �MD� simu-
lations. We consider multicomponent ion crystals containing
up to several thousand Be+ ions with fractions of sympatheti-

cally cooled �SC� ions of up to 70%. The results obtained
increase our ability to unequivocally identify the species
present in the ion trap, and lead directly to increased sensi-
tivity for spectroscopic and chemical experiments on cold,
trapped molecular ions.

II. BASIC TRAP THEORY

For a linear radio-frequency ion trap �Paul trap�, the
axial ��z� and radial ��r� secular frequencies of an ion
species in the harmonic effective trap potential �pseudopo-
tential� Utrap�x ,y ,z�= �m /2���r

2r2+�z
2z2� are given by

�z= �2�QVEC /m�1/2 and �r= ��0
2−�z

2 /2�1/2, respectively,
with �0=QVrf /�2m�r0

2 and r2=x2+y2. The z axis is along
the centerline of the trap and ��3�10−3 mm−2 is a constant
determined by the trap geometry. Q and m are the mass and
the charge of the trapped ion species, Vrf and � are the
amplitude and the frequency of the rf driving field �for radial
confinement of the particles�, and VEC is a dc potential giving
the longitudinal confinement along the z axis. r0 is the
distance from the electrode surfaces to the trap axis.

It can be seen from the above expressions that simple
scaling laws apply for the radial oscillation frequencies of
single trapped ions, namely, that �r�q /m for �ar �
=4QVdc /mr0

2�2� �qr � =2QVrf /mr0
2�2 and �0��z. Here,

Vdc is a static quadrupole potential on the trap electrodes. For
singly charged ions, as studied here, simple ratios are ex-
pected between the motional frequencies of different trapped
species, if the coupling between the species is neglected. The
oscillation frequencies reflect the strength of confinement,
and so lighter ions will generally be closer to the trap axis
than heavier ions. This radial separation is seen clearly for
multispecies ion crystals �8,9�.

III. EXPERIMENT

The trap used in these experiments is driven at 14.2 MHz,
with a peak-to-peak rf amplitude of 380 V, enclosed in an
ultrahigh-vacuum chamber. The chamber is equipped with a
leak valve for the controlled introduction of neutral mol-
ecules.

Beryllium atoms are evaporated from an oven, and
ionized in the trap center by a 750 eV electron beam, where
they are laser-cooled to a few millikelvin. Experimentally,
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we find that the relatively large value for the electron
beam energy is favorable for efficient loading of beryllium
ions to our trap. The cooling laser light, resonant with the
2S1/2�F=2�→ 2P3/2 Be+ transition at 313 nm, is produced by
doubly resonant sum frequency generation �13�. An acousto-
optic modulator allows for tuning of the uv frequency within
a range of 340 MHz. Optical pumping to the metastable
2S1/2�F=1� ground state is prevented by generating
1.25 GHz sidebands on the cooling light via an electro-optic
modulator. The fluorescence of the Be+ ions is measured
with a photomultiplier tube and a charge-coupled device
�CCD� camera. The camera integration time was 2 s.

The laser cooling leads to a phase transition from a dis-
ordered cloud or “cold fluid” to an ordered state, a Coulomb
crystal �14,15�. Typical translational temperatures of the
crystallized beryllium ions are well below 20 mK �16�. For
definition of a quantization axis, a magnetic field of a few
gauss is applied to the trap �along its z axis�. This low field
does not perturb the motion of the ions at any detectable
level.

IV. TRAP LOADING

The loading of beryllium ions typically also produces ions
of the residual gas in our vacuum chamber—mostly N2

+.
Some of these heavier ions collect outside the beryllium ion
ensemble. Mass-selective cleaning of the trap is applied to
eject these heavy impurity ions. To this end, we temporarily
add a static quadrupole potential Vdc to the trap electrodes,
breaking the radial symmetry �17�. As Vdc increases, heavier
ions are no longer stable in the trap and are ejected. In this
way we can efficiently remove all heavy impurity ions.

Subsequently, molecular ions are loaded into the trap by
leaking neutral molecules into the vacuum chamber and ion-
izing them with the electron beam energy set to below
200 eV. The neutral gases used for the experiments detailed
here are 3He, 4He, H2, HD, and D2. The primary ions pro-
duced from these gases are lighter than beryllium, and these
ions collect in the center of the trap, forming a dark �non-
fluorescing� core in the beryllium crystal. After loading the
molecular ions, motional excitation scans, detailed below, are
performed.

V. METHODS

In order to identify the trapped ion species we excite the
radial motion of the ions in the trap using an external plate
electrode to which an oscillating electric field is applied. The
electrode is placed at 45° to the x and y axes of the trap,
perpendicular to the z axis. The z axis is horizontal, parallel
to the cooling laser beam direction. The excitation field has
an amplitude of up to several volts and its frequency is
scanned between 2 kHz and 2 MHz.

When the excitation field is resonant with the oscillation
mode of a crystal component, energy is pumped into the
motion of that component. Via the Coulomb interaction,
some of this energy is eventually distributed through the
crystal as heat, increasing the temperature of the beryllium
ions. This modifies the fluorescence intensity of the beryl-

lium ions. For the motional excitation spectra presented here,
the cooling laser was detuned to the red of the beryllium
fluorescence line center by two to three natural linewidths
�40–60 MHz�. In this case, increasing the temperature of the
beryllium ions leads to an increase in the observed fluores-
cence �and also to an increase in the cooling rate, limiting the
temperature rise�. Thus, the beryllium fluorescence level as a
function of excitation frequency indicates the motional spec-
trum of all ions.

VI. COUPLING MECHANISMS AND RESULTS

The equations given above for the motional frequencies of
a single ion in a harmonic trap are also valid for the center-
of-mass motion of large, single-species ion crystals, as con-
firmed in experiment. However, mixed-species crystals can
complicate this picture. The motion of each species is then
affected by the Coulomb potential of all the others. In mul-
ticomponent ion plasmas containing several different ion
species, the coupling between the motional modes of the
different ion species can depend strongly on the temperature
of the ion plasma �and thus on its state, fluid or crystalline�.
In order to characterize the different coupling mechanisms
we compare the spectra of multispecies ion crystals with
those in the fluid state, where coupling between different
ion species is much weaker due to the larger interparticle
spacing.

The spatial distribution of the ion species can then
also affect the motional frequencies and the strength of cou-
pling between them. Strong effects are, for example, seen
when a static offset potential is present in the trap, such that
the equilibrium positions of the ions are displaced from the
trap center. Finally, the motional spectra exhibit systematic
shifts related to the excitation method, requiring their
characterization.

A. Systematics

1. Scan amplitude

As a simple two-component system, a Be+ crystal was
loaded with 4He+ ions �Fig. 1�a��. Helium ions are used here,
because during the loading of helium isotopes, only small
amounts of impurity ions are formed. Since these ions collect
in the outer shells of the ion crystal they can easily be re-
moved by temporary application of a dc quadrupole poten-
tial. Figure 1�a� shows the crystal used for the above mea-
surements containing �1100 Be+ and �250 4He+. The
observed crystal structure is in good agreement with results
from MD simulations, Fig. 1�b�. The Be+ and He+ ions have
a translational temperature of �15 mK, as found by fitting
an appropriate Voigt profile to the Be+ line obtained by a
frequency scan of the cooling laser over the atomic reso-
nance and by the MD simulations, assuming equal heating
rates for both species �9,16�.

Repeated motional excitation was performed, with in-
creasing excitation amplitude from 0.5 to 4 V. Figure 1�c�
illustrates the shift of the observed motional frequencies
caused by variations in the excitation amplitude. The fit to
the experimental data gives a coefficient of the shift of the
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resonance frequency of �−20 kHz/V for 4He+ �possible
small nonlinear contributions to this behavior will be inves-
tigated in more detail in future studies�. This shift can be
explained by the interplay between two competing effects,
the species-dependent cooling and heating rates present in
the trap �see �18� for a detailed discussion�.

Figure 1�d� shows the simulated secular frequency spec-
trum for the crystal shown in Fig. 1�b�. The secular excita-
tion process is simulated by instantly shifting the particles in
one radial direction, e.g., the x direction, which then subse-
quently perform oscillations around their equilibrium posi-
tions, damped by the interactions. Via MD simulations �with-
out micromotion of the ions taken into account�, the position
of each particle is computed versus time. A Fourier analysis
of the total kinetic energy time series gives the secular oscil-
lation spectrum �19�. For the simulated spectrum, where a
�relatively� small initial position shift is applied, the 4He+

feature appears at 670 kHz. For comparison, the calculated
single-particle frequency for 4He+ is at 630 kHz. This shift
agrees well with the extrapolated experimental value of
675 kHz from Fig. 1�c�. Details on the numerical code can
be found in �19�. See below for a discussion of the upward
shift observed.

2. Scan direction

Another shift of the observed frequency is related to
sweep direction of the motional excitation scan, shown in
Fig. 2. An explanation for this effect can also be found in
�18�. The 4He+ resonance in backward direction is shifted
toward smaller values compared to the forward scan by
�10 kHz, this value being roughly constant across excitation
amplitudes.

VII. INTERACTION-INDUCED FREQUENCY SHIFTS

A. Strong coupling

Strong coupling between trap modes of two different
SC ion species contained in a Be+ crystal is illustrated in
Fig. 3�a�. The mixed-species Be+ ion crystal was formed
following inlet and ionization of neutral H2 gas. During the
inlet phase, the neutral H2 gas can react with H2

+ ions to
produce H3

+ ions. This reaction proceeds with a large reaction
rate on the order of the Langevin rate, with a rate constant
k=2.9�10−9 cm3/s �20–22�. The inset in Fig. 3�a� shows the
mixed-species ion crystal observed, with the large dark core
stemming from the embedded light molecular ions. The
slight asymmetry of shape of the crystal is due to small
anisotropies of the effective trap potential and smaller
amounts of heavier BeH+ ions outside the Be+ ion shells.

With large numbers of H3
+ and H2

+ ions, forming a multi-
shelled core in the Be+ crystal, their radial motions can be
strongly coupled. In this situation, the ions of different spe-
cies are sufficiently tightly coupled that they all oscillate at
the same frequency. The situation is made more complex by
the inhomogeneous environment of each ion, such as its po-

FIG. 1. �Color online� Drive-amplitude-induced resonance fre-
quency shift. �a� Two-component Be+-4He+ ion crystal underlying
the measurement, containing �1100 Be+ and �250 4He+ ions.
Cooling laser direction is to the right. �b� MD simulation of the ion
crystal in �a�. �c� Motional frequencies for ultracold 4He+ ions for
the above ion crystal as a function of excitation amplitude. The line
is a linear fit to the data. �d� Simulated secular frequency spectrum
for the crystal in �b�. Note that the 4He+ secular frequency for zero
excitation amplitude in �c�, �d� is shifted to higher values compared
to the calculated single-particle frequency �at 630 kHz�, which is
marked by a vertical arrow.

FIG. 2. Scan-direction-induced resonance frequency shift:
Motional frequency spectrum of an cold Be+ ion crystal
��20 mK� loaded with He+ ions. Sweep direction toward higher �a�
and toward lower �b� frequencies. The calculated single-particle
secular frequency for 4He+ ions is marked by vertical arrows.
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sition in the center or toward one end of the crystal. The
individual positions can be strongly affected by the exact
composition of the core. This leads to the spectrum seen in
Fig. 3�a�. The spectrum shows a broad feature between 800
and 930 kHz and was obtained with an excitation amplitude
of 0.5 V. The calculated single-particle secular frequencies
for pure H3

+ or H2
+ are at 840 and 1260 kHz, respectively.

For comparison, we also measured the secular spectrum
for a mixed-species �Be+, H3

+, and H2
+� ion plasma in the

cloud �fluid� state �23�, after loading and electron impact

ionization of neutral H2 gas, Fig. 3�c�. The obtained secular
frequencies for the individual species H3

+ and H2
+ are closer to

the calculated single-particle value. This is due to the smaller
coupling between the different ion species as compared to
the crystalline state. At the excitation amplitude used, 1 V, a
fraction of the SC ions was expelled from the trap when
scanning over the H3

+ secular frequency, by heating their
translational motion. As a consequence of the removal of SC
ions, the ion plasma becomes colder, but still remains in the
cloud state, and the Be+ fluorescence increases. After the
scan has passed the H3

+ resonance frequency, a slow decrease
of the fluorescence occurs, probably, due to LC and SC ions
reaching thermal equilibrium. Therefore, the secular spec-
trum �Fig. 3�c�� shows a steplike feature at this frequency, in
contrast to the situation in the crystalline state. However, this
reduction of temperature in the mixed-species ion plasma
subsequently leads to a decrease of the H2

+ feature in the
secular spectrum, compared to the crystalline case �Fig.
3�a��. In general, for a given ion number ratio, we found that
the size of a specific spectral feature is, in first order, propor-
tional to the excitation amplitude and inversely proportional
to the ion temperature, for both the fluid and crystalline state.

The decrease in Be+ fluorescence at around 580 kHz in
Fig. 3�c� is attributed to the excitation of the second har-
monic of the Be+ trap mode of oscillation. This resonance is
seen only in the cloud state and for slightly asymmetric trap
potentials. The latter may also explain the shift of the Be+

second harmonic frequency compared to the calculated fre-
quency �560 kHz�. According to the simulations, such an
asymmetry-induced shift affects mainly the heavier ion spe-
cies �Be+� and is negligible for ion species closer to the trap
axis �H3

+ and H2
+�, due to their smaller mass-to-charge ratio

and, consequently, the steeper trap potential.
The coupling strength between trap modes in mixed-

species ion crystals can be controlled via the ion number
ratio. Figure 4 shows a mixed-species ion crystal where the
SC ion number ratio was varied �Figs. 4�a�–4�c��. The crystal
was obtained by loading and ionization of HD gas into a pure
Be+ ion ensemble. Initially, it contains �1000 Be+ ions,
�75 HD+ ions, and �25 D+ ions �Fig. 4�a��. While repeated
secular excitation measurements are performed �Figs. 4�d�
and 4�e��, the number of HD+ ions was decreased by disso-
ciation using suitable lasers �24�. This leads to the formation
of additional D+ �and H+� ions. Note that a part of the HD+

dissociation product ions is lost from the trap, probably due
to the large kinetic energy of these ions �24�. Furthermore,
small background losses of both HD+ and D+ ions are due to
chemical reaction with residual background gases. The initial
HD+ ion number was reduced to zero during the run, as
obvious from the size reduction of the dark crystal core
�Figs. 4�a�–4�c�� and the relative sizes of the individual fea-
tures in the spectra �Fig. 4�e��. At the same time, the number
of D+ ions is raised to �35. As more and more HD+ ions are
dissociated, the numbers and relative fractions of HD+ and
D+ ions are varied, and thus the coupling between their trap
oscillation modes is modified. Reduced coupling strength be-
tween the different HD+ and D+ trap modes enables their
resolution in the spectra toward the middle of the run �Fig.
4�e��. The results described also show the transition between
strong �at the beginning of the run� and weak coupling of

FIG. 3. Interaction-induced strong �a�, �b� and weak �b� cou-
pling, �a� Motional frequency spectrum of a Be+ ion crystal follow-
ing electron impact ionization of H2 gas. The crystal �see inset�
contains �1400 LC Be+ ions and �1300 SC ions �as found by MD
simulations�. The SC ions consist of �700 H2

+ and H3
+ ions, located

in the crystal core, and of �600 BeH+ ions located outside the Be+

shells. The latter are responsible for the slight asymmetry in the
shape. The translational temperature of all species is �20 mK.
Sweep direction toward higher frequencies. �b� Motional spectrum
and ion crystal �inset� after partial removal of lighter SC ions �note
the reduced size of the core�, containing �1350 LC ions and
�1200 SC ions: �450 H3

+, �100 H2
+, and �650 BeH+. Relative

fractions for the light ions were estimated from the size of the
features in the spectrum. �c� Spectrum following electron impact
ionization of H2 gas in the cloud state. Calculated single-particle
secular frequencies for the SC ions are marked by arrows: 840 kHz
�H3

+� and 1260 kHz �H2
+�. The feature at �580 kHz is attributed to

the excitation of the second harmonic of the Be+ trap mode �calcu-
lated frequency 560 kHz�.
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trap modes �toward the end of the run�. See below for a
detailed discussion.

B. Weak coupling

Figure 3�b� shows the secular frequency spectrum after
removal of a fraction of the SC ions, via repeated secular
excitation. This leads to a reduction of the size of the dark
crystal core, visible in the inset. The number of Be+ and
BeH+ ions changed slightly compared to Fig. 3�a�, due to
chemical reactions with residual background H2 gas �25,26�.

In the spectrum, two resonances are now identified, attrib-
uted to the presence of H3

+ and H2
+ ions. The H3

+ resonance,
however, is shifted toward lower frequencies �by �30 kHz�
compared to its single-particle frequency �at 840 kHz�,
whereas the H2

+ resonance exhibits a larger shift �by
�90 kHz� relative to its single-particle frequency at
1260 kHz. The positions of the resonances are determined by

two mechanisms, a downward frequency shift caused by the
amplitude of the motional excitation combined with an up-
ward shift which is intrinsic to the situation of more than one
species being simultaneously trapped �27�. The resulting
shift of the resonance frequencies is stronger for the lighter
molecular ions �H2

+�.
The upward shift is clearly seen in Fig. 1�c�, for the

Be+-4He+ crystal. From the experimental data we extrapolate
a value of �675 kHz for zero excitation amplitude �calcu-
lated single-particle frequency 630 kHz�. This shift is caused
by the Coulomb interaction between the Be+ body of the
crystal and the He+ core, and is confirmed by the MD simu-
lations. The presence of the Coulomb potential of the core
ions “steepens” the effective potential in which the beryllium
ions move �when added to the harmonic trapping potential�.
Likewise, the outer beryllium shells’ Coulomb potential in-
creases the effective harmonic frequency �to a first approxi-
mation� confining the core ions. The reason this is not ob-
served for pure crystals �inner shells altering the frequency
of outer shells� is that they all oscillate coherently when
driven by an external potential, and so the ion’s Coulomb
potential moves with them—no ion experiences significant
deviation from its equilibrium position in the crystal, al-
though the crystal as a whole is moving. When two species,
with different motional frequencies, are present this is no
longer true—each moves in the Coulomb potential of the
other. The size of the induced secular frequency shifts is also
confirmed by our MD simulations �Fig. 1�d��.

The amplitudes of the resonances in Fig. 3�b� indicate that
�approximately� the number of H3

+ ions exceeds the number
of H2

+ ions by a factor of 2. Using other loading procedures,
e.g., varying the loading time or the partial pressure of the
neutral H2 gas, different relative fractions between the indi-
vidual core constituents were achieved, and thus different
coupling strengths were observed. For crystals with varying
ion fractions in the core, the comparison between experimen-
tal and simulated spectra allows for an estimate of their rela-
tive fractions, even when the individual features are not re-
solved, whereas the total LC and SC ion numbers are
determined by comparison between the CCD images ob-
served and the simulated crystal shapes �9,19,26�.

C. Asymmetry

The axial symmetry of the effective potential is broken
when a static �quadrupole� potential is applied to the trap, so
that the different ion species are displaced from the trap cen-
ter. The displacement is larger for heavier �less tightly
bound� species. In this way one can achieve a configuration
in which lighter SC ion species are located outside the be-
ryllium ion shell ensemble.

Figure 5 shows observed secular frequency spectra �Figs.
5�b� and 5�f�� for different asymmetric mixed-species ion
crystals �Figs. 5�a� and 5�c��. In Figs. 5�d�–5�f�, the results of
MD simulations for the ion crystal in Fig. 5�c� together with
the corresponding simulated secular frequency spectrum are
presented, respectively.

For mixed-species ion crystals with at least three compo-
nents in an asymmetric potential, the secular spectrum at low

FIG. 4. �Color online� Coupling strength as a function of rela-
tive particle fractions. �a�, �b�, �c� Mixed-species ion crystal at three
different times after the start of the secular frequency measurement,
containing different ion numbers and relative particle fractions. The
change of the ion numbers is obvious from the reduction in size of
the crystal core �containing HD+ and D+ ions� with time. Ion spe-
cies numbers obtained from simulations: �a� 1000 Be+, 75 HD+, and
25 D+, �b� 1000 Be+, 20 HD+, and 30 D+, �c� 1000 Be+ and 35 D+.
�d� Repeated secular excitation frequency scans �scan range
400–1100 kHz�. Sweep direction toward higher frequencies. Exci-
tation amplitude 3 V. �e� Series of low-mass motional frequency
spectra, illustrating the change of the strong coupling effect as a
function of relative ion numbers. The measured resonance frequen-
cies for HD+ and D+ ions for three times during the run are also
shown.
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excitation frequencies can be complex. In the absence of
heavier molecular ions, usually embedded outside the Be+

ion shells, the secular frequency for the Be+ ions usually is
split in frequency and shifted to slightly higher frequencies,
due to Coulomb coupling to the large number of light mo-
lecular species embedded in the crystal core �Figs. 5�a� and
5�b��.

In the presence of heavier ions �and of a light core� �see
Figs. 5�c� and 5�f��, the beryllium resonance is also split in
frequency �peaks at 265 and 330 kHz�. Its calculated single-
particle frequency is at 280 kHz. Additional peaks at 190, at
150, at 81, and at 54 kHz are present. These resonances are
caused by heavier contaminants present in the trap: N+ ions
�at 81 and 190 kHz� and N2

+ ions �at 54 and 150 kHz�, again
split in frequency due to the anisotropy of the trap potential.
The calculated single-particle frequencies are at 90 �for N2

+�
and 180 kHz �for N+�.

In addition, we observed experimentally that in the pres-
ence of a heavier or lighter species outside the beryllium
crystal �possible for asymmetric crystals�, and/or in the pres-
ence of a strong cooling light-pressure force on the beryllium
ions �which moves the beryllium ions to one end of the crys-
tal� in an asymmetric trap potential, the radial excitation of
the heavy or light ions in the outer crystal regions can couple
into the z motion of the beryllium. As the outer �heavy or
light� ions are moved radially, the beryllium is displaced
along z, and so its axial motion is excited. A mixed-species
ion crystal and the corresponding motional spectrum illus-
trating this effect are shown in Figs. 6�a� and 6�b�, respec-
tively. In the spectrum, we found that the axial Be+ reso-
nance is split in frequency �due to the trap anisotropy� and
that the radial Be+ resonance is broadened compared to the
unperturbed situation. Furthermore, the axial and radial reso-
nances are centered around slightly larger frequencies com-
pared to the calculated single-particle frequencies. This is
attributed to Coulomb-coupling-induced frequency shifts in
the mixed-species ion crystal. The excitation of the axial

FIG. 5. �Color online� Trap-asymmetry-induced frequency
shifts. �a� Asymmetric Be+ ion crystal containing �3220 Be+,
�250 H2D+, and �250 HD+ ions at �30 mK �dark core�. �b�
High-mass motional spectrum of the crystal in �a�. �c� Asymmetric
Be+ ion crystal, after loading with H2 gas. The crystal contains
�900 Be+, �90 H3

+, �90 H2
+, �50 N+, and �100 N2

+ at 20 mK.
Relative fractions of H2

+ and H3
+ ions are estimated from corre-

sponding secular spectra. �d�, �e� MD simulation of the crystal in
�c�. The view is from the side �d�, same perspective as in �c�, from
the top �e� �in the plane and perpendicular to the plane of observa-
tion of the camera, respectively�, and along the axis of the trap,
inset in �e�. Individual ion species are spatially shifted relative to
each other and relative to the trap center, due to trap potential an-
isotropy. �f� High-mass motional spectrum of the crystal in �c�. �g�
Simulated secular frequency spectrum for the crystal in �d�. Vertical
arrows mark the calculated single-particle frequencies of N2

+

�90 kHz�, N+ �180 kHz�, and Be+ �280 kHz�.

FIG. 6. Excitation of axial trap modes in an asymmetric trap
potential. �a� Asymmetric mixed-species ion crystal containing 700
Be+ and 550 lighter SC ions, D3

+, D2
+, and D+, at �20 mK. Heavier

molecular ions were removed from the trap. �b� High-mass mo-
tional spectrum of the crystal in �a�. Measured resonances are at-
tributed to the excitation of axial �at 63 and 88 kHz� and radial �at
around 285 kHz� Be+ trap modes. The calculated axial �71 kHz�
and radial �280 kHz� single-particle frequencies for Be+ are marked
with arrows.
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resonances is not present if the SC ions are expelled from the
trap or the asymmetry of the trap potential is removed.

In the special case of the spectrum shown in Fig. 5�f� the
Be+ axial resonance �possibly split in frequency� is probably
hidden under the larger features caused by N2

+ and N+ ions.
We expect that a systematic study of the above axial excita-
tion of beryllium trap modes will be necessary for better
characterization of the underlying mechanisms. Note that we
did not observe shifts of the secular frequencies of lighter
molecular ions inside or outside the Be+ crystal for aniso-
tropic trap potentials �i.e., when the symmetry of the trap
potential was broken by suitable static offset potentials�
compared to the isotropic case.

Furthermore, as confirmed by our simulations, a common
mode of oscillation between Be+ and heavier impurity ions,
e.g., N+, could contribute to the resonance at around 150 kHz
in Fig. 5�f�, which in this case is dominated by the N2

+ reso-
nance and which is not observed when such a crystal is sym-
metrized, and/or after removal of the heavier ions from the
trap �see also Figs. 5�a� and 5�b��. After symmetrization of
the trap potential �i.e., placing the dark core containing the
molecular ions in the trap center�, the frequency splitting of
the axial and radial Be+ resonances �z and �r is also absent.

Figures 5�d�–5�f� show results obtained from MD simula-
tions for the crystal in 5�c� together with the corresponding
simulated secular spectrum. As obvious from Figs. 5�d� and
5�e� the ion species are spatially separated, due to the trap
potential anisotropy. The simulated spectrum in Fig. 5�g� is
in reasonable overall agreement with the experimental result
�Fig. 5�f��. However, the detailed positions of the features in
the simulated spectrum deviate from the experimental data.
The individual features identified in Fig. 5�g� are at 285 and
at 320 kHz �Be+ ions�, at 61 and at 232 kHz �N+ ions�, and at
48 and at 188 kHz �N2

+ ions�. The simulations show that the
position and size of the individual features depend strongly
on the ion numbers involved and the size of the electric fields
causing the trap anisotropy. Using the various ion numbers as
fit parameters in the simulations, the agreement between ex-
perimental and theoretical spectra could be improved. Thus,
an accurate experimental determination of the ion numbers,

e.g., by ion extraction and counting, would improve the ac-
curacy of the simulated spectra.

VIII. SUMMARY

In this work, we investigated the motional resonance
spectrum of multispecies ion crystals �up to four species� in
a linear Paul trap, for both isotropic and anisotropic trap
potentials. The coupling between different motional reso-
nances was studied experimentally and theoretically �by MD
simulations�, in order to interpret the complicated trap mode
spectra measured and to reliably identify sympathetically
cooled particle species, even when individual secular reso-
nances cannot be resolved and/or direct �fluorescence� detec-
tion is prevented. We have shown that the simulations are
essential for the interpretation of the experimental spectra,
which are complicated by the fact that the observed reso-
nance frequencies and their coupling are usually determined
by the superposition of several, sometimes opposing, line
shifting effects. In the MD simulations the different fre-
quency shifting effects contributing to the spectra were mod-
eled and their interplay was studied. The simulated spectra
faithfully reproduce the experimental results. Quantitative
agreement can be achieved using the ion numbers in the
simulations as fit parameters, thus allowing for an accurate
determination of relative ion species numbers contained in a
given crystal. We have observed that the spectra become
more complicated as the number of species increases and the
lines broaden as the ion numbers increase. Further studies
should explore the mode spectra of crystals containing five
or more species and the mechanisms leading to the axial
excitation of the beryllium ion modes.
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By measurement of the frequency of a vibrational overtone transition in the

molecular hydrogen ion HD+ , we demonstrate optical spectroscopy of trapped

molecular ions with submegahertz accuracy. The achieved 2 ppb relative accu-

racy is a factor of 150 higher than previous results for HD+ , and the measured

transition frequency agrees well with recent high-accuracy ab initio calcula-

tions, which include high-order quantum electrodynamic effects. The key in-

gredients for achieving this level of accuracy are sympathetic cooling of HD+ to

50 mK via laser-cooled Be+ ions, which substantially reduces Doppler broad-

ening, and spectroscopy at 1395 nm with a diode laser locked to a stable fre-

quency comb. As indicated by an comprehensive analysis of systematic errors,

our method bears potential for achieving considerably higher accuracy, and

may, when combined with slightly improved theoretical calculations, provide

a new method to determine the electron-proton mass ratio with greater accu-

racy.

The molecular hydrogen ion and its isotopomers play a fundamental role in molecular physics
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because of their simple three-body nature, making them a benchmark system for quantum theo-

retical calculations (1). Past precision spectroscopic measurements of molecular hydrogen ions

and theoretical results have been in general agreement at the level of the dominant (of third or-

der in the fine-structure constant α) quantum electrodynamic contributions (2–4). Recently, the

accuracy of ab initio calculations of the energy levels of the molecular hydrogen ion has been

strongly improved (5, 6), and is now approaching the limits set by the uncertainty in the values

of the fundamental constants which enter the calculations. The largest contributor to this type of

uncertainty is the electron-proton mass ratio, me/mp , which is known to within 0.46 ppb (7). If

the uncertainty due to the theoretical formalism becomes smaller than that caused by me/mp ,

the theoretical functional dependence of the energy levels on me/mp may be combined with

results from high-resolution spectroscopy to infer an improved value for me/mp (2). Both

this perspective and the theoretical advances call for improved measurements of the energy

levels of HD+ In view of the recently found indication of a variation of me/mp over ∼ Gyr

timescales (8), which would signify a violation of the Einstein equivalence principle (9), it

is also important to develop high-precision molecular spectroscopic techniques allowing lab-

oratory spectroscopic searches for a present temporal variation of me/mp (10). Molecular

hydrogen ions appear as promising systems because their accurate theoretical description is

possible.

High-accuracy spectroscopy is best implemented using cold and confined particles. This

has been achieved at a very high level with laser-cooled, trapped atomic ions, as exemplified

by single-ion atomic clocks; see, for example, Ref. (11) and references to other work therein.

Molecular ions, however, have not seen such a development, which is primarily due to a lack of

transitions that can be used for laser cooling and for internal-state detection, as required for the

spectroscopy. Several schemes to overcome this limitation have been proposed (12) and, as far

as it concerns cooling, realized (13, 14). Recently, we have demonstrated a complete method
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for molecular ion spectroscopy, which relies on sympathetic cooling of the molecular ions by

storing them with laser-cooled atomic ions. Detection of a laser-induced transition is done

by selective dissociation of the excited molecules and mass-spectroscopic measurement of the

number of remaining molecular ions. Using this method, we previously obtained spectra of the

(v, N) : (4, 1) ← (0, 2) and (4, 3) ← (0, 2) transitions in the X 2Σ+ electronic ground state of

HD+ (15). In this work we describe a precision frequency measurement of the (v, N) : (4, 3) ←
(0, 2) transition, which is, to our knowledge, the most accurate optical frequency measurement

performed on any molecular ion to date. We also present a comprehensive theoretical analysis

of the systematic effects that contribute to the frequency uncertainty.

In the experimental procedure, we load ∼ 2000 Be+ ions and ∼ 150 HD+ ions in a linear rf

trap by in situ electron impact ionization of their neutral counterparts (14). The ions are kept un-

der ultrahigh vacuum conditions to virtually eliminate the effect of collisions with background

gas constituents. The Be+ ions are cooled by a single 313 nm laser beam, leading to the forma-

tion of a so-called ellipsoidal Coulomb crystal, in which the ions have a translational (secular)

temperature of ∼ 50 mK in all three dimensions (Fig. 1). A measure for the number of trapped

HD+ ions is obtained by applying an ac electric field which drives the motion of the HD+ ions.

For a specific mass-dependent frequency, driving takes place resonantly and causes heating

of the entire Coulomb crystal, which manifests itself as a change in the 313 nm fluorescence

emitted by the Be+ ions. Using this mass-spectroscopic detection method, the molecular spec-

troscopy is performed by (1+1’) resonance enhanced multiphoton dissociation (REMPD) of the

HD+ ions as follows: the first photon at 1.4 µm populates the v = 4 level (which is otherwise

unpopulated under the conditions in our apparatus, as spontaneous decay is possible through

the HD+ permanent dipole moment), from which the HD+ ions are selectively dissociated by

an additional 266 nm photon (Fig. 2A). The consequent loss of HD+ ions is interpreted as a

signature of resonance of the first photon. We note that upper-state lifetimes are about 10 ms,
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which would make spectroscopy by infrared fluorescence detection a challenging task. The

laser system used is referenced to a GPS-disciplined hydrogen maser. It is based on a grating-

enhanced diode laser with resonant optical feedback, which combines the good tunability of

regular grating diode lasers with the good short-term stability of diode lasers with resonant op-

tical feedback (16). This laser is frequency-locked to a titanium:sapphire-based, self-referenced

fs-frequency comb, which itself is phase locked to the hydrogen maser. To frequency-lock the

diode laser to the frequency comb we preprocess the beat note signal between diode laser and

comb by a tracking oscillator. We subsequently use a frequency-to-voltage scheme (17) to de-

rive an error signal for the diode laser frequency stabilization from the tracking oscillator output

signal. This locking scheme limits the diode laser frequency inaccuracy to a few kHz over the

6 s duration of one measurement cycle, and to less than 25 kHz on longer time scales (∼ days).

The resolution of the laser system is currently limited to ∼ 300 kHz, which is primarily due to

the short-term instability of the frequency comb.

The spectrum of the (v, N) : (4, 3) ← (0, 2) transition at 1395 nm measured with this

laser system is displayed in Fig. 3. Each data point shown in the graph is the average of seven

individual points, each of which equals the fractional loss of HD+ ions induced by a 6 s pe-

riod of REMPD. The signal due to loss of HD+ by processes other than the REMPD process

(e.g. chemical reactions during collisions with background gas molecules) is independently

measured and eliminated from the data. The spectrum shown in Fig. 3 was taken in three runs

lasting five to eight hours each. Care was taken to reproduce the same conditions (most impor-

tantly the HD+ ion number and temperature (18), the intensities of all lasers involved, and the

magnetic field settings) during each run. The spectrum in Fig. 3 shows two resolved hyperfine

components around the deperturbed frequency, νd, of the (v, N) : (4, 3) ← (0, 2) rovibrational

transition. The value of νd is of interest as it contains the dependence on me/mp . To separate

off the hyperfine contribution to the spectrum, we fit the spectrum to a model line function ob-
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tained using the theoretical effective hyperfine hamiltonian given by Bakalov et al. (19). We

neglect contributions arising from nucleon-rotation interactions, the deuteron quadrupole mo-

ment, and finite-size effects of the proton and deuteron. The omitted terms contribute less than

100 kHz to the hyperfine level energies. A schematic of the hyperfine levels in the upper and

lower rovibrational states, as well as the strongest electric dipole transitions between them, are

shown in Fig. 2B. The theoretical spectrum in the absence of any broadening or micromotion

effects is represented by the stick spectrum in Fig. 3. The model line function includes Doppler

broadening, as well as the sidebands of each line in the spectrum due to excess micromotion

of the HD+ ions at the 14.2 MHz drive frequency of the trap. This micromotion is driven by

electric fields that stem from imperfections in the ion trap design, and has an amplitude of

0.3 µm along the propagation direction of the infrared laser beam. We independently confirmed

the presence of micromotion by performing a time-to-amplitude correlation measurement on

the 313 nm fluorescence (20). As Doppler broadening gives a width of Γ ∼ 20 MHz to each

spectral component, the carrier and sidebands of each feature merge together to yield an overall

broadening to ∼ 40 MHz. Several of the model parameters (νd, a vertical scaling factor, and

Γ) of the spectrum are fitted to all individual data points simultaneously. The fitted spectrum is

indicated by the smooth continuous curve through the data in Fig. 3. A fit to the averaged data

points gives the same result. From the fitted value for the Doppler width, Γ = 20.3(1.4) MHz,

we deduce an HD+ temperature of 53(8) mK, which agrees with results from molecular dynam-

ics simulations of the crystal images observed with a CCD camera (14). The most important

of all fitted parameters, the value for νd, is sensitive to changes in the other parameters of the

model. Uncertainties in parameters of the model line function which are not fitted but de-

termined independently, are translated to an additional uncertainty in νd, yielding a total 1σ

statistical uncertainty of 0.45 MHz. We note that the measurement of the laser frequency does

not contribute significantly to this uncertainty. The fit also indicates that the hyperfine structure
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observed in our experiment agrees with the calculated hyperfine structure at the same level of

uncertainty.

Table 1: Systematic shifts and uncertainties
Origin Shift (MHz) Uncertainty (MHz)

Measurement uncertainty 0 0.45
Hyperfine Hamiltonian 0 0.14
Zeeman effect 0 0.06
ac Stark shiftsa 0 0.017
2nd-order Doppler shifta 0 0.01
Collisional shifta 0 0.001

Final result for νd 214 978 560.6 0.5
Theory (5, 6) 214 978 560.88 0.07

aShift does not contribute significantly
and is set to zero here

Besides the statistical uncertainty, the value of νd has an uncertainty due to systematic shifts.

An overview of systematic shifts and their uncertainties is shown in Table 1. The largest con-

tribution to the inaccuracy comes from the terms which were omitted from the hyperfine hamil-

tonian. The second largest uncertainty stems from the Zeeman effect, which we evaluate as

follows. First, we determine the magnetic field in our ion trap from the spatial intensity distri-

bution of the 313 nm fluorescence, as seen on a camera image of the Be+ ion crystal. From the

behavior of this distribution as a function of the magnetic field vector, which can be controlled

through three mutually perpendicular sets of Helmholtz coils, we retrieve the magnetic field and

its gradient. Next, we theoretically investigate the effect of the measured magnetic field (which

varies between 0 and 1 G over the trap volume) on the observed spectrum using the Zeeman

Hamiltonian given by Hegstrom (21); see methods in the supporting online material. Our anal-

ysis yields a zero Zeeman shift with a statistical uncertainty margin of 60 kHz. This value is
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taken as an upper limit on the uncertainty of the Zeeman shift to νd, and should be compared

with the expected magnitude of rotational Zeeman shifts of νd ∼ gRµn × (1 Gauss) ≈ 500 Hz,

where gR is the g value for the rotation of the molecule, and µn stands for the nuclear magneton.

Other systematic shifts include ac Stark shifts due to the various optical fields at the position

of the ions. The infrared laser itself causes a shift as it probes a multilevel system, consisting

of various transitions at different frequencies which are all addressed by the infrared laser. Tak-

ing three mutually connected levels at a time, we solve the optical Bloch equations to obtain

an upper bound to the shift. The 266 nm dissociation laser and the 313 nm cooling laser also

cause a shift as they couple bound states to the dissociation continuum. We obtain the strength

of the bound-continuum state coupling from the wavelength-dependent dissociation rate given

in Ref. (22), and use Fano theory to estimate the total shift caused by the 266 nm and 313 nm

lasers (23). Both ultraviolet lasers have an intensity corresponding to about 1 mW focused to

a 100 µm spot size at the position of the ions, whereas the infrared laser has 170 µW of power

focused to a 200 µm spot size. We estimate that each of these lasers causes an ac Stark shift

of much less than 10 kHz to νd. Other ac Stark shifts are due to the presence of blackbody

radiation (BBR) and the rf trap potential. To estimate the magnitude of these shifts, we use

the scalar polarizability α(ω) for the levels probed by our laser. α(ω) is found employing the

HD+ rovibrational wavefunctions and the dipole moment function for the X 2Σ+ state obtained

using the ab initio data from Ref. (24). We find that both the BBR shift and the shift by the trap

potential are smaller than 1 kHz. Other small systematic shifts are due to collisions with back-

ground gas constituents and the second-order Doppler effect, for which we take into account

both the trap (secular) motion and the (excessive) micromotion. We estimate that these shifts

affect νd by less than 1 kHz and 10 kHz, respectively.

Our final result for νd is 214 978 560.6(5) MHz. The 2.3 ppb relative uncertainty in our result

represents an improvement over previous spectroscopic results for HD+ by a factor of 150 (3,
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25). Our value agrees well with the most recent theoretical value of 214 978 560.88(7) MHz by

Korobov, who considered relativistic and radiative corrections up to order meα
6 (5,6). Thus, our

value for νd is consistent with the 2002 CODATA recommended value for me/mp , which was

used in the calculations, to within 5 ppb. To obtain this margin, we used the partial derivatives

with respect to me/mp of the energies of the (v, N) : (0, 2) and (4, 3) levels, given in Ref. (10).

The error budget in Table 1 shows that there are no obvious limitations for improvement

of the experimental accuracy by one order of magnitude, other than the statistical uncertainty

and the uncertainty in the hyperfine Hamiltonian. The former is closely related to the width

of the lines which constitute the spectrum. With relatively straightforward modifications to the

apparatus, it will be possible to eliminate the micromotion sidebands. Furthermore, resolution in

the kHz range (and possibly lower) will result if the confinement by the trap is increased so that

Doppler-free spectroscopy in the Lamb-Dicke regime becomes possible, thereby removing the

Doppler broadening (26). In addition, the hyperfine Hamiltonian and the Zeeman effect may be

determined experimentally with sufficient accuracy by rf spin flip spectroscopy in combination

with the REMPD method used here (3). When the experimental accuracy improves by one

order of magnitude, and provided the uncertainty in the theoretical level energies improves by

a factor of two, a competitive new value for me/mp could be inferred already. In addition, the

combined theoretical and experimental results for the HD+ energy levels would establish an

accurate link between the value of me/mp and that of other fundamental constants, such as α

and the proton-deuteron mass ratio. Finally, we point out that the relative accuracy achieved

in the spectroscopy here is considerably better than obtained with methods based on buffer

gas cooled trapped molecular ions (27) and obtained with ion beams, buffer gas cooled by a

supersonic jet (28), where Doppler broadening due to≥ 10 K temperatures limits the resolution

achievable with single-photon spectroscopy. The main ingredients of the method, sympathetic

cooling by laser-cooled ions and a destructive spectroscopic scheme in combination with mass-
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specific detection, lend themselves for extension of this form of high-resolution spectroscopy to

other ionic species such as, for example, the astronomically relevant H+
3 ion (29), and complex

molecules (30). Therefore, it could lead to a vast improvement of the accuracy of spectroscopic

constants for many molecular ions, and give an impetus to developments in molecular theory.
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Fig. 1. Simplified view of the ion trap and related intra-vacuum tools. Three laser beams

(with wavelengths 313 nm, 266 nm and 1395 nm) propagate along the symmetry axis of the

linear rf trap. To load Be+ ions into the trap, the oven is used to create an effusive beam of

neutral beryllium atoms traversing the trap, after which they become ionized in situ by impact

of electrons fired from the electron gun. An imaging lens with large numerical aperture is used

to image 313 nm Be+ fluorescence onto a CCD camera and a photomultiplier tube (not shown).

Laser cooling of Be+ at 313 nm results in the formation of a Coulomb crystal, as shown on the

CCD image of the 313 nm fluorescence (inset). The width of the image corresponds to 2 mm.

A leak valve is used to admit small quantities of neutral HD gas to the trap volume, which

are ionized using the electron gun. The formed HD+ ions are sympathetically cooled via the

Coulomb interaction with the Be+ ions, and accumulate in the center of the Coulomb crystal

(dark core in the CCD image).
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Fig. 2. (A) Potential energy curves and rovibrational wavefunctions for the states involved in

the (1+1’) REMPD scheme (see text). Franck-Condon overlap prevents dissociation of v = 0

population by the 266 nm laser, but ensures efficient dissociation of any population in v′ = 4.

(B) Hyperfine levels of the (v,N) : (0, 2) and (4, 3) rovibrational states. The quantum numbers

refer to the following coupling scheme for the electron spin se, proton spin Ip, deuteron spin Id,

and molecular rotation N: J = S + N, where S = F + Id, and F = se + Ip. The labels for

the quantum number J are not shown. As the 1395 nm radiation does not couple to the various

spins, the strongest transitions can be grouped by their spin configurations, as indicated by the

different colors used in the graph.
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Fig. 3. Spectrum of the (v,N) : (4, 3) ← (0, 2) transition in the X 2Σ+ electronic ground state

of HD+ , obtained by (1+1’) REMPD spectroscopy. The offset frequency in the abscissa label

is our measured result for the deperturbed frequency νd and is accurate to within 0.5 MHz. The

smooth curve in the upper panel represents a fit with a reduced χ2 value of 1.1 of the model line

function to the data. Underneath the data and the fit, the theoretical hyperfine line spectrum,

calculated using the hyperfine hamiltonian given in Ref. (19), is shown. The same color coding

as in Fig. 2 is used to classify the individual hyperfine transitions. For clarity, the data points in

the upper panel are joined by line segments; the lower panel shows the differences between the

individual data points (black dots) and the fitted curve. Each data point is an average of seven

individual measurements of the fractional loss of trapped HD+ ions induced by a 6 s period of

REMPD. Frequency error bars are not shown as they are smaller than the dots representing the

data points.
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Supporting Online Material

Methods

The Zeeman effect of the (v,N) : (4, 3) ← (0, 2) transition is expected to have a marginal

(sub-kilohertz) effect on the deperturbed transition frequency νd, since this depends on the small

rotational magnetic moment of the molecule. However, the presence of the electron spin, having

a magnetic moment which is three orders of magnitude larger, may have a visible effect on the

shape of the hyperfine spectrum and therefore affect the model line function. To find an upper

limit on the magnitude of the Zeeman shift, we theoretically investigated the Zeeman effect

on the spectrum as follows. We add the Zeeman Hamiltonian given by Hegstrom (1) to the

effective hyperfine Hamiltonian. The resulting Hamiltonian is diagonalized, and the eigenstates

are used in the calculation of line strengths. This procedure gives us the model line function as a

function of the magnetic field. We take into account the magnetic field orientation as measured

in our apparatus, but assume a homogenous field value of 1 G. The polarization state of the

infrared laser has equal amounts of σ+ and σ− polarization; however, to find an upper limit we

assume σ+ transitions only. With these assumptions, we use the model line function to simulate

a total of 100 spectra. To each spectrum, we add random random noise similar to that in our

experimental spectrum, and fit the zero-field model line function as done for the experimental

spectrum. For each spectrum i, this gives a theoretical value νd,B(i), and the average over all

spectra is written νd,B. Another set of 100 spectra is generated in a similar way, but for a zero

magnetic field. Fitting all spectra from this set again with the zero-field line model function,

we obtain an average value νd,0. We find no significant frequency difference between νd,0 and

νd,B, within a statistical uncertainty margin of 60 kHz. We note that the presence of a magnetic

field gradient in our apparatus (causing the field to vary roughly between 0 and 1 G over the

trap volume) would require a complicated model line function to be fitted to the experimental
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spectrum directly, which we circumvent by the upper-limit estimation above.

1. R. A. Hegstrom, Phys. Rev. A 19, 17 (1979).
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Molecular dynamics simulations of cold multi-species ion ensembles
in a linear Paul trap

C. B. Zhang, D. Offenberg, B. Roth, M. A. Wilson, S. Schiller
Institut für Experimentalphysik, Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf, 40225 Düsseldorf, Germany

The properties of cold multi-species ion plasmas with large (> 200) ion numbers are modelled in
detail using molecular dynamics simulations. The implementation of heating effects is discussed. We
describe how to extract temperatures and ion numbers of laser-cooled and sympathetically cooled ion
species from experimental CCD images. A method to identify trapped ion species non-destructively
by the excitation of their oscillation modes is presented. The sympathetic cooling process and effects
of the rf micromotion are analyzed.

I. Introduction

Sympathetic cooling by laser-cooled atomic ions has
been established as a powerful method to produce a vast
variety of trapped, cold (¿1 K) atomic and molecular
species [1–4]. These samples with temperatures from tens
of mK to sub-mK are well suited for studies of chemi-
cal reactions [5–8] and spectroscopy [9], including high-
resolution spectroscopy [10, 11].

In order to understand and characterize such cold ion
plasmas, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were car-
ried out [12, 13]. Simulations can be performed for ion
clusters containing several ion species with ion numbers
from a single ion up to several thousand ions. In previous
studies of one-component (species) plasmas the particle
arrangement [14], the ion crystal structure [15], and rf
heating [16] were investigated, in order to understand
the basic properties of the systems. Simulations of sym-
pathetically cooled multi-species ion ensembles include,
for example, studies of the ion mass range which can
be sympathetically cooled [17], or interactions between a
few highly charged ions and large numbers of laser-cooled
atomic ions [18]. However, this kind of studies are still
rare and specialized. There is need for simulations closer
to the experiments to better understand the interaction
of different ion species, to predict the time dependent
behaviors of the trapped ions, and to assist in the in-
terpretation of new results. Conversely, the simulation
models can also be verified and improved by comparing
their results with experimental data.

In our experiments with sympathetically cooled ions in
linear Paul traps, the time evolution of the laser-cooled
ions’ fluorescence offers a possibility to analyze the prop-
erties of the trapped ion ensembles. A resonant excita-
tion of ion oscillations, for example, leads to changes in
the fluorescence and can be used for non-destructive mass
spectrometry of the confined ions [19]. If the temperature
of the laser cooled ion ensemble is low enough, structured
ensembles form [20], denoted as Coulomb or ion crystals,
which can be imaged by a CCD camera. Fig. 1 shows a
CCD image of a 9Be+ ion crystal taken perpendicularly
to the trap axis [7]. From the crystal’s shape and struc-
ture properties such as ion numbers and temperatures
can be deduced by comparison with simulated images.

In this article, we present our simulation model for
cold multi-species ion crystals. The implementation of
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FIG. 1: CCD image of a typical laser-cooled 9Be+ ion crystal
in a linear Paul trap. The cooling laser propagates to the
right, the crystal is at ≈ 6 mK and consists of (435±10) 9Be+

and 7 H+
2 ions.

heating effects and laser cooling is discussed in detail.
We introduce our method to extract ion numbers and
temperatures of laser-cooled and sympathetically cooled
ions from CCD images of ion crystals via simulations.
The process of sympathetic cooling as well as the effects
of rf micromotion are studied. We also simulate aspects
of secular excitation of ions for the purpose of species
identification.

II. The simulation model

A. Equations of motion and forces

Our simulations of multi-species ion crystals in linear
Paul traps are based on solving Newton’s equations of
motion for all laser-cooled and sympathetically cooled
ions

mir̈ = Fi(r1, . . . rNLC+NSC
, v1, . . . vNLC+NSC

, t)

= Ftrap
i + FCoulomb

i + Fstochastic
i + Flaser

i (1)

where i = 1, . . . , NLC + NSC (NLC and NSC are the
numbers of laser-cooled and sympathetically cooled ions,
respectively). Masses, positions and velocities are mi, ri

and vi. Fi(r1, . . . rNLC+NSC
, v1, . . . vNLC+NSC

, t) is the
total force acting on the ion i, which depends on the po-
sitions and velocities of all other ions, and the time t.
There are several contributions to this force: the conser-
vative trap potential force Ftrap

i , the Coulomb interac-
tion force due to all other ions FCoulomb

i , the stochastic
force Fstochastic

i [21] resulting from the random interac-
tions of ions with surroundings such as collisions with
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residual gas, scattered light, electric field noise, rf heat-
ing, and the laser cooling force Flaser

i , which acts on the
laser-cooled ions only.

The linear trap provides a rf oscillating saddle-shaped
potential which confines the ions in the radial plane (x-
y) with voltage amplitude V0 and angular frequency Ω,
while the ions in the axial (z) direction are confined by
a dc trapping field Vec. Near the center of the trap, the
trap potential is described by [22]

V (x, y, z, t) =
2V0

r2
0

(
x2 − y2

)
cos (Ωt)

+
κVec

2z2
0

(
2z2 − x2 − y2

)
, (2)

where r0 and z0 are the radial and axial dimensions of the
trap. In this potential ions perform a dominant motion of
low frequency (secular motion) with a superimposed fast
jitter motion (micromotion) of small amplitude. Their
time-averaged motion is the secular motion which can be
described as a motion in the harmonic pseudopotential
well

ψ(x, y, z) =
eV 2

0

mΩ2r4
0

(x2 + y2) +
κVec

2z2
0

(
2z2 − x2 − y2

)
,

(3)
with secular frequencies in radial (x, y) and axial direc-
tions:

ωr := ωx = ωy =

√
Q

m

(
qV0

4r2
0

− κVec

z2
0

)
, ωz =

√
Q

m

2κVec

z2
0

.

(4)
Here, q ≡ 2QV0/mr2

0Ω
2 and Q is the ion charge. A

necessary condition for stable trapping of non-interacting
ions is q < 0.908.

The Coulomb force FCoulomb
i is the repulsive force from

all other ions confined in the trap, and has the form

FCoulomb
i =

QiQj

4πε0
5

N∑

j=1,j 6=i

rij

rij
, (5)

where rij and rij are the distance and the unit vector be-
tween ion i and ion j, respectively. ε0 is the permittivity
of free space.

In our work, Newton’s equations of motion for the
trapped ions are numerically solved using the leapfrog
algorithm. If the simulations are performed in the pseu-
dopotential approximation (Ftrap

i = −Qi∇ψ), the inte-
gration time step ∆t can be much longer and the comput-
ing time is much shorter compared to the case when mi-
cromotion is considered (where Ftrap

i = −Qi∇V ). The
specific time steps used for simulations depend on the
rf frequency Ω of the considered ion trap. We oper-
ate two traps – one for experiments with laser-cooled
138Ba+ ions (Ω = 2π(2.5 MHz)), another for 9Be+ ions
(Ω = 2π(14.2 MHz)). For simulations of ion crystals
in the barium trap the time steps typically are 2 or 10
ns when micromotion is included, and 400 or 500 ns in

the pseudopotential case. For the beryllium trap, the
time steps have to be shorter, 1 ns and 50 ns for the
micromotion and the pseudopotential cases, respectively.
Typical simulated time intervals are in the order of milli-
seconds, leading to computing times up to weeks for the
largest systems (3000 particles). Note that the comput-
ing time scales approximately as N2

tot, since the calcula-
tion of FCoulomb

i is the most time-consuming part of the
simulation.

Our simulation program ”SOSC” (Simulation Of
Sympathetic Cooling) is implemented in Delphi, runs on
ordinary Windows PCs and comes with a graphical user
interface.

B. Heating effects

In order to characterize the temperature of an ion crys-
tal one has to distinguish between the energy contribu-
tions of the micromotion and the secular motion. The
secular energy, where the micromotion oscillation is av-
eraged out, can be taken as an indication of the tempera-
ture of the ion crystal, since it arises from the disordered
motion of the interacting ions in the time-averaged trap
potential. In contrast, the micromotion contribution to
the total energy arises from a driven motion, which is
limited to the radial direction in the linear ion traps con-
sidered here.

Fig. 2 shows the root-mean-square (RMS) and the
rf period-averaged velocity distributions in axial (vz)
and radial (vx or vy) directions for an ion ensem-
ble where micromotion was included in the simulation.
The period-averaged velocities show a Gaussian distri-
bution corresponding to that of a gas in thermal equi-
librium, and the variances of the axial and radial ve-
locities are equal. Thus a unique secular tempera-
ture of an ion ensemble can be introduced as Tsec =
(NkB)−1

∑
i mJ−1〈(∑j vixj)2 +(

∑
j viyj)2〉 (j and J are

the time step number and the number of time steps
in one rf period, respectively, 〈. . .〉 denotes an aver-
age over many rf periods). The micromotion ”temper-
ature” is defined via the total kinetic energy as Tmicro =
(NkB)−1〈∑i mJ−1

∑
j(v

2
ixj + v2

iyj)〉.
If the ion ensemble is not aligned in a string along the

trap axis (where the micromotion would be zero) and for
secular temperatures in the mK regime, the micromo-
tion temperature is several orders of magnitude higher
than the secular temperature (Fig. 2(b)). The micromo-
tion leads to rf heating - an ion-ion interaction during
which micromotion energy is transferred to secular en-
ergy [16, 23–25]. Fig. 3 shows how the secular tempera-
ture of an ion ensemble rises due to rf heating only. In
this simulation, where micromotion is included, an en-
semble of 1250 138Ba+ ions was set to 600 mK, then all
cooling and heating sources were switched off and the
ensemble was left evolving. As rf heating rises with tem-
perature [16], the temperature increase is slow in the be-
ginning with a rf heating rate dTsec/dt ≈ kB(2.93 K/s)
at 600 mK, and much faster at higher temperatures with
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FIG. 2: Velocity distributions for an ion ensemble containing
1250 138Ba+ ions at ≈ 13 mK. The rf averaged and RMS
velocity distributions are shown for (a) the axial and (b) a
radial directions. The simulation included micromotion.

a rate of ≈ kB(39.29 K/s) at 10 K. In our experiments,
the ion ensembles are generally in the crystal state at
temperatures from 5 to 100 mK with small q parameters
and low ion numbers (less than 3000 ions). Under these
conditions, rf heating is almost negligible (¿ kB(1 K/s)).

However, trap imperfections as a result of rf phase
shifts or stray fields can lead to an increased rf heat-
ing [23]. To obtain an upper limit of this effect, we
implemented an additional rf phase shift of 0.1 rad be-
tween neighboring electrodes and a DC offset of 5 V in
x-direction applied to the central electrodes in our simu-
lations. An ensemble of 1250 138Ba+ions was set to 36.5
mK, and then let evolve with cooling and heating sources
switched off. As Fig. 4 shows, the rf heating is very low
(≈ 0.00234 K/s) in this typical temperature regime, even
in the case of a strongly imperfect trap.

Another heating source which can be substantial also
at low temperatures is due to residual gas collisions. For
example, in a background gas of N2 at 300 K and a pres-
sure of 1× 10−9 mbar the average 138Ba+-N2 elastic col-
lision rate is γelastic ≈ 0.017 s−1 [26]. In each collision
the average energy transfer is ≈ kB (128 K), leading to
a heating rate hcoll = kB(2.2 K/s), which increases lin-
early with the residual gas pressure (as discussed below,
see Eq. (10, 11)).

FIG. 3: Rf heating. After the laser cooling is switched off (at
t = 0) the secular energy of an ion ensemble (1250 138Ba+ions,
q = 0.119) rises quickly from ≈ 600 mK to ≈ 17 K in about
0.2 s only due to rf heating.

FIG. 4: Rf heating in an imperfect trap. The simulation
includes an additional rf phase shift of 0.1 rad between neigh-
boring electrodes and a DC offset of 5 V in x-direction applied
to the central electrodes. The plot shows the temperature of
an ion ensemble (1250 138Ba+ions, q = 0.083) in absence of
laser cooling and other heating. A linear fit (open circles)
yields a heating rate of ≈ 0.00234 K/s.

This collision heating effect can be modelled by giving
each ion a velocity kick at each integration step with a
fixed magnitude in a random direction. It is described
by the function

wk(t) = vi,0vk,0(t). (6)

Here, vi,0 is a constant velocity kick magnitude that in
general may differ from species to species, vk,0(t) is a unit
vector whose direction is chosen randomly for each ion at
each integration step. The average change in kinetic en-
ergy per ion for a particular species from one integration
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step (duration ∆t) to the next is

〈∆Ei〉 =
mi

2
(〈v2

k(t + ∆t)〉 − 〈v2
k(t)〉)

=
mi

2
〈2vk(t)wk(t) + w2

k(t)〉 =
mi

2
〈w2

k(t)〉, (7)

since the ion velocities and the velocity kicks are uncor-
related. The kinetic energy increase rate per ion (heating
rate) is therefore

hi =
〈∆Ei〉

∆t
=

1
2
miv

2
i,0/∆t. (8)

In another way, at each integration step we choose ran-
domly Ni,kick ions of each species and give them random
velocity kicks. Then, the heating rate is

hi =
1
2
mi

Ni,kick

Ni,total
ṽ2

i,0/∆t. (9)

Here, Ni,total is the total ion number of ions of species i,
and ṽi,0 are vi,0 determined by requiring hi to be equal
to hcoll.

Thus, a given heating rate can be implemented in two
ways - by frequent kicks with low velocity kick amplitudes
vi,0 or by rare ones with high amplitudes. Considering
the case of an ion colliding with a residual gas atom or
molecule, the velocity magnitude change can be bigger
than 100 m/s. This is so strong that the ion leaves the ion
crystal and moves in the whole trap volume. Each time
the ion passes through the ion cluster, it transfers some
energy to it, with the energy loss rate being the lower,
the faster the ion is [18]. Fig. 5 shows the kinetic energy
of an ion ensemble of 1249 barium ions and a single ion
after the latter has suffered a head-on collision with a
helium atom of 3

2kB(300 K) kinetic energy. The colliding
barium ion suddenly gains a large velocity (76.8 m/s)
and starts to oscillate in the trap. Its kinetic energy is
periodically transformed into potential energy and back,
and gradually leaks to other ions until the whole ensemble
reaches an equilibrium state. For a typical crystal, as
considered here, the thermalization time is τ ≈ 0.2 ms.

The collision heating of an ensemble of N ions will be
essentially continuous if the time between two collisions
in the whole ensemble, Nγelastic, is smaller than the ther-
malization time τ , i.e. for ion numbers N > 1/(γelasticτ).
For a typical value of γelastic = 0.02 s−1, this condition
is fulfilled for N > 250000 ions. Thus, much smaller en-
sembles can appear significantly colder in a single CCD
image than the actual time-averaged temperature, if the
CCD exposure time is less than 1/(Nγelastic). With a
typical exposure time of 2 s this is the case for N < 25
ions. Indeed, our experience is that small clusters show a
lower temperature (as found from the CCD images) than
larger ones.

Ion ensembles considered here are usually large (N >
2000) and the CCD camera exposure times are long
enough, so that collision heating due to the relatively rare
collision events can be implemented by a more continu-
ous heating in the simulations. Choosing more frequent

FIG. 5: Ion-neutral head-on collision. After its collision with
a neutral helium atom a barium ion gradually transfers its
gained kinetic energy (left scale) to the whole ion ensemble,
whereupon the potential and the kinetic energy per ion (right
scale) increase.

velocity kicks with appropriately low velocity kick mag-
nitudes, computing time can be saved because equilib-
rium states are reached much faster (within a few ms).
Fig. 6 illustrates that one specific heating rate can be
realized with different parameter sets, according to Eq.
(9). Here, an ensemble of 1250 barium ions was set to
0 K and then let evolve without any cooling and with a
heating rate h = kB(11.95 K/s). In the first case all ions
were kicked after each time step (∆t = 500 ns) with kick
magnitude v0 = 2.68× 10−2 m/s and in the second case
just one ion (Ni,kick = 1) was kicked every time step with
an adequately higher magnitude of ṽ0 = 0.949 m/s. As
expected, in both cases the increase of the kinetic energy
per ion is the same.

The heating rate used in Fig. 6 obviously does not lead
to a linear increase of the kinetic energy per ion, as ex-
pected from Eq. (8). This is due to the fact, that the
definition considers an equilibrium state of heating and
cooling effects, whereas Fig. 6 shows a dynamic process
with heating only. Here, the rising temperature leads to
an increase of the ion ensemble’s volume whereupon the
potential energy of the ensemble increases non-linearly.
Due to energy conservation it is the total energy of the
ensemble which increases linearly with time when apply-
ing a certain heating rate. Both, the kinetic energy and
the potential energy increase non-linearly. This is shown
in Fig. 7 for an ensemble of 1250 barium ions heated
with h = kB(11.95 K/s) without any cooling. The black
(middle) curve shows the nonlinear change of the kinetic
energy, and the red (lower) curve the one of the potential
energy. Here, the ground potential energy (the mutual
Coulomb-energy of the ions at zero temperature and the
trap potential energy), kB(70.75 K), was set as refer-
ence energy. The green (upper) curve is the total energy
change due to the velocity kicks. It is linear with a slope
of kB(11.6 K/s), which agrees well with the applied heat-
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FIG. 6: Heating with velocity kicks. A specific heating
rate was realized with different velocity kick frequencies
Ni,kick/(Ni,total∆t) by adjusting kick magnitudes accordingly
(circle and square curve). The crosses show the heating with
micromotion (see Section III.G).

FIG. 7: (color online) Energy distribution. The total en-
ergy per ion (green, upper curve) increases linearly according
to the implemented heating rate in the velocity kick model.
However, the kinetic (black, middle curve) and the potential
(red, lower curve) energy grow non-linearly due to a growth
of the ion ensemble’s volume.

ing rate h.
The validity of the kick model can also be verified ex-

perimentally by comparing theoretical collision heating
rates with those extracted from experimental data via
simulations. At low temperatures (T < 300 K) the most
important ion-neutral interaction arises from an induced
dipole attraction which has a potential ϕ = −αe2/2r4

[26]. Here α is the polarizability of the neutral atom or
molecule, e the electron charge, and r the radial separa-
tion. Using classical collision theory one can derive an

FIG. 8: Collision heating. The black curve shows the theoret-
ical collision heating rates for collisions of 138Ba+ ions and N2

molecules. They well agree with the heating rates extracted
from the experiment via simulations (dots).

expression for the ion-neutral collision heating rate as

hcollision = 3nn
2.21π

mn + mc

√
αµe2

4πε0
kB(Tn − Tc), (10)

and the average elastic collision rate

γelastic = 2.21πnn

√
αe2

4πε0µ
, (11)

where nn is the particle density of the neutral gas, mn

(mc) and Tn (Tc) are the masses and temperatures of the
neutrals (charged particles), µ = mnmc/(mn+mc) is the
reduced mass and 2.21 is the numerical value of a certain
Fresnel integral [27]. Experimentally, CCD images of an
ensemble of 138Ba+ ions at different N2 pressures were
taken. Assuming a realistic cooling rate β = 2 × 10−22

kg/s (see Section II.C), we obtained the heating rate at
each pressure from simulations by adjusting the heat-
ing rate to a value which yields the best agreement of
simulated and experimental image. Fig. 8 shows the col-
lision heating rate (black, circle curve) for 138Ba+ ions
and N2 molecules, rising linearly with the N2 pressure.
The experimental values agree well with these theoretical
heating rates.

However, higher heating rates are required to re-
produce the experimental images at low pressures.
Apparently there are other heating sources besides
rf and collision heating, such as scattered light and
electric field noise acting on the trapped ions. As we
cannot quantify them, they are not implemented in our
simulations directly, but their effect can be included
in the velocity kick model as a pressure-independent
contribution to v0.
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C. Cooling model

As laser cooling force Flaser
i we consider a linear vis-

cous damping force plus a constant light pressure force

Flaser
i = −βṙi + Flight. (12)

The light pressure force Flight pushes the laser cooled
ion ensemble in the laser beam direction and gives a spa-
tial offset from the potential well center. The cooling
force reduces the velocity magnitude of the laser cooled
ions, so the kinetic energy change rate per ion is

∆Ei =
1
2
miv

2
i (t + ∆t)− 1

2
miv

2
i (t)

=
1
2
mi

(
1− β∆t

mi

)2

v2
i (t)− 1

2
miv

2
i (t)

=
1
2
miv

2
i (t)

((
β∆t

mi

)2

− 2
β∆t

mi

)
. (13)

Because the friction coefficient β is very small (βmax ≈
π2~/λ2 ≈ 4× 10−21 kg/s for transitions at optical wave-
lengths λ [17]), the first term in the parenthesis can be
neglected. Thus, the kinetic energy decrease rate per ion
(”cooling rate”) is

ci =
〈∆Ei〉

∆t
= − 2β

mi
〈1
2
miv

2
i (t)〉 = − 2β

mi
〈Ei〉. (14)

The temperature of the ion species j, Tj , is obtained from
3
2kBTj = 〈Ej〉, where 〈Ej〉 is the time- and ensemble-
averaged kinetic energy. The temperature decrease rate
of an ion ensemble j is

dTj

dt
= − 2β

mj
Tj (15)

This holds when the cooling is along all three spatial
directions simultaneously. If the ion ensemble is cooled
by only one laser beam along the axial direction z, then in
Eq. (14) vi is vi,z, and Ei is Ei,z. Thus, the temperature
reduction rate should be divided by 3 to get

dTj

dt
= −2

3
β

mj
Tj . (16)

Indeed, cooling with only one laser beam is sufficient
to reduce the secular motion of the ions in all dimensions,
because their mutual Coulomb interaction leads to a fast
thermalization. This is also conventionally implemented
in experiments. Fig. 9 shows an ensemble of 1250 barium
ions cooled with a friction coefficient β = 2× 10−22 kg/s
along the axial direction without applying any heating.
The secular kinetic energy per ion in radial (x or y) and
axial (z) direction decreases by two orders of magnitude
within less than 10 ms. As the radial secular motion is
reduced indirectly, its decrease is slightly slower than
that of the axial secular motion which is most obvious
in the mK regime.

FIG. 9: (color online) Simulation of viscous cooling of an
ion ensemble. 1250 barium ions are cooled by only one laser
beam along the trap axis (β = 2 × 10−22 kg/s, no heating
applied). The secular kinetic energy is effectively reduced in
all dimensions.

D. Simulation of CCD images

When taking CCD images of laser-cooled ion ensembles
our typical exposure times are in the order of 0.5 to 2
s. During that time the ions’ trajectories span several
meters due to their residual secular kinetic energy (see
Fig. 10). As a result, the images appear blurred and can
be considered as probability density plots, rather than
images of individual particles.

To reproduce these CCD images by simulations, the
positions of all ions for every time step of the simulation
are projected to a plane perpendicular to the desired line
of sight. (In our setups, the line of sight is radial, i.e.
perpendicular to the z-axis and at 45◦ to the x- and y-
axis.) A density plot of this plane corresponds to a CCD
image observed.

A completely realistic simulation of the CCD images
would require simulation times as long as the exposure
times and a more accurate implementation of the ions’
collisions with the background gas, i.e. rare and strong
collisions (compare Section II.B), leading to long comput-
ing times. With our more continuous velocity kick model
equilibrium states are reached after simulation times of
a few ms and the experimental CCD images can be re-
produced with good agreement. The reason for this are
the CCD exposure time, which is much longer than the
thermalization time, and the inter-site diffusion time for
the temperatures considered here.

In contrast to the experiment, simulations can also
visualize ions which are not laser-cooled and therefore
do not fluoresce. Fig. 11 shows a multi-species ion
crystal [4] consisting of 830 laser-cooled 138Ba+ ions,
420 singly charged barium isotopes (m = 137 amu),
and 200 singly protonated AlexaFluor350 molecules
(m = 410 amu). Because the radial confinement for
ions with a higher mass-to-charge ratio is weaker, the
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FIG. 10: (color online) Diffusion in an ion crystal. In this
axial view of an ion crystal at 6 mK the trajectory of a single
ion is shown in green. During the exposure time of 5 ms the
ion diffuses through the whole ensemble.

heavier 410AF+ ions are located around the 138Ba+ ions,
as shown in the axial view on the right-hand side of
Fig. 11. The lighter barium isotope ions would arrange
inside the 138Ba+ crystal and form a core (see Fig. 16
for the much lighter CO2

+ ions), but as the mass
difference is small and the light pressure pushes the
138Ba+ ions to the left, they arrange on the right side of
the crystal and only slightly leak into the 138Ba+ crystal.

III. Applications

A. Sympathetic heating and cooling

If other ion species are confined in the trap simultane-
ously with laser cooled ions, they can be sympathetically
(indirectly) heated or cooled via their mutual long range
Coulomb interaction.

To quantify this interaction, Fig. 12 shows a step-
by-step simulation of the multi-species ion ensemble
from Fig. 11. Initially, all species were set to a (secular)
temperature of 0 K and in the spatial configuration
of the lowest potential energy. Then a heating rate of
h138Ba = kB(11.55 K/s) is applied to the 138Ba+ ions.
Their temperature increases (black curve), and due to
the sympathetic interaction the temperatures of the
other two ion species increase as well. Because the
mass-to-charge ratio of the barium isotope ions is very
close to that of the 138Ba+ ions, these two species couple
very well and the energy transfer efficiency is high.
Thus, the temperature of the barium isotope ions (red

curve) closely follows that of the 138Ba+ ions. However,
for the 410AF+ ions the coupling to the 138Ba+ ions is
lower due to their larger radial separation caused by
their higher mass-to-charge ratio difference. So, their
temperature increase is weaker (green curve). After
40 ms the laser cooling is switched on with a friction
coefficient β = 2 × 10−22 kg/s. As the cooling of the
138Ba+ ions is higher than the heating h138Ba, their
temperature starts to decrease. When their temperature
gets lower than that of the other species, these start to
be cooled sympathetically until all species reach an equi-
librium state with nearly equal temperatures. Finally
(at t = 100 ms), realistic conditions are established by
switching on the heating for the barium isotopes and
the 410AF+ ions (with heating rates of kB(11.47 K/s)
and kB(25.14 K/s), respectively). Their temperatures
increase above the 138Ba+ temperature, which in turn
causes a sympathetic heating of the 138Ba+ ions. Fi-
nally, the whole ensemble reaches an equilibrium state
with stable, but species-dependent temperatures, i.e.
temperature gradients are present.

B. Temperature determination of laser-cooled
ions

Shape and structure of an ion crystal are determined
by the trap potentials applied, the number of ions, the
ion species, the light pressure force, and the tempera-
tures. Ion numbers and temperatures can be obtained
from comparison of experimental and simulated images
of the ion crystals.

Firstly, the number of the trapped ions are determined.
For ion crystals consisting of laser-cooled ions only the
procedure is as follows: As the magnification of the imag-
ing system is known, one just needs to adjust the number
of ions until the simulated crystal has the same dimen-
sions as the observed one. Here (mK regime), the volume
of the crystal is not significantly influenced by the tem-
perature of the ions. Therefore, the ion number can be
fit without considering the temperature.

For ion crystals containing sympathetically cooled ion
species in addition, the determination of ion numbers is
more complicated. Ions with higher mass-to-charge ra-
tios arrange around the laser-cooled ion ensemble and
therefore modify its shape. If the species is known and
the mass-to-charge ratio is still close to that of the laser-
cooled ions, one can find its number by reproducing the
observed deformation. However, for a species with a
much higher mass-to-charge ratio, the deformation in-
duced is not sufficient (see Fig. 11 and 16) and the ion
numbers can only be determined destructively by extrac-
tion from the trap and counting [4]. As ions with a lower
mass-to-charge ratio are located inside the laser-cooled
ensemble and form a core, their number can be deter-
mined much easier from the size of the core.

In both cases it is essential to consider the light pres-
sure force which shifts the laser-cooled ions out of the
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FIG. 11: (color online) Spatial structure of a multi-species ion crystal. The ion crystal consists of 830 laser-cooled 138Ba+ ions
(blue), 420 singly charged barium isotopes (red), and 200 protonated AlexaFluor350 molecules (blue). The left image is a radial
view, the right an axial view.

FIG. 12: (color online) Sympathetic heating and cooling in a
multi-species ion ensemble. The ion composition is the same
as in Fig. 11. After all species were set to a temperature of 0
K, heating is implemented for the 138Ba+ ions only at t = 0 s,
the other ions are sympathetically heated. At t = 0.04 s the
laser cooling is added, and the 138Ba+ temperature decreases.
The 138Ba+ ions now sympathetically cool the other ions. Fi-
nally at t = 0.1 s, heating is implemented for the barium
isotopes and the 410AF+ ions, which increases the tempera-
tures of all species until they reach the equilibrium state.

trap center and causes strong asymmetries. For exam-
ple, the beryllium ion crystal shown in Fig. 1 contains
H+

2 ions that are located on the left side of the crystal,
the beryllium ions are shifted to the right. To determine
the ion numbers in this crystal we simulated crystals with
different ion numbers and compared them with the exper-
imental CCD image (see Fig. 13). The best fit is achieved
for 435±10 9Be+ and 7 H+

2 ions, when a light pressure
force of 8× 10−21 N is assumed.

In order to determine the temperature of the laser-
cooled ions, a series of ion crystals at different temper-
atures is simulated and visually compared with the ex-
perimental CCD image. Due to scattered light and the
limited resolution of our imaging system the experimen-
tal CCD images look blurred. Thus, the crystals appear
warmer than they actually are. There are, however, de-
tails in the crystal structure, which are used to find the
closest temperature. In Fig. 14, for example, the exper-

Experiment

435 Be
+

425 Be
+

445 Be
+

FIG. 13: Determination of ion numbers. The experimental
image of a beryllium ion crystal is compared with simulated
images with different ion numbers. The best fit is achieved
for a number of 435 9Be+ ions.

imental image of a beryllium crystal (lowermost image)
shows two concentric ellipsoidal shells with a string in
the middle. The string displays discrete spots which are,
comparing with the simulated images above, only visible
for temperatures lower than 8 mK. But, these spots are
not as distinct as in the simulated image at 5 mK. Thus,
the best fit is achieved for a temperature of 6 mK.

Note, that these discrete spots do not correspond
to single ions. Due to their residual secular kinetic
energy the ions move around equilibrium positions, can
jump to other positions and can even diffuse through
the whole crystal. A spot in simulated or experimental
CCD images shows a high probability density for ions
at a certain location during the exposure time. In
contrast to the experiment, in the simulations one can
image ion crystals from any direction and with arbitrary
magnification. Even specific sites of the crystals can be
studied in detail. For example, Fig. 15(a) shows the
spatial radial distribution of the spot at the right end
of the beryllium crystal shown in Fig. 1. The spatial
distribution has a Gaussian shape and a full width at
half maximum of 6 µm. Fig. 15(b) shows the spatial
distribution of the neighboring two spots. They cannot
be ascribed to two ions, but to three ions which move
on a circle in the x-y-plane.
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Experiment

Simulations

FIG. 14: Temperature determination of laser-cooled ions. A
series of simulated ion crystals at different temperatures is
compared to the experimental CCD image (bottom, same as
Fig. 1). The best agreement is achieved for a temperature of
about 6 mK.

C. Temperature determination of
sympathetically cooled ions

The temperature of sympathetically cooled ions can-
not be determined as described above, because they do
not fluoresce and are therefore invisible to the CCD cam-
era. In order to find their temperature, two CCD images
are required. One is taken when the laser-cooled and
the sympathetically cooled ions are trapped together, the
other is taken when there are only the laser-cooled ions,
i. e. before loading or after extracting the sympatheti-
cally cooled ions. The temperature of both ion ensembles
is different, as the heating rate hsc of the sympatheti-
cally cooled ions acts as an additional heating source.
By simulating the CCD image of the pure laser-cooled
ion ensemble its heating rate hlc is found. In the simu-
lation of the whole ensemble hlc is kept constant for the
laser-cooled species. Then, the heating rate for the sym-
pathetically cooled species is varied in order to heat the
laser-cooled ion ensemble to the observed temperature.
When the right parameters are found, the temperature
of the sympathetically cooled ions can be obtained from
the simulation data (an example is shown in [4]).

In principle, a specific temperature of a laser-cooled
ion ensemble can be achieved with a continuous set of
pairs of appropriate laser-cooling and heating rates. The
simulated temperature of the sympathetically cooled ion
ensemble strongly depends on the implemented laser-
cooling rate. When a higher laser-cooling rate is applied,

a

b

FIG. 15: Time-averaged ion trajectories. Probability density
of the right end spot (a) and of the two neighboring spots (b)
of the beryllium crystal in Fig. 1 (Tsec = 6 mK). The view is
in axial direction, the simulation time is 200000 time steps of
50 ns.

the heating rates for all involved species need to be in-
creased in order to keep the temperature of the laser-
cooled ion ensemble constant. However, this leads to a
higher temperature of the sympathetically cooled ions
as illustrated in the following example: Fig. 16 shows
a four-species ion crystal consisting of 700 laser-cooled
barium ions (blue, 138 amu), 300 barium isotope ions
(red, 137 amu), 100 CO+

2 ions (pink, 44 amu), and 200
singly protonated glycyrrhetinic acid molecules (denoted
as GA+, green, 470 amu). In case (a), the friction co-
efficient β is set to 1 × 10−22 kg/s. To keep the crys-
tal at 20 mK, the corresponding heating rate for barium
ions and isotopes is ≈ kB(5.94 K/s). After loading the
GA+ ions, we set their heating rate to ≈ kB(8.25 K/s),
which heats the barium ion ensemble to 25.6 mK. The
temperature of the GA+ ion ensemble in this equilib-
rium state is ≈ 130 mK. In case (b), a higher friction
coefficient β = 4× 10−22 kg/s is set. To heat the barium
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FIG. 16: (color online) Temperature determination of sympa-
thetically cooled ions. If a higher laser-cooling rate is used in
the simulations (b), one obtains higher temperatures for the
sympathetically cooled species (green).

ion ensemble to the same 20 mK and 25.6 mK values,
higher heating rates are required: ≈ kB(23.88 K/s) for
the barium ions and ≈ kB(33.58 K/s) for the GA+ ions.
Here, the final equilibrium temperature of the GA+ ions
ensemble is ≈ 300 mK.

Thus, in order to obtain a concrete temperature value
for the sympathetically cooled ion ensemble, the friction
coefficient needs to be determined independently. From
laser cooling theory

β = 2
∑

i

~k2
i

2
Γi

∂ρe

∂∆i
|∆i . (17)

The wavenumbers ki and partial decay rates Γi for the
laser transitions are constants, whilst the change in the
excited state population ρe with laser detunings ∆i is
calculated from 8-level Bloch equations using measured
laser saturation parameters and detunings [28]. The
value for 138Ba+ is in our experiments was ≈ 1.75 kg/s
[29].

D. Advanced cooling of complex molecular ions

Sympathetic cooling in a Paul trap is most efficient for
species with similar mass-to-charge ratio, as their radial
separation is small.

In one of our experiments, we used laser-cooled
138Ba+ ions to sympathetically cool complex molecular
ions with masses of several hundred amu and more pro-
duced with an electrospray ion source [30]. Here, the
efficiency of sympathetic cooling is relatively low due to
the high radial separation of the ion species. A possibil-
ity to enhance the sympathetic cooling is the reduction
of the mass-to-charge ratio difference, which can be re-
alized by using multiply protonated molecules which are
created during the electrospray process. In further ex-
perimental and theoretical studies we will investigate the
sympathetic cooling of such molecules, e.g. 15 –20 fold
protonated apomyoglobin (mass ≈ 16000 amu). Another
way is to raise the trap voltage to increase the radial con-
finement of all ions. However, higher trap voltages also

a

b

FIG. 17: (color online) Intermediate layer. The images show
a multi-species ion ensemble consisting of barium ions (blue,
138 amu), AlexaFluor ions (green, 410 amu) and barium iso-
tope ions (red, 137 amu) - (a) without and (b) with an in-
termediate species layer (pink, 200 amu), which helps to cool
the AlexaFluor ions more efficiently.

cause a higher rf heating [16]. Yet another possibility is
a reduction of the total ion number, in order to reduce
the repulsive forces between the ion species.

A different approach is to add a (sympathetically
cooled) intermediate species layer between the laser-
cooled and the sympathetically cooled ions, see Fig. 17.
This layer acts as a ”conducting layer” and helps to trans-
fer the energy from the sympathetically cooled ions of
interest to the laser-cooled ions. Such ions of interme-
diate mass may be loaded into the trap deliberately or
they may be produced by photodissociation of the molec-
ular ions. Fig. 18 shows an example for the sympathetic
cooling process, in which 200 410AF+ ions are sympathet-
ically cooled from about 490 to 8 mK by 1250 138Ba+ ions
– with and without intermediate layer. Initially, the bar-
ium ions are kept at very low temperature (< 3 mK) by
applying a high cooling rate (β = 200×10−22 kg/s), while
the 410AF+ ions are kept at about 490 mK. Then, the
heating for the 410AF+ ions is turned off and their tem-
perature decreases due to sympathetic cooling. It takes
about 40.6 ms to cool them to ≈ 8 mK, but only 8.8
ms when 50 ions with an intermediate mass (200 amu)
are added. Thus, the sympathetic cooling rate can be
increased by a factor of 4.6, in this example.

The final temperature of the sympathetically cooled
ions can be significantly lower with the intermedi-
ate species layer. For the case shown in Fig. 17,
200 410AF+ ions are sympathetically cooled by 830
138Ba+ions. With an intermediate layer (50 ions, 200
amu), the final temperature of the AlexaFluor ions can
be reduced from ≈ 114 mK to ≈ 58 mK.

F. Simulation of secular excitation spectra

Experimentally, trapped ion species can be identified
by a resonant excitation of their radial secular motion.
For this purpose, an additional ac field is applied either
to the trap electrodes or an external electrode. When
the excitation field is resonant with the oscillation mode
of an ion species, these ions start to strongly oscillate.
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FIG. 18: Sympathetic cooling with an intermediate layer.
With an additional intermediate ion species (compare Fig. 17)
the sympathetic cooling of the AlexaFluor ions is much faster
(red) than without (black).

Consequently, the whole ion ensemble heats up, which
causes a change in the laser-cooled ions’ fluorescence. By
recording the fluorescence during a frequency scan one
can obtain a mass spectrum of the trapped ions.

However, the observed frequencies can differ strongly
from the calculated values for single ions ωr (see Eq. (4)).
This is due to the fact that the space charge of all ions
and a coupling between trapped species lead to signif-
icant shifts of the oscillation frequencies [19, 31]. In a
simplified picture, this can be illustrated by comparing
the ideal harmonic pseudopotential (see Eq. (3)) with
that modified by the space charge of the trapped ions.

In Fig. 19, for example, we consider a cold ion crystal
containing 1200 138Ba+ ions and 500 GA+ ions. The ef-
fect of the of the GA+ ions on the barium ions is shown
in Fig. 19(a). The shape of the potential well for a bar-
ium ion is almost unchanged, there is only an offset to
higher potential energies which does not influence the
barium ions’ secular frequency. However, as shown in
Fig. 19(b), the presence of the barium ions causes a dras-
tic change of the potential well for GA+ ions. The har-
monic pseudopotential is modified to a double well poten-
tial. These potential wells are steeper, so that the GA+

ions have a higher secular frequency than calculated by
the single ion formula (see Eq. (3)). To quantify this, we
performed fits with harmonic functions to the wells and
found that the asymmetric double wells can be described
by the functions y = 11.5 × 10−8(x − 160)2 + 0.006 and
y = 6.3×10−8(x−160)2 +0.006 for the outer part, while
the potential for a single trapped GA+ ion is described by
y = 3.9 × 10−8x2. Thus, the radial frequency of a GA+

ion can be up to
√

11.5/3.9 = 1.7 times higher than the
one calculated with the single ion formula.

For a more realistic description of the oscillation of
an ion species it is necessary to include not only the

FIG. 19: Space charge effects and trap potentials. Here, we
consider a cold ion crystal containing 1200 138Ba+ ions and
500 GA+. (a) Potential wells for a single barium ion in the
ideal harmonic trap potential (dashed curve) and influenced
by the space charge of heavier GA+ ions (solid curve). (b)
Potential well for a single GA+ ion in the ideal harmonic trap
potential (dashed curve) and double well potential caused by
the barium ions (solid curve). The gray shaded rings show an
axial view of the considered ion crystal.

space charge of the other ion species, but also the space
charge of the considered ion species itself. Therefore, in
our simulations radial secular excitation spectra are sim-
ulated as follows: the whole ion ensemble is displaced
by several µm in a radial direction. Then it is released
and the center-of-mass positions of all ions are recorded
for some time. Finally, a Fourier analysis of these data
yields the oscillation modes of the ion ensemble compo-
nents. Such spectra are shown in Fig. 20 for different ion
crystals at equal trap settings (q(138Ba+)=0.091). For a
pure 138Ba+ ion crystal (Fig. 20(a)) the simulated fre-
quency νsim = 79.3 kHz is slightly higher than the cal-
culated single-ion frequency νr = 79.2 kHz as the bar-
ium ions make their potential well steeper. In compari-
son, the spectrum of a crystal consisting of 138Ba+ ions
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and isotopes (Fig. 20(b)) is not much different because
the ion masses are quite similar. However, due to the
coupling of the ions’ oscillation modes there are addi-
tional small peaks beside the main peak, which is slightly
shifted to a higher frequency of 77.5 kHz. Fig. 20(c)
shows the excitation spectrum of an ion crystal contain-
ing barium ions with isotopes and GA+ ions. The ex-
perimentally determined secular frequency for the GA+

ions νexp = 29.3 ± 1.3 kHz is far away from the single-
ion frequency νr = 22.4 kHz, but can be verified by the
simulated value νsim = 32.2 kHz. The difference of the
simulated and the experimental value depends, for exam-
ple, on the excitation amplitude in the experiment or the
ion numbers included in the simulation (a more detailed
description can be found in [19]).

The small peaks below 10 kHz in Fig. 20(c) can
be explained as follows: Fig. 21 shows the effective
trap potential in the x-y-plane for the ion ensemble
considered in Fig. 19 with the barium ions creating a
potential hill in the center (the small spots besides are
due to GA+ ions). Supposed, the ac field for secular
excitation is applied along the x-axis, GA+ ions at
different positions oscillate in different potential wells.
Further away from the x axis the potential hill is lower,
so that the potential well is much shallower, leading to
smaller oscillation frequencies. However, these frequen-
cies cannot be detected experimentally because they are
in the range of the axial oscillation frequencies ωz. As
the radial excitation electrodes are much longer than the
ion crystals, there is always an axial component in the
excitation field, which causes complicated overlapping
at these frequencies.

G. Micromotion

Our simulations are a useful tool for the interpretation
of experiments with sympathetically cooled molecules.
For the determination of ion numbers and temperatures
or the simulation of ion crystal structures and secular
excitation spectra it is not necessary to include the mi-
cromotion in the simulations. To save computing time
we solve Newton’s equations of motion in the pseudopo-
tential approximation. However, there are some aspects
based on micromotion, which cannot be neglected and
are considered in the following.

Rf heating, for example, is rather low in the mK regime
but can be quite substantial at higher temperatures (see
Fig. 3) [16]. Fig. 6 shows, how an ensemble of 1250 bar-
ium ions is heated from 0 to ≈ 160 mK with a velocity
kick heating rate of kB(11.95 K/s) when no cooling is ap-
plied. For the simulation including micromotion (crossed
curve) the temperature rises faster than in the case of the
simulation in the pseudopotential (other curves) due to
the additional rf heating here. When simulating ion crys-
tals in equilibrium, rf heating can be considered by an
appropriately higher velocity kick heating rate, so that
there is no need for performing the simulations in the
time-dependent trap potential.

FIG. 20: Simulated radial secular excitation spectra. For
equal trap parameters (q(138Ba+)=0.091) different crystal
compositions were considered: (a) only 138Ba+ ions, (b)
138Ba+ ions and isotopes, (c) 138Ba+ ions, isotopes and GA+

ions. In (c) νr indicates the calculated single-ion frequency
for a GA+ ion and νexp the experimentally determined value.

Another aspect is a possible direct coupling of radial
micromotion to the axial direction which would lead to
an additional heating. To study this effect, a barium ion
from a cold ion ensemble (830 138Ba+ ions, 420 barium
isotope ions, and 200 410AF+ ions) was randomly selected
and its axial position z(t), one component of the radial
position x(t), and its axial velocity vz(t) were recorded
(see Fig. 22). The solid curve x(t) clearly shows the slow
radial secular oscillation (≈ 40 kHz) with the superim-
posed fast micromotion at the rf driving frequency of 2.5
MHz (see inset). As there is no apparent rf oscillation in
the axial motion z(t) (dashed curve) and the axial veloc-
ity vz(t) (dotted curve), one can conclude that in an ideal
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FIG. 21: (color online) Effective trap potential. Three-
dimensional view of the potential in the x-y-plane for the ion
ensemble considered in Fig. 19.

FIG. 22: Micromotion in detail. In a simulation including
micromotion the x-component of the motion clearly shows the
fast micromotion (solid curve, the inset is a magnification).
The z-components of the motion and the velocity (dashed
and spotted curve) do not show any effect of micromotion,
so there is no indication of coupling between the radial and
axial directions. The secular temperature of the barium ion
ensemble was approx30 mK.

linear Paul trap, the micromotion in radial direction does
not couple to the axial direction. The only possibility for
an energy transfer of micromotion to the axial motion is
an indirect coupling via rf heated ions which distribute
their kinetic energy to the axial direction through the
thermalization process.

Furthermore, we have studied the influence of the mi-
cromotion on the simulated images. Fig. 23 compares
structural details of an ion ensemble consisting of 500

FIG. 23: Micromotion in simulated images. Here, sections
from simulated images of a cold ensemble consisting of 500
barium ions are shown - simulated including micromotion (a,
b, and d) and in the pseudopotential (c and e).

138Ba+ ions at Tsec = 12 mK – simulated in the pseu-
dopotential approximation (c and e) and when including
the micromotion (a, b, d). (d) and (e) show sections
of axial views, (a), (b) and (c) sections of radial views,
while (a) is a view along the x-axis and (b) and (c) cor-
respond to the line of sight of the CCD camera (at 45◦
to the x- and y-axis). In fact, as the pseudopotential is
radially symmetric, (c) shows the view along any angle
perpendicular to the axial direction.

If the ions are close to the x- or y-axis, their micromo-
tion is parallel to the corresponding axis, which is shown
in (d). Thereby, their motional amplitude is larger, the
further away they are from trap center (z-axis). Image
(a) is taken along the x-axis, so the center is dominated
by ions moving perpendicular to the image plane with-
out a visible effect. The outer two shells are dominated
by ions moving up and down in the image plane, so they
appear blurred. However, the only possible radial line of
sight for the CCD camera is between the electrodes as
shown in (b). Here, the blurring is weaker and homo-
geneous as it can be understood comparing with image
(d).

In general, the images from simulations including
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micromotion appear more blurred then those from
simulations in the pseudopotential. But due to the
limited resolution of our imaging systems, this weak
effect is not visible in the CCD images. Thus, in order to
simulate experimental CCD images, the pseudopotential
approach is sufficient.

IV. Conclusion

In this work, we describe a model for the simulation
of cold multi-species ion ensembles in linear Paul traps.
Newton’s equations of motion for all trapped ions were
solved for the exact rf trap potential as well as in the rf
averaged pseudopotential approximation. Studies of the
influence of rf micromotion on the simulated (long time
exposure) images of ion crystals and rf heating effects
showed, that micromotion is of little importance for ion
crystals at temperatures below 100 mK. Here, simula-
tions in the pseudopotential approximation with their
much lower computing times can be used to reproduce

and interpret experimental data. Various heating effects
(including rf heating) can be modelled by implementing
additional velocity kicks with appropriate magnitudes
and frequencies. We showed several applications of our
simulation model. It can be used to extract temperatures
and numbers of laser-cooled and sympathetically cooled
ions from experimental CCD images of ion crystals. It
also allows detailed studies of the sympathetic cooling
process which help to understand and improve our
experimental work. Furthermore, simulations of radial
secular excitation spectra help to identify trapped ion
species.
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ion-based frequency standards
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We have used laser spectroscopy to measure the rotational level distribution of trapped molecular
HD+ ions at translational temperatures in the millikelvin range. Under our experimental conditions,
the internal (rotational) degrees of freedom turn out to be independent of the translational degrees
of freedom, and an effective rotational temperature close to room temperature is found. The near
absence of background-gas collisions allows to relate the rotational temperature directly to the
temperature of the ambient blackbody radiation (BBR). This feature suggests the use of molecular
ions for BBR thermometry, which may help to improve the accuracy of frequency standards based
on trapped atomic ions. We propose BBR thermometry in ion optical clocks, based on a novel
scheme for nondestructive detection of rotational states of CO+ .

PACS numbers: Valid PACS appear here

I. INTRODUCTION

Blackbody radiation (BBR) is ubiquitous in the phys-
ical world. In particular for spectroscopy of atoms and
molecules, the presence of BBR has a significant influ-
ence on measurement and analysis. For polar molecules,
room-temperature BBR has a strong effect on the pop-
ulation distribution of rotational and vibrational states.
This affects the shape and resolution of molecular spec-
tra to a large extent. For atoms, BBR-induced shifts
to transition frequencies are often very small; however,
they contribute significantly to the inaccuracy of atomic
frequency standards [1–3].

Measurement of the rotational distribution of an en-
semble of molecules is a common method to obtain in-
formation on the internal temperature. The internal
(rovibrational) degrees of freedom of diatomic, polar
molecules couple strongly to the electric component of
the BBR field. In the absence of inelastic collisions with
background gas constituents, the internal temperature of
a polar molecule is determined completely by BBR, and
polar molecules thus might be used to probe the BBR
field. Such conditions may be achieved achieved with
cold molecular ions stored under ultrahigh vacuum con-
ditions. For typical ion traps, trapping frequencies are
of order 1 MHz or less, whereas rotational and vibra-
tional frequencies are much larger than 1 GHz. There-
fore, no strong couplings of the translational degrees of
freedom to the internal degrees of freedom are expected
to exist, as indicated by the experimental work of Ber-
telsen et al. [4]. Thus, for an isolated polar molecular ion,
any method to measure the populations of those internal
states which interact with BBR might be used to find the
temperature of the BBR field.

In this article, we demonstrate how trapped molecular
ions can be used as a probe of the BBR field. We will first

∗Electronic address: Jeroen.Koelemeij@uni-duesseldorf.de

describe an experiment in which we determined the BBR
temperature via spectroscopy of HD+ molecules (Sec. II).
Having established the possibility of using cold, trapped
molecular ions as BBR thermometers, we propose the
use molecular ions for BBR thermometry in ion traps for
optical clocks in Sec. III. A novel, nondestructive method
for detecting rotational state populations is proposed in
Sec. IIIA. The detrimental effect of BBR on atomic clock
transitions is discussed briefly in Sec. III B, as well as
several candidate molecular ions for BBR thermometry.
The results of this work are summarized in Sec. IV. In
Appendix A, we address the issue of non-isothermal BBR
fields, which may occur in realistic situations.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF
THE BLACKBODY TEMPERATURE USING

HD+

A. Theoretical background

At room temperature, the nuclear vibration of HD+ is
virtually frozen out. On account of its small reduced
nuclear mass, HD+ has a large rotational constant, B0 ≈
22 cm−1. Consequently, only the seven first rotational
levels are significantly populated at room temperature,
where the fractional populations fv,J(T ) are given by

fv,J (T ) = f0,0(T )(2J + 1) exp (−Ev,J/kBT ). (1)

The rovibrational energies Ev,J have been calculated to
high accuracy for HD+ [5]. However, the energies used
in the present analysis are those obtained by solving the
radial Schrödinger equation for the ab initio potential
energy curve given by Esry and Sadeghpour [6]. The
resulting rovibrational wavefunctions were subsequently
used to find the expectation values µv′J′,vJ of the dipole
moment function, also given in Ref. [6]. Good agreement
with previous values for µv′J ′,vJ is found [7]. The inter-
action of BBR with the rotational degrees of freedom is
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described by Einstein rate equations, where the Einstein
coefficients are given by their usual definitions:

Av′J′,v′′J′′ =
ω3

3πε0~c3

SJ′,J ′′

2J ′ + 1
µ2

v′J′,v′′J′′ , (2a)

Bv′J′,v′′J′′ =
π2c3

~ω3
Av′J′,v′′J ′′ , (2b)

Bv′′J ′′,v′J ′ =
2J ′ + 1
2J ′′ + 1

Bv′J ′,v′′J ′′ . (2c)

Here, the primed (double-primed) quantities refer to the
the upper (lower) state of the transition, and ω is the
angular frequency of the transition. SJ ′,J ′′ is given by the
Hönl-London formulae [8]. The BBR spectral density, for
a given temperature T , used in the rate equations is

ρT (ω) =
~ω3

π2c3 [exp(~ω/kBT )− 1]
. (3)

The rate equations can be modified to include the inter-
action with laser radiation inducing rovibrational transi-
tions in HD+ , as is the case in our experiment.

B. Experimental setup

1. Trapping, sympathetic cooling and detection of HD+

Details of the setup and the method to obtain trapped,
sympathetically cooled HD+ ions were described in previ-
ous publications [9, 10]. In brief, we trap ∼ 2000 Be+ ions
in a linear radiofrequency trap, which are brought to tem-
peratures of∼ 10 mK by means of (Doppler) laser cooling
at 313 nm. We monitor the fluorescence level at 313 nm
with a photomultiplier tube (PMT). At these temper-
atures, the beryllium ions arrange themselves in an or-
dered state referred to as Coulomb crystals. HD+ ions are
loaded into the trap by electron impact ionization of neu-
tral HD gas, after which they are sympathetically cooled
to ∼ 20 mK by the Be+ ions and become embedded inside
the Coulomb crystal. The presence of HD+ manifests it-
self as a change in the 313 nm Be+ fluorescence when the
HD+ radial (secular) motion in the ion trap is resonantly
driven by an ac electric field. For typical intensities and
detunings below resonance of the 313 nm laser, the flu-
orescence rises if the HD+ motion is excited. The rise in
fluorescence is approximately linearly proportional to the
number of trapped HD+ ions.

2. Rovibrational spectroscopy of HD+

Recently, we have demonstrated rovibrational spec-
troscopy of HD+ through (1+1’) resonance enhanced
multiphoton disscociation (REMPD) [10]. The REMPD
process is depicted schematically in Fig. 1. The first pho-
ton (with wavelength 1.4 µm) drives a (v′ = 4, J ′) ←
(v = 0, J) overtone transition within the electronic

FIG. 1: (Color online) Principle of (1+1’) REMPD spec-
troscopy of HD+ ions. A tunable infrared diode laser excites
a rovibrational overtone transition (v′ = 4, J ′) ← (v = 0, J).
The HD+ ions excited to the v′ = 4 vibrational level are disso-
ciated using 266 nm laser radiation: HD+ (v′ = 4) + hν266 =
H+D+ or H++D. Due to different Franck-Condon wave func-
tion overlap, the calculated uv absorption cross section from
the (v=4) level (∼ 2.4× 10−17 cm2) is about seven orders of
magnitude larger than from v = 0 [11, 12]. Energy values
represent total binding energies of the molecule

ground state of HD+ . Population in the v = 4 state
is consecutively dissociated by the second photon at
266 nm. This leads to loss of HD+ ions from the trap,
which is monitored with the secular excitation method
described above. In our previous work we used this
method aiming at high resolution of the (v′ = 4, J ′) ←
(v = 0, J) spectra, which show hyperfine structure span-
ning roughly 180 MHz about the deperturbed transition
frequency. Here, we will be merely interested in driv-
ing “pure” rovibrational transitions in order to infer the
rotational populations f0,J(T ) in the vibrational ground
state. To this end, we dither our laser, thereby broaden-
ing it to 200 MHz (FWHM). Tuning the laser to the de-
perturbed frequency then ensures that all hyperfine com-
ponents are simultaneously addressed.

C. Method and results

Our experiment aims at the determination of the ro-
tational temperature T from experimentally determined
populations f0,J(T ). This is accomplished as follows.
We tune the 1.4 µm laser to a specific transition (v′ =
4, J + 1) ← (v′′ = 0, J) within the R branch, where
J = 0, 1, ..., 7. The transition frequencies used here are
the ab initio results given by Balint-Kurti et al. [13]. The
expected accuracy of these results is 6 MHz, which is in
agreement with a recent precision measurement of the
(v′ = 4, 3) ← (v′′ = 0, 2) transition [14]. Next, we ex-
ecute a cycle consisting of quasicontinuous secular ex-
citation (QSE) of the HD+ trap motion for a 5 s time
interval, followed by a 0.4 s period of REMPD, and end-
ing with another 5 s of QSE (see Fig. 2). For an optimum
signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio, we use the 1.4 µm laser at its
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Experimental cycle of REMPD and
detection of loss of HD+ using the method of quasicontin-
uous secular excitation. Linear segments are fitted to the
fluorescence during secular excitation, the slope of which is
determined by all loss processes other than the REMPD. The
discontinuity between the extrapolated fitted segments thus
gives a measure for the loss of HD+ duo to the REMPD pro-
cess only.

maximum power (1.3 mW). The duration of the REMPD
pulse is kept as short as possible to minimize the effect of
repopulation of the lower level via BBR, which sets in on
a timescale of seconds, without compromising the S/N
ratio. We record the 313 nm fluorescence and fit linear
segments to the fluorescence levels during the QSE. The
slope of each segment takes into account slow drifts of the
fluorescence level, which are caused by the loss of HD+ in
collisions with background gas, and by slow variations in
the laser power and frequency. The discontinuity between
the two segments at time th, at the end of the REMPD
pulse, gives the fractional loss of HD+ due to the REMPD
process only (Fig. 2). To reduce the effect of possible slow
drifts occurring on the timescale of the entire experiment
(2.5 hours), we apply only 10 consecutive cycles per tran-
sition before moving on to another transition. Once all
eight transitions have been addressed, the procedure is
repeated until each transition has been subject to 30 cy-
cles. During the procedure, some of the Be+ ions are lost
from the trap, mostly through chemical reactions with
neutral HD gas during the loading of HD+ (HD+ needs
to be reloaded every 3–9 cycles). To compensate the
gradual loss of Be+ , we load extra Be+ into the trap ev-
ery ∼ 100 cycles. Let pJ (T ) be the measured fractional
loss of HD+ , sustained during a single cycle due to the
REMPD process only, where T is the true internal tem-
perature of the molecules. The fractional populations
f0,J(T ) are related to the pJ(T ) in a nontrivial way, since
the REMPD process (which depletes the lower rotational
level J) competes with the repopulation of level J medi-
ated by BBR and which involves all populations within
the rotational manifold. To infer f0,J(T ) from the mea-
sured pJ (T ), we simulate the experimental cycle using
the Einstein rate equations and obtain a theoretical value

for the ratio f̃0,J(T )/p̃J (T ) (the tilde indicates results
from the simulation). This value depends only weakly
on the used laser intensities, and the uncertainty in the
measured intensities has a marginal effect on the final
measurement uncertainty. However, this approach forces
us to assume a certain value T0 for the BBR temperature,
which affects the simulation through ρT and the initial
state populations given by Eq. (1). As an initial guess,
we assume T0 = 300 K to find f̃0,J(T0)/p̃J(T0). For each
J , we multiply this ratio with the measured value pJ(T )
to find intermediate values f0,J(T1), where T1 is found
by fitting the distribution in Eq. (1) to the intermedi-
ate values f0,J(T1). We subsequently run the simulation
again, this time with T1 as input temperature. This gives
improved ratios f̃0,J(T1)/p̃J(T1). Multiplying again with
pJ(T ) gives f0,J(T2), where T2 is again found by fitting
the rotational distribution. It should be noted that this
approach directly yields the fractional populations, i.e.
no overall scaling factors are involved. Two consecutive
iterations give a final rotational temperature of 340 K,
which is convergent to within a few Kelvin. This is much
smaller than the 30 K uncertainty in the fitted tempera-
ture, which stems primarily from random fluctuations in
the decay values, and possible unidentified J-dependent
systematic offsets. The final fitted rotational distribu-
tion function is plotted in Fig. 3, together with several
distribution functions at other temperatures. Our re-
sult clearly indicates that sympathetic cooling of molec-
ular ions to millikelvin temperatures in an ion trap has
a negligible effect on the internal (rotational and vibra-
tional) degrees of freedom. This contrasts other cooling
methods for trapped molecular ions via collisions with
a buffer gas [15]. The independence of the translational
and internal degrees of freedom observed in our experi-
ment can be attributed to the fact that internal transi-
tions have frequencies exceeding 1 THz, whereas typical
trap frequencies are on the order of 1 MHz or less. As a
consequence, couplings between the different degrees of
freedom must be either highly non-resonant, or of very
high order, and therefore weak. We note that hyper-
fine populations may be influenced by the trap motion in
the presence of magnetic field gradients, as magnetic hy-
perfine transition frequencies and trap frequencies are of
the same order of magnitude. However, such effects are
eliminated by dithering our probe laser over the entire
hyperfine spectrum.

The rotational temperature might be affected by in-
elastic collisions with background-gas constituents. As-
suming collisions with neutral H2, which is likely the most
abundant background gas constituent, we can put an up-
per limit on the collision rate using the total cross section
for collisions of a charged ion with H2 [16]

σT = πΓ(1/3)
(

αq2

16ε0~v

)2/3

. (4)

Here, v is the relative velocity between HD+ and H2 at
300 K, and α stands for the polarizability of H2. In our
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Solid curves are HD+ rotational dis-
tributions (in the vibrational ground state v = 0) at var-
ious temperatures. The data points are the average rota-
tional populations inferred using REMPD spectroscopy of
(v′ = 4, J + 1) ← (v′′ = 0, J) transitions in HD+ , where
the error bars represent the standard deviation of the set of
individual data points for each J . The black curve represents
an unweighted fit of the rotational distribution to the data,
resulting in T = 340(30) K.

apparatus, the total pressure is smaller than 10−8 Pa.
Averaging Eq. (4) over the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribu-
tion of H2, and assuming collisions with H2 at 300 K
and 10−8 Pa, we find a total collision rate of 0.033 s−1.
A considerable fraction of these collisions is elastic, so
the rate of collisional rotational relaxation will be even
smaller. For comparison, the total BBR-induced transi-
tion rate (at 300 K) is larger than 0.44 s−1 for rotational
levels J > 0, and equals 0.11 s−1 for J = 0. Thus, we
can ignore the effect of collisional relaxation, and we in-
terpret the found rotational temperature as an effective
BBR temperature. It should be noted, however, that the
actual BBR field may be a superposition of several BBR
fields at different temperatures.

III. NONDESTRUCTIVE SPECTROSCOPY
AND BBR THERMOMETRY WITH

MOLECULAR IONS

A. Nondestructive and state-selective detection of
molecular ions

The experiment described in Sec. II shows that trapped
molecular ions can be used to determine the temperature
of the BBR field. The ∼ 30 K inaccuracy of the tempera-
ture measurement could, in principle, be improved by in-
cluding more data points. Since the procedure for reload-
ing HD+ ions into the trap takes much longer (∼ 60 s)
than the ∼ 15 s for rethermalization by the BBR, an
additional speed-up in the data taking rate would re-
sult if the spectroscopy would be done nondestructively.
Such a scheme would also remove the need for a suitable

transition for dissociation of the molecule. Furthermore,
it would be more suitable for spectroscopy and manip-
ulation of single molecular ions: high resolution spec-
troscopy and quantum information of single atomic ions
typically relies on nondestructive detection [17].

With the application of BBR thermometry in ion-
based optical clocks (Sec. III B) in mind, we propose a
novel nondestructive scheme for molecular spectroscopy
using an ion crystal containing one or several molecular
ions, and one typical clock ion. The molecular ions could
be used for BBR thermometry. For simplicity, we as-
sume a linear ion crystal consisting of one typical clock
ion, and one molecular ion. This does not preclude the
application of this method to larger ion ensembles, as
we will show below. The harmonically bound ions re-
semble a system of oscillators which are coupled through
their mutual Coulomb repulsion [18], and the ion crys-
tal thus possess a corresponding set of normal modes.
The clock ion is assumed to have a strong cycling tran-
sition which allows laser cooling of all modes of the ion
crystal, whereas the narrow clock transition permits re-
solved observation of sideband transitions on any of the
modes. These features allow the determination of the
mean number of motional quanta in a specific normal
mode after laser cooling to ∼ 1 mK temperature [19].
The spectroscopy can now be realized by introducing a
mechanism which significantly heats a particular normal
mode (here designated as the “bus” mode), but which is
present only when the molecular ion is in a specific rota-
tional state. To realize such a mechanism, we propose to
use an optical dipole force, modulated at the frequency
of the bus mode. Previously, this technique was used
to realize a geometric phase gate for trapped atomic ion
qubits [16, 20]. State-selective detection is accomplished
by tuning the wavelength of the optical dipole laser near
the rotational level of interest, meanwhile maintaining a
considerably larger detuning from other levels. As will
be shown below, near unit detection efficiency of a sin-
gle rotational state might be achieved, depending on the
strength of the heating mechanism compared to other
heating mechanism occurring in the trap. Then, for each
level out of a given set of rotational levels, measurement
of the frequency of heating events would allow the deter-
mination of its time-averaged population. The popula-
tions, in turn, reveal the rotational temperature of the
molecule.

As a numerical example, we consider spectroscopy of
CO+ . The modulated optical dipole force (MODF) is
realized using the (3 − 0) band of the A 2Π ← X 2Σ+

electronic transition. This electronic transition has been
subject to many studies in relation with its appearance
in the emission spectrum of comet tails. The (3 − 0)
band origin corresponds to a wavelength of 401 nm, and
experimental molecular constants are available allowing
the prediction of level energies with ∼ GHz accuracy [21].
The electronic part of dipole transition matrix element
has been calculated by Rosmus and Werner [22], and the
Franck-Condon factor for the (3 − 0) band is 0.18 [21].
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This leads to a transition dipole moment of about 0.1 ea0.
The lifetime of the A 2Π upper state has been measured
and calculated by several authors and amounts to roughly
∼ 3 µs (see [22] and references therein).

The MODF can be realized by overlapping two laser
beams such that their respective wavevectors ki add up
to an effective wavevector ∆k ≥ ki along the axis of ion
crystal. The frequency of both laser beams is detuned by
∼ 1 GHz from a particular line J ′−J in the (3−0) band,
while the mutual detuning between the beams is near the
frequency of the axial stretch mode (which acts as the
bus mode here). For traps in operating in the Lamb-
Dicke regime for optical wavelengths, the mode frequen-
cies are typically 1–10 MHz. This configuration of laser
beams creates a running standing wave, which exerts a
force on the CO+ ion only. If this force is synchronous
with the stretch mode motion, it will resonantly excite
its amplitude. We will assume that the stretch mode of
the ion crystal has been cooled to the motional ground
state using the narrow optical clock transition [23]. From
the Schrödinger equation for this system (see e.g. [16]),
it can be shown that two beams with a power of 8 mW
per beam, focused to an 80 µm waist at the position of
the ions, can heat the the stretch mode out of the ground
state within 30 µs. This is much shorter than the lifetime
due to off-resonant spontaneous emission from the A 2Π
state, which we estimate to be∼ 50 ms. The heating time
is also much faster than the motional heating time caused
by fluctuating electric fields at the location of the ion,
which generally takes place on time scales longer than
1 ms [24]. It is noteworthy that such fluctuating fields are
rather uniform since they stem from fluctuations of the
potentials of the trap electrodes; therefore, the stretch
mode is relatively insensitive to this kind of trap heating
as compared to the center-of-mass mode [25]. The heat-
ing event can be detected by probing the red sideband
of the stretch mode on the clock transition: only if heat-
ing occurred the red sideband will become visible, and
therefore near unit efficiency in the detection might be
feasible.

B. Application of BBR thermometry to ion-based
optical clocks

The presence of BBR in atomic frequency standards
gives rise to a frequency shift of the clock transition
which is known only to within a certain accuracy. For
frequency standards based on a magnetic clock transi-
tion, the ac-Zeeman shift caused by the BBR field adds
to the uncertainty in the clock frequency. Besides the lim-
ited accuracy to which Zeeman Hamiltonians are known,
the uncertainty stems from inadequate knowledge of ex-
act form of the BBR spectrum. The latter depends on
the temperature distribution of the structure surround-
ing the atomic ensemble being interrogated, as well as on
its geometry and emissivity. (Spectral) emissivities are
generally not accurately known, and the spatial tempera-

ture distribution can be nontrivial in systems in which lo-
cal heating due to dissipation of electric currents occurs.
For example, in cesium fountain frequency standards the
BBR shift gives rise to the largest systematic uncertainty
in the clock accuracy (≈ 3× 10−16 relative uncertainty),
which is almost entirely due to the uncertainty in the
BBR temperature.

Also in optical atomic clocks BBR is a source of
inaccuracy; in this case it causes a (quadratic) Stark
shift to the optical clock transition. Again, the uncer-
tainty has two origins: the differential electric polariz-
ability σS (which is known from atomic structure calcu-
lations [3] or measurement [26]), and the unknown ex-
act shape of the BBR spectrum. Typical room tempera-
ture (relative) BBR shifts are of the order 10−15 causing
∼ 1 × 10−16 inaccuracy [27–32]. Two ion-based optical
clocks have considerably smaller shifts: the liquid-helium
cooled 199Hg+ clock, which has a shift which is reduced
by 107 from the room temperature value [26, 33], and the
27Al+ clock, having a relative shift of 8(3) × 10−18 [26]
due to nearly cancelling polarizabilities of the upper and
lower levels of the clock transition. In view of the search
for a temporal variation of the fine structure constant, α,
it will be desirable to compare variety of atomic clocks
based on different species [34]. Such a comparison might
therefore benefit from reduction of the inaccuracy caused
by BBR in all involved atomic clocks.

Although we anticipate that nondestructive spec-
troscopy of CO+ is well feasible, it is likely not the most
suited candidate for BBR thermometry. The main reason
is that every measurement of the thermal state causes a
collapse of the rotational wavefunction into a nonthermal
state, so that the next measurement cannot take place
before the rotational state of the molecule has rether-
malized. The rotational constant of CO+ , however, is
relatively small compared to that of HD+ and other di-
atomic hydride ions. This reduces the magnitude of the
Einstein-B coefficients, and makes the rethermalization
process rather slow (about 200 s at room temperature).
Diatomic hydride ions, on the other hand, rethermalize
about as fast as HD+ , and are more promising candi-
dates for BBR thermometry. In laser-cooled ion exper-
iments, hydrides of the laser-cooled species are a fre-
quently encountered byproduct: collisions of background
gas molecules (mostly neutral H2) with laser-cooled ions
in their excited state are often exothermic. Morse po-
tential molecular constants for several common metal-
hydride ions are available [35–37]; however, spectroscopic
accuracy for the vibrational level energies has not yet
been reported. Even so, BBR thermometry using ensem-
bles of HD+ as demonstrated above remains a possibility.

IV. SUMMARY

We have, for the first time, measured the rotational
temperature of trapped molecular ions at millikelvin
temperatures. Our result shows that the coupling be-
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tween rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom of the
molecules to translational degrees of freedom is negligible
compared to the coupling with blackbody radiation. The
virtual absence of inelastic collisions allows to directly
relate the rotational temperature to the temperature of
the BBR radiation field. The use of trapped molecular
ions for BBR thermometry may find application inside
trapped-ion optical clocks, as part of the determination
of the BBR frequency shift to the clock transition. This
may be useful especially in rf traps, where dissipation
of the ac trap-drive current can lead to significant local
heating of the trap electrode surfaces, and estimating the
effective in situ BBR temperature may be problematic.
In addition to the demonstrated thermometry based on
HD+ , we propose a novel spectroscopic method to infer

the rotational distribution in diatomic molecules, which
are trapped simultaneously with a typical clock ion. The
method relies on state-dependent observation of heating
of the molecular motion by a modulated optical dipole
force, similar to that used for geometric phase gates per-
formed on trapped ion qubits [20].
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Abstract. The vibrational and rotational transition frequencies in molecules are func-
tions of the electron-to-nucleon mass ratio. They can therefore be used for experiments
searching for a time-dependence of the electron-to-proton and nucleon-to-nucleon mass
ratios. We propose to to perform such tests with very high precision using ultracold
molecular ions trapped in a radio-frequency trap and sympathetically cooled by atomic
ions. The current status of an experiment using Be+-ions as a coolant medium to cool
light diatomic molecular ions is described. An interesting perspective is to perform
high-precision spectroscopy on single ultracold molecules. We sketch an approach to-
wards this goal.

1 Introduction

A large experimental effort is currently under way to test the foundation of
metric theories of gravity, the Einstein Equivalence Principle (EP) [1]. This
effort is motivated in part by the difficulties in unifying the theory of gravity
with quantum theory. The EP includes the principle of Local Position Invariance,
which states that the fundamental constants of nature, such as the fine structure
constant α, the mass ratios of the elementary particles, etc. are independent of
time and position.

Tests of the time-independence of the fundamental constants can be per-
formed by laboratory experiments or astronomical observations [2]. In labora-
tory tests, the frequencies of dissimilar types of oscillators are compared as a
function of time, while in astronomical tests, the frequencies of the electromag-
netic waves emitted in the far past by oscillators located in distant sources are
compared with the current frequency values of the same type of oscillators as
obtained in the laboratory. Table 1 gives an overview of some microscopic and
macroscopic systems that define transition or oscillation frequencies.

Analysis of astronomical observations claims a variation of α on the order
of 5 ppm over billions of years [7]. This claim provides increased stimulus for
laboratory experiments. These have entered a new era, where use is made of
the development of atomic clocks based on ultracold atoms and atomic ions,
and new methods of precise comparison of optical and microwave frequencies.
An improvement by more than an order of magnitude in the most stringent
laboratory limits has already been achieved.
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Table 1. Dependence of the transition energy or cavity photon energy (in units of the
Rydberg energy ER) of various oscillators on fundamental constants. For the function
F , see [3]. The function G(α) is a relativistic correction factor for principal transitions;
it reduces to unity in the non-relativistic limit (small-Z atoms) [4]. The dependencies for
molecular vibrational and rotational transitions are given for diatomic molecules, where
µ is the reduced mass. For vibrational transitions between low-lying levels H(me/µ) �√

me/µ. The resonance frequency of a cavity is proportional to the size and thus to the
interatomic spacing, resulting in hν ∝ ER/α. Here, propagation of the electromagnetic
wave in vacuum is assumed. For the case of monolithic cavities, see [5]. The last entry
refers to the weak interaction-induced splitting between molecular levels of mirror
molecules (enantiomers) [6] and to the parity non-conservation light shift in atoms.
GF is the Fermi constant, θW is the Weinberg angle.

Type dependence

Hyperfine splitting g α2F (αZ)me/mp

Fine-structure splitting α2

Electronic transitions G(α)

Rotational transitions me/µ

Vibrational transitions H(me/µ)

Cavity frequencies α−1

Parity violation splitting GF , sin2 θW

The best laboratory limits produced thus far constrain certain combinations
of fundamental constants. For example, the recent high-precision tests concerned
a comparison of hyperfine transition frequencies of ultracold atoms that yielded
a test of the time-independence of gCs/gRb α

0.44 at the level of 7 · 10−16/yr [8].
A comparison of an optical transition in Hg+ and the hyperfine frequency of Cs
gave a limit of 7 · 10−15/yr for the combination gCsα

6me/mp [9]. Vibrational
transition frequencies in room-temperature molecular gases have also been in-
vestigated: a comparison of a vibration frequency of methane (CH4) and the
hyperfine frequency of Cs has led to an upper limit on the order 10−12/yr for
the time dependence of the ratio [11]. A similar test using the molecule OsO4
led to a limit 2 · 10−13/yr [10]. Taking these two results together, the ratio of
the two vibrational frequencies is found to be constant at the level of 10−12/yr.
This may be interpreted as a limit for the time-dependence of the ratio of the
characteristic nuclear masses corresponding to the vibrational modes studied.

From astronomical observations limits for individual fundamental constants
have been derived. For example, concerning α the relativistic and spin-orbit
energies of various atomic ions in quasars have been compared to laboratory
values [4,7]. Concerning me/mp, the ratio of energy differences of ro-vibrational
levels in a given electronic state of molecules in distant interstellar clouds can
be compared to present-day laboratory values. Based on observation of neutral
H2 absorption lines, constancy within 40 ppm was found [12,13].
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2 Molecular Tests of Constancy of Electron-to-Nucleon
Mass Ratios

Laboratory tests sensitive to the electron-to-nucleon mass ratio, and insensitive
to other fundamental constants to lowest order, can be performed by one of the
following methods [14]:

(i) Comparison of a vibrational or rotational molecular frequency and a non-
relativistic electronic transition in an atom;

(ii) Comparison of a (ro-)vibrational frequency and a rotational frequency, in
the same molecule or in different molecules;

(iii) Comparison of vibrational frequencies of different transitions in the same
molecule or in different molecules;

(iv) Comparison of vibrational frequencies of different molecules.

The approach (iii) is based on the fact that the interatomic molecular poten-
tial is not harmonic and therefore the energy spacing between adjacent vibra-
tional levels is not constant. The decrease in spacing for a diatomic molecule is
itself a function of me/µ, where µ is the reduced mass of the oscillating nuclei,
and of the particular molecule.

If the comparisons are performed using hydrogen molecules (H2, H+
2 , H+

3 ),
the ratio me/mp is accessed directly. If an arbitrary molecule is used, the ratio
me/µ is accessed. A limit for the time-independence of me/mp can only be given
under the assumption that the ratios of nuclear masses are time-independent,
i.e. µ/mp = const. However, if rotational or vibrational transitions of different
molecules are compared (approach (iv)) then the ratio of nuclear masses can be
probed [15]. An example is the comparison of H+

2 and D+
2 or H+

2 and HD+. Such
tests would probe the time-independence of the strong interaction [16].

Referring to Fig. 1, we can describe the approaches (ii) and (iii) by

d ln
(

νa−νb

νa

)
dt

= (1 − s)d ln(me/mp)
dt

, (1)

d ln
(

ν1
ν2

)
dt

= (s1 − s2)d ln(me/mp)
dt

. (2)

Here the coefficients sk are defined by the derivative of the relevant transition
frequencies νk with respect to the electron-to-proton mass ratio,

me/mp

νk

dνk

d(me/mp)
≡ sk. (3)

The coefficients sk can be calculated using quantum chemical algorithms. For
example, Hilico et al. have performed such calculations for the vibrational levels
of the H+

2 and D+
2 molecules [17].

To reach an interesting level of sensitivity and open up a direction for fu-
ture progress, it is certainly necessary to use ultracold molecules. Since the ap-
proaches (i-iv) can be applied to essentially any molecule, molecular ions can
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Fig. 1. Principle of the test of the time-independence of me/mp. The relative difference
of two ro-vibrational transition frequencies νa, νb sharing a common level (method (ii))
or the ratio of two vibrational transition frequencies ν1, ν2 (method (iii)) is measured
over the course of time.

be considered. These are favorable, since they can be (translationally) cooled
using sympathetic cooling by laser cooled atomic ions [18]. When crystallized,
the molecular ions are in the Lamb-Dicke regime, and the ro-vibrational transi-
tions will exhibit resolved sidebands. The linewidths are expected to be equal to
their natural linewidth, on the order of tens of Hz for dipole-allowed vibrational
transitions in the ground electronic state, and below 1 Hz for pure rotational
transitions in the lowest vibrational state. The quality factors of the transitions
are therefore in the range of 1011 or larger.

On the experimental side, laser sources for performing fundamental or over-
tone vibrational or stimulated Raman spectroscopy with such resolution can
be implemented. For example, continuous-wave optical parametric oscillators
(OPO) currently can provide radiation at wavelengths up to 4 µm with free-
running linewidths below 100 kHz. Diode lasers of similar linewidth are available
in the telecom wavelength range. Alternatively, difference frequency generation
can be used if low power levels are sufficient. The linewidth of the sources can
be reduced by frequency-stabilization to cavities. Such laser sources can be used
to excite fundamental or overtone vibrational transitions.

The detection of excitation to vibrational or rotational states within the elec-
tronic ground state in cold molecular ion ensembles is not straightforward, since
the number of molecules will be limited and fluorescence detection is impracti-
cal (fluorescence decay rates are small and fluorescence wavelengths lie in the
mid-infrared). Destructive detection of excitation is one approach and will be de-
scribed in the next section. A proposal for nondestructive detection of molecular
excitation is presented in the last section.

Rotational transition frequencies can be determined from a frequency differ-
ence νa − νb between two ro-vibrational excitations, as shown in Fig. 1, or from
the frequency difference of two waves used for a stimulated Raman transition
within the same vibrational state, or by direct microwave spectroscopy.
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Since the frequencies of the various transitions to be compared will typically
be very different (except if method (iv) is used with molecules appropriately
selected to have accidental degeneracies), frequency comb techniques will have
to be used.

In order to reach interesting sensitivities for time-independence, the evalu-
ation of systematic shifts will be of central importance. The experience gained
from work on cold atomic ion frequency standards will certainly be of signifi-
cance.

3 Sympathetic Cooling of Molecular Ions
and Spectroscopy

In our laboratory, two experiments dedicated to translational cooling of molec-
ular ions are under way. The first experiment uses 9Be+ as a coolant ion, the
second uses 137Ba+. The choice of Beryllium was made in order to be able to
efficiently trap light molecular ions, in particular molecular hydrogen ions. The
much heavier Barium ions can be used to trap heavier molecular ions, even
proteins, provided they are sufficiently highly charged [19]. The issue here is
the requirement of stable trapping, which constrains the allowed charge-to-mass
ratio of the molecular ions compared to that of the coolant ions.

One of our goals in studying molecular hydrogen ions is to measure the proton
and deuteron masses spectroscopically. Besides containing the most fundamental
nuclei, the diatomic molecular hydrogen ions H+

2 , D+
2 , HD+, and HT+, being

relatively simple three-body quantum systems, are also the only ones for which
ab-initio theory has the potential of reaching sufficient accuracy in the near fu-
ture. The Schrödinger equation for such systems can be solved with essentially
arbitrary accuracy (10−14) as a function of the masses of the three particles. The
required relativistic and QED corrections have so far been worked out to a rela-
tive accuracy on the order of 10−7, but with potential for future improvements.
Precision measurements on these ions could eventually lead to highly accurate
values for me/mp and the nuclear mass ratios mp/md as well as mp/mT . Among
the above ions, the heteronuclear ion HD+ is of particular interest from an exper-
imental point of view since dipole-allowed vibrational transitions can be excited.
We stress that even at the current stage of theoretical accuracy tests of the time
independence of essentially any nuclear-to-electron mass ratio, as opposed to a
measurement thereof, can be performed using corresponding molecular ions.

In the Be+-experiment, we use a four-rod linear radio-frequency trap with end
caps. The central electrode length is 16 mm, rod diameter is 9.9 mm, rod-to-trap-
axis distance is 4.3 mm. The 313 nm cooling radiation is generated using doubly-
resonant sum frequency generation (SFG) of a resonantly doubled Nd:YAG laser,
and a Ti:Sapphire laser at 760 nm [20]. The Nd:YAG laser is frequency-stabilized
to a hyperfine transition in molecular iodine; since the cavity used for SFG is
locked to the Nd:YAG laser and the Ti:Sapphire laser is locked to the cavity, the
sum frequency wave is then also frequency stabilized. An AOM placed before
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Fig. 2. Stable Beryllium Coulomb crystal. Cooling laser frequency was locked approx.
35 MHz red-detuned from resonance.

Fig. 3. Secular oscillation mass spectrum showing presence of beryllium hydride and
deuteride ions produced by chemical reactions. Shown is fluorescence rate of the Be+

ions as a function of frequency of the ac voltage applied to a 2 cm wide plate electrode
at a distance 9.5 mm from the trap axis. Ac amplitude was 0.5 V.

the iodine stabilization setup allows to shift the stable UV frequency within a
range of 340 MHz. UV output powers up to 80 mW were obtained.

Be+-Coulomb crystals of various sizes and shapes were obtained by varying
the trap and loading parameters. Figure 2 is an example of a small crystal.

We have produced molecular ions in situ by leaking HD gas into the UHV
chamber for 1–2 min with pressure of 4·10−10 mbar. Chemical reactions between
HD and the crystallized Be+-ions resulted in BeH+ and BeD+. Their presence is
proven by excitation of the secular oscillation in radial direction. The excitation
heats the Be+ ion ensemble by Coulomb interaction and results in a decrease
in Be+ fluorescence. Figure 3 shows the mass spectrum of the ions contained
in the trap. The secular frequencies lie within 1 % of the expected values. The
crystal remains stable during excitation, but experiences a small Be+ ion loss.
Beryllium hydride and deuteride are heavier than the coolant ion. It is therefore
expected that they are located outside the Be+-crystal. Indeed, no significant
dark regions are visible within the Be+-crystal. We expect that the molecular
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Fig. 4. Detection of molecular excitation by 1+1 REMPI. A vibrational transition can
be detected since molecules in an excited vibrational state can be selectively disso-
ciated with UV radiation of appropriate wavelength. The method is also applicable
to selectively detect population in any particular rotational state of the lowest vibra-
tional state if first a vibrational excitation laser is used to transfer population from the
rotational state to an appropriate vibrational level

ions were sympathetically cooled and crystallized; to prove this statement, we
would need to perform molecular spectroscopy or add another fluorescent atomic
ion ensemble of greater mass so that the molecular ions would become ”visible”
as a dark shell between the added atomic ions and the Be+-crystal [18].

As mentioned above, the detection of population in a long-lived ro-vibrational
or rotational state poses a problem. A destructive detection method is possible
by means of 1+1 resonance multi-photon ionization (REMPI). We plan to im-
plement this for spectroscopy of HD+, see Fig. 4.

Since for sympathetically cooled molecular ions in equilibrium with the laser-
cooled atomic ions the internal temperature will at most be 300 K (the tempera-
ture of the vacuum chamber), in diatomic molecular ions only the lowest vibra-
tional level will be populated initially. A vibrational excitation to be detected
will transfer a fraction of these ions into another vibrational level. If a pure ro-
tational transition (e.g. by stimulated Raman transition) is to be detected, it
can be followed by a one-photon laser vibrational excitation to an excited vibra-
tional level. The task then is to dissociate molecules preferentially from such an
excited vibrational level. At least for HD+ this is indeed possible, as shown in
Fig. 5. A large ratio between the dissociation probabilities from a state v′ �= 0
and from v = 0 can be achieved for any v′ by appropriate choice of dissociation
wavelength. A good choice of target vibrational level and dissociation wavelength
are v′ = 4 (corresponding to a 0 → 4 transition wavelength around 1.4µm) and
266 nm (obtainable by frequency-quadrupling a Nd:YAG laser). The required
photodissociation energy densities can be obtained from pulsed or cw lasers. For
the v′ = 5 target level one might be able to use the 313 nm cooling radiation
as dissociation light, if it is sufficiently intense. A suitable ion optics and ion
counter to extract and detect the dissociation products is required.
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Fig. 5. Theoretical photodissociation probability of HD+ ions in various vibrational
states vs. excitation wavelength for an energy density of 50 mW/mm2 and 1 s duration.
[21,22].

4 Quantum Jump Spectroscopy

Obviously, a destructive detection method is not favourable, because of the need
to reload the trap and possibly the need to reestablish a sufficiently similar config-
uration of the molecular/atomic ion ensemble. Various types of non-destructive
detection of molecular excitation can be envisaged. Here we consider one method
that is of interest if one seeks to perform spectroscopy on a single molecule. This
might be the ultimate goal in precision molecular spectroscopy, since the spatial
state of the molecule is then well-defined, and the determination of systematic
effects is simpler. The method we propose is related to the concepts of imple-
menting quantum gates [23] and of performing high resolution spectroscopy of
atomic ions that do not have laser cooling transitions [24]. Basically, an appro-
priate atomic ion is used as a monitor of the internal state of the test ion (here
a molecule).

Figure 6 sketches a simplified view of the procedure. A single molecular ion
and a single coolant atomic ion are prepared in the trap. The atomic ion level
scheme must have an accessible long-lived state. This can be an electronic state
connected to the ground state by a dipole-forbidden transition, or a hyperfine
state in the ground electronic state [24]. Here we consider the first case for sim-
plicity, but the latter case would be relevant if the coolant ion is Be+. The two-ion
crystal is cooled by resolved sideband cooling to the motional ground state of
e.g. the axial crystal mode [25]. In our model scheme this requires the P-state
linewidth to be smaller than the phonon frequency. However, in practice resolved
sideband cooling would be performed on a dipole-forbidden atomic transition,
so that this condition can be satisfied. Note that there is no need to focus the
sideband cooling radiation selectively onto the atomic ion.

The atomic ion is then transferred to the metastable state (here a D state).
Now the internal vibration of the molecule is excited, with the laser tuned to the
blue motional sideband. The ion crystal motional oscillation is thereby simulta-
neously excited. The figure shows a fundamental vibrational excitation (v, J =
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Fig. 6. Schematic of a method for detecting quantum jumps in molecules with high
signal-to-noise ratio. The sublevels shown in the level diagrams of molecule (left) and
atom (right) are the vibrational states of the crystal oscillation along the trap axis.

1) → (v + 1, J = 0) of the molecule and the excitation of one crystal phonon.
The analogue can be done with a pure rotational excitation (v, J) → (v, J ± 2)
by using stimulated Raman scattering.

The next step consists in detecting whether a crystal phonon is present or
not. To this end, the atomic ion is transferred to one of the levels of the cooling
transition, using red-detuned light. This ensures that if no phonon is present,
the atomic ion remains in the metastable state.

As a result, the atomic ion has been brought into a level from which the
cycling can be driven, resulting in a high fluorescence rate. Thus, if the internal
excitation of the molecule has taken place, this results in fluorescence from the
atomic ion; the molecular quantum jump has thereby been detected. The fluores-
cence continues even when the molecule decays back into the ground state. Note
that a ro-vibrational molecular transition (v = 0, J = 1) → (v = 1, J = 0) is a
cycling transition, albeit one with a small decay rate, due to the small transition
frequency.

For a spectroscopic measurement, the outlined procedure would be repeated
for different values of the molecular excitation frequency.
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This method, albeit technically difficult, would allow to perform spectroscopy
on narrow molecular transitions with similar sensitivity as in the electron shelv-
ing method of single atomic ion spectroscopy.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have pointed out that ultracold molecular ions have the poten-
tial for being used for measurements of very high spectroscopic precision, similar
to what has already been demonstrated with atomic ions. Vibrational and rota-
tional transitions limited only by the narrow natural linewidth are in principle
accessible. Some approaches on how to perform the spectroscopy of molecular
transitions in practice have been mentioned.

This opens up fascinating possibilities for the metrology of the electron-
to-proton and proton-to-deuteron mass ratios (both absolute determination as
well as time-independence tests). Measurements of parity violation, tests of the
symmetrization postulate, and of the electron dipole moment in molecules are
further perspectives on the use of molecular ions for fundamental physics studies.
Of course, on the physical chemistry side, precision molecular structure studies
will represent a huge new domain of activity, which is likely to challenge quantum
chemical theory significantly.
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[\ ]^_\ ` \^abc\d e]\ cfg_hic^ehfj^k hjlc^c\d ec^jahehfj mn o p q r o st u mn o v q r o wt hj
bkec^xfkd yz{ `fk\xbk^c hfja \`i\dd\d hjahd\ |\{ }fbkf`i xc~ae^ka � i~ w� w ����� a�\xecfaxf�~�
�]\ `fk\xb k^c hfja � ec^��\d hj ^ khj\^c c^dhflc\�b\jx~ ec^� � �\c\ xffk\d ef e\`�\c^ebc\a fl l\� e\ja
fl `� � _h^ a~`�^e]\ehx xffkhj� bahj� k^a\cgxffk\d |\{ hfja � �fc d\e\xehfj � �\ ]^_\ ba\d a\xbk^c
\�xhe^ehfj fl e]\ yz{ hfja ef `fjhefc e]\hc kfaa c^e\ � �]\ ec^jahehfj lc\�b\jx~ ^�c\\a � he] ^
e]\fc\ehx^k �c\dhxehfj �

� ����� �� ��������� �������� ���� ��� �   ����� �����
��¡������� �� ������ ¢ £��� ��� �����¤¡������� ������ � ¥
¦ ��� ���� � ������ �������� ¥ ��� �� ���� ����� ��� ��� ¤
¡���� � ����� ��� ¢ £��� � �§�� ���� �������¨�� �� �¨¤�� ����
����¤¡�������� ����������� ������������ ¥ ��������� ������
����� ����������� ¥ ���� �� ���¤����¨���� ¥ ������© ����� ¥ ���
ª«� ����������� ¬ ¥ ® ¥ ¯ ¥ ° ¥ ± ¥ ² ¥ ³ ¥ ´µ ¢ ¶������ � ��¤
����� ���� �� ����� ������ � ��� ����� ��� ���� ·������
���� ���� ������������ �� ����� ������� ����� �  ��������
�� ¨����� ��� ��������� ��� ��©���¡���� �  ���� ��¤
©����� ����������� � ����� ¬¸ ¥ ¹µ ¢ º���������� ¥ �����
���¡�� ��������� ������ � ��©� ��� ¡�������� �� ¨� ����
 �� �������� ���� �  �������� �� ������� � ��� ������ ���
����� ��� � ©�������� ��  �� � ���� �  ��� ���©�������� �  ���
���¡���� �  ���©������� �� ������ ¬¯ ¥ ¥ ®µ ¢

»� ¡��������� ¥ ���¡������ �   ��·������� �  �¦� ©�¤
¨�������� ���������� � �  ¼�½ ¦���� ����¦ ������� ��� ���
�� ��� ��� � ��¡������� �  ¨��� ��� ��������¤��¤¡�����
¾¿ À Á¿Â Ã ��� ��� ¡�����¤��¤�������� � ��� ����� ¿Â Á¿ Ä ¢Å ���¡������ ¨��¦��� ����������  ��·������� �� ¼�½ ���
¼½Æ ��� �� ¨ � ���� �� ������ ��� ��� ����©����� ������¨�¤
����� ¬¯µ ¢ Å¡���  ��� ���� � ������� ���� ¥ ����¤¡��������
�¡��������¡� �� ��������� ¼�½ ���� ����� ����¦ �����¤
� �� ��� ������ ��� ¡������ �Ç���� ���� �� ¾�Ã ��� ��¡��¤
����� �  ��� ��¡��È�� ���¡���� ��������� �� ��� ����¤
������ ·������ ���¨�� ¬² ¥ ¯ ¥ °µ ¥ ¾��Ã ������È������ � 
��� ������� �¡�� �������� ����������� �Ç��� ¬±µ ¥ ¾���Ã � ��¤
����� ��� �  ��� �������� ·�����¡��� ����������� ������¤
¨����� ¬²µ ¥ ��� ¾�© Ã ������È������ �  ��� �Ç���� �  ���
���¡��� � ������� � ����� �  ��� �������� ¬³ ¥ ´µ ¢

£�� ��������� �������� ������ ��� ¨ ��� ��¨É ��� �  ��©¤
���� �Ê¡ ���� ����� ������� �� ��� ¡��� ¢ £�� ���� ¦��§ ���
¨ ��� �� ��� ��¡��È�� ��������� �� ��©���� ��¦¤����� ©�¤
¨�������� ������ ¥ ¨� ������� ��� ������ ¬¸ ¥ ®¹ ¥ ® µ ¥ ���
�� ©�¨�������� ����������� ¨ ��¦��� ������ ����� �� ��� ���¤
��������� ��� �� ¥ ¨� Ë��������� ��� ��¦��§��� ¬®®µ ¢ £�
��� §��¦ ����� ¥ ����� ��� ¨ ��� ���� � ������ ����� � 
�����¤������� ���������� � �  ��¦¤����� ©�¨�������� ��©��� ¥
¡ �� ����� ¨� Ì ��� ��� ��¦��§��� �� ���� ����� ��� ¬®¯µ ¢
£���� ������� ¦��� ¡ �� ��� �� �� �������� ���¡��� �� ���
¨��� � ¢

£�� �Ê������� �  ���� � ������� ���� �� ��� ���������
���¡������� ����� � ����� �������� ��� �¡ ��������¡ �� ��¤

������¥ ¡����¨�� ¨� ��©���� ������ �  � �������� ¥ ��� ��
��� ��������� �  È���¤����� ��¡¡��� ¨������ ��� ��� � 
������ ���� �Ç���� ¢ Í�������� �������� ��� �����¨��� ��
Î ®¹ �Ï ¦��� �������� ¡������� ¨� ���¡������� ����¤
��� ����� �����¤������ ���� �� ���� ������ �� � ������ ��¤
��� ��·����� ���¡ ¬®°µ ¢ »� ���� ���·�� ��©����� ��� ¥ ���
��������� ���� ��� ¦���¤�� ����Ð�� ������ ������� �����¤
����� ¥ Ë�����¨ �������� ¥ ¦���� ���� ��� ¨� ������ �� ���
��� � ����� �  ��©���� � ������ ¥  �©���¨��  �� ���� �������¤
������ ��� �� �� �¡��������¡�� � ����������� ¢ Ì ����� ���
�������� ¥ ��� ¡�������� ��� �� �� �������� ¥ ������ ���������¤
���� ����� � ¾��¡���� �����¡������� ��������� ��� �� ���
����� �  ��©���� ���� �  � ����� �����Ã ¥ ����� �����������
�� ¡������� ¨��������� �  ��� ���������� ����� �� ������ �È¤
���� ¢

Ì� ��©� ������������ � ��©�� ������·��  �� ����¤
���������� ����� �¡��������¡� �� ��������� ��������� ��¤
������ ���� ¥ ¼�½ ¥ �� ���¡� ¢ Ñ ���� ��� � ����� ��©��¤
�¡�� ¥ ¦� ��©� ¡�� ��� �� � È��� � ������� ��� �  ��� ��¤
©�¨�������� ���������� ¾Ò Ó ¹ Ô Õ Ó ®Ã Ö ¾Ò Ó ° Ô Õ Ó Ã
�� ²¸¸ ¢ �� ×Ø ¾¢°¯¹ Ù� Ã¢ ¼��� ¥ Ò ��� Õ ��� ��� ©�¤
¨�������� ��� ���������� ·������ ���¨��� �� ��� ¼�½
���������� ������ ����� ¢ £�� � ����� ��©���¡ �� ��� ¨�
�¡¡���� �� � ©��� ���¨�� �  ����� ��������� ��� �¡ ����� ¢

Ì� �������������� ����� ¨��� Ú�½ ���� ��� ���������
���� �� � ������ ����� ��·����� ���¡ ¥ �������� �� � Ñ¼Û
����¨�� §�¡� ¨ ���¦ ¹×ØÜ �¨�� ¥ ���©�� �� ° Í¼Ð ¥ ¦ ���
� ¡��§¤��¤¡ ��§ ��¡������ �  ¯´¹ Û ¢ £��� ����� �� � ��¤
���� Í ��� ��� ���¨ ����� ¡���� ���� ÝÞ ß ¹ à¹° ¥ ¬®±µ ¥ ���
� ¾������¤¡������� Ã ������ ������� �����������  ��·����� � 
®´¹ §¼Ð  �� ��� Ú�½ ¢ º�� ��� ��������� ������� ���� ¥
¼�½ ¥ ÝÞ ß ¹ à® ��� ��� ¾������¤¡�������Ã ������ �������¤
����  ��·����� �� ´°¹ §¼Ð ¢

£�� Ú�½ ���� ��� �����¤������ �� � ����§��© �� ���¡���¤
����� ����� � ¯ ¯ �� ÑÛ ����� ¬®²µ ¢ º�� ������ ������� ¥
��� ���� ��� ������ �� ����Ð�� �� ������� ���������� ¥ ��¤
����� �� Ë�����¨ �������� ¬®³µ ¢ ��� �� ��� ����¤�����
������������� ����������� ¨��¦��� ���� �� �������� ���
��������� ���� ¥ ��� ������ ��� �á ������� ������ �� �����¤
�������� ���¡�������� Î ®¹ �Ï ��� ��¨����� ������
��� �Ê �� �  ��� Ú�½ ��� �������� ¥ ��� �� ����� �� �����
� ���¤��¤������ ����� ¢ ��� �� ��� ¦��§ ���¡���� ¨ �¤
�¦��� �Ê������ ��� �������� ������� �   ������ ¥ ��� ��¤



®

������ ���¡������� �  ��� ¼�½ ���� �� �Ê¡����� �� ¨ �
�� ¯¹¹ Ï ¬®´µ ¥ �� ����� �� �·����¨���� ¦ ��� ��� ©�����
����¨�� ¢ Ì� ��� ��������� ����� ��� ¾Í�Ã �����������
�� ������ ��� ���¨��� ¥ �����¤��� �������� �¡����� ������¤
¨������ ¥ ��� �¡¡�� ��� ���  �� ��� ������������� ���¡���¤
���� �  ���� �¡����� ��������� �� ��� ������� ¢ £�� ��� ¤
�������� �������  ��� Ë�����¨ ����������� ¥ ����� ¡�������
 ����� ¥ �� ������¡��� �  ��� �Ç����©� ���¡ ¡�������� ¥ ���
�¡�����¤��¡������ ������� ����� ¢ Ì� ������ � ��� ���¡¡��
�¡����� ¨� �Ê�������� �  ����� � ���¤��¡������ ��������
¾�������Ã  ��·������� ¢ º�� ����©����� ���� �� � ����� ��¤
·����� ���¡ ¥ ��� ��������  ��·������� ��� ��©������ ¡��¤
¡�������� �� ����� � ��� ¢ Å �������� ������¡���� �  ���
¡�� ������ ��� ¨�  ���� �� ¬®° ¥ ®¸ ¥ ¯¹ ¥ ¯ µ ¢

Ì� ¡�� ��� â  ã«Í¶» �¡��������¡�¥ ����� � ���¤
�¨ �� �� ����� ¾»ã Ã ����� ����� ¦ ��� � � �Ê���� ���¡��
¡�¦�� �  ° �Ì �� �Ê���� ��� ��¤©�¨�������� �©������
���������� ¾Ò Ó ¹ Ô Õ Ó ®Ã Ö ¾Ò Ó ° Ô Õ Ó Ã �� ������
°¯¹ �� ¢ £�� ����� ����� ��� � É ����� ��� ���� ����¦ ����
Î ± Í¼Ð ¢ »�� ¦�©������� ¦�� ����¨����� ����� � ¦���� �¨¤���¡���� ���� ¢ ä�¨��·������¥ ��� �Ê����� ¼�½ ���� �� ���
Ò Ó ° ©�¨�������� ��©�� ��� �����¤�������©��� ����� ������ ¥
¬¯®µ ¥ � ���� � ���������� ¦�©� ®²² �� ÑÛ ����� ������ å
¼�½ ¾Ò Ó °Ã â æç Ö ¼ â �½ �� ¼½ â � ¢

º�� ��������� ¥ ¦� �¨���©� ��� ���� ���� �  ���������
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Abstract. We describe the current status of high-precision ab initio calculations of the
spectra of molecular hydrogen ions (H+

2 and HD+) and of two experiments for vibra-
tional spectroscopy. The perspectives for a comparison between theory and experiment
at a level of 1 ppb are considered.

1 Introduction

The molecular hydrogen ion (MHI) is the simplest stable molecule, containing
just two nuclei and a single electron. Since the birth of the field of molecu-
lar physics it has played an important role: it is on one hand an important
benchmark system for detailed studies of energy levels [1], for collisions and
chemical reactions between charged molecules and neutral atoms/molecules, of
interactions with laser radiation and energetic charged particles, and for testing
the respective theoretical descriptions. On the other hand, the MHI is also an
astrophysically important molecule, involved in reaction chains leading to the
production of polyatomic molecules. Over 800 publications have been written on
this molecule in the last 35 years [2]. The large majority are theoretical studies.

Concerning high-resolution spectroscopy of MHIs, only a limited number of
investigations have been carried out, most of which a long time ago. Radiofre-
quency spectroscopy of the hyperfine structure in several vibrational levels has
been performed on H+

2 trapped in a Paul trap [3]; several low-lying fundamental
ro-vibrational transitions of HD+ have been measured using laser spectroscopy
on an ion beam [4], while rotational and ro-vibrational transitions of H+

2 , D+
2

and HD+ close to the dissociation limit were investigated using microwave and
laser spectroscopy, also on an ion beam [5,6]. The highest spectroscopic accura-
cies reported so far were achieved in the experiments of Jefferts and of Wing et

⋆ This text will appear in ”Precision Physics of Simple Atomic Systems”, Lecture Notes

in Physics, Springer, 2007
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al. [4,7], ≃1·10−6 in relative units. Recently, also the dissociation energies have
been obtained with accuracies ≃ 1 · 10−6 [8]. Thus, the experimental accuracies
have been far less than those achieved in hydrogen or helium spectroscopy.

In the late 1990s, it was recognized that there are attractive reasons and
many opportunities to study MHIs in novel ways and to achieve a much higher
precision than previously possible [9]. Several techniques, not used before on
MHIs, appeared to be applicable, including translational cooling, internal cool-
ing, spectroscopy with reduced Doppler broadening, Doppler-free spectroscopy,
high sensitivity ion detection. Novel laser systems not available at the time of
the last precision spectroscopic studies can be used advantageously, among them
diode lasers, quantum cascade lasers and the femtosecond frequency comb. The
prospect of significantly improved experimental precision has also motivated us
to develop more extended theoretical treatments of the MHI; in the course of
these efforts, the accuracy of the energy levels has been increased by approxi-
mately two orders of magnitude compared to previous work.

Some of the above techniques have by now been implemented, and are re-
ported here; the remaining appear to be feasible in the near future. These recent
developments open up a number of novel applications of MHIs:

(i) test advanced ab initio molecular calculations (in particular, QED contribu-
tions)

(ii) measure certain fundamental constants
(iii) test concepts for the manipulation of molecules (state preparation, align-

ment)
(iv) sense fields (blackbody radiation [10])
(v) probe fundamental physics laws (e.g. Lorentz Invariance [11], time invari-

ance of fundamental constants [12,13])
(vi) study electric dipole interactions between molecules [14]
(vii) explore elastic, reactive and charge exchange collisions with neutral atoms

and molecules at ultralow collision energies

The successful demonstration of manipulation of MHIs at the quantum state
level could also open up the possibility to study collisions with quantum-state
resolution, i.e. where all parent particles are in specific quantum states.

An attractive perspective of our work pursued under (i) is to eventually de-
termine the ratios of electron-to-proton mass (me/mp), proton-to-deuteron mass
(mp/md) and proton-to-triton mass (mp/mt) from a comparison between accu-
rate experimental and theoretical energy level data. The basis for this possibility
is the dependence of the vibrational and rotational transition frequencies on the
fundamental constants. For fundamental vibrational and rotational transitions,
the frequencies scale approximately as

h νvib ∼
√

me/µ R∞ , h νrot ∼ (me/µ)R∞ , (1)

where µ = M1M2/(M1 +M2) is the reduced mass of the two nuclei and R∞

is the Rydberg energy. The precise dependencies have been computed in refs.
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[12,15,16]. The mass ratiosmp/md, mp/mt and me/mp are conventionally deter-
mined by Penning ion trap mass spectrometry on single particles or by electron
spin resonance of single hydrogen-like ions in a Penning ion trap. Relative accu-
racies are currently 2.0 · 10−10 [17], 2 · 10−9, and 4.6 · 10−10 [17,18], respectively.
Note that in case of me/mp, the determination involves the use of QED [19].
Clearly, the corresponding accuracies of νvib, νrot represent the goal levels for
our ongoing experimental and theoretical efforts on H+

2 and HD+.
Several aspects support the expectation that such accuracies can be reached

in the near future. First, the lifetimes of vibrational levels are long, the shortest
ones occurring for low-lying levels in HD+, ≃ 10 ms. The relative linewidth
due to spontaneous decay is thus of the order or smaller than 10−13. Second,
Doppler broadening can be strongly reduced or eliminated by either cooling the
molecular ions or by performing two-photon Doppler-free spectroscopy. Finally,
collision broadening and time-of-flight broadening can also be minimized by both
cooling and providing a good ultra-high vacuum environment. Systematic shifts
due to light fields, trap electric fields, and trap and environmental magnetic
fields will need to be considered; hereby it will be helpful that these influences
be calculated accurately, using the relative simplicity of the MHI. The theoretical
determination of the energy levels at the goal accuracy level will need as input
nuclear properties such as the proton and deuteron nuclear radii, which may be
obtained e.g. from hydrogen spectroscopy or nuclear scattering experiments.

In this contribution we present an overview of our theoretical and experi-
mental results achieved recently on MHIs. Chapter 2 describes the theoretical
approaches for a precise computation of energy levels, including hyperfine and
QED effects and the computation of one- and two-photon spectra. Chapter 3
presents the development and results from an experiment for trapping and spec-
troscopy of H+

2 performed at the Université d’Evry Val d’Essonne. Chapter 4
summarizes an experiment on HD+ at the University of Düsseldorf.

2 Ab initio theory of H+
2

and HD+

The dissociation energies of 462 states in H+
2 and 619 in HD+ in a wide range of v

and L, vibrational and rotational quantum numbers, have been calculated some
time ago by R.E. Moss [20,21] with a relative accuracy of ∼ 5 ·10−9 (including
the leading order relativistic and radiative corrections). Later the numerical
precision of the nonrelativistic energies have been improved up to 10−15 −10−24

a.u. [12,15,22–26] by using variational methods. The ultimate accuracy of ∼
10−24 a.u. has been obtained for the H+

2 ground state [26]. These calculations
demonstrate that at least the nonrelativistic ro-vibrational transition frequencies
can be determined with an uncertainty well below the 1 kHz level. In this section
we describe the calculation of QED corrections as an expansion in terms of α, the
fine structure constant. The numerical method exploits a variational approach
based on the Slater-type exponents as basis functions. We demonstrate that
the frequencies of ro-vibrational transitions can be obtained in this way with a
precision better than 1 part per billion (ppb).
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2.1 Variational expansion

The variational bound state wave functions are calculated by solving the three-
body Schrödinger equation with Coulomb interaction using the variational ap-
proach based on the exponential expansion with randomly chosen exponents.
Details and the particular strategy of choice of the variational nonlinear param-
eters and basis structure that have been adopted in the present work can be
found in [23].

Briefly, the wave function for a state with a total orbital angular momentum
L and of a total spatial parity π = (−1)L is expanded as follows:

Ψπ
LM (R, r1) =

∑

l1+l2=L

Y l1l2
LM (R̂, r̂1)G

Lπ
l1l2

(R, r1, r2),

GLπ
l1l2

(R, r1, r2) =

N
∑

n=1

{

Cn Re
[

e−αnR−βnr1−γnr2
]

+Dn Im
[

e−αnR−βnr1−γnr2
]

}

.

(2)

Here Y l1l2
LM (R̂, r̂1) = Rl1rl2

1 {Yl1 ⊗ Yl2}LM are the solid bipolar harmonics, R is
the position vector of nucleus 2 relative to nucleus 1, and r1, r2 are positions of
an electron relative to nuclei 1 and 2, respectively. The complex exponents, α,
β, γ, are generated in a pseudorandom way.

When the exponents αn, βn, and γn are real, the method reveals slow con-
vergence for molecular type Coulomb systems. The use of complex exponents
allows to reproduce the oscillatory behaviour of the vibrational part of the wave
function and to improve convergence [27,23].

The advantage of choice (2) is the simplicity of the basis functions. It al-
lows evaluating analytically matrix elements of the Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian and
the leading-order radiative corrections and, more importantly, to treat in a sys-
tematic way the singular integrations encountered in higher-order contributions
[28].

2.2 Leading-order relativistic and radiative corrections

Relativistic corrections of the leading R∞α
2 order, the Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian,

are well known and can be found in many textbooks [29,30]. The nuclear fi-
nite size effects are considered as contributions to this order. Details, relevant
particularly to the case of the MHIs, can be found in [31].

In what follows we assume that the nuclear charges are Z1 =Z2 =Z=1 and
nuclear masses are denoted by capital M . The units adopted are (h̄=e=me =1).

The radiative corrections of an order R∞α
3 for a one electron molecular

system can be expressed by the following set of equations (see Refs. [32–34]).
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The one-loop self-energy correction (orders R∞α
3 and R∞α

3(m/M)) is:

E(3)
se =

4α3Z

3

(

ln
1

α2 − β(L, v) +
5

6
−

3

8

)

〈δ(r1)+δ(r2)〉 ,

+α3Z2
∑

i=1,2

[

2

3Mi

(

− lnα−4 β(L, v)+
31

3

)

〈δ(ri)〉 −
14

3Mi

Q(ri)

]

,

(3)

where

β(L, v) =
〈J(H0−E0) ln ((H0−E0)/R∞)J〉

〈[J, [H0, J]]/2〉
(4)

is the Bethe logarithm. The latter quantity presents the most difficult numerical
problem in computation of QED corrections for the three-body bound states. In
[34,35] the calculations for a wide range of ro-vibrational states in H+

2 and HD+

have been performed to an accuracy of about 7 significant digits. The operator
J in (4) is the electric current density operator of the system1. The last term,
Q(r), in Eq. (3) is the mean value of a regularized operator introduced by Araki
and Sucher [36] for the 1/(4πr3) potential:

Q(r) = lim
ρ→0

〈

Θ(r − ρ)

4πr3
+ (ln ρ+ γE)δ(r)

〉

. (5)

The values of this matrix element for ro-vibrational states are calculated in [31].
The remaining contributions in this order can be obtained from the Pauli

form factor of an electron (anomalous magnetic moment):

E(3)
anom = πα2Z

[

1

2

(α

π

)

]

〈δ(r1)+δ(r2)〉 . (6)

and from the one-loop vacuum polarization:

E(3)
vp =

4α3Z

3

[

−
1

5

]

〈δ(r1)+δ(r2)〉 . (7)

2.3 R∞α
4 order corrections in the nonrecoil limit

The contribution of recoil corrections, proportional to (m/M), in the R∞α
4

order are too small for our present consideration and may be neglected. Radia-
tive corrections for a bound electron in an external field are known analytically

1 J=
∑

a
zapa/ma, where za, pa, ma are the charge, impulse, and mass of a particle

a. The sum is performed over all particles of the system.
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Fig. 1. Adiabatic potential of the mα6 order contribution to the Dirac energy of the
two-center problem (Z1 = Z2 = 1). Dashed curves are the squared densities of the
ground and first vibrational state wave functions of H+

2 ion.

[38,39]:

E(4)
se = α4Z2

[

4π

(

139

128
−

1

2
ln 2

)]

〈δ(r1)+δ(r2)〉 ,

E(4)
vp = α4Z2

[

5π

48

]

〈δ(r1)+δ(r2)〉 ,

E(4)
anom = α2Zπ

[

(α

π

)2
(

197

144
+
π2

12
−
π2

2
ln 2 +

3

4
ζ(3)

)]

〈δ(r1)+δ(r2)〉 ,

E
(4)
2loop = α2Zπ

[

(α

π

)2
(

−
6131

1296
−

49π2

108
+ 2π2 ln 2 − 3ζ(3)

)]

〈δ(r1)+δ(r2)〉 .

(8)

The last equation includes both the Dirac form factor and polarization operator
contributions.

The R∞α
4 relativistic correction is obtained using the adiabatic ”effective”

potential for an mα6 term in the α expansion of the two-center Dirac energy
(see Fig. 1). Averaging over the squared wave function density of a state one

gets E
(4)
rc . The adiabatic potentials have been obtained recently with about 5

significant digits [37], and the Born-Oppenheimer solution yields approximate

wave functions at the (m/M) ≈ 10−4 level, which allows to claim that E
(4)
rc is

now known to 4 digits.
Some higher order radiative corrections for a bound electron in an exter-

nal field are also known in an analytic form [38,39] and can be included into
consideration:

E(5)
se = α5Z3 ln2(Zα)−2[−1

]

〈δ(r1)+δ(r2)〉 . (9)

The electron ground state wave function may be approximated by ψe(re) =
C[ψ1s(r1) + ψ1s(r2)], where ψ1s is the hydrogen ground state wave function
and C is a normalization coefficient. Thus, one may use this approximation to
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evaluate other contributions in the R∞α
5 order:

E(5′)
se = α5Z3

[

A61 ln (Zα)−2 +A60

]

〈δ(r1)+δ(r2)〉 ,

E
(5)
2loop =

α5

π
Z2[B50

]

〈δ(r1)+δ(r2)〉 ,

(10)

where the constants A61, A60, and B50 are taken equal to the constants of the
1s state of the hydrogen atom A61 = 5.419 . . . [40], A60 = −30.924 . . . [41],
and B50 = −21.556 . . . [42] (see also Ref. [39] and references therein). The final
theoretical uncertainty in the transition frequency (see Table 1) is determined
by the total contribution of the last two equations.

2.4 Hyperfine structure of states

The leading order contribution to the hyperfine splitting of the ro-vibrational
states is calculated using the spin-dependent part of the Breit-Pauli interaction
Hamiltonian, with phenomenological values for the nuclear magnetic moments
and the electron anomalous magnetic moment. The hyperfine levels of HD+,
EvLFSJ , are labelled with the quantum numbers F , S and J of the intermediate
angular momenta F = Ip+se, S = F+Id and of the total angular momentum J =
L+S [43]. In case of H+

2 due to Pauli exclusion principle the total nuclear spin I
is uniquely defined by L and parity of the electronic state. The following coupling
scheme is adopted: F = I+se and J = L+F [44]. The hyperfine structure (HFS)
of the ro-vibrational states of HD+ consists of 4, 10 or 12 hyperfine sub-levels
for L=0, L=1 and L≥2, respectively (see Fig. 2). The multiplicity of the HFS
of H+

2 is reduced to 1 for L=0, 5 for L=1, 2 for even, and 6 for odd L states.
Typically, the hyperfine splitting of the lower ro-vibrational states of HD+ and
H+

2 is about 1 GHz. The uncertainty in the hyperfine spectrum is related to the
unknown contribution of the spin interaction terms of orders O(R∞α

4(m/M))
and higher, which have not yet been taken into consideration, and is estimated
not to exceed 100 kHz.

Each transition line between ro-vibrational states is split into a multiplet of
hyperfine components, corresponding to the allowed transitions i→ f between

Table 1. Summary of contributions to the (v = 0, L = 0)→ (v′ = 1, L′ = 0) transition
frequency (in MHz).

H+
2 HD+

∆Enr 65 687 511.0686 57 349 439.9717
∆Eα2 1091.041(03) 958.152(03)
∆Eα3 −276.544(02) −242.118(02)
∆Eα4 −1.997 −1.748
∆Eα5 0.120(23) 0.106(19)

∆Etot 65 688 323.688(25) 57 350 154.368(21)
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Fig. 2. Hyperfine structure of a ro-vibrational state of HD+ with L ≥ 2.

the states of the hyperfine structure of the initial and final states. Whether these
hyperfine components will be resolved or the spectrum profile depends on the
initial and final state lifetime and on the experimental conditions (transition
linewidth Γf , laser intensity I, temperature, interaction time etc.) Examples of
spectral data are presented in experimental sections of our review (see Fig. 13).
The shape of the profile also depends on the population of the initial hyperfine
states. The general expressions for the probability per unit time for one- and
two-photon transitions between ro-vibrational states of the MHIs with account
of the hyperfine structure are given in Ref. [45].

The probability per unit time for the hyperfine transition i→f at resonance
(averaged over the magnetic numbers of initial and final states), Γf,i, may be
represented in the form:

Γf,i = T 2
f,i Γv′L′,vL, Γv′L′,vL =

2πα

3h̄

I

Γf

〈v′L′||d ||vL〉2

2L+ 1
. (11)

Here Γv′L′,vL is the probability per unit time of laser-stimulated dipole transi-
tions between ro-vibrational states, 〈v′L′||d ||vL〉 is the reduced matrix element
of the electric dipole moment of the HD+ ion d =

∑

a zara, and

Tf,i =
√

(2J ′ + 1)(2L+ 1)
∑

F ′′S′′

(−1)S′′+J+L′

{

L 1 L′

J ′ S′′ J

}

βf
F ′′S′′β

i
F ′′S′′ , (12)

where βvLFSJ
F ′′S′′ are constant amplitudes of the state vectors of the hyperfine

states:

|vLFSJ, Jz〉 =
∑

F ′′S′′

βvLFSJ
F ′′S′′

∑

Mζ

CJJz

LM,S′′ζΨvLM (R, r1)χ(F ′′S′′, ζ), (13)

determined from the effective Hamiltonian of spin interaction. Here χ(FS, ζ)
are basis spinors of definite values of F , S and Sz in the space of the spin
variables. The relative intensity of the hyperfine components of a transition line
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Fig. 3. Hyperfine splitting and intensities of the two-photon ro-vibrational transition
line for the H+

2 ion: (a) (v=0, L=1)→ (v′=1, L′ =1), (b) (v=0, L=2)→ (v′=1, L′ =2).

between ro-vibrational states is thus determined by the amplitudes Tf,i. In case
the individual hyperfine components cannot be resolved, the observable intensity
is reduced to the intensity of the dipole ro-vibrational transition Γv′L′,vL, in
agreement with the identity

∑

f T
2
f,i = 1.

The hyperfine structure of the one- and two-photon transition lines includes
a large number of components, most of which, however, are suppressed. There
are as well dominant (or “favoured”) transitions between states with similar
spin structure, such as (vLFJ) → (v′L′FJ ′) with ∆J =∆L (for H+

2 ). In such
pairs of homologous hyperfine states the spin-dependent corrections to the ro-
vibrational energies Ev′L′FJ′ and EvLFJ have close values, which partially cancel
each other when evaluating the spin correction to the resonance transition fre-
quency (Ev′L′FJ′ −EvLFJ )/h. Indeed, the favoured hyperfine transitions span
over a frequency interval less than 25 MHz (see Fig 3). It is natural to expect
that the unknown contributions to the frequency of the favoured transitions from
the spin interactions of order R∞α

4(m/M) and higher also tend to cancel each
other; therefore, the theoretical uncertainty of the resonance frequency of the
favoured hyperfine sublines will be less than ∼ 5 kHz.

2.5 Two-photon transition probabilities

In order to assess the feasibility of Doppler-free two-photon spectroscopy in H+
2

or HD+, it is essential to evaluate transition probabilities between ro-vibrational
states. This can be done using the formula from second-order perturbation the-
ory [46], and the accurate wavefunctions provided by variational calculations.
Assuming that magnetic sublevels are equally populated, the two-photon tran-
sition probability at resonance between states v, L and v′, L′ is

Γv,L,v′,L′ =

(

4πa3
0

h̄c

)2
4I2

Γf

Qv,L,v′,L′ (14)

where I is the excitation intensity, Γf the transition linewidth, and

Qv,L,v′,L′ =
1

2L+ 1

∑

k=0,2

∣

∣〈vL‖Q(k)‖v′L′〉
∣

∣

2

2k + 1
. (15)
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Q(0), Q(2) are respectively the scalar and tensor parts of the two-photon transi-
tion operator

Q =
1

4πǫ0a3
0

d·ǫ
1

E −H
d·ǫ (16)

Here, E = [E(v, L) + E(v′, L′)]/2 is the one-photon resonance energy and ǫ the
exciting field polarization. The two-photon transition probabilities were calcu-
lated in [22,47].

For the H+
2 case [47] there exists a quasi-selection rule ∆v = ±1, and the

dimensionless transition probabilities Qv,L,v′,L′ are rather small, of the order

of 1, which is due to the level structure of H+
2 . If we consider the example

of transitions between L = 0 states, these states are of 1Se symmetry, and
there is no resonant intermediate level of 1P o symmetry that could enhance the
transition probability.

The situation is different in the HD+ case [22], since there is no splitting
between singlet and triplet state due to the loss of exchange symmetry between
the nuclei. As a result, for a transition between L = 0 (Se) states, there exist
intermediate bound Po levels which can be very close in energy and efficiently
enhance the transition probability. This is most likely to happen if the difference
between v and v′ (the initial and final vibrational quantum numbers) is an even
number. In this case, the state (v′′ = (v+v′)/2, L′′ = L±1) is often close to
the middle energy E = [E(v, L) + E(v′, L′)]/2, because of the quasi-harmonic
structure of vibrational levels. As a result, some of the most intense two-photon
lines are ∆v=2 transitions in the 5-6 µm range or ∆v=4 transitions in the 2.5-
3 µm range, accessible e.g. with continuous-wave optical parametric oscillator
or quantum cascade lasers. The dimensionless transition probabilities Qv,L,v′,L′

can reach values as high as 300 for the (v=0, L=1) → (v=2, L=1) transition
at 5.366 µm. Thus, the HD+ molecular ion is a promising candidate for precise
two-photon spectroscopy.

The next step is to consider the hyperfine structure of two-photon transition
lines. The representation of the hyperfine state vectors in the H+

2 case is

|vLFJJz〉 =
∑

F ′

βvLFJ
F ′

∑

Mζ

CJJz

LM,F ′ζ ψvLM (R, r1) χ(F ′, ζ). (17)

The definitions for χ(F ′, ζ) and βvLFJ
F ′ are similar to those in (13). Assuming

equal populations for hyperfine magnetic sublevels, the dimensionless transition
probability between levels |i〉 = |vLFJ〉 and |f〉 = |v′L′F ′J ′〉 is:

Qi,f =(2J ′+1)
∑

k=0,2

∣

∣

∣

∣

〈vL‖Q(k)‖v′L′〉
∑

F
′′(−1)J′+L+F ′′

{

L k L′

J ′F ′′ J

}

βf
F ′′βi

F ′′

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

2k + 1
(18)

The hyperfine structure of two different transitions for linear polarization is
shown in Fig. 3. Transitions between odd L states (Fig. 3(a)) comprise between
25 to 34 components, 5 or 6 of which are favoured. Transitions between even
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Fig. 4. Born-Oppenheimer electronic energies (in a.u.) of the adiabatic potential terms.

L states (Fig. 3(b)) have a much simpler structure, the total nuclear spin be-
ing zero. The non zero even L spectrum comprises only two main components
(verifying ∆J =0) together with two weak satellites. Transitions between L=0
states are structureless, which makes them especially attractive from a metro-
logical point of view.

3 Two-photon spectroscopy of H+
2

A two-photon vibrational spectroscopy experiment aimed at the determination
of the electron to proton mass ratio is being setup at the Kastler Brossel Labo-
ratory. We begin by recalling the basic spectral features of the MHI, and discuss
the planned experimental sequence. In the second part, we report on the present
status of the experimental setup. It is composed of a hyperbolic Paul trap in
which a few thousand H+

2 ions can be confined, a UV laser for ion preparation
and detection by state-selective photodissociation, and a narrow-line, tunable
laser system that will excite the two-photon transition.

3.1 H+
2 level structure

Although the Born Oppenheimer (BO) approximation is not relevant for highly
accurate calculations, it remains a very convenient tool to get a useful insight
into the H+

2 level structure. In order to understand the processes discussed here,
it is enough to consider the first two BO electronic curves: the ground state 1sσg

and first excited state 2pσu, which are depicted in Fig. 4.
The exact symmetries of the system are the total spatial parity π and the

exchange of nuclei P12; the g/u electronic parity πe used in the BO approach is re-
lated to them by πe = πP12. The bound levels of H+

2 can be labelled v, (2I+1Le,o)
where v and L are the vibrational and orbital quantum numbers, I is the total
nuclear spin quantum number and (e, o) stands for the total parity. Since the
total spatial parity is π = (−1)L, the 1sσg curve only supports 1Se, 3P o, 1De . . .
levels.
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Fig. 5. Photodissociation cross sections of the L=0, v levels of H+
2 . The dashed lines

are the result of a Born Oppenheimer calculation [50], which takes the 1sσg and 2pσu

electronic curves into account. The nodal structure of the cross section reflects that
of the vibrational wavefunction. The solid lines are obtained from an exact variational
method which fully takes into account the three body dynamics [51]. The additional
nodal structure appearing in the short wavelength domain can be interpreted as the
photodissociation to higher excited electronic states (3dσg, 2pπu, 4fσu, . . . ). The dot-
dashed vertical line corresponds to the KrF laser wavelength of 248 nm.

The 2pσu electronic curve presents at large internuclear distances a weak
attractive potential that supports two bound L = 0 energy levels [20,48]. Some of
those states have been observed by microwave or laser spectroscopy experiments
[49]. At higher L the 2pσu potential supports bound or dissociative 1P o, 3De

1F o . . . states that can be calculated numerically using either the variational, or
the complex coordinate rotation method.

3.2 One-photon transitions: photodissociation

The selection rules for one-photon dipole transitions are ∆L = ±1 and ∆I = 0.
As a consequence, transitions between bound ro-vibrational states of H+

2 are for-
bidden (in contrast with the HD+ case), resulting in very long-lived states. On
the other hand, one-photon photodissociation transitions from 1sσg to 2pσu elec-
tronic states are allowed. The photodissociation cross sections σv of the (1Se, v)
states have been first computed by Dunn [50] in the Born-Oppenheimer approx-
imation, and then using the perimetric coordinate variational method in [51].
The results are given in Fig. 5. They show that a laser source in the 250 nm
range can be used to selectively photodissociate the v = 1, 2, 3, . . . vibrational
states while keeping the ions in the v = 0 level since the successive cross section
ratios σv+1/σv are 214, 40, 10, for v = 0, 1, 2, respectively.

3.3 Two-photon transitions: choice of the transition

One-photon transitions between bound states being forbidden, a high resolution
study of the vibrational structure of H+

2 is only possible using Doppler-free two-
photon spectroscopy. Two-photon transitions obey the selection rule ∆L = 0,±2
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as well as the quasi selection rule ∆v = ±1, as discussed in section 2.5. The
corresponding (v, L) → (v′ = v+1, L′) transition frequencies lie in the 8-12 µm
range. Among them, we have chosen to probe the v=0 → v=1 transitions, for
L and L′ equal to 0 or 2 and eventually 1 or 3. We now give the arguments that
explain this choice.

The first condition to fulfill is that it should be possible to prepare a large
enough number of H+

2 in the initial state of the transition. The ro-vibrational
populations of H+

2 ions, after creation by electron impact ionization of a low pres-
sure H2 gas, have been studied both theoretically and experimentally [52]. The
vibrational populations are linked to the overlap of the H2 and H+

2 vibrational
wave functions (Franck-Condon principle); they are found to be of the order of
12, 18, 18, 15, 11, 8, 5, 4% for the first few levels. The rotational populations of
the H+

2 ions are those of the H2 mother molecules, i.e. 12, 28, 28, 18, 8% at 300
K. Moreover, we have shown in the previous paragraph that UV photodissocia-
tion provides a convenient way to prepare ions in the ground vibrational state;
it is then desirable to choose a v=0 state as initial state of the transition, with
L between 0 and 3, L=1 or 2 being the best choices with respect to the number
of ions. The same photodissociation process can be used to detect the ions in
the excited v=1 state.

The hyperfine structure of two-photon lines should also be considered; it is
apparent from Fig. 3 that it is simpler for transitions between even L states.
Interpretation of experimental data is likely to be easier in this case.

The intensities of the various (v = 0, L) → (v′ = 1, L′) (with low L) two-
photon lines are of the same magnitude; the choice of a particular transition
depends mostly on the availability and characteristics of laser sources at the
required wavelength. The whole mid-infrared range is accessible by the recently
developed quantum cascade lasers (QCL); L′ =L transitions are especially at-
tractive, because they lie within the spectrum of CO2 lasers (λ ≃ 9-10 µm).
Also, a number of frequency reference molecular absorption lines are known in
this range [53]. The first transition that is going to be probed in our experiment
is the (v = 0, L= 2) → (v′ = 1, L′ = 2) line at 9.166 nm. The details of coinci-
dences with CO2 lines and molecular reference lines, which make this transition
favorable, are explained below.

3.4 Experimental sequence

The two-photon transition matrix elements |Qv,L,v′,L′ |2 of the ”favoured” hyper-
fine components of two-photon transitions are of the order of 0.2 (see Fig. 3). A
typical QCL can deliver about 50 mW of single-mode optical power. Assuming a
perfect coupling to a build-up cavity of finesse 1000 with a waist of 1 mm, one ob-
tains a laser flux of 15 W/mm2. Assuming an instrumental width Γf ≈10 kHz,
equation (14) yields transition rates of about 70/s. This order of magnitude
shows that long interaction times are needed and that one has to work with a
cloud of trapped ions, having a radius of the order of the beam waist.

The considerations of the previous paragraph show that vibrational two-
photon spectroscopy of H+

2 can be performed by (2+1′) resonance enhanced
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Fig. 6. (a) Simulation of the experimental setup for ion creation, trapping and detec-
tion using the SIMION7 software. MCP is a multichannel plate detector. (b) Time of
flight spectrum showing the H+, H+

2 and H+
3 species confined in the Paul trap.

multiphoton dissociation (REMPD). This process is very similar to that im-
plemented for HD+ vibrational spectroscopy and described in more detail in
Section 4.

The experiment will be conducted in the following stages:

• simultaneous creation, trapping and selection of (L, v = 0) H+
2 ions.

• excitation of the (L, v=0) → (L′, v′=1) two-photon transition.
• photodissociation of the (L, v=1) H+

2 ions.
• time of flight detection of H+ and H+

2 ions.

3.5 Experimental setup

The ion trap is depicted in Fig. 6(a). It is a hyperbolic Paul trap with a ring of
inner radius r0 = 8.2 mm and two end caps separated by 2z0 = 6 mm. Two pairs
of holes (2 mm in diameter) are drilled in the ring along two orthogonal axes to
shine the ion cloud with the UV and IR light. Both end cap electrodes are AC
grounded. A RF voltage (about 200 V peak to peak amplitude at 10.3 MHz) and
a continuous voltage of a few Volts are applied to the ring electrode, resulting
in trapping well depths of a few eV.

The H+
2 ions are produced by electron impact ionisation from the residual

H2 gas. The electron gun is made of a tungsten wire and a Wehnelt cylinder;
it is typically turned on for 100-200 ms. A 1 mm hole in one of the end cap
electrodes allows access to the trap.

The contents of the trap are analyzed by applying a short negative high
voltage pulse to the second end cap, thus extracting the ions from the trap
through a 2 mm hole. The extracted ions are accelerated and focused onto a
multi-channel plate (MCP) detector located 7 cm away, a long enough distance
to separate by time of flight the H+, H+

2 and H+
3 ions that are simultaneously

produced and trapped. A typical time of flight spectrum is shown in Fig. 6(b).
Up to a few thousand H+

2 ions can be stored in the trap. The ion lifetime is of
a few seconds and is limited by the residual pressure in the vacuum chamber.

The undesirable H+ and H+
3 ions are eliminated using the parametric exci-

tation of their secular motion, by applying RF voltage in the MHz range on one
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Fig. 7. (a) Absorption spectrum of formic acid (HCOOH) [53]. The line intensities
are given in cm−1/(molecule cm−2). (b) Two-photon transition probabilities in atomic
units. The central peak is made of two close components (see Fig. 3). The dashed
line is the 9R(42) CO2 emission line. The detunings between the 9R(42) CO2 line and
the HCOOH lines are indicated in MHz. The CO2 laser is locked to the HCOOH line
indicated by the star.

of the end cap electrodes during the ionisation process. A KrF excimer laser at
248 nm is used to photodissociate the v≥1 states in order to produce a (L, v=0)
ions cloud. The ions are shined by 20 mJ pulses during the filling of the trap.
The characterization of ro-vibrational populations of the resulting ion cloud is
now in progress.

Since all the bound states of H+
2 are metastable, the natural widths of the two-

photon transitions are extremely small. In Paul traps, the ion cloud temperature
is of the order of magnitude of the potential depth expressed in K, i.e. ≈104 K
in our trap. Under those conditions, the two-photon linewidth Γf (appearing in
Eq. (14)) is expected to be limited by the second-order Doppler effect, i.e. of the
order 10 kHz. It will limit the ultimate frequency resolution of the experiment
at the 3·10−10 level, and the mass ratio resolution at the 6·10−10 level.

Ion cooling will thus be necessary in order to reach the metrological objective
of the experiment at the 10−10 level. Nevertheless, the first step of the experiment
is the observation of a two-photon transition, which is feasible with hot ions using
a kHz linewidth laser source.

3.6 Two-photon excitation laser source

The laser system we have built is aimed at exciting the (L = 2, v = 0) →
(L′ = 2, v′ = 1) two-photon transition at 9.166 µm. In this range, two kinds
of laser sources are available. Single-mode CO2 lasers have high output power
and sub-kHz linewidths, but are hardly tunable on ranges exceeding 100 MHz,
i.e. much smaller than the 1.65 GHz gap between the closest CO2 emission line
(9R(42)) and the H+

2 line (see Fig. 7(b)). Recently, single mode quantum cas-
cade laser (QCL) became commercially available. They can be tuned over about
10 cm−1 (300 GHz) through their temperature and injection current, but have
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Fig. 8. Simplified setup of the CO2/HCOOH phase-locked quantum cascade laser
source. The QCL is mounted in a liquid nitrogen optical cryostat. The mixer is a
room temperature HgCdZnTe detector. Solid lines are optical paths. Dashed lines are
electrical paths and servo loops. A.O. is an acousto-optic modulator.

large linewidths of the order of a few MHz. Several experiments have shown
that the linewidth can be reduced well below the kHz level by injection-current
locking the QCL to a molecular line [54] or to a high finesse Fabry-Perot cavity
resonance [55]. We have developed a laser source that takes advantage of both
the narrow linewidth of the CO2 laser and the tunability of the QCL [56].

The setup is shown in Fig. 8. A CO2 laser oscillating on the 9R(42) line is
frequency shifted by 128 MHz and stabilized on the intracavity saturated ab-
sorption signal of the (21, 3, 19)→ (21, 2, 20) line of the ν6 band of formic acid
(HCOOH) (see Fig. 7(a)). The absolute frequency of that transition (32 708 263
980.5 kHz) has recently be determined with an uncertainty of 1 kHz [57] by sum
frequency mixing with a 30 THz wide visible femtosecond frequency comb [58].
The QCL is operated in a liquid nitrogen optical cryostat. The output power
is 50 mW with a 700 mA injection current and a temperature of 80K. The
QCL is phase-locked to the CO2 laser with a tunable frequency offset in the
500-2000 MHz range [56]. The analysis of the beat note spectrum under locked
conditions (see Fig. 9) shows that we have realized a narrow-line tunable laser
source well suited to probe the H+

2 two-photon lines, and also the ro-vibrationnal
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Fig. 9. Phase-locked beat note between the QCL and the CO2/HCOOH frequency
reference. RBW 10 kHz, VBW 1 kHz. The spectrum shows a loop bandwidth of the
order of 6 MHz. The central peak is extremely narrow, with a -3dB width smaller than
the 200 Hz resolution of the spectrum analyser. The inset shows the free running beat
note with the same scale and a 500 kHz RBW.
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spectrum of HCOOH [58] or other molecules (NH3, . . . ) of atmospheric or as-
trophysical interest.

4 Cooling and Spectroscopy of HD+

In experiments performed at the University of Düsseldorf, the MHIs H+
2 , D+

2 ,
and HD+ were cooled to temperatures of ≃ 10 mK in a radiofrequency trap,
by sympathetic cooling with laser-cooled beryllium ions. High-resolution spec-
troscopic studies of several rovibrational infrared transitions in HD+ were per-
formed. Hyperfine splitting of the lines was observed, and is in good agreement
with theoretical predictions. The transitions were detected by monitoring the de-
crease in ion number after selective photodissociation of HD+ ions in the upper
vibrational state.

4.1 Preparation and characterization of cold MHI ensembles

MHIs are just a few of a multitude of species that can be cooled to mK tempera-
tures, by sympathetic cooling [59,60] - the molecular species and a laser-coolable
atomic species, with the same sign of charge, are simultaneously stored in a ra-
diofrequency trap. Laser cooling the atoms then also efficiently cools the molec-
ular ions via the long-range Coulomb interaction. Temperatures below 20 mK
can be reliably reached. We have shown that using Be+ ions as coolant permits
to cool sympathetically ions from mass 1 to mass 200 amu [61–63]. A heavier
atomic coolant species can be used to extend the mass range. For example, using
138Ba+ as coolant molecular ions up to mass 410 amu have recently been cooled
[64].

We use a linear quadrupole trap to simultaneously store both Be+ and MHIs.
The radiofrequency trap is driven at 14 MHz, with a peak-to-peak amplitude
of 380 V. This results in a radial Mathieu stability parameter qr ≃ 0.13 for
HD+. The trap is enclosed in a UHV chamber kept below 10−10 mbar. The
chamber is equipped with a leak valve for the controlled introduction of gases.
An all-solid-state 313 nm laser system is used for cooling Be+ [65].

To load Be+ ions into the trap, atoms are thermally evaporated from a beryl-
lium wire, and ionised by an electron beam. The molecular loading is achieved by
leaking in neutral gas at a pressure of ∼(1−3)·10−10 mbar, ionised by an electron
beam with an energy of 200 eV, and a current of ∼ 30 µA, for a loading time of
2 s. This produces mixed-species crystals like those shown in Figs. 10(a,b). The
ions with a higher charge-to-mass ratio (in this case the molecular ions) expe-
rience a stronger trap pseudopotential, and thus form a dark (non-fluorescing)
core to the crystal. The asymmetric distribution of species along the z-axis ob-
served in Fig. 10(b) is caused by the light pressure of the cooling laser on the
beryllium ions.

The observed crystals are reproduced by molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tions [61,66]. Visual matching of overall structure, structural details and blur-
rings of CCD and simulated images allows fitting the ion numbers and tem-
peratures of the different species. The number of ions of different species given
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Fig. 10. Fluorescence images of (a) a large ion crystal with a high fraction of sympa-
thetically cooled ions (approximately 1200 light ions and 800 Be+ ions) (b) a smaller
crystal containing approx. 690 Be+ ions, and 12 (exactly) HD+ ions, and simulated
images of this crystal at (c) 20 mK, (d) 12 mK, (e) 8 mK and (f) 6 mK. In the simu-
lations, the beryllium ions are shown in red and the HD+ ions in blue. Laser cooling
beam propagation is to the right, along the z-axis [61].

in Fig. 10(b) were found in this way. In the simulations we assume an ideal
linear trap, use the quasipotential approximation and model heating effects by
stochastic forces on the ions. The obtained temperatures are thus effective secu-
lar temperatures. Fig. 10 shows a determination of the temperature; agreement
is found for a Be+ temperature of appox. 10 mK. This sets an upper limit, as our
experimental images are also limited in sharpness by our detection optics, CCD
resolution, and sensor noise, which are not considered. The temperature varies
depending on crystal size and cooling parameters, and is typically in the range
5 mK to 15 mK, with smaller crystals generally colder. These temperatures are
consistent with measurements of the fluorescence lineshape of the Be+ ions.

For all species of molecular ions studied here, our MD simulations show that
the sympathetically cooled molecular ion ensemble is also crystalline, i.e. its
time-averaged ion distribution is strongly inhomogeneous, and that it is strongly
thermally coupled to the Be+ ions. Assuming similar heating effects for the
molecular ions and the Be+ ions, the simulations show that the moleculars ions
have a temperature similar to that of Be+, due to the strong Coulomb coupling.

The trapped species are identified and the time evolution of their numbers is
monitored by excitation of their mass-dependent radial (secular) modes, using
a spatially homogenous and temporally oscillating electric field. For HD+ ions
the measured secular frequency was ≈770kHz, significantly shifted from the
calculated single-particle frequency, due to Coulomb coupling between different
species in the trap [67]. Excitation amplitude, sweep rate, and covered frequency
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Fig. 11. Principle of (1+1′) REMPD spectroscopy of HD+ ions. A tunable IR diode
laser excites a rovibrational overtone transition (v=0, L)→ (v′=4, L′). The HD+ ions
excited to the v′ =4 vibrational level are dissociated using cw 266 nm laser radiation:
HD+(v′ =4)+hν → H+D+, or H+ +D. Due to different Franck-Condon wavefunction
overlap, the calculated UV absorption cross section from the v′ =4 level (∼2.4×10−17

cm2) is about 7 orders of magnitude larger than from v=0 [68]. Energy values represent
total binding energies of the molecule [69].

range were chosen so that the ion crystal had sufficient time to cool back to its
initial temperature between individual excitation cycles. The excitation heats
both the molecular ions and the atomic coolants, which changes the scattering
rate of 313 nm cooling light by the Be+ ions. The HD+ secular resonance becomes
visible in the Be+ fluorescence, and its strength is proportional to the amount
of HD+ ions in the ion crystal.

4.2 Spectroscopy of HD+

The choice of HD+ for spectroscopic studies was made because of the availabil-
ity of dipole-allowed ro-vibrational transitions which simplify the spectroscopic
techniques. Nevertheless, vibrational spectroscopy in the electronic ground state
in near-absence of collisions, as is the case for the present molecular ions en-
sembles, is faced with the difficulty that molecules excited to a vibrational level
decay only slowly, implying very low fluorescence rates. As the fluorescence wave-
lengths are in the mid to far infrared, photon counting would require a sophisti-
cated detection system. We circumvent this difficulty by applying the technique
of (1+1′) resonance enhanced multiphoton dissociation (REMPD): the molecules
are excited by an infrared (IR) laser and then selectively photodissociated from
the upper vibrational state by a second, fixed-wavelength ultraviolet (UV) laser
(Fig.11). The remaining number of molecular ions is the quantity measured as a
function of the frequency of the IR laser. As the molecular sample is small (typ.
40-100 ions) the spectroscopy requires the spectra to be obtained by repeated
molecular ion production and interrogation cycles. The lasers employed are a
single-frequency, widely tunable diode laser at 1.4 µm (Agilent 81480A), and a
resonantly frequency-doubled Yb:YAG laser at 266 nm. The IR laser linewidth
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Fig. 12. (a) Initial ion crystal: ≈1100 Be+, ≈100 HD+, and ≈20 D+ ions at ≈20 mK
(the presence of cold HD+ ions is obvious from the dark crystal core). (b) Repeated
secular excitation of the crystal in (a) at 3 V amplitude. The excitation frequency was
swept between 500 kHz and 1500 kHz. The IR laser is tuned to the maximum of the
(v = 0, L = 2) → (v′ = 4, L′ = 1) line. The curve is an exponential fit with a decay
constant of 0.04 s−1. (c) Ion crystal after dissociation of all HD+ ions: ≈1100 Be+ and
≈50 D+ ions at ≈20 mK. (d) Measurement cycle consisting of repeated probing of the
number of HD+ ions before and after exposure to the spectroscopy lasers [69].

was ∼5 MHz, and its frequency was calibrated with an accuracy of 40 MHz by
absorption spectroscopy in a water vapor cell.

Due to the weak coupling between external and internal (rotational) degrees
of freedom, the internal temperature of the HD+ ions is close to room tem-
perature, in thermal equilibrium with the vacuum chamber [70,10]. There is
significant (>5%) population for rotational levels up to L=6. Indeed, we have
observed 12 transitions between 1391 nm and 1471 nm, from lower rotational
levels L=0 to L=6.

The loss of HD+ ions not only depends on the REMPD process, but also on
transitions induced by blackbody radiation (BBR). We modeled the loss of HD+

by solving the rate equations for the populations of all (v, L) levels interacting
with the IR and UV lasers, as well as with the BBR radiation at 300 K. The
theoretically obtained excitation spectrum (see Fig. 13 and text below) of the
levels probed by the IR laser is included, but for the remainder of the calculation
hyperfine structure, due to electron, nuclear and rotational spins, is ignored.
The rovibrational transition moments involved are taken from [71]. The rate of
dissociation by UV light is obtained using cross sections from [68]. For typical UV
intensities, dissociation rates of 102–103 s−1 are found. The rate equation model
reveals two different timescales at which the HD+ number declines during a
typical experiment. A first, fast (<1 s) decay occurs when the IR laser selectively
promotes HD+ ions from a specific (v=0, L) level to a rotational level in v′=4,
from which they are efficiently photodissociated. This process rapidly dissociates
those (v = 0, L) HD+ ions which are in the hyperfine states probed by the IR
laser. The remaining molecular ions (a significant fraction of the total initial
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number) are dissociated significantly slower, essentially at the rate at which
the hyperfine levels of (v = 0, L) are repopulated by BBR and spontaneous
emission. For example, for the (v = 0, L = 2) → (v′ = 4, L′ = 1) transition,
and for typical intensities of 6 W/cm2 for the IR and 10 W/cm2 for the UV
laser, the fast HD+ decay takes place at a rate ∼10 s−1 (which is not resolved
experimentally), whereas the decay due to BBR–induced repopulation occurs at
a rate of ∼0.04 s−1. The latter rate is fairly consistent with the measured decay
depicted in Fig.12(b), but observed decay rates depend strongly on which part
of the hyperfine spectrum is interrogated. This points at a shortcoming of the
simple rate equation model used here, and our observations can probably be
explained precisely only by a rate equation model which takes the full hyperfine
structure of all involved (v, L) levels into account.

As an example, Fig. 12(b) shows the time evolution of the HD+ secular
excitation resonance while the HD+ ions are excited on the maximum of the
rovibrational line (v = 0, L = 2) → (v′ = 4, L′ = 1) at 1430.3883 nm. The de-
crease of the HD+ resonance in the secular excitation spectrum, induced by the
REMPD process, is accompanied by a decrease of the dark crystal core con-
taining the MHIs. The secular excitation spectrum also shows an increase of the
number of D+ ions, which result from the dissociation of excited HD+ ions. These
ions are sympathetically cooled and remain in the crystal core. Fig. 12(c) shows
the mixed-species ion crystal after all HD+ was dissociated. The dark crystal
core has shrunk significantly, and the crystal now contains ≈1100 Be+ and ≈50
D+ ions. Assuming equal probability for photodissociation to D+ and H+, this
number indicates that most generated D+ ions are sympathetically cooled and
trapped. Loss rates are obtained by exponential fitting to the maxima of the
HD+ resonances in the secular excitation spectrum (solid line in Fig. 12(b)). In
this way, a 0.01 s−1 background loss rate of HD+ ions from the trap is obtained
when both the IR and UV lasers are turned off. This loss is due to chemical re-
actions between HD+ ions and background gases. The observed background loss
rate is fitted well by a single exponential decay, which rules out strong nonlinear
dependence of the Be+ fluorescence during secular excitation on the number of
HD+ ions.

The spectroscopic signal used to produce the spectra in Fig. 13 is the molec-
ular ion dissociation probability, obtained as the relative change of the heights of
the HD+ secular resonances in the Be+ fluorescence before and after the REMPD
excitation (Fig. 12(d)). For each transition, the HD+ dissociation probability was
measured as a function of the frequency of the IR laser, in steps of 15 MHz. Each
data point was obtained by averaging over several individual measurements of
the HD+ dissociation probability occurring over ∼5 s. Each data point requires
a new loading of HD+ ions in the Be+ crystal. For all measurements, comparable
HD+ ion numbers were used, as deduced from the size of the crystal core after
loading. However, during each HD+ loading cycle a small fraction of the Be+ is
lost from the trap, due to chemical reactions with neutral HD gas [63]. The same
Be+ ion crystal can be used for up to 40 HD+ loadings, sufficient for obtaining
the spectra in Fig. 13. A typical spectrum is taken within 1-2 hours.
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Fig. 13. Rovibrational transition spectra with partially resolved hyperfine splitting:
(a) (v = 0, L = 2) → (v′ = 4, L′ = 1) at 1430 nm, (b) (v = 0, L = 2) → (v′ = 4, L′ = 3)
at 1394 nm. The curves are fits to the data (•), where the theoretical stick spectra
were broadened by ≈40 MHz. The theoretical spectrum exhibits a large number of
very weak transitions, due to weak mixing of pure coupled angular momentum states.
The ordinate values are the molecular ion dissociation probability for a 5 s irradiation
of 0.65 W/cm2 IR and 10 W/cm2 UV light. The insets show typical error bars [69].

Detailed measurements for two transitions (v=0, L=2) → (v′ =4, L′ =1, 3)
are shown in Figs. 13(a,b). Both spectra reveal a partly resolved hyperfine struc-
ture, which can be compared with the prediction from an effective spin Hamil-
tonian, written as Heff = b1Ip · S + c1IpzSz + b2Id · S + c2IdzSz + γS · J [72,73].
Here, Ip, Id, and S denote the spin of the proton, deuteron, and electron, re-
spectively; the subscript z indicates the projection on the internuclear axis. The
hyperfine coefficients b1, b2, c1, c2, and γ have been recently calculated to high
accuracy [43], see Sec. 2.4. The hyperfine level energies and eigenfunctions are
found by diagonalization of the matrix representation of Heff in a suitable an-
gular momentum coupling scheme. Terms arising from the nuclear spin-rotation
and deuteron quadrupole interactions are neglected as they contribute ≪1 MHz
to the hyperfine level energies [43]. The results of the diagonalization were sub-
sequently used to calculate line strengths (Eq. 11) of the individual hyperfine
components within a given rovibrational transition, leading to ”stick spectra”,
as shown in Fig. 13. Inhomogeneous broadening of the spectra may be accounted
for by convolving each line with a Gaussian lineshape of a given width.

The broadened stick spectra are fitted to the experimental spectra using the
linewidth, the vertical scale and the frequency offset as fit parameters
(Fig. 13). The frequency offset corresponds to the deperturbed ro-vibrational
transition frequency, which is thus determined to within the accuracy of the
wavelength calibration of the IR laser (40 MHz) and the fit uncertainty (3 MHz).
The measured deperturbed ro-vibrational transition frequency is in good agree-
ment with the ab initio results from [21], see Fig. 13. The partly resolved hyper-
fine structure in the measured spectra agrees well with the theoretical results
obtained from [72,43]. We find both theoretically and experimentally that the
hyperfine structure for other transitions in the P and R branches is similar to
that in Figs. 13(a,b).
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We observe a typical line broadening of 40 MHz, which corresponds to kB ×
(0.2 K) of energy in the axial motion. The kinetic energy in the secular motion
(as inferred from molecular dynamics simulations) of the HD+ ions can give
rise to broadening of about 10 MHz only [61]. Saturation broadening also does
not play a significant role, as confirmed by comparing spectra taken at different
IR and UV intensities. Using the polarization-dependent 313 nm fluorescence
of the Be+ ions as a magnetic field probe, the magnetic field (which is along
the direction of propagation of the 313 nm laser beam) has been adjusted and
verified to be 50 mT and to vary by no more than 40 mT over the extent of
the crystal, which implies Zeeman broadening <1 MHz. This leaves Doppler
broadening due to micromotion as the most probable cause for the observed line
broadening. This micromotion could arise from phase shifts in the rf potentials
applied to the various electrodes, and from coupling between axial (IR laser
beam direction) and radial ion motion. For our trap, in which the HD+ ions are
located at least 10 µm away from the trap axis, the (radial) micromotion energy
exceeds kB(0.5 K).

The results described are of significance in several respects. They demon-
strate, for the first time, the possibility of high-resolution spectroscopy of small,
trapped molecular ion samples, sympathetically cooled well into the millikelvin
range. We have achieved a spectral resolution 10 times higher than with any
previous cold molecular ion method, and the same enhancement was obtained
for the excitation rate. The observed population dynamics demonstrated the
weakness of collisions. The methods used for trapping, cooling and detection are
quite general, and are applicable to a host of other molecular ion species. This
includes other ions of astrophysical and cosmological interest such as H+

3 and its
isotopomers, which have been trapped in our setup [61,62]. Also, the spectral res-
olution achieved here may be further improved: for instance, first-order Doppler
broadening may be circumvented by use of a tightly confining trap which holds
the ions in the Lamb-Dicke regime, or by two-photon spectroscopy. Furthermore,
the presence of the atomic coolant ions offers an in situ tool to detect possible
perturbing fields.

5 Conclusion and Outlook

In summary, the development of high-accuracy laser spectroscopy of trapped
MHIs has made significant progress. On the theory side, the energies have been
calculated with a relative accuracy of the order of 1 ppb. Detailed predictions of
the line strengths of one- and two-photon transitions have been given, which are
important guides for the experiments. Certain systematic shifts (dc and ac Stark
shifts [15,22]) have also been calculated, but are not described here. On the ex-
perimental side, several important techniques have been demonstrated: cooling
of MHIs to tens of mK, vibrational-state selective photodissociation, one-photon
vibrational spectroscopy with spectral resolution at the level of 2·10−7, rotational
population measurement, in-situ ion detection, tunable, high-power, continuous-
wave narrow-linewidth laser for two-photon spectroscopy. Based on the present
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results, it is expected that the two-photon H+
2 spectroscopy experiment will ulti-

mately allow a spectral resolution at the level of 3 · 10−10, while the one-photon
1.4µm HD+ spectroscopy in the current apparatus will be limited by Doppler
broadening to several parts in 108. One-photon spectroscopy of HD+ vibrational
transitions having longer wavelength or the use of a trap with stronger con-
finement should allow reaching the Lamb-Dicke regime, with a strong increase
in spectral resolution. As described above, two-photon spectroscopy is another
alternative.

For both ion species, the investigation of systematic shifts will become an
important task. It is expected that Zeeman shifts and Stark shifts can be reduced
or measured to a level below one part in 1010 in a cold ion ensemble. This
should enable comparisons of experimental and theoretical transition frequencies
at levels below 1 ppb, and, in the longer term, the development of a novel
approach to the measurement of mass ratios of electron and hydrogen isotopes.

In the future, it may become attractive to use the method of quantum-logic-
enabled spectroscopy [74,75]. Some of the experimental limitations (broad state
population distribution, need for destructive detection of molecular excitation,
systematic effects) encountered with the approaches described here could be
substantially alleviated.
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